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PREFACE

The Unified41Science and Mathematics for Elementary
Schdols (13SMES),project was formed in response td the rec-'
ommendations of the 1967 Cambridge Conference on the Corre-
lation of Science and Mathematics in the, Schools.* Since

its tigception in 1970, USMES, has been funded-by the
National Shence Foundation to develop and carry out imple-.
mentation trials of'32 interdisciplinarY anits centered on
long-radge investigations of real and practical problems
taken from the local school/community environment. School

planners can use these units'to design a flexible.curric-
ulum for grades one through'eight in which real prOblem
solving plays an important role.

The development and trial implementation.work is car-b
ried on by classroom teachers with the assistance of
university specialist& at wirkshops,94 at occasiona
meetings during the-Year. This work is Toordinated by
staff ,at the Education Development'Center in Newtdn,
llassachusetts. In additiOn, the staff at EDC coordiAtes
a widespread'implementation program involving districts
and collegeS; which are carrying out local USMES
mentation programs.for teachers and schools in tbeir area.

,The following units are.cutrently available for w de-

spread implementation:,

Protecting Property (Burglar Ori'entation*

Alarm Design) sTraffic Flow

Pedehtrian Crossingsm
'Lunch Lines
Play Area'Destign and Ilse

Describing People
Designing for, Human r por-

tions
Dice Design
Weather Predictions
Getting There
Classroom Management

Consumer Research
Soft,Drink Design
Manufacturing
Advertising :

Classroom Desigti
School Zoo'
Ways tO Learn
Ilicycle Transportation
Growing Plants

a

Since\all activities, in USMES units are initiated by_the
students lin response to a long-range chalfenge, the.- udents

and teachers often have, need of resdurce materials; US S

materials provide'some of these resources. The esign

*See Goalstfor the Correlation jitElementary.Science and

Matliematics, Houihton-Mifflin Co., Boston, 1969.
,
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or its classroom equivaleat is a resource fer students;
using the tools and supplies available, children can fellow

through on their ideas by constructing measuring tools,

testing apparatus, models, etc., The "How To" Cards area

another.resource for students. Each set of cArds gives.in-
formatidriabout a specIfic problem; the students use'a set,
only when they want he p on that imrticular problem.

Several types of resources arp available for teachers:
the USMES Guide, a Reseurce Book for each challenge, Back-

ground Papers, and a Design Lab Manual. A comPlete set of

all these written materials comprise what is Called the
PMES-library. .The libiary, which'should be available in -

each school using USMES units, contains the following:
4

'

1. The USMES Guide

The USMES Guide is a compilation of materials
,

which maY be used for long-range planning of a
curriculum that incorporates the USMES proKraw.
In additiori to basic information about the pro-
ject and the challenges, it contains charts
assessing the strengths of the various chals
lenges in terms of their possible math science;

social science, and language arts co t t.

2. Teacher Resource Books for each challenge
Y-

\ Each.book co tains.he following sections:
. .

A. USMES Ph losophy--a description of the
USMtt app1roach ,5o real proWlem-solv7ing

activities,
B. General Papers--informatien about the

partfcular unit,,
C. Documentation--edited logs of class

aetiyities,
D. References--other written materials

relevant to 4,he unit, and
Appendix--charts which indicate the.skills

concepts ankprocesses which may be

lea and ftacticid- when students be-.

come ngaged in certain possible activ-
ities:

Design Lab Manual

* 114Because many "hands-on
f activities may take

'place in the classroom, the Design. Lab Manual
should be made available to each USMES teacher.

8
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It contains sections on the style of Design
Lab activities, safety considerations, and ad
inventory of tools and supplies.*

4. 'llow To" Cards

These short sets o cards provide information to
seudents about specific problems that day arAe
during USHES units. Solutions for particular
comfUtation, graphing and construction problems
are explained. A complete list of_the "How To"
Cards.can be found in the USMES Guide.

5. Background_ Papers

These Background Papers are written to prOvide

information for the.teachers on technical prOb-
,

left. that might arise as students carry on var-
ious investigations. As USMES units are devel-
oped and student responses to the challenge
become known, teachers exDress the need for
certain kinds of background information not
readily accessible elsewhere. Background pa-
pers. are also written which dnclude informa-

tion about the tpes of invAstigations which
,Alay provide good opportunities for learnin*

in specific areas. A complete, annotated
list of fhe Background Papers can be found 'in

the USMES Guide.

The preceding materials are described in briefin the ,----

USMES, brochure, which can be used.by teachers and admin-
istrators to disseminate information about the prolect to

the local comMunity. In addition, the Curriculum Correla7
tion Guide is presently being developed and preliminary
sectiOnS areAavailable. A variety of other dissemination

and implementation materials are'also.available for indi-

viduals and groups involved in local implementation pro-

grams. Preparing People for USIgtS, an informational and
training resource, provides information on Conducting in-
service workshops for teachers te prepare them for using

*Because Tri-Wall was the most Teadily available brand of
three-layered cardboard at'tHe time the projeCt, began,

USMES has usea it at workshop', and In schbols; conse-
quently, references to Tri-Wall can be found throughout
the Teacher Resource Books. There are siveral other brands
of three-layerea cardboard available and-the addressea.of
the companies that supply three-layered cardboard can be,

found in the Design Lab'Manual.

-
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USMES in the classroom. *Written materials are also avail-

able on conOcting USMES informational :Ileftings and Design

Lab managertraining., Other mattrials finclude"the USMES

slide/tape show, videotapes of classroom activities, a

general report on evaluation results,,a map of fmplementa-

tion locatigns;. a list of experienced USMES teachers and

university consultants, and newspaper and magazine articles.

0
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gOW TO LOV. FROGS
by..

Abe Flelier.

.

When you first cq;lect frog eggs or tadpole's ypu Can.tut awityone
. 1 -.

side of-a milk cac'ton and use this as, a tank for the tirst week pr two.

;
.,.. .

'Ais ehertapis mit larger, they will'need a largei container., Almost.Any-

0
. L ,

thing wilkdo: ati6aria; :plastic Oink pans, efen- a cardbOard box lined. .

.
.t . , i.-

,
.

with,sheet plastic'.
,

1
,

Food
\\

0* e

a

Tadpoles aie born without mduths and don't eat during the first few

weeks of life (nourishment comes fro& tht yolk in the egg). Until the

mouthi do open, a sprig of any hetlthy,leafy'piant will'provide some

color andebe available as food for 'the precocious feeders. When the

tads have started to make mouths and begin eating (the plant will look

tagged), yow.smay feed them in several different ways: 1

1. Pui one or two food pellets of the kind used to feed' mice and
gerbifs into, tht container pf tads. .Putsthese 4n th, container i
thd morning but remove them at the end 4 the school ay--ptherwis

,,--the wafer may become .fouled. Leave one pellet for the weekend.

Lf'

2. Pt.kt mkt or two square inches of parboiled lettuce in the con-
tainer in,. the morning; remove at night, Part;olled lettuce is made
by dropping bits of,lgrfuce int bo4ling water and cooking for one
to two minutes (ONLY). Parboi ed lettuce..will keep in the refrig.,/
etatox for two-three'days.

3. Use a few aquarium plants (from a pet suppl.).r storee;, Elodea is

.usually good): Tnese can be left in as long.as they continue to
lsokohealthy. (green).

- . .

4. As the tadpoles get old'6r they appreciate a small piecv of
raw meat or liver. . This should be removed afteT a fewhours.'
Tying a thread to the meat makes removal, ea.sy. .

;
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-water

e.

Most.tapwater (including "aggd" and "treated".tapwater ) will kill't?d-
-e

poles within twenty-four hours. There are three solutions:

1. Use water from a'nearby pond if one is nearby.
` .

2. ,Collect rain water, unless air pollution,is bad.

3. Make you.r owm pond water: 'place,any Wate4roof container
(jar,-aclitarium, Cardboarebox lined -with sheet plastic) near a
window;1 add a 1"-2" layer of good, rich soil; add tap water to

4 cover the soil to a depth of 211-3"; allow to sit for three-four
days with occasional light stirring.

1 Whatever kind of water you use, it witl'be diflerent from what the

tadpoldls are used to. So, add water .to the tank gradually, over a peTiod
N

of days. NeN0er add more than ¼ of'ihe volume bf water in the tank at one

e

time.. Fortunately, tadioles prefer'shallow,(l"-2") water, 'If the water

in the-tank gets murky, you can remoi; .the gunk from the bottom with a

turkey baster.,

Even with the best of care, many of your tads will die.. Do not be

alarmed; this is why the world is not overrun with frogs. The death of a

few tads might be a.lead-in to a discustiion-of suoh:questions as: Why do

some animals lay'so many eggs andO4others only a few? What would happen if

all eggs survived to adathoOd?".Whenever you set a dead tadpole,.remtve it

with a spoon or turkey hadter and discard it as soon as possible.

Aeveloyment

The time it will take frog eggs to develop.into tadpOlet end the ti:(1-

,

poles iMto frogs depends on many .1things. ome of thete are: 'the kind of.

frog, the tempfrature,_the kind

predict or control diivelopment,

and amount of food. It, is very.hard to

so play,it by ear and be very patient.

-
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':- In smot 'cases, egg; ';.Tili-tiatch within-2 ,to 6 days; tads 4111. develop
, ,

.
. . . !

- .
, -,

. .
.

. .

i moutiaq AGout.:2 toLl5 dayp afferhatching;,rear_legs,Usually.apieai 10 to 30:

- . .

days after thd Ilouthi frdnelégs appear 10-20 days later and the young adults
. .

B1-3

begin to crawl up onto land shoKtly thereafter.

This pattern of Lvelopment inyolve6 two major changes
.1

),
Tadpoles Frogs

water'breathers Air- breathers
vegetarians insect eaters

life style:

When front legi appear,'be sure'to provide a place for the baby

frogs to get out of the water,,otherwise ihey might drown. A float-
,

ing bit of wgod or a floating water plant could protride a platform.

.Cover the a4uarium with fine mesh screen and introduce one or two

fliqs. When these disappear, begin to feed the fvogs several flies

0.
at a time and figure out (by fate of disapPearance) how many flies

'to feed your frOgs each. day.

MAN
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RAISING'HOUSEFLIES

by Abe Flexet*

,Houseflies are.veryeasy to tear in the classroom and may,be put"-

to many uses. In.the School, Zoo'unit they may be used as food for many
!-

reptiles and amOhibians. Fly cu1ture6 are clean, odorless and require
)

little attention or specialized equipment. The life cycle takes about

16 days (egg-ty-egg) and involires four easily observed stages (egg,

-marmot, cocoon and'adU19:

(5 days

ADU1.,TS

6-7 days

Starting a Colon,

EGGS

COCOONS
.

1

12 hqprs

MAGGOTS'''.

The easiest way to start your awn bree ing colony is to Order spine

houseflies from a biological supply house. Carolina Biologicaa supply
'1114

sells 150, cocoons for $2.50 (their catalog number L932). and other houses
"

have similar listings. You may also start a colony with flies-that you

collect yourself. The fly accumulator suggested below, if carefully
/

lpwered over an,unuary fly, will be surprisingly effective. A note of

warnfitg: flies collected from nature often produce far more females

OM

* Based On two Articles by Paul D. Merrick: Fly Culturing, Science

and Children, 4 (8),. May, 1967; The,Fry Cyclt WIMSA,.Webster College, -

Webster Groves, Mo., Feb., 1960,-."-

AP
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than males, in same cases, there will be only 10% males -- and*

IP.

'"Ir 4

sr.

i
. propprtion is f4erited porn generation to generation. If you

.
.

want the flies only fpr food, pay.no'attention to tile Abrtage
...-

.
Al

of males. Female flies will taste as goda as males.-
f -. . , .

small bottle.

paper cone taped,to jar

_tor_ fly

. FLy cages may be made.by using a rubber'band to attach the wiiN

\Il'

end of a nylon stocking to t mouth of a wide-mouth ggflon:jar.

0 .

Such jars are usually discarged by school cafeterlas in large nutbers.

If thdblar ul3ed for the cage is.cylindrical, it should be taped'or tied

to a boardor blocks of wood to prevent rolling. Access,to the inter-

ior is through theecut-away toe of the stocking; at otherfimes, flies

are kept in the cage by knotsting the toe of the stoiking.N:

Adult fljes will live for 174 weeks if provided wicR some dry,
1.

powdered'milk and a 'source of. water. These should be provided.in

separdte containers inside the cage.

Adult-flies begin ta/Mate 2 or 3 days after they emerg, from the

,

#
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,

N cocoons.1.._ By,the fiftl' (lei after 'emerglne, leriales et;t, halie ;mated,

, a /
will)eqn to depoW eggi. .) Ile is a convenient way to collect

. ..
.4

. ,

'eggs. Yill a paper or Plastic cul) (1" deep X 1 1/2 2" acrtss')

,. . 1.
..---1 .r

i

AO

loosely with bran,flakes. . Add-to this an imbunt of diluted milli&

(1 pait unsweetened, cannea k parts water) that wodld

. :1 ,
. (' A .

0

...!
cage of adult flies until you think some eggs have,been deposited .

.

(20 min. - 1 hr). Remove the egr:cup from the cage and search juilt under-

'fill the-cui. Mix well. Plac ,one or more of these egg-F-ups in a

B2.-3

neath the surface fork the eggs which are tiny, pile, cigar-:sha0ed

,

objects. A cage of 15-20 matird females may produce as many as,000

eggs per.sifting; a single mated female will lay-600-800 eggs ov.pi

a 3-4 week period.
A

To maiaain a continual supply of new adult, collect e,ggepP

begin,a new c ulture every week or ten .days.. Egp Can be collected
le

every day if a large number are needed-,as a.food source.

There are 410 approaches to raisinglhe.eggs to the adul

5"he plate method is a littiv trickier to set up but isimore

7
The laT1 method is easier to-set up but is les; reliable. "fiaVe your

students .COmpare the two methods to determine ihich Is mare conven-

.4 . ient in your cdssroom.

Jar Method /

41.

Get a.short wide container that you Can.see through: jars from

peanut butter, cocktail herring, or even a short highba)4 glass. Any

transparent container as a maggot ler as longras,it fits through

the stocking that.covers the opening of the fly cage. 'Place a plas-

\
tic.bag inside the maggot jar, mouth up; the bag should.not reach more

than 3/4 of the way up the side of the jar. Add enough of the brae/

4
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B2-4

diluted_milk, mixture to tile Imo to fill it nearly full. Transpr sev-
..

. . .

6.
era l? hundred eggs from an egg cup lo the surface'of themedium. Cover

C
, r

/ 1.,
.

the.mouth of the.jar with a few layers'of,paper towels.held/in place
...."

with a rubber band. Place the jar in adladed spot'away from all.heat

sourcep.

The eggs will hatch within 12 hours or so to form tiny maggots.

These will movc"about, feed and grow to full size Over a period of

.0% 4 to 5.dayé. .Do not worry if at first you:can t see the young maggots,

As they tend to avoid,light and remain under the medium. When the .

)1

. A

.....

maggots have eached full size, they will crawl up out of.the medium

and over'the edge of the bag seeking a dry place in which to build

'cocoons. Wrinkles in the plastic bag will form spaces between thg bag

and the wall of the maggot,jar. The maggots WIll accumulate in these

spaces where the entire process of cocoon-building will be easily ob-

served.

The cocoorin will hatch in 6 .to 7 days at which time the adults

should be transferred to the fly cage. Push the maggot jar through

, (

the stocking and into the cage, pop off the rubber band and paper towels

and allow the adults to escape over
6
a several hour period. Later, .

remove jar, towels and rubber band. Alternatively, Che cocoons May be'

removed from: the'maggot jar by hand and placed in a terrarium where

they will hatch and become food for whatever is in the terrarium.

Remember to reserve a few cocoons to start the next generation. It

should be possible to store ne4 cocoons in refrigerator for 'several

weeks if you want to.

kr'

or?

4

o
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Plr Ikethod*

fig

Eieem to have'little trouble perpetuatin g'themselves in

nature; buit the laboratory culture of larvae (maggots) .gan be.subjeet

, . .

to same complications. Molds pre. the biggest problem...We.have devel-

oped4technique which is almost foorproof. A deep plastic petri

plate t1.00mm X 20mm) is fiiled loosely Vitt} the _bran-milk mixture.

100-150 eggs are,inoculated (ancWthe plate is then coVered with the

For best results, the air space between lid and medium should

be very small. Molds require a rich air supply for good growth, while

fly larvae doivvry well in "aire of low oxygen coient. But the

4.

.larvae require same oxygen, however, ana one has to be careful that a

'water seal (from condensation) does not form around the inside of the
A-

lid. If this happens, thelarvae come to the surface and die....,

...The larvae (in a healthy culture) are almost always there

(just below the surface) just avoiding leghti.

...There are many subtle factors which affect larval cultures.

If too many eggs are tuTd, (many) larvae will leave the cultur....

On the other hand, if too few eggs are put-in,... the cultures will

often be blank. 'Too high a xemperature slows down the development of

the culture. The best "rule of thumb" is to place the culturesy

from any cold spot and lift the cover off periodically...

1-6....Tust.before the onset of'(cocoon-building) the fat'maggots
.

stop feeding and move II endlessly" around the periphery of the culture

Exerpted from Fly Cultutillg by Paul D. Merrick.

mission fram Science and Children, Mareh, 1971.

the National Scietice Teachers Associatibn, 1201

W., Washington, D.C. 20036,

A

'B2-5'

Reproduced with per-
Copyright 1971'by
Sixteenth Street, N.
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.

'plate. AbOut the fourth day after egg inoculation we set the petri
c

A .
t

. .

diali ill a-larger bowl-or plastic container and remove tfie.lid; As -

.

, I

.

soon as they have :the "urge", The maggots crawl over the edge .of the
...

petri plate And drop to the floor of the bowl where they form ttocoons).

It is a good idea to put somet4king between the bott6m'ofpe-petri
'4- .

plate and the bowl. Otherwise, thegmergetia maggois "burrow" beiween

the'plate and ))owl and "make cocOons". If the maggots are permitted

to (make cocoons) under the,plate, the (cocoons) are apt to be flattened

0

And produce fen flies.

401'

a

at
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IDENTIFYING ORGANISMS

by Abe FleXdr .

Inc.

As &our students collect plants and animals for classroom

activities, the neea towidentify what they collect may arise. For

example, identifying a plant_or animal makes it easier to do library

research on how te grow and maintain the organism, to learn about.its

.

life cycle, etc. Such identifications can, be made through the use

B3 -1

of vafious keys and field guides.

Keys come in many different levels of cOmplexity and sophis-

s,

tteation. 'Most differences concern the amount of technical Vocabu

lary used in stating the questions; the range of otganisms covered,

and the precision(with wHrEh-specimens are identified. For the pur-

Poses'of.most classrdot activities, the Golden Nature Guides (Golden

Press, New York, available at most book stores) will be more than

adequate. In addition tb,simple but accurate keys that use lots of

pictures, each booklet contains a few pages about wh n and how to

collect the organisms covered by the key, hints on ho to maintain

athel.et in capidvity, their natural history, and'their distribution in

the continental U.S. At about $1.50 per copy (paperhoend) they

areexcellent values. Some titles from-the series: Birds; Tres;

/
Mammali; Flowers;, Insects;'Butterflies and Aoths; Gamebirds; Fishes;

Reptiles and Amphibians; Non-Flowering Plants (algae, ungi, mosses,

ferns); The Southeast; The Southwest; The Pacific Northwest; The

Rocky Mountains; Seashores; Pond Life; Zoology; Zoo Animals; Spiders.

These 'can.he sueniementedwith keys and guides made by local

\
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nat alpts for the.plants andeanimals of.yotir region. 'Such local

. ve
.

.

.
or regional guides and keys available, tfirough branches of,the Apdubon-

. .
. .

.

Society, Sierra Club,.or throughythe neirest museum of natural hilt-
.

tory,'are usually 'inexpensive (o4en free to-schoolis).f simple.w. use,

and 4oaded with illustrations: Best of.all, these Will g1e yoU

,J-
some idea aW What to loibk for in your lotararea.-- and when. ,

How to Uae.a Key

Keys add field guides consist Of series'of questions about a

specimenwhich,-if answered, will identify the specimen
ul

with a common name and a 'scientific name. The latter is information

soMetImes needed to conduct a fibrary study; the'former is usually

a more cbnvenient, label for daily use. The questions usually come

in pairs: 1/1', 2/2', etc.; la/Ib, 2a/2b, etc.; A/AA, B/BB, etc.

The questiolp in'a pair usually describe mutually"exClusive cate

gories and each questiOn sends you to a different part of'the rest

of the key. For example:

la. Animal/has four or fewer legs go to 2

lb. .Animal has more than four legs go to 6

2a. -An4k..1 has sir legs' go to 3

2b. Aniftal has f73 legs . ..... go to 5

As you progress through the key, the questions become more and more

spe ific. Evetkually, one of the questions will yield a ,specific

ide ification.

Here, for example, is an artificial key constructed for an arbi-

trary collection of the following 11 organisms:

ant

housefly
pine trec .

140

gerbil
oak tree
spider,

cactus
horse
geranium

cat

dandellon
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Preten& that you have a specimen of one of these 6.front of you

A

Kt.. that you don't" know.what,it is. liouk throughrthe key, step7by-L

step until,you'cothAto the'name ofi the specimen. Do this a fvw time
s)

. #

with different selections frop the list above until §ou see how the.-

key works.'-.

la. Obviously a,plant go to 7

. lb. Obviously an animal ..... . . . go to 2

2a. Has only 4 legs
2b. Has 6 or 8 legs

3

: I 5

3a. Has fur and clays.. .). 4

3b. Has mane and hooves HORSE g

4a.. Small'and rat-like.;.fixed claws GERBIL

4b. Larger., with canine teeth and retractable

claws CAT

5a. Has 6 legs
5b. Has 8 legs . . ..... . ...... SPIDER

6

6a. Has pindhing jas, no wings . . . .... . ANT

6b. Has wings and 1Srgeeyes HOUSEFfV

7a. Latge and woody 8-

' 7b. Small and leafy 9

8s. Producey leaves and acorns AtIAK TREE

8b. .Produces needles'and cones PINE TREE

9a. Stem fleshy; without leaves; many spines. .CACTUS

9b. Stem not fleshy; many.leaves 10

10a. Leaf surface fuzzy; red flowers GERANIUM

10b. Leaf surface smooth; yellow flowers . ..DANDELION

4

1Whis is a simple and not-tgo-efficient key (there could have

1

44
been fewer questions). Notice that in several cases the two questions

in'a pair are not exact oppores: 34-4, 6. This was possible be-,

pause the key dealt wipl only a limited number of choices. This will

often be trUe of even the most sophistitated keys --'not all conceiv-

able possibilities pctually exist;

44,1
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1(ys really define smaller and smaller 6ub-sets of fhe setiof all
, ,

4
.

' 91ants,*or the eet el all trees, or the set of all pink flowers, 'itc.
I.I $_

Here istaidiagram that shows how the key given aboVe works: ,

ELEVEN ORGANISMS,

4,

.411.

OAK PINE CACTUS GERANIUM DANDE- GERBIL CAT HORSE ANT 'HOUSE- SPIDER
TREE TREE ' LION FLY

14.

A

,1
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HINTS FOR GlAwc PLANTS'

by Jay E. .Anderson

6.777-
A green'fiant can be thought of "aS nattire's factory. knumber

of raw materials go in, foods' ar4 manufactured, and some by-products

B4-I

" .

are given off. The beidc ideas, which we shall consider briefly here,

are really quite easy to understand. But, it is humbling to note that

scientists still do not fully understand ill of th%intricate details

of the 9anufacturing.process. The pros ects of...man duplicating the

food-making proCs of green plants still lies in the distant future.

Perklaps you remember studying the equation

Carbon dioxide + Water + Light
Chlorophyll

3o sukar + Oxygen

(energy),.

If your classes were anything like mine, you no doubt spent more time

trying to balance the equation than considering its significance.

16 basic rawHmaterials are carbon dioxide (002) and, water (H20).

Plants absorb,carbon dioxide from the air, and take in water fri-om

the soil through their roots. The ene y for the manufacturing

process comes from light. Sunlight (or light frOm an artificial

source) is trapped by the green substance, chlorophy,ll, in the leaves.

The trapped energy is then used'to-drive a whole series of chemical

reactions that result in the production of simple sugars (for example,

glucose, C0120
6
). Some of the energy is stored as chemfftd. energy

'in the sugars, and this energy can be released and used later when

the sUgars are burned (by the plant orby an animal that has_eaten it).



,

r *
In addition to simple sugari, Plantsmanufacture A large-,

-

variety of other substances. 'Usl,ng nutrients such as nitrogen and
. 1

phosphorous compOunds and various,minerals liie calciumpand potassium,

they make proteins, fati, vitamins, ,enzymes, And chlofophyll. These,

too, are all made.using the sun's energy,"but harein'lies Another.

common misconcekion: People often have th idea that plants'don't

. / 4V4

use any food. However,, they,burn od and,use'energy (respiration) just

OFt

as qe do.

growth, and to transport materials around, reproduce, and sq on Plants

use.some of the energy they have stored in sugars or starch.
0

In'order to manufacture all of the-aubstances needed for

Soil +4

In addition to anchoring the plant and supplying some 16 to 18

difterent chemicals needed for plant growth,- theesoil also must be

capable of holdllag water fOrthe plant. However, water must not be

Allowed to stand in the spaces betWeen the soil particles since this

will prevent air circulation and deprive the plant's root sy4(em of

oxygen. Thus, for most common plants, the soil must provide both

drainage and porosity.

Natural top soils form complex.physical structures that enhance

their porosit and drainage. However, most natural soils are too

"heavj," because of high clay content' or a.lack of organic matter to'

be good for raising plants indoors in pots or other small eioltainers.

Most Soils often become very compacted and almost impermeable when

used in pots. ,Unless your clasg has acceis to an exceptionally good

quality loam soil having a high organic content, you must either use

a commercially prepared potting soil or prepare you.' own.

25
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solution is to use a commercial potting soil.-

Many brands are availikle, but many are also_unsatisfactory because

1.they' are 'ebout 99% peat moss. I highly recommen'd0Baccto" brat;d.

I'have'used it for A number Of years in iny research, and have had

excellent ;esuls growing a large variety of plants.. "Baccto"

seems to be of consistent quality, bag after bag, and is available

4!-A

in Most parts of .t 'United. States. "Pot of Gold" brand seems to

be of about the saiu.è quality as "Baccto". The current'(summer 1.975)-
- .

. *1 . .

krice for.these'brands is $3.99 per 50 lb. bag. Smalleriamounts,are.

much more expensive per pound. A couple of 50 lb. b'ags will go a

long ways in a oApssroom.

A good potting,soil can be prepared by mixing top soil, peat

moss, and sand in equal ,portions by volume. Peat moss is ihe break-
\\

down Koduqt of sphagnum moss, which grows in swampy areas of northern

'form:its (sphagnum *)gs). Peat moss wiicl hold about twenty times its

weight in water and, at the same time, will serve to increase thei.

porobitY of 'Ile ,:oil,and keep it from compacting. Sand also,increases

porosity and improve's drainage. Any sand wAZ1 do, but that co4ected

from roadsides may have a

plapts. Rinspg the sal*

a large bucket, a tub, or
)

high salt dontent thatcould be toxic to

thiiioughly with watL several times in

a wheelbarrow should prevent any p oblems.
J.

If the top soil is quite high in, clay .(when. wetted, it will

readily form a ball and be molsied), you should also add perlite.

Perlite is a quarried volcanic stone ay"( helps to increase porosity

and prevent compacting. In this case, mix equal volumes of top

6
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soil, sand, peat moss, and perlite to make your potting soil.

Peat moss and perlite aresrelatively inexpensive when pur-

chased in bulk. Peat moss is readilTavailable at supermarkeis

or distount stores but pou may have to go to a nursery or green-

house to purchase perlite in bulk.' Current prices for-four cubic

feet of each is about $7 for peat moss and $5 for perlite.

Perlite contains fluoride that Will cause "burning" of a

.
plants including palms, cane plants (Dracaena) and a'few othg.

members of the lily family. This is not likely to be a probl,k for

most plants that students will choose to 'raise,. but if it should-

arise, fir bark, which is also available commercially, is a _good

substitute.

Vermiculite should,not be used to prepare potting soil (contrary
Vb.

to suggestions found in many source books). di tends to Clbg and

4
,compaet the'soil and results in waterlogging which is exactly the

problem you are trying to overcome. Vermiculite may also harbor

bacteria and fungi that will be harmful to plaut growth.

Beware of the so-called,;.soil substitutes", which are advertised
v.

to do everything that a soil does and then some. Most of these are

vermiculite-based and become too compacted and waterlogged in use.

There really isn't a substitute forlgood soil without going to

elaborate, sophisticated aerated nutrient solutions (hydroponic

xulture).

If, in response to the challenge, your students suggest testing

different kinds ofkil in an effort to 6ee if some are better.than
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others, by all.means encourage them ,to do so. Students may need

pStient help in understanding the need to keep other conditiond

constant if they,are to compare different soils.. That is1, the

plants, containers, lighting, watering, fertilizing, etc., all

have to be the same ta compare fhe effects of different soils

on the Plants' growth.

Poes and Other Containers

The best single container for growing plants is the red clay

pot. It is'porous, which allows air ta diffuse into the soil.

1.

..Also, water diffuses out, helping to.prevent overwatering: Clay

potsAshould not be painted,, glazed, or varnished because,this , 4

destroys their porospy and produces the equivalent of a plastic

pot.

Clay pots are expensive, especially'ifOpurchased retail.

Bovever, a school shoUld be able to buy.them wholesale, and if

,

,510- there is a clay, works in the vicinity where they are manufaetured,

you should be able to obtain them from the factory at a reasonable

price. The current factory price in Denver)is.$8.0 per hundred

N
for four inch pots and $12.50 per'hundred,for the six inch size.

That's:about one-fifth of the local retail priCe!
,

If your class is ra

"L

aing large number's of plants for,sale, 7-

giftp, or transplanting, it ia certainly not necessary to use clay
4P.

pot . Plastic pdts are usually less expensive than the clay ones,

but offer only aesthetic advantages over the suggestions that follow.

The bottom three to flour inches'of quart, pint, or half pint milk

cartons will ioorkofine. Other alternatives inclilae frozen /uice

S

so
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containers, various sh4es and sizes of plastic jut, and styro-

,

foam or paper cups. With all of these it is critical that holes

be punched in the bottous to provide drainage. Tin calls are not

good because they rust Ind stain any objects upon which they

are placed.

Half gallon milk cartons or similarly sized plastic containers

can be halved lengthwise to make planters for several' plants. .A e

0.

great idea for starting plants in classrooms was published recently

in Heloise)s newspaper column; submitted by Carol, age
i/

"...Take a .styrofoam egg carton and cut the lid apart

from the bottom. Poke a hole,in the bottom oe.each cup

for drainage and fill each section'with dirt or.potting ,

soil and plant the peeds. The top of the carton can be

used,on the bottom to catch the drainage.

When they are ready to be transplanted, just push the

bottom of the cups.and the plants will pop right out

-without breaking any roots.."

Planting and Watering

When planting in any type of container, first insure adequate.

drainage. Use clhips from broken pots or small, flat rocks to loos"

cover holes in thetbottoms of the.containers. 'This will prevent the'

sbil from compacting in the hole and clogging it. If'you're using

some of the alternatives to'commercial pots% such as those described

41.n the previous section, punch,holes about the diameter of a pencil

in the bottoms and cover the holes as above. Do not pux sand, gravel,
,

,,, ._

N ,

. .

.

charcoal, Peat, marbles, or the like in the container. Besides being
..

unnecessary, these waste valuable soil space.

Add sotl as necessary depending upon whether you are planting

wileeds or transplanting. In either case, leave enough.space at the. .

4 9
f

#.10-4
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top of the container so that when you water you c4i add enough water

that it will drain clear through the soil. This means leaving at

least one-half inch of space at the top of small containers (three

to four inches in diameter), about an inchtin si*...inch diameter
A

containers, and so on. This is critical to keep selts from building

up to toxic concentrations within the soil and also ins4res thorough,

watering._ ./

Finally, be sure that drainage is not impaire::Uby a sau9er or

tray placed under the plant containers to catch excess *water. If

'saucers br trays,are ed, fill them with gravel to A depth,about
.

/

eqtial to thetown depth and then'set the plant containerp on the

gravel. This way, excess water can stand in the gravelly' bottom

without toueing the plant's roots and.waterlogging. them. %\
44g

Although many plants can r watered daily as long 'as the

containers have good drainage, more plants are:probably, harmed by
4

overwaterihg than underwatring. Plants are more likely to recover

fry a mild wilting than from root rot. As a rule of thumb, if

the typ half-inchoof.soil feels moi t 't water. When it begins

cOry, water thoroughly,.insuring that water drains out the bottom

of the-container. The aoil in smell containers can dry out rapidly,

and should be thoroughly watered before weekends.(see the section

"Classr'Oom.Greenhopses" for.suggestions on how to keep plants'from

drying out over long weekends).

',I do not recommend using wicks for watering.. They often do not

adequately wet.thie entire soil bulk in the contalher, and they do

not alIowrinsing of toxic salts from the soil.
%

ti* V
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If youX students' plants should wilt severely', encourage the

students to rewater them and wait a week or so to 'see if they might

recover.. Often, wilting will kill the leaves but not the plant,

.

and new leaves will begin to sprout within a week or two.

Fertilizer

If your class is using 4 good goality soil,,it should be
.

unnecessary to fertilize for the first lour to six, weeks.1.Then
,,

one of the numerous commercial "plant foods" can'l?e used aCcording

h ;-

,to the Manufacturer's directiops. Mast' of the commercial fertilizers

supply only the three major elements that plants need: nitrogen,
.

. ,,

phosphorous, and potassium. If the plants.will be grown indoors in

the same soil*lor extended periods (more'than two or iliree months),

it is important to use.a fertilizer that also supplies the elements

'that pladts need in tiny amounts', the "trace elements". "Mitacl-
.

Gxo", a product of gterhys Nurseries, Geneva, New York, is the only

4

brand I have found that supplies the trace elements. It is generally

available in plant shops, supermarkets,..and hirdware storese:.

Some studedts may 15i zoncerned about "organic" ways of groiging

1

plants, and.shoWld certainly not be discouragedfrom experimenting

with compost builys, etC. Plants growids*in pots or other small

containera canbe rather easily "bul:ned" by addin5 man6e or rich

compost rhoweirer. It is also important to realize that all plants

use and depdnd upon inorganic ions such as vhosphates, nitrates,

potassium, magnesium, iron, and so on. These all occur naturally

4

,

1.
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izers. Thus, it's
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identical,to the ions found in commercial ferti

certainly nqt any more unnatural to use co 1 I I

fertilizers than raising the plant in an artificial container.

I do not recommend using fish emulsion fertilizers. They often

,
encourage the growth of paidesirable:fuLgi or bacteria and are'not,

vexy geod sources of the minerals that plants need. Similarly, despite

ercial

.

the fact ehat,Many persons will swear by it, I do.not recommend using

water froi soaking eggshella. This encourages the growth of a harmful

albumin fungus and about the only mineral that is supplied is calcium.

Lighting

Plants obtain the energy needed to carry on all of their life

processes from light. The lightiénergy that they use to manufacture

food by photosynthesis roughly corresponds to the wavelengths that we

can see, i.e., the visible spectrum. Plants also uae light to time

the length of day and night. Day length in temperate regions is a

relia4e environmental signal that plants use to "know" when tp break

dormancy, when top flower, when to become dormant, and so on. To time

the length of day and-night, plants use red,and "far red" light. Far

red ia light having wavelengths just.longer than-the red light that we

can see; it is just off the visible spectrum. Sunlight, of course,

contains all the wavelengths that plants need. If artificial lights

are used, they must supply light for photosynthesis and for day-length

If your classroom has windows facing south,goutheast, er south-
,

west which are not shaded by trees or other buildings, you may hot

a
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need a supplemental light source for growing plants. In some cases,,

4.light reflected from a light-colored wall into northerly-facing

windqiis will be sufficient. At temperate latitudes, however, days in

the fall and witite are so short that many plan wil11 not grow well

,/
unless artificial light is used. There are two reasons for this.

Some plants will go-do-fmant or attempt to go dormant because of the

long.nights. Secondly, light energy il'available to the plantb for

'such a short time each day that they are unable to make sufficient

food for good'growth.

Artificial lights need not be elaborate or expensive.t Ordinary

cool-white fluorescent bulbs are atirod a.s any artificial light

,source for plant growth., Since they,do not emit the red wavelengths

needed for day-length timing, they must be supplemented with ordinary

incandescent bulbs. This combination (cool -wbite fluorescent and

incandescent) is used in most tontrolled.environment chambers for

plant research.

A fOur-foot-long fixture having two fluorescent bulbs will light .

a growing area approximate* six or seven feet.long by three to four

.feet wide. The fixture should be suspe+d about intheix to two feet

above the plants. A 60 watt, incandescent bulb near each end of the

fluoresgent fikture will supply'ample red light. Hardware stores sell

incandescent fixtures that can be clipped (with a spring clip), to the

ends or sides of the fluorescent fixture. An inexpensive household

electric.timer, also Available at hardward stores, can be used to

automatically control the lepoth of illumination. I would suggest

S.
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using 16 hours of illumination, dr a'period approximately equal to.the

summertime daylength in ,your area.

I do'not recommend using the special plant growth lights that

.4" are avpilable. 'These are both fluorescent and incandescent bulbs

marketed under a variety of trade names which are purported to

1

enhance pliiht-growth. -They are attempts toiprovi4 all of the wave-

lengths lieeded for growth and day-length timing in one bulb. In so

doing, intensitY is invariably sacrjficed; and, too little intensity

is often the problem if plants are not doing well indoors. To,get

sufficient ir;tensity, these special "bulbs hzlie to be placed very

close to plAnts. They algo'produce unnatural colors, and are more

expensive than regular bulbs. In short, I fail to see any advantage

in using sPecial bulbs.

Some plants are much more shade tolerant than lathers, and some

'plants will be daMaged by tod high a light intensfty. Requirements

for specilic plants can be obtained from ypur local plant shop or

from numerous reference books) Tall; spind19 growth is a symptom

of too little light. For plants that are norMally grown outtide tn

full sunlight .(e.g., vegetables, bedding plants°, flowers), you needn't

*

worry about having too much light in the classroom. High'Uemperatures

may be a.prdblem in .a sunny window, however. Direct sunlight may be

damaging to plants that are normally grown indoors, but it is unlikely

that the intensity provided by rtificial lights i3\described-above

woulcrbe too high.
Th
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Classroom Greenhouses

Small classroom greenhouses,,constructed by covering wooden or

wire frames with clear plastic, can be useful to keep planted seeds

or small seedlings from drying out or.for maintaining high humidities

during rooting of plants. .They,.are also.helpful for keeping plants)

from drying out over weekends or longer holiday periols. Caution:

they will becOme too hot if placed in direct sunlight.

Greenhouses may improve the growth af some plants because of

the high humidity, but if your class's Vionts are kept adequately

watered, greenhousei are certaply hot neoesaary. Since the plastic

fok

will reduce light intensity, most plants will grow better without a

plastic enclosure.Unless ii is artificially illuminated. Thus, I

would not recommend growing plants in small classroom greenhouses

unless it.is artificially lighted or,you have an excep,taally bright

classroom:

Local Resource Persons .

,-\

Every county (or township) is served by a County Agent (Agri-

cultural Extension Agent) who is a local representative of the Depart-

ment of Argiculture and works through collegee and universities to

encourage the use of new ideas in community development and agri-

cultural practice. Kinds of information typically available from

the local Extension Office that mir be/useful to your students include:

-planting times.fcir fruits and vegetables in your area
a

-whew:, start plants indoors to be later sold'or transplanted

outdoors

-recommended varieties of plante for your area.

35
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The Extension Office can also assist in testing soils and Making

fertilizer recommendations.for local soils. They may also be able

to suggest sources of soil or other materials in your area and can

help soPve id-roblemS with pests. You can find the number and location

of the local_...caunty Awnt in the Yellow Pages under "Government,

County

Local floriculturists and nurserymen are also valuable sources

Of information; They are usually knowledgeake about the needs and

case of specific ornamental plants, and can recommend fast-growing,

fast-rooting, or fast-flowering.species. Some plant shops will donate

unsold seeds to schools at ihe end of the season.

x.Many communities have active garden clubs whose members are

-

-usually more than willidg to share their experience and expertise

with students.

Larger communiwies often have bontanical gardens. Their

em4oYees are uua11y very k?owledgeable about the culture and

propagation of plapis. BotaniCa.1 gardens may also'donate cuttings

or seeds to schools.

Suggested Referencea

These are-but a few.of the numerous excellent reference books

that are available on plant care and culture. The first-five are

highly recommended for a classroom or school library. They all

include Illustrated descriptions of techniques for preparing soil,

potting, starting seeds, transplanting, making terrariums, etc.,

4
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which students'shouid find helpful. I strongly recommend that you

havp the Baylis book available for students to use in your classroom.

The last two books are a bit Tre iechnical and are excellent resources

for teachers.

Baylis,. Maggie'. 1973. House Plants fOr the .Purple Thumb.
. 101 Productions, San'Francisco. 192 pp.

Crockett, James U. and'the Editors of Time-Life Books.
Flowering Mouse Plants. The Time-Life Encyclopedia of
Gardening. Time-Life Books, New'tork. 160 pp.

Crockett, James U. and the Editors oil Time-Life Books.
Foliage Mouse Plants. The Time-Life Encyclopedia of
Gardening. Time-Life_Books, New York. 160 pp.

/Me

_Editorial Staff of Ortho Books. 1974. House Plants Indoors/
Outdoors. Ortho Book Division, Chevron Chemical Company,-

Doty,-Walter L. 1973. All About Ifeigetgbles. Ortho Book
. Division, Chevron Chemical Coipany.

Graf, A. B. 1973. Exotic Mouse Plants. ROehrs Company, E.
Rutherford, N. J. 178 pp.

Cruso, Thalassa. 1969. Making'Things GX0w: A Practical Guide
for the Indoor Gardner. A Borzio Book, Imopi, New York.

tet
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HOW TO AVOID CROP FAILURE AND DISASTER: REDUNDANCY

by
Jay E. Anderson

-Much of,the United States success in manned space flights can, be at-
.

tributed to redundanty; that is, back-up systems for critical functions such

as.st.eritg, communications, control of cabin temperature.and atmospheric com-

position, etc. New automobiles sold in the United States are required to have

duplicate brake systems, just in case one fails. As another example, each

headlight of a car is on a separate arcuit. Thus, if. a fuse blows, both

lights won't be lost.

YOU can use the idea of back-up systems to help insure succesE; in "Grow-

ing Plan " A few ideas are discusged beloW. No doubt, you will be able to

think of others for your particular situation. . The important thing is to

recognize-The need for back-up systems before the disaster.

First, don't fall into, the trap of lptting each child have his or her 'own

plant. Begin,by.assuming that some plants are going to die or otherwise be

lost. If the children suggest that they each grow one plant, simply ask them

what will happen if some plants die: This should sUffice to make them,see the

_ ,

'need for starting more than one plant each.

grow

The problem of "crop" failure", WhIch includes plant loss,- failure to

or failure,to produce flowers or edible vegetables, can be solved

in a number of ways, and the one that students choose will depend uponilhe

nature,of the challenge itself. Primary chilcOen are more likely to "want

my own plant"; whereas, older children are likely to suggest mass pro-

m

duCtion without having individual plants identified with, individual people.
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In cases in which the students decirle to have individual plantp, each stu-

dent could have several to help insure success. Alternatively, the class

might raise(spares.from Which replacements co4d be made. Note that I said

the class might raise spares, not the teacher. 4 is important that the class

is lawhole solve the problem presented by the challenge. Part of that prob-

lem involves recognizIng the need for a back-up system or "spare parts."

In addition to having several plants grown undet the-same cond4tions to

serve as "spares,", it may be.e4nally important to have alternative sets of

condi,tions un4et Zilch the plants are grown. This is speciallY true tf the

class is not sure of the requirements (light, water, temperatuve, etc.) for ,

the particular kinds of plants selected. For example, if the students decided

to place the plants in the direct sunlight of windows having a southern ex-

posure, you might want to ask what would happen if it were too warm there or

"if the sun were too bright. With a little encouragement, the class might de-

1

cideto place a secOnd group of planys in an area Caving indirect light and

compare growth in the two area6 Similarly, students might wish to tty dif-

ferent watering schedules, kinds of soil, or grówing containers. The need for

finding optimal growth conditions is especially urgent in classes that are mass

producing plants.

What If The Crop Fails?

Despite back-up systems and the best efforts of class and teacher, "crops"

are occasionally going to fail. Seedlings may dry out over a long weekend;

light levels may be too low for the plants to produce tubers, bulbs, flowers

or whatever in the required time, mice may eat planted seeds (this actually

happened 'in one of the development classrooms), or pests .(insects or fungi) may

11)
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wipe out the crop. What shoyld happen in such a case?

The purpose of a challenge is to present a real probler; to children to

foster the development.of problem solving skills and the application of all

sorts of other skills to.the solution of that problem. If students fail

to meet the challenge, what is learned? "I couldn't do it" or "We tried, but

it didn't work (like lots of other things in school)" will probably be the

take home lesson if the unit simply stops there--but, it shoul.dn't. The fail-

ure of the plants to grow.(flower, produce, etc.) presents another challenge.

And this new challenge--to find, out wthat happened and overcome the problem A

%

or difficultibs--is likely to be viewed by the students as even more real and

more'important than the original challenge. Thus., if at all'possible, the 1-3

students should be encouraged to pursue the new challenge presented by the

Ifcrop failure", thereby cont g to pursue the original challenge.

A few questions such a "What do you suppose happened?" or "Why do you

think the plants didn't 7", lollowed by "How could we test that idea?"

or "Would you like to try some of your ideas... should serve to get things

rolling again.

k



HOW TO KEEP FROMNALSO RAISING

APHIDS, RED SPIDER MITES, WHITE FLIES,' ETC.

WHEN GROWING PLANTS

Jay E. Anderson

Oncebyou start rearing large numbers oi different kinds of plants

in your classropp, you are likely to run into problems with insects and

"

other pests. It s perfectly natural, of course, forj.nsects or mites to

eat,plants. Bet, in the absence of natural population checks such as pred-

ators or severe weather, the pests may overpopulate and destroy their hab-

itat - and your class's crop. The most common pests include:

Aphids, - Aphids can be recognized by their pear-shaped
bodies that are about the size of the lower case letter
He in newsprint: These are sucking insects that will
ooften be found along green,stems and 'petioles (leaf
stems). Thcy may be winged or wingless, and come in a
variety of colors. They appear rather long-legged.

White ilies
easily reco
side of

Mealybugs -
of cotton and
leaf petioles

These delta-shaped, pure white flies are,
zedt Usually, they reside on the under-
and they will fly when disturbed.

ustees of mealybilgs.look like small pieces
are often seen4n the angles between the
and the stem.

Red spider" mites - Usually first detected by web-like
filaments on stemS and leaves, these tiny.relatives of
spiders are probably the worst indoor plant pests. They.

are so tiny they can barely be seen without a hand lens.
They are oval shaped', and have eight legs. The egg cases

loolt like salt spripkled on the bottoms of the leaves. c-

As you prOably knoW, plant shops Supermarkets; and hardware stdres

'bawl all sorts of chemical sprays for killing pesky critters. The problem

is that these pro4'otits are designed to kill living things, and are therefore

dangerous. Reading the warnin(g labels on several insecticide containers

should convince anyone of that MSny-moimercial insecticides are close

a, 4 r-
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chemical relatives of nerve gas, the dreaded chemical warfare igent de-

signed to kill\people. These insectiEdes are-the so-called organophes--

phates. Malethien and carbaryl are examples. If the warning label lists
A

atropine se7,3an antidote, the active ingredient is a nerve gas. These com-

(3

pounds are absorbed through the skin, and can be fatal if they get into
.)

Ryes or an open cut. I believe that 'most of the commercial pesticides are

too daneerous io spray on plants (and their 8urrou4ings) in a classsoom

where students may handle the sprayed objects. Let's consider some alter-

natives.

Soie'pest populations can be controlled by periodically rinsing the

.plants thorouiihly,with water. A kitchen sink sprayer works well. Weather

permitting, the plants can be taken outside and sprayed with a hose. If

potted plants have a wall-developed root system, they can be supported upl

side down with the leaves and stem submerged'in a sink or bathtub full of

water. Boards placed across:the sink qr bathtub will.support the pot and

4
plant, and can be placed so that they will keep the root/Soil ball (and the

plant top) from falling even if the roots and soiljbecome dislodged from
ra.

the pot. The plant top should be 'left submerged for about two hours to

drown the pests.
)

I have been told that rinsing is especially aftective againat red

spider mites,. and I have'been,.told that it is effective against almost every-

thing except red spider,mites. My recommendation is to try water first. If

rinsing or submerging doesn't completely destroy the pests, these Athods

may.keep the peat populations down to tplNfable levels "that more severe

treatment is unnecessary.

If waterodoesn't work, try rotenone er pyrethrum dust, which you will

4
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find on the

tained from

market shelves with other pesticides. These can also be_s*:-

a veterinarian, because they are used to dust animals. Check

the label to be sure that rotenone and/or pyrethrums (or other glant re-
.

sins) are the only active tngredients. These are natural plant products

and are effective against a variety of pests while being quite safe. We

.1

halre found rotenone to be effective against young tomato hornwvrms, for

'example, and it .can be safely applied to fruits and vegetables within a
t

day.of hiarvesi. It coMes in powder-form; thus spray drift is not much of

B6-3

a problem. It 6litn-jpe safely'applied by, children under teacher supervision.

Students should wash eheir hands thoroughly after handling containers or

ciliated plants. Fruits or vegetables should also be washed thoroughly be-
.

fore being eaten. A

One word of caution: 'Rotenone ib-vii; toxic to fish, so take care if

ybu hdve aquartkin your classroom. Covering the aquaria or moving them

from the,vicinity. of the plants you are'dusting should prevent any problems.

Care shoiild also betaken to prevent getting the powder on birds or other

small' animals.

Mealy bugs aan be controlled by swabbjpg them off the plants with a

Q-tip dipped in alcohol. Vodka is the best alcohol $o upe because it doesn't
*

contain Chemicals that will.harm the plants. Rubbing alcohol ordenatured

alcohol may be toxic - try a leaf or two and wait a few days before swab-

bimg down the whole plant.

For .caterpillar-type pests, which are.likely to be more of a problem

.n outdoor gardens, there is new bacterial toxin marketed under such names

as "Thuricide" or "Biological Worm Spray". This is a safe, natural product

that paralyzes the digestive tractlof caterpillars. Because it is specific
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1

for caterpillars, it can be used without fear of killing desirable pred-

,

atory insects.

The best means of.pest control frompoth' aft environmental and an ed-
,

ucatiOnal standpoint is to use natural predators. Lady bugs and praying

mantises are available commercially and may be obtained from.plant or gar-e

41
den shops in your area. They can also be purchased from biological supply

houses. It may be somewhat difficult to keep predator populations estab-

liehed indoors, but if your class is raising a lot of plants, it's defi-

nitely worth a try. Of course if you arl trying to encourage natural pre

ators," don t use any pesticides because they will kill the desirable prett-y

% .

ators as well as pests.

If none of the,above methods is effective, you might went L), solicit

.specific advide from local plant shops or an entomologist at a.nearby,

university. Keep in mind, hOwever, that the usual chemical sprays are most

likely to be recommended. In such cases, I would recoMmend the "lest re-

sort" method described below. Another possibility is to check the journal

L9
Organic Gardening for suggestions. I'm told that you can write the editor

of Organic Gardening for specific recommendations.

4

ThE Last Resort

Insecticide strips, such as t4 Shell No-Pest Strip, are a most ef-r

i

fective alternative to sp eying when the plants are in (or can be placed in) ,

a relatively small enclosure. For example, one overnight treatment was suf-

ficient io eliminfte'White flies in a small, 'greenhouse with all windows

closed. SimIlarly, hanging the strip in a plant growth chamber overnight

completely wiped out an aphid problem. Individual plants can be treated

411
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by placing the plant and the strip in a plastic bag overnight. The key

is having the plants in a small enough enclosure so that the insecticide

. will be effective in a few hours in an area occupied only by the plants

and their unwanted gueats.

The active ingredient in insecticide stips is nerve gas, and they:are

dangerous. ,The fact that it 1.13 unliwful to use such strips'in restaurants

B6-5

or other places serving food indicates their toxicity. They will kill birds,

fish, and other small.animals if'used in Ole same room. Insecticide strips

should not be used in school and they should' nat be hasidled by children.

/.
. .

Teachers can take plants hOpnd carry out the treatmentin a garage or
'i

t
basement. Despite the inherent, dangers, rbelieve this method o be tore

effective and far less dangerous than spraying the same sort o coiapounds

A
on eiposed plants.

For treAtment i. the plants could be placed in a large cardboard box sealed

with tape or plastic, in large plastic bag in a. plastic "greenhouse", or

in a relatively tight cabinet or closet. The strip should not be unwrapped

until,the plants are enclosed and,ready for tteatment. Follawing treatment,

the stip ihould be placed in an dirtight plastic bag (use several if you are

unsure of.the seal) for storage until needed again. Take care not to breathe

the vapors or to get the materials on hands or' clothing. Wash your hands

thoroughly immediately after handling the strip. Perhaps plese precautions

sound a bit scary, but they are really no different than those you should

follow wheusing any insecticide.
k
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Highnay Intersections 16

j

Intersections of Streets

When.two streets cross each other, automobiles arrive

at the crossing from four directidnS-- pwo directions along each

Street (Pig. 1). BY putting a stop-light there, the traffic along

one of these streets is stopped for

awhi(Ie so that traffic alogg the

other street can roceed. But even

PIG. i so there is some corifusion, because

there are always some ears wishing.to turn from one street

-into the other. The cars wishing to tur4 right may have little

trouble. But.those wishing to turn left must cross the lino/of

traffic thatis moving in the oppogite di'rection, and they .may

block their own line oftraffic while they wait.for a chance to

turn.

There are s rgl ways of reducing t e severity of thas

problem. -Sometimes the etop- is made e complicated, pro-
,

viding a little.time in which only left-turning cars can proceed.

But these mulit be only the left-turners from one direction On the

street; otherwise they would tgngle with-left-turners'from the

4kther direction on the same street. By separating so many stretches

of time, each devoted to a single sort of traffic, the delays at

the intersection can become quAte

Sometimes an intersection is opened gut into a "traffic

circle .(Fig. 2). This arrangement spreads the problem of making
1

,turns over a long enough stretch of roadway to permit oars to
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thread their ways between one

another satisfactc;riiy. Neverthe-

less it ts sometimes necessary to

provide stolo-lights at the entrances

FIG. 2 to the circle. And in a .city a
,

traffic circle reuires more Space than, is _usually availabireC:

The.spae, in the center of the circle is hard to use effectively

because the traffic dUts off pedestrians unless they are given-

& brtdge Or a tunnel.

city that does not afford space for isireles at

major st eet-interseotions, a "no-left-turn" rule may help. A

car wishing to make a left turn can accomplish its purpose by

proceeding straight through the intersection and then makini

three right turns in succession (Fig. 3). But if all intersec-

"tions have itop-lights, the oar may be delayed bi five lights. in-

stead of one* if ihie; oar wishes

-to make a tJturn, it may be de-

layed by as many as nine lights

(Fig. 44.4*

I .11011,

When a tiajor street is

V

sufficiently broad, as is Com- FIG: 3
1

nionwpalth Avenue in Boston, an important gain can be made by .

J1# passing it over or under an

"intersecting" street such as

sachusetts Avenue, and inter-

1 r......... co eating the two by short

FIG. 4 lengthi of parallel side-street

(Fig. 5). 'Men through trafficjin Commonwealth Avenue need not

toe",
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be/Aelayed by a light. But ligh.t,s

are probably necessary onvMassa-

chusetts Avenue in c;rdolli. to admit

the turners'crom Commonwealth

'Avenue at the exits from the side-
.

streets.

From a "one-way street" a left turn is no more. difficult

, "an a right turn, and densely traveled eities.such Ss Ne;York

may reserve their streets and avenues for one-way traffic'. Stop

lights are necessary to alternate the flow of cars through north-
\

south and'east-west streets. .Sometimes the lights aie 'reversed

on a staggered schedule sqo thatug

a car need not be stopped on a

major street. But even a dri

ver familiar with the city may

have dTiculty finding the most

suitable route to his destina-

tion (Fig. 6).
NNef

A driver unfamiliar with such a city and wishing to

reach "i54 East 67th,ktreet" has the task of finding mitt by

observation as he proceeds, what streets run in w.hat directions

FIG.6

and what block on East 67th Street includes #254. Can you sug-

gest a good strategy for him to employ? 0/

The Cloverleaf

When two major highways intersect.in more cipen country,

there may be enough space to provide a "highway cloverleaf" (Fig.7).

This device is expensive In its use of space and in its require-
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ments of construction, but it has

two outstanding virtues: (1) it .

employs ro stop-lights, permit-
4

ting traffic to proceed without

interruption.and (2) itrpermit,s

a oar proceeding In any direction J1IG.7

to transfer to any other direction with8Ut makii4 a turn ta the

left across a highway. The cloverleaf searriesone tighway across

the other on a bridge, so that through-traffic can proceed at full

speed in both directions on both highways. And it provides con-

nections between the highways, so arranged that a ear turning Irto

or out of a connection always turns to the right.

How many connections must the cloyaleaf iarovide? Each
A

Aoad gdes in two directions. There should be a connection lead-

Ing from each directiOn on one road to each direction on the other

road, requiring a total of four connections leading outAof the

first road. Since these are one-way conneAions, the second road

needi 'similar connections with the first road, and therefore, there

must be eight cOnneotions all told. The usual cloverleaf provides

all.eight, as Fig. 7 shows.

d There is another instru ive we0 of analyzing this re-.

quiremert, The two roads provide rour directions. Each direction

needs areonnection with the other three. Hence there should be

three.;.times-four connections - three connections for eaOh of the

four directions. This number, twelve, is larger than the number,

eight, previously obtained: what connections were previously

left out? Clearly the additional four connections are those that

400 would permit a car to turn around and go the other way - the

4 9



U-turn connections. 33,1en how

can a ear "fake a U-turn on the

usual cloverleaf that'has only

eight connections? Answer: it

can use two of the connections

in succession (Fig.-8).

Non-Redilndant Cloverleafi

DP1-5

The idea that a r might use several connection!s in

in,order to get where it wants to $0,has an important

extension. Suppose thata oar proceeliding north at a cloverleaf

wishes to turn east. There is a direct connection that it can use.

But perhaps the ear is-,:traveling fast and its driver doesn't see

the turn-off until too late. The car man.still turn east neve

theless by using three connections in succession (Fig. 9). Hence

you might say that the north-to-east.

&:)nnection isn't really necessary.

But of eourse it is extremely con-

venient. And if it wasn't there,

and a great many cars wanted to turn

from north to east, the ears mi

jam up the conrlections and the bits of highway between them.

This raihes the interesting question, how many connec-

tions are necessary at a cloverleaf to permit a car to go in any

direction without turning left across a highway/ The question
..41ft

cutin be answered this way. (1) The, two-highways provide four di-

rections. (2) The connectilone- must provide at least one entrance
/-

to each direction and one exit from it, and hence each of the four
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.highway -directions must make contact with two connections.

(3) If you concluded from this that eightconnections

sary, however; you would be counting each connection

are neces-

twice, be-

cause each connection provides both,an exit from one direction

and an entranoe to another. (4) Hence u Conclude that at least

four connections are necessary.

But are four connections sufficient - in other words,

is it possible to satisfy the requirement wlth four connections?

The best way to answer this question is to show how four sufficient

connections can be Constructed. Write N, So E, W. for the four

directions, at the corners of a square. Then think of the sides
;

of thi, pquare as the symbols for the four connections. Since

only one direction of travel Is

permitted on any connection;

put an arrowhead on each connec-

tion. If you,can travel com-

pletely around the.square of PIG.10
f

connections by following the arrowsthen clearly you can get from

any direction to any other by traveling over one, two,,or three

-connewations (Fig. 10).

In the stripped-dowr cloverleaf of 'Fig.11 the four re-

maining connections have the

arrangement simbolized in Fig.

10. You can see, from the

eaTlier discussion of the U-

ttirn (Fig. 8) and the north-

to-east turn (Fig. ) ; that
FIG:11

the cloverleaf of Fig. 11 accomplishes whatyou set out to do.

You thay find it interesting to compare how cars must move through

5
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this cloverleaf with the way.they. must move through the streets

of a"no-left-turn city (Fig. 12).

FIGURE 12

In Fig.16 the four directions-were put on the page as

they would appear on a conventional map: N is up, E is to the

right, etc. 'But our reasoning about them did not require that

we diagram them n that way; we might Pte used the arrangement

in Fig. 13. Then when the directions symbolized by the letters

are restored ,to their directionslbn a conveniional map, the clo.

verleaf corresponding with Fig. 13 would lop ke Fig. 14. But,

FIG.14

in agreement with our analysis, this cloverleaf again provides

) a way for cars to proceed from any of the four directions to any
k

other.
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At each of the exits to the connections there mu be

a sign naming the cities that a car can reach by takjng that

exit. It may. help to give concretenegs to the f-ere oing discus-

sion by designing appropriate signs and showing whei¼f they must

he put. Suppose for example that one of the highways.tuns east-

and-west between Boston and Albany andhe-other highway'rps

north-and-south between Springfield and New York. What cities'

art named on each of the four exit signg for some one of, these

cloverleafg? Answer: each sign names the three cities that are

not in the direction in which the car has been travelIng.,--

In England traffic proceeds along the llft aside of'any

road instead of the right. Could any or all of these cloverleafs

/be used in England? If not, what changes must be made? Answer

each structure is usable in Englind,. but the direction of travel

along each connection is reversed, and so the txits of the Ameri-

can structure become the entrances bf the English structure and

vice versa.

Three InterieCting RiBbways

When more than two major highways intersect, the prob-
s

lem of providing connections between them having the virtues of

the cloverleaf becors more complicated. The 4Consequent inter

weaving of highways and connections often provides fascinating

engineeting structures -,and the problem of traversing them in

a car often intimidates its driver. Drivers mightshave more

confidence if they had taken some thought to th general problems

faced by highway engineers so that they could anticipate to some

extent the general outlines of thkir solutions.

Three highway6 provide six d)rections oftravtl.,( Con-

03



necting each

four one-way

ifillfy are.
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directly with all the others would require twenty-
.

connections if U-turns are ho4rincluded, and thirty

It,is tempting to reduce the costs of land and

cOnstruction by.designing arrangem4nts in which some_cars use

more than ong connection to get where they want to go. We can
I.

begin by using.tbe same sort of analysis that we ube4 before to,

determine how

Wh

connections areenecessary and sufficient.

tlie six d4rectiOns are written at 4-le corners of

a hexagon, its sides furnish arrows-symbolizing ix one-way con-

.

nections,by which any direction 9an be reached from any othet

(Ftg. 15); 4Some cars will have to use fire connections in order

2N-1

\

\

FIG.1 5 5 FIGA6

to reach the darectioA in which they 'want to trawl. Indeed this

method of analysis makes clear that, At an intersection of N

re'

2Der-1 "fr's2
N\3

4

heighWays, 2Nconnections are necessary and sufficient, and some

car-s must traverse 2N-1 connections (Fig. 16).

,As in the earlier case," the directions can be ermuted

on)the diagram without changing these conclusions; and a

oermutation will prescribe a different cloverleaf. In d

in each

gning.

each cloverleaf you must remember that the enti.ance to a direction

on a highway mrst precede the-exit from that direction.

Some arrangements that might tesult froithis procedure

appear in Fig's. 17, 18, 19 and 20. By imagining a car, moving

through one-of these arrangements, you can check that it can'.
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t. reach any directipm.from any other. Notice that, in obgaience

I?

71i
..t ewe. P

I P.) FIG.in

gnat am. age gmeo" wawa eta. 1.

A,

FIG.19. /4i
\ FIG.20

withsour method of ant1yzing the problem (Fig. 15), IA complete

..c.heck arihas'if you find 4tiat a car starting from any direction

returns to that.direction when and only when 4tillhas traversed

all six connections.

_ It Is interesting to notice that there,is a Systematic
. . . .

-%way of arranging connections to provide a non-redundant clover-

leaf at an intersection of any number of tighways. That way is

symbolized,in%Fig. 21 for two, three, and four highways:

FIG,21:
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that way might not always be the mpst suitable ifar-the land avail-

abler and it has the engin,tng. disadvantage of requiring that

each connection pasg_aVeetr under a highway.

Del4oerate Hedundanoy

Non-redunciant cloverleafs connecting more than two

highways would certainly be intoterable in real life. , Diivers

required to traverse five connections at an intersection of, three**'.

highways would be angered, and the segment of each hiAhway betWeen
*

exit and entranoe'would be jammed wAth cars, most of which intended .

to use no more than that small bit of the highway. It is interesN
,

"tt

ting, therefore, tg, oIngidej ow much additional conneations would
- .

alleviate this distress wl hout returning'all thil way to a.com-

pletely redundant cloverleaf.
4,

The problem can be made definite by asking, for example,

"wfat't the smallest number of additional connections required.

to reduce from five to-four the maximum number of connections to-

be traversed by ani car where three highways meet? The 'easiest

way to tackle the problem is to return-to Ftg.,15 andtirage what

happens when mpre connections are added.,

After a .few trials you'

/1

find that there is a way oii\'add-
,

,ing only two more connections 6

that will enable all cars to

reach their desired directions

1 2

. 5 4 "IG.22

by using no more than four connections (Fig. 22)* If the newly

connected directions are the oppostte directions o1;1 one highway,

the two added connections are U-turns on tHilt highway. But,re-
.

member th4 the newly connected directions can be chosen as any
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two of the six directions without affecting the validity of the

analysis. ,

SimilArlY you oen find a way of addfng three connec.

tions that Will reduce the maximum of required traversals from

fiye to thrbe (Fig. 23). And six6added oonieotions can reduce

4 FIG.24

, that maxigUm from five to iwo (Fig. 24). Perhaps this last re-

suit . a three-highway oloyerleaf with twelve connections and a

airximum traversal requirement of two - would provide an accep.

table compromise for many oases in real. life. The reduction in

the number of oonnections from thirty (for oomplete redundancy)

to twelve would effect a large simptification in engineering.,

When the intersecting highways are "divided highways",,

whose two directions of traffic are oarried on two separate

parallel roadi it is especially 1 2

easy to construct U-turns.

Could the six additional con. .

nections just discussed be the

six U.turns for the three high- f5 7_...4___14 FIG.25

ways? The proposal min e diagramed as in Fig. 254 you l'ind that

some oar's must traverse three conneotions; the arrangemelt does

not reduo; the maximum.to two.

Nevertheless the arrangement of Fig, 25'might please

more drivers than that of Fig. 24; Many drivers May find that,

1
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despite their best effort, they end up in the wrong direction.

These drivers will wanttbi find a cigar-cut U-turn so that they

can return to the cloverleaf and tackle the wretched thing again.
.

. Youngsters may be interested not only in designing

some highway interchanges but also in examining some in the real

world. Bird's eye views of some fairly complicated interchanges

have been photographed from airplanes. They sometimes appear in

advertisement's', especially by oil companies. Analyzing and dia-

graming such a photoqraph is an instructive exercise.

It is also possible, and much more difficult, to ana-

lkse a complicated interchange from the "worm's eye views" ob-

tained by traversing it in a car. After becoming acquainted

with some ()f the ideas discussed above, a:class of youngsters

'might be interested to plan.a strategy for taking.enough direct

observations, irrom buses or private cars, to enable them to

A
diagram an interchange. Then from direct experience they could

discuss,the effectiveness, of iterdesign.

The following exercises, and others like them, iay help

to give insight iiito the foregoing analysis apd thus into the

problems ordesigning and traversing'highway_interchanges.

#1. Put numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6 on the directions ih Fig's.17-20 so

that the Connections in these diagrams connect the direoVons

in the way diagramed in F1.g.15. Often the simplest wai to ex-

amine ri>3tA)complicated interchhnges is fik.st to find a simple

circuit of this sort,'diagram it in this way, and then add

the redundant connections to the diagram. 't
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All

FIG.26
I

-FIG.27

442. Two familiar methods of connecting a major highway with a

minor road (the "waiting line" and the'"jug handle") appear

in Fig's. 26 and 27. -In both aireingements a traffic light .

stops traffic on the highway for occasional short stretches

of time. Atter examining the courses perMitted to carp.while

the light is red dnd while it is green, discuss which arrange-
ment you prefer.

FIG.29 FIG.30

443. Which, if any, of t'he six;.connection interchanges,in Fig's.

28, 29 and 30 is sufficient?

r
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0 --)11"-0

1")

F1G.33

4I4. Tbe four interconnection diagrams of Fig's,3I,32,33, and 34 form
two .pairs, in which the two members of each pair are permuWiäns
of the same diagram and are therefore equivalent,
(1) Pairthe diagrams,.
(2) Defermine the maximum number of connections any car must

traverse in'an interchange. designed according to each
diagram.

A

05 Determine the maximum number of 'connections that any car must

traverse in the twelve-connection intecchange of.Fig.35, by the

Method suggested in exerc/ise #1.. Notice that, wher each diree-
tionllas several entrances and exits, the problem of placing

the entrances ahead of the exits becomes more iibif.ficult.

(
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SOME NS1 MATIONS ON TRE.CURVATURE OF AN EXIT OR ENTRANCE ROAD

Introduction

by

Earle Lomon

Material contained in this background paper is fairly advanced for

elementary school studenta and teachers" The purpose of this short intro-

duction is to provide an intuitive basis for tfie proposition fhat entrance

and exit ramps and other connectors must be designed in accordance with

-,dertain limitations on curvature.

People riding in a closed car at a constant speed on a straight,

smooth road do not experience any forcesaCting.on them- However, when

the car goes arounPa turn, people are conscious of the side of the car

pushing on them. The force is called a centripetal force. A dar will

not turn around a corner unless it is pushed sidewise by the road.,
4

Similarly, if you were standing *. fast merry-go-round, youiwould feel

as if a force were pulling you oatward, away from the center. However,

what you are experiencing is not a real force in the sense of an object

exerting a push or pull on another object. What you feel is sometimes

erroneously labelled a centrifugal fiprce, butit is merely an inertial

reaction to the centripetal force acting on the merry-go-round. If the

merry-go-round stopped suddenly, you would go flying in a direction

tangent to the circle at that moment. With respect to cars, the cen-

tripetal force that turns ihe car arises either from the friction of the

tires on the road surface or from the banking of the roadway. When the\

DP2-1
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maximum frictional force which the tires can exert is not.sufficient to

turn the car-the required amount, the car skids off the road.

When a curve is banked, the outside of the'curve is higher in-'

elevation than the inside of the curve; the road is sloped in a crosswise

:manner. The purpost of this banking is to help road exert a force

to push the caFinto ita turn. Since the force of friction is limited,

a car will skid without the push of the banked,road when the frictional

force is not big enough to maintain the necessary,turn. From your own

experience driving a car or riding a bicycle, you know that:

a. The greater the speed at which you enter a curve,

the more banking necessary to prevent skidding'.

Ttua sharper tlie corner (i.e. , the smallex.the radius
4

of curvature) the more banking necessary.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that, in practice, the amount of'banking

is limited; on a.road too sharply banked; a slowly moving vehicle; or'

one at rest, will either slide adross the road or roll over.

To confirm soue of the ideas just explained, trythis experiment.

Ran or tide a bicyclT'ih a circle. Note that you must lean t!into" the

curve to keep your balance. . If your speed is too great, you wiil slip

. or skid.
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The design of the path to be taken by a connector between high-

ways is a compromise of several important attributes. Thericritical

are:

1. cost facto s relating to the amount of land used, and

the amount of paving to be done,

2. control of yehicles changing speed and direction.

Item 1 implies short connectors turning sharply from one direction to the

other to keep cost down, while item 2 implies long slowly-turning connec-

tors to allow reasonakle speed without sliding. In this paper we consider

the relation between car speed and road curvature and some,investigations

that tan be made by students.

-

A car must leave a highwa71 at nearly its "cruising" speed if

is not to slow down cars behind it'in the right hand lane (which are not

turning off). 'Consequently ther6eginning of the exit ramp.must permit,

high speeds for a sufficiently/long distance for smooth braking to be

effective. See fig. 1.

collision'area
le .

straight distance must be
adequate to avoid undue
speed reduction id

collision area
Fig.

Ciopyright 1973, Education Development Center, Inc. All rights reserved.

sharpest exit
le curve

Fast braking and turning may cause loss of control due to slow

response time by the driver, but we are more concerned here with the ten-

dency to slide or slip under these conditions. Sliding occurs when the
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force of friction between tires and road Is inadequate for the req.uired

acceleration or deceleration of the.car. The harder one brakes, the

t%.
bigge the deceleration and the more grip is required from the tires. There

is a maximum grip the tires can OPply; after that the car slides and no

larger decirleration can be attained.

In order for a car to travel around a curve it mmst be pushed

taward.the inside 1:)f the.curve.* .This push is produced by the.Load ex-

erting (through fp ) a force on the car pushing it toward. the in-

side of the curve. If no other forc

around the curve at constailt speed.

s exerted on the car, it will travel

The push toward the inside of the curve

the curvature of the koad is larger, the.car's

has to be bigger if

speed is greater,-or

if the car weighs more. A car.slides sidetrays on curves when the force

of friction between the tire0and the'road iti.insufficient to produce
dab

the Push req4red to keep the car travelling in the curved path. On

gobd surfaces with properly inflated tires, the maxiipum force of friction

,m is given by the weight of the car multiplied by,a coefficient (IT friction

wpich varies from 2/3 to 9/10 depending on'the nature of the tire and

road surfaces and whether the road is wet or dry. On icy roads the co-

efficient of friction may as low as 1/10. It has beengfound that

the area of contace\between tire and road has little effect on the fric-

tional force.
1

The sliding can be held o some,extent b ng the curve.

Extensive banking is not customary because very careful control of speed

(neittiei too large nor too small) is requiredo

*See
Appendt4 A for a more detihed description.

Of course, the required
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push toward the center of the curve may Pe reduced by reducing the speed

of the cir or making the road's curvature smaller, that is, making the

road straighter.
. .4 0

The experimental and mathematical complexities inhibit a thor-
,

oughly quantitative approach to these design problems in,the field by

elementary school students. In the.following pages we suggest:

A. Some observations'that can be made in the field.

B. Related Observations that can be made using model cars

and roadways in the Design Lab or clasSiooni:

C. A procedure for measuring the straightnes of a Curve in

the field.

D. A way to use data from tables to maks scale drawings or models of

inteidhange designs.

E. Experiments w;th model cars and roadways which, combined with

graphing, will give values for critical speeda according to

the straightness of different curves.,

A. Some Qualitative Outside Observations

On an overpass or from a nearby hill the students can observe

: the shape of connectors at a traffic interchange. The problem of the

length and curvature of connect'ors will arise naturally as different

interchAnge designs are compared for area of land used. Students can

driveleiong connectors And nate details, of structure and Of the car's

motion. Fig. 2 illustrates th.e features they are likely to see.

de

etk
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Fig: 2
(

They will find that the,,peed t6make the following observations.

Does the exit roid-reave the main road at a mall-angle (yearly

parallel), a moderate angle, or a large anglks(nearly perpendicular)?
/

Is the exit road straight or curved?

Is it curved more near the.ends or near the middle? Are the
./

-curves.banked? Very muth?

- Is the entrance or exit end nearly straight?

If there are straight sections at eittier end, is one straight

, .

section longer than another?

Is the longer one at the faster or at the slower road?

66

_
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Oce
4

thiey become ware of ihe relation of connector shape to car contAol

safety they will seek Answers to:

hould cars slow down before they get into the connector.\ Should

,they slow down a4er getting in? Where should they do most of their

slowing dOwnr

Should cars begin to speecNup before they leave the connecto

Should they speed up after getting on their next road? Where should thp

do most of their speeding up?

,What speeds should signs permitAon each roa4 On the exit and

entrance ramp?
4411#

Soie observations that might be made on familY trips, sdhool

outings or specially-planned rideiii are as follows:

What speeds are the cars you are in'tir*Velling? Where do they

go ihe fastest? The slawes11

enough?

way?

4

fr

IS there ever any trouble in slowing down enough or speeding up --

What are the unsafe features of leaving or entering a busy high-

B. Observations with Model Seiups

The children can also discover the qualita'ave relation between

speed and straightness of curves by exrrimenting with models. The speed

of a mode1 Car can, be varied by starting it at differeni points pn a hill.
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kleight

of starting
Point

F.

'Fig. 3
If a model car startS from rest, at.a certain height on a hill,

i41;,will have a definite speed at the beginning of the level stretch of

roadway. -The-speed will be the sane for each trial since it depends only

on:the height\of the starting point and the car uged. If the car wheels

roll easily, 'the resultant speed will be nearly the sane for all guch

cars and will depend mostfY on the height and not much on the steepness

level streah ,.......1.)110

or straightness of the,hill.

Curves May he placed on a level stretch near the bottom of the

hill. Fovecars fo travel on a curve (without a track or lip to hold them

on'the curve) they have t9 be steered, i.e. their front wheels held at an

angle. However, 'the steering may be held fixed througho Then the

downhill in Figure .,,yould have to be broad enough for the car o come down

-on a curve as shown in Figure64.

Fig. 4
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The children will see that a model car will tiavel around a Certain

curve easit5at low speed. If the car is travelling at a higher speed (start-
.

..ing it higher on the hill) it will slide sideways across the road as it

goes around the same curve.

If different curves are uied, the children 'will see that a car'

that travelled'eastly at a certain speed around a curve will skid.sidewaYs

when it.goes at the same speed_around a curve that is less straight. (See
A

Fig. 5)

Car travelling Aame apeed

. 'Fig. 5 0

A
_Data might be collecied at this time which several student's may

want to use later in more extenstve experttents with the model setup. They

will need to.ktiow the height-,on the hill which ,produces a speed at which ehe

car first starts to slide sidewais on a certain curve: This critical height.

dan be 'found after a beries of trials at different heights. The trials .

should be repeated with other curves having different amounts of straight-

4

ness so that the critical hkght is found for each curve.

The childrdb, should build Cheir own design-of a roadway in the Design,.

C. Quantitative Outside Observationp

Students can make the following outside measurdments and then

,calculate the straightness of a section of roadway or how far.ahead one
4f

goes foi a certain amount of turning. With.a yundie wheel, a tape measure

or a long rod, distances may-be measured along theoconnector. Nolt on4,
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Th

should Ole total length be measured, but the straight (or very slightly

curved) sillriotis at-each end should be separateli measured; and also the

strongly curVed sectibn. The width of the copnector can be measured at

the same time.

The straightness of the st!rongly curved section can be measUrod

by combtning"the distance.measurement with a measurement of the difference

ofAirection (e? between two parts of the road. (See Fig. .3).

Direction,of'---""N\st

velocity at
point P P

a

8

Difference of direction

ueev*--"N Direction of

velocity at point

,

Fiig. 6

;11

i

If'the straightness of the road does not 'seem to:change very much

between P and Q (see Fig. 7) then a two armed instrument wisp a simple

,, (large) petractor fixed to one arm may be used to Measure 0.

arm "strais

The student4t

othei arm at P. .The

, .;.

J,4hol4s his instrument horizontally painti!lconi "''.

, .
d,

'...g 0 1.7

e.r.ad" and:0470tlitt-arm at ihe'dtudent at P1;6f-iit" ri IV.

.., ,

4,

ne arm II straight (back) ilong the road" and the

reads his protractor, getting 014 the-
f

;
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student at Q gets eQ. To help point "straig4 along" they may find it

helpful to have a student siand near the middle of the arc .(point M) at

the outside curve (on the road or a little out in the`field).

It turns out that 0 + 8 = 8. The students satisfy themselvesP

on this point back in the classroom using a blackboard or piece of paper.

A
One draws any base line (see fig.8 ) and makes a line at angle 0' at one

end, and one at angle 0
4
at the othefend. The change iw direction-of

4 ehe road is shown by tbe arrows and is measured by the,angie O. One can

measure 0 directly With a protractor and compare it to 0p + e

base line

Fig. 8

The comparison can be made for different Choice of 0 and 0 confirm-

ing each time that 0 Op - 9. 'When the students are convinced that

Op + 80hey can just add Ovand 8Q in the field and no longer need

to draw the triAngle of Fig. 8.*

Tbe avaightfiesa is the dister!ce traveled per unif angle tu ped:

r
S - 6- in feet per degree, yards per d g , meters

eL

per degree,'etc. dependillg.on units used.

For straighIr parts of road, the distance will be greater per

degree, so S will bp a larger number. A clieck Of posted ramp speeds

versUs ramp straightness may show ills

as the straightness or S decreases.

the recoMmended speed goes down
. t .

'.4041N6CA
4-;

* The students may want to discuss their res4lt in terms Of the sum onll the
angles in a triangle = 81)+8Q+012. It is c).ear that 0 + a "straight ang
or 180* on the protractor. Usitirb = e e it follows that Op+e + R

Pfor any triangle.
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D. Using Dara from Tables

Now that they hgve measured the straightness of a curve and haire

an understanding of th relation between 'speed and straightness of curves,

.they can understand thedata in following tables and use ft ih designing

their interchanges.

Design Spe0d of
Highway, mph.

Design lfengths of DecAyration Lanes-0.*

Length of Deceleration Lane, in leet;
for Following Design Speecrof Fkit
Curve, mph.
20 30. 40 I. 50

40
50

60
70

250
350

400
450

*

175

250

350.
400

Designjtentbs of Acceleration Lanes-.a

agn Speedo
:Highway, mph

40

50
60

70

200

250,
350

20,0
250

Letigth.of Acceleration Lane, in.Feet,
for Following Design Speed of Entrance
Curve
20 30 . 50

'400
, 250

650 500 250
.y50 800\#, 550 ,250
1200. 1000 &00 500.

11,

4 1414,.,%gtd_

1:41

a
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Minimum Safe Straightness Lor Intersection Curves*

Design Speed of
Curve, _.

'

1

6

15

-

20 25 .

.

I

30 35 40

.....
, .

,

Mitimum Safe Straightness
(feet per degree of turning) .

_

.

415

.

.

1 3/5

_.

2 7/10 4 5.1/2 7 1/2

..

* This table allows for a larger friction factor on less straight curves and
larger banking of.curves for higher design speeds'.

For example, if they Want to plan an eiit from a highway with a posted

speed osf 60 iiles per hour, they will see from the tables that-they need

a deoeleration land of.350 feet bete a curve designed for 30 miles per

hour speed. The durve must have a straightness of about 4 feet per degree

turned.
, -

The childrin can make scale diagrams of their interchange deWign.

A scale of one inch per 100 feet might be convenient to start with. The

deceleration lane woald be 3 1/2 inches long. The curve can be found by

using a narrow plastic strip placed between the arms f a square. For

exaMple, 4 feet per degtee.would be 560 feet or about 3 1/2 itches for a

90° turn. A plastic strip 3 1t2 inches long could be fit between Ole arms
I.

of A square angle so that the arms run tangent to the ends of the cu

(See Fig. 9

. .

". length'of deceleration plane

".
t

.
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E. Meas'nrements on Models

It is important for most of these measurements to be able to

produce a definite speed and vary it.eas ly. A simple way to do this

is to provide a downhill stretch of roadway such as indicated in Fig. 10

or in Fig.. 4. If a given model vehicle starts from rest at a fixed height

(H) it will have a definite velocity (V) at the beginning of the level'

postion Which depends only on the height and choice of vehicle.

Fig. 10

iFlat portion

The velocity is "reproducible" that is, if we repeat the experi

ment, stariing the vehicle from rest at P, it will have the same velocity

(V) as before when'it reaches Q. Furthermore, if t he.wheels roll easily,

then the resultant velocity for different vehicles will be nearly the

same when started from P, so that.one does not have to start all over

again when one.changes the model. Also,,if the: wkeelS roll easily, V

will depend mostly'on H and not mUch on the shape of the hill (steeper

or mare gradual, curved, etc.) or oniwhether dhe cakcomes "straight

dowe or on.a crossways curve wh1ch(wil1 enable vitults on different

- roadways to be compared. See Appendix B for a test on how frictionless

thg rolling is .

Under the above conditions a rsproducibla definite vekocity can

be obtained. Before the students measure the velocity, they should find

tiwcritical-height (Bc) for which the car slides radeways on a specific

curve. After a se0.es of trials at different heights, they wirl find the
a
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height at which thecar firsts.s arts ta slide sideways In the curve.

The height can be measured in feet and the sfraightness in feet per 90°

turn (1/4 of a circle). See Page 12 for a description of measuring

straightness. After critical heights have been found for several curves,

a grajlh can be made of height vs. straightness. It will resemble this:

Critical
Height
(Feet)

Mar

3

21j

2

11/4

1

Straightness .

(feet'per- 90° turn)

Fig. 11

The next step is to measure the velocity roduced at each criti-

'cal height. To measure the approximate velocity the car must be timed as

it travels alOng aevel section of road at the bottom of the hill. The

longer the section is, the more accurate the timing will be but the car

may slow.down more dur4.ng the timing. See Appendix C for a test of the

amount of slowing dawn of the velocity.

Uben the stldents try different speeds on different curves, the

car will be tra lling at leaa several feet a second when it'slides side-

ways on the lgrger (straightee) model curves. With practice, the students

may be able to time down to a half second using a stop watch. This may.be

done mot.* easily by havini one tudent watch the stop watch while another

student watches the car and taps him,on the shoulder as the car passes

r--
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each of.twO points. This elitinates the time taken to start, and stop

the watch/ The tine should be measured several times, starting the car

at the 'sane point on the hill, anethe median time selected. The use

of a bell, clapper, and carbon paper will allow timing down

6 about 1/50 of a second.

A graph should be made of velocity.vs. height for several

different values of H. The graph will resemble the follawing:

_Velocity
(feet/sec.)

15

10

0 1/2 1 11/2 2 21/2 3

Height-feet

Fig. 12

The velocity increases with the height, but not as fast as would

be shown by a straight line Araph. See Appendix D for the equation of

the graph.

The relation between velocity and straightness can noç he found

'by coN7ing thebtwo sets of data. A graph can be constructed b finding

for each critical height the corresponding velacity and the corresponding ;

straightness. A graph is then made which might look like this.

Velocity
(fet/sec.)

P.

0 2 4 6 8

St aightuess
(fe t ppr 90° turn)

Fig. 13 i

a.
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'The measurement obtained from the model may be Used by the

Children to design curves for their interehanges.* Or, t ey can use

fthe data/in the tables on Page 10. How do .they Change feeit per4becond
\

to miles per hour? Some older Children may be able to J.gure that out

4f they know Chat there are 5,280 feet in a mile and 3,600 .(60 x 60) .

secoa in an hour. Others may use (and maybe make) a. coilversion table-

starting mith 60 mph 88 ft/see. The Children may find that the speeds

they measured were small in comparison to normal highway speeds. They

can extend the lines on the grpphs in Figure 9 and 10 to obtain data for

larger speeds. This may not be necessary if a timing device is used,

permitting timing for higher speeds.

s

* The critical speed for slidng,V, does not scale with the length or

straitness. Instead (V r scales with the lengths. A scale of one

foot p r hundred feet wili then'lead to a (Vc)2.one hundred times smaller,

but Vc Only ten times smaller.

t;.

1,

A



AFFENDIX 'A

Notes on Acceleration (Change in Velocity)

7'

Whai is not so obvious is that when one is turning at constant

speed the car is accelerating. That is because the direction of Its

veloCity is Changing, so that it is accelerating across the road towards

the intlid of the curve (centripetal acceleration).

arc distance

A

,

initial
velocity

later velo4ary.%.

same.size but
different direction

..4-change in velocity

acceleration ...change in velocity.per unit time

Fig: 1

For this purpose the road must exert through friction a force on the car

pushing it towards the inside curve. The force has to be bigger in pro-

portion to the centiipetal acceleration. The acceleratpn is bigger if

there is more Curvature or if the car's speed is bigger. (You can check

that with Figure 1.) The acceleration (change in velocity) is bigger

'if eigher the turning angle.ip bigger or the velocity arrows are longer.

The magnitude of the acceleration is V20/A.. The force of the roa.d on .

the tires must then be the mass of the curve times the acceleratiOn to be

imparted, i.e. P.MV213/A. The maximum force of friction is given by a

"coefficient" f f ictionit(depending on the'rubbing surfaces, like t re
/

ft



c

against,road) niultiplied by the weight, i.e.

V
2
e/Ailipust be less than .../(gio av9id slipping sideways

DP2-19

M g. It follows th'at

Ongood road

--sullaces with properly inflated tiresi4varies between'about 2/3 and 9/10,

depending on e nature of the stirface and whether it is wet or dry.

32 feet per sec. per sec.

4o

.

%)1

p.
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APPENDIX B

Test for Rolling:Friction

A. test of how frictionless the rolling is cari be made very easily.

A down and up hill as in-Figure 2 can be constructed
40.

Fig. 2

Ne

and a car released at P. The car will roll down the hill, gathering speed

and tHen go up the other side losing speed. It will reach its liiiighest

ww,

point at Q, atiLkpight lower than at P, by an amount f the motion

iS*;perfeCtly frictionles44 then h O. Of course,- h will not be zero, but

may like much smaller thit H. If h/H is about 1/5 or,smaller, the velocities

of different vehicles in the valley will be within 52 of each other.
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APPENDIX C

Distance for Speed Measurement

To measure the approximate velocity there should brat the

bottom of the hill a straight section a few feet in,iength. The longCr

it IS the more accurate the timing, but the more slowing down will occur

during the timing. Running it up a hill on the other side will be a

check on the amount of slowing liown. If h irows from lit-of 4(fof a short

straight section to abodt 30% of H, then the yelocity changes by'about 10%

from the beginning to the end of the straight section. This 10% variation

isn't serious.
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,

APPENDIX D

Notes on Figure 12

If friction can be neglected, then)the for.ce of gravity will

increase the speed of a vehicle from rest as it &is downhill. .The re-

sultant velocity is given by

1717

independently of the mass of the vehicle. g s the acceleration due to

gravity and is equal to 32 feet/sec/sec or 980 centimeters/sec/sec. H

ii the vertical height of .the starting point on the hill.
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DETERMINING TASTE FAGTQRS DDR SOFT DRINK DESIGN

.by USMES Staff*

-

DP3-1

g to the cliallenge in the So'ft Drink Design, unit, "Invent

A axnew so drink that would be popular And produte at a low 'cost," students 0

.f

Y'

haps color preference. They question whether a preference based on an'ob-.

often take a survey of people's-preferences on'söft drinks. In discussing

this data, however, students come to the conclusion tha a person's prefer-
t

01Kii mii;ht be based on advertigng impact& the Arinks:available, or per-
. t

jectiNie comparison of several different drinks might be different.'

This papef oUtlines several ways in which quantitStive,,rather that ..--"--
,

. ,

1 .

subjective, data can be obtained. Also inctudedare illustrations, using

.

real Alta, which show a mbthod fpr recording the data on a chart called a

cdhfugiqpmatrixand a.w.ay to graphically,represent the findings on9A map '

.
called a drink difference map. The next section suggests s in which ,

..

,certaigi taste factors in the drinkOestid ,.an be determined frot the map.

,
.. - .

1
i.;' In the final seetion"the propertion.of the tastelpctors whieh shoufd be

ri . . :.

,includedsin a new soft drink"desip is derived from the resbivs of the
.

factor analysis combined With preference data.

,
One: ef the questions students frequeNily ask is wfiether Osopie can

10Ifserly tel4 vilifferences'amoUog several cola flavo...r a drints. This Is an

2impbrtant point espelly -if tiieir opinion poll itra des mit than one cola .

, . ,

A
. " L dii4.00If'a :taste test shows that pe4le Are. not dble to correctly identify

L

, .. ..
4

t 'r
'q , 7 4.

the,different cola drinks, ehen the preferences for different coladrinks, : e

,

A soc.4

1.1.cdh be combined:0 indic4te i:general prefeyencor a cola

A

r
1:,,ased on suggestioni by Hen.ry'Pollak

f

4

1
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After discussing( the factors involved

lo

students can usually design

an appropriate taste lirst; They enerally suggest blindgolding the par-

ticipants so that any.differencelin the diink's color will not be a.factor

in the identification. In addition, they may'see :that the sequence of

-
the drinks taste4 must vary.so that the, participant doesn't know which

drink might bi.offered next. The.students might use a randot sequence of

4, drinks by pidking numberNout of a hat or the'y might think of another system

for mixing iip the selection of drinks. in any case, participants know that,

- there is, always the,"possibility, that

three times in a row.

The-Confusion Matrix

the same drink will be offered MO or

%The Tesults of participants' indentifications of the drinks can be

recorded an a matrix whichmts called a confusion matrix because ii clearly

shows the number of times a drink is incorrectly identified or."confused.ft

The confusion-matrix in figute 1 shows...the results oi a blindfold taste

co dlictid by a 5thigrade class. In recording the

lied a total of '43 wrong ggesses and 54 correct

test for coke

resultEk the'siudents

guesses Their vanclusiol was that people could 1.4ntify the'two drinks

correctly only 55% of the time..

Given

,

Coke

Pepsi

Gusased

4

Coke

-044

1144

It.4

1441 .-- k
ii

:

--H-1-4--ir .

"ii44

1144 .

*441

141

,11

-

'1141 ii ..

.Figure,

CA

1

4
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Stydents should check to see whether dm drinks were tested an equal

number of times. If not, the tallied results have to be ajusted before

a just comparison pan be made.. In the data shown in'figttre 1, pepsi was

tested only one more time than cOke. gtudents would probably recognize

that,this is a.differeute to alfer the rgsults significantly.

The Drink DifferenCe ,/.114 '

If.tonfusion data if gathered`on three or more diinks, the results/

can be used to determine some of' the taste factors tn,the drinks. This is

accomplishea by analyzing a map drawn from he results of the taste test.

Figures 2 and 3 show data collected on five drinks and the drink difference

map of the data. Each point on a drink'difference map represents ohe of the
S.

tested drinki the distance from each point to every other point represents

the similarity between the drinks.

Drink Difference Map brawn from Confusion Data

Since points fgr similaedrinks shoUld be cl9se together pn the drink #

difference map, the distances between the points must be inversely propor.

tionate to the number of confusions. For example, if pepsi.and coke are con-

esr

ftpled 10 Eimes and,pepsi and root beer are tonfused only 5 times, the dip-

tante between the points for pepsi and root beer mUst be twice-as great as the!
%

, . ..

distantle bewtaen,th; pepsi,ana .pokd,points:, We have found lhax c4A4cen in
,

,

, 't,: :/ 0 ,

tha.5th.thieugh tityjmq!acar!:underet19(d iniUftively the idea of -inverse
. 4 ,

.

a

proportions in the cdntext of the reEil data ihey have collected. In lower
..-

.

'grades we suggest another, method for collecting data which.asks'students to

establish a simIlarity raiing for pairs of drinks. Tkis method eliminates

the problem of inverse 'proportIons and is descpibed Beginning on page DP3-4.

4

u

4

A

.1

S.
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.In one blindfold tasting ekperiment students txied to identify each

diink as grape, orange, mountain dew, pepsi or voot beer. The following

is a t/t' of the &rinks confused and the number.of times they were con-
.

fused with each other.

Drinks Confusions

orange and pepsi 1

mountain dew and pepsi 1

mountain dew and root beer 2

pepsi and root beer 3

Before the drink difference map is started, it helps to list the

distances apart the points should be plated. These are:

Drinks Distance apart

orange andPepsi A 3 units'.
jmountain dew and pepsi

e

3 uniti
.

mountain dew knd raot beer 1 1/2 units

pepsi and ropt beer .
1 unit

In this case the poins clin be plotted approximately the right dfslanee

apart on the two -dimensional. MP gshinfigure'2. However,-with additional

data, the con ruction of a more complicated two-dimensional or even-a three -
7

necessary. -(Figure 4 shows a three-dimensional Map
t

dimensipnal map might be

of other data.).

Orange

'6

Root
. Pepsi Beer

. .

-Mountain
Dew

Figure 2

.")

"IS

4
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Drink Difference Map Dfawn From_Similarity Ratings .

A'drink difference map' can also be constructed from data compijedtfrom

simdlarity ratings of pairs of dri#1. Students first determine all the

t

ditferent ways the four drinks can be paired. In one class pairings for

coke, pepsi, 7-up and sprite were determined to bel

coke and pepsi
Coke and 7-up
coke and sprite
pepsi and 7-up
pepsi and sprite
sprite and 7-rup

-
The students then rated each pair as very similar, slightly different

%
a,.. or very different% This cou/d be done.by blindfold tasting, if.necessary,

. .

.

or by occasional tasting to refresh a person's memorf'on the,tastes of the

. flo
,

drinks. The chart in figure 3 shows the tallied recorded.by a group of 8
.i. c . .,

ft

Pairs ofDrinks
. -

to/ ,

cote pepsi

coke - 7-uV
coke - sprite'

Repsi 7-up

pepsi.- sprite
spirite-- 7-up

4

SiMilarit5+ Rating
I

very
similar

4 A

An' approximate pvtNpall similarity rating cl)r ,each pair was then obtained

A .

to a sllghtly aiffe

-

similarity of the airs

slightly very

diffhent different

4444-

+4-44-

111-

, 4444

yigure 3

4111

44-14-

a.

,

by'zkvit4' 1 loint Wit yery sinAlai.t%tini, 2 points

apd 3 pOintli fc,z very- dilfferent The' overal

was calculaced as:
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Pairs of Drinks Desree of Siuir4j

coke - pepsi
coke - 7-up
coke - sprite
pepsi - 7-up
sprite - 7-up

approx.
"
11

.
"
,"

13
23
20
22

13

.01 drink difference map can now be constructed so that the distances

between'the drink poiny,3 represedt the sidVarity ratings. Figure 5 show

such a map. It was found that a three -4imeisional representation was ne

cessary in'orde.5010 locate the points the appropriate distances apart.

a

Co.ke Pepsi

J-Up

Flgure 4

Children can try larious methods
#
of constructing a thice-demensiona1

,

4,-
map. One s-uggestion is to uselZ -tips of varyidg lengths And glue the'c,on

. -

tips tggether t6 make a drink poidtp The\dIfferent joilpts Fight then be
0

1 .., "4*
dyed different co rig, to stow clearlk fhe di.fferent ditmks. .

.

Using A Drink'Diffe nce Map to betliMine. Taete fectors Wad ign NeseyDrin.k.6 :

(_,_:__

,

.After,theep,h, been constructed.the students c.an d cuss how the
,, , .

1 1.
position of points ght show certain taste Yaaprs. This discussiod is.

.
/ ,

.,, .
.. *

faCilitatqd it the7students think about the various'plane tliat might inter-
-

,

sect the map.

a

b.
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Oue possible aalysia of the map is shown in figure 5. One plane .

.might represent' 1faètor of uweetness, withfaweeter drinks appearing at

one end Of the plane and le s sweet drinks at the othsr. Another plane

might.show the tprtness factft, while still another-the diffeAnce between

cola and fruit tastes. ihe determination-of these factors, Eiubjective.

However,, studenta can check their hypotheses by conduoang.another test

that rates the four drinks according to the factors they think aro important.'

'Cola

1

1

Coke Pepsi

Sweet

..,

1 Sprite
. Adr

4,.
Less sweet

Non-Cola
7-Up

Figure J5

..

Less tart

sA4

Tart .

The children might want to add a fifth drink to their map. This would

7

help to identify theist-ate factors involved.

1

The final step in using the drink difference map to help in the design

of a new soft drtnk is to.-show the results of the preference poll :.?n the

map ahd indicate the region of maximum preference. On a preferepce pollk
0

;real data on-1st thoices' for the four drinks illuatratedmasIound

11%

11.
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1st Choice

coke 11

Pepsi, 6

Tpup 11

sprite 2

-4

This data is shown on the map iu figure 6 with the region ,of maximUM

preference also indicated. -The children try io design a arink with*a com-

bination of factors which would,iocate the new drilik's'point within the

-
area of preference indicated on their map'.

/
t

Coe (11 Pepsi (6)

Area Qf\
maximurS

. preference

#`

Sprite (2)

7-Up (11)

,

Figiare 6

4.

I.
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ELECTROMAGNET DESIGN

by

Earle Lomon

/ntroduction

Material in this background-paper is fairly advanced for elementary

school teachers 'and students. The strength of an electromagnet is
...

DP4-1

determined.by_two.related factors, the design of the electromagnet and

the amount Of current going through it.- To complicate things further,-

the current is determined not only by the design .of the electromagnet

but 'also by the total voltage of.the batteries being used. The drain on

batteries is another factor that should be considered.

The most important thing.for 'children to realize is that any change

in the design of an electromagnet must be assessed not only in terms of

the strength of the magnet but also in.terms of the wear on batteries.

They can liscoVer by.experimentatioll that the best balance between the

,

two factors usually achieved by windtpg more tayert of a thinner wire

on a shortdr coil.,
1.

1

The first section of the paper describes -several ways in which the

design of an electromagnet can be changed. .Experiments that Children can
a

conduct to determine the.effect of these changes on the strengthof an

electromagnet are algo described. .Beal data collected in similar experi-

ments is included; in Some cases it is represented graphically.

For Leathers wha are interested in the mathematLcs of coIl esign,

.an appendix is included that giVes the basic formulas and desoriptions

Of the effects of variations in th'e various des.ign fiCeors.

4
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An electromagnet is usually construc d with the following,charac-
,

teristics: a thin1 very long, conducting wi wound uniformly around

a cylindricai core, always turning in the same directilh. The core is

often soft iron. Several layers of wire may be wound on the core going

back and forth alcing ita length. A battery is connected to the two ends

of the. wire.

mo. of rayers

coil
indicates

core 00'0

.f ,.

.

iron bolt

"width of -used for

of wire turns of wire

AL going in same,
direction lengtb ok coil

Figurti, 1

insulated Wire

} iameter of core

to bat

to battery \

Whet children examine the different electromagnets they have constructed,

they may notice that the electromagnets differ intseveral respects as

*follows:

1; length of coil

2. inunber of laiers

3.1 size of wire,used (aiameter)

4; thickness of wire insulatio4

5. size of core

Chi en may also use more thk oie battery in their tests.

Th \eeffect.that each facto has on the strength of the e
e
ct omagnet\

be determined by conducting smple experiments. In conducting their

rA
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experiments children mus,t make sure that they use iron objects with easily

comparable weights; for example, heavy duty paper clip p. strung toirther or

different lengths of iron roods They must also make sure that.the object

hasonly one gTint of contact with the core of the electromagnet.

The pull of the .electromagnet on iron objects is Strongest if th

4

object is placed inside the core. However, slime it is-usually impossible

to put an object inside the core (because the core is solid or the hollow

sPace is tocsmaIl), it is usually placed at one end.of the core. The

pull an the object then-decreases rapidly as the object is moved away

from the end of the coil.

*

As iron haS a magnetic permeability hundreds of times larger than any

other materialsit is clear that one wants an iron (or steel) core for

sheL. strength. However, there are disadvantages to the use of iron

A
'cores

t

for certain applications. The only draWback of much.consequence for

USMES application is that of residual magnetism. When the electromagnet is

turned off, the iron will retain,some of its magnetism, having become a

"permanent" magnet. That can cause difficulty if it is desired that all

objects, even small ones, drop off the electromagnet when the current is

turned off. Also, the addition of permanent magnetism may confuse the
, I

dresults of the experiments. Soft iron does not retain as., much magnetism

as hard s'tel, so the use of :loft iron minimizes these pryblems. If

necessary, the core can be demagnetized by reversing the current for a

short period; or by
-

In addition

turning, the core around, if it is loose,

the ab* constraints,,nickel-ca ium batteries mnsC

be used in quantitat ve experiments because this is the only type of

\attery which main ains a Constant voltageuntil the moment when the
,

f 1

.

.'.

current has Alen, letely drained and tke v age is zero. .
r- -
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In searChing for a way.to make stronger electromagnets, children should

decide first which variable they think is important, and then make some

change in that factor while keeping everything else the same. Some possible

graphs that they can construct from their'data are as follows:

1. strength of-magnet as shown by length.of rod (number

of metal squares or weight of irregular object)

nunber of batteries in series,

strength vs. length of wire (sane nunber of

batteries, sane length of coil, more layers

af wire),

A. batteAy life vs. length of wire (all else

equal) ,

.4. strength vs. diameter of wire (same length

of wire and sane length of coil),

5. battery life vs. diameter of wire (all else

equal),

6. strength vs. thickness of wire insulation

(sone diameter and length of Oire, same

length) of coil),

7. strength vs. neatness of winding (all else

equal),

§ strength vs. length of coil (same core, sane

diameter and length of wire)-,

9. strength vs. cort,diameter (411 else equal),

10. strength vs. core material (all else equal),

11. proportionate stTength-vs. area of object in

contact with magnet (all else equal).

The vArioua factors in the ddsign of an electromagnet that affect

its atrength axe described in3e followinglsections.

1. Length of Coil

It is not the.total number of t wire that makes the pull

op

stronger, but the nymber of turns per
.

uniThngth. Therefore, a stronger

No a

-41_.
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electromagnet cadbe made by winding a certain length of wire in many

layers on a shorter coil rather than in one layer on a long coil. :there

will be some gain in strength if the coil is made-as long as the average

/ radius, but little will be gained by making kc longer.

dimensions for a coil 'are shown below in-fig. 2.

The-optimal

'Figure 2

NuMber of Layers óf Wire

4

dimensions. yhis increases the turns per unit length arid the strength .

of the magnet:. However, as each,additional layer is added more wire is

required to.make.c.ane turn. This wileadd more resistance, reducing the

Many turns of wire must be wound on a eóil to achieve the above

cu rent and the strength of the magnet. The best balance between these.

two factors Is found when very thin wire is used.

There is, however, an advantage to increasing the length of any

diameter wire until aboutel0 feet of wire is being used. -The following

data and the gvph in figure 3 shows that 10 fect of #22 or 126 wire

wound in a one-inch long coils produced greater pulls than coils made with
11

1/4.0

eitHer less or more wire.

A
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length of wire
in feet

5

10
20
40

5

10
20

Length
of 3/8"
-dia. rod
picked
up

(inches)

0

+6'

wire size
(diameter in inches)

#22 (.025 )
#22 (.025 )
#22 (.025 ).
#27 (e025 )

#26 (.016')
#26 (.016 )
#26 (.016 )
#2 ( 016 )

length of rod
-in inches

43
54

48
44

23

30
24

20

111111111111111111111MM111111111111111111111111
11111111111111CITZ !Sell1111111111111111111111111

masnimmempumiznmemmmi
111P21111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111311111111111111111

111111111111P1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

111111111P21111110CM11111111111.111111111111
111P1111111111111111111PINZIO11111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111051111111111111111
11111111111111111M11111111111111011111111111111

1111111111111111111111111immtmitirkimmiimmos
iiiaar1111111111111111111111111111111111111E111111111111111111111

1111111111111111311111111111r1111111
tength of Wirt (feet)

.11gure 3

Mb

Increasing the length of wire eve re will:pay if one .is trying

.N' .

.t'o. econxize on-batteries; Us" twik as Milph 'wire.wi'll halve Ole

.

curren and ifortsbleipe i:attery life: Thp Magnet will lose:a l4t4
, /. A

Strength since the effect oyecreasisg tl.)* current is partially.overcome

. .,, . .
4 ,14

.

bi'An'in.crease. in the n:,, r of turns of wire per unit length. The datd

i r'.
bel6w,stiows that an electromagnet wound with 6W-- eet of wire helorup-a

.. ,

S. ç ,

0.
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- maximum weight almosi twice is long .as an eleciromainet woundiwith' 40

. feet of wire.

le'rigth of wire, size wire lin0h of time rod
in feet ',. - (diameter in inches) was hel4 up in min.

...

Length:
of time
magnet
held
rod u
(min

20
40
60

.

#28
#28
#28

(.013
(913
(.913

)
)
)

93
142
274,

;

Imummommumimm
iiimminnimmummou
mumlimmintsmnamin
11111111111111111111111111111M1111111111
111111111111111111111111111M111111111111
111111111111111111111111,41111111111111
11111111111111111111111111112111111111111111111

11111111111111111111EAMINIMMI
111111111111111,21111111111111111111111111

111111111111A111111111111111111111111111
1111111111EANIIIMINIIIIN111111

111111111M11111111111M1111111111111.11

FAIIIIIIIIN1111111111111111111111111111111111El= 111111E1111111111M1
Length of Wird (feet)

Figure 4

-4

3. Site of Wire Used

IC a smaller diameter wire is used, one can wind More turns of wire

in the same length and.width 'of coil increileing the.magnetic pull. However,

this also increases the length of the wire used and reduces ;he inagnetic.
fir
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pull by,reducing the current. If a wire with half the )diaMeter is used,

the purl of the magnet will be teduced.,to one quarter of what it was.

-

However, by usitag a thigner wire we are reducing the cuvent and the

,tesultant drain on the battery. A Magnet one quarter as stroug wilf drain

a .

-

the battery at only.one-sixteenth of the previous rate. Figure 5 ,shows

that an electromagnet wound with 20 Jeet)of thin wire heYd up a maximui'

weight more uhan 10 times longer than a similar coil wouad with thicker

wire.

Length of
time magnp
hel#rod u
(minutes)

size wire
(diameter in inches)

1122 (.025').

1128 (..01.°)

time-rod was held
up in minutes

9

93

iMMEMEMMEMMEMEMMOMMEMEM
II 11101111

Mbillimill
II
MEM
MR

111 MEM
MEM

M
II

_,
MIMMIN
MMUMMIll

MO
m MMEM
Emil
MI

, _

.

_4, . WSW SIM
WIRImmil
MI 11111 WOE

0
. _

1
m
1 limmill
AMIE

MOMMIO
MEEMEM
OMMEME

_

0 0
.

.0
ame er or Bare Wire nc es
a

Figure 5

The strength mf the th4A;wire,coil used in the'above experiment Was

only 1/3 the strength of the other coil. If we put enough battrries in'

series to make up for the loss in ctIrrent, producing t*he origfhal magriet
a

)

'strength, each battery witl.dpain.1/3 as fast.

at

,

This is an advantage for
P

`'

V.
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many applications, e.g., .the dayice will run three times as long as the

same total cost without somebody replacing batteries.

4. ' Thickness of Wire Insulation a

Wire used for electromagnets must be insulated. Otherwise short

circuits will occur and the electricity will'not flow around all the loops.

Thjck insuiatipn will keep aown the number of turn's per unit length. There-

fore, wire with thin instiPttion such as varnish is preferred for magnet conr-

4 ( 4

st ruction . The following data shows how the use 'of -insulated wire reduces

nLgnet strength.

length 'rod held-up
type wire (in inches)

,

#124 enamel4.nsulation
#24 - plastic insulation

5. :Size of Core-

36

2.9

When an electromAgnet is wound on a larger corie, the pull of the

magnet aftl a single point of contact will be decreased. One reason for

(I.
this is thit the length of the -wire must be increased in order to keep

the number of turns per unit length of, coil the same - this\-reduees the

-1current and the pUll of the nuagngt. However, if -the iron object being
41. 0

picked up is large compared to the size of the core the total

be larger..

Therefore; one gains by making the.core larger until it becomes

ObA
larger than the object' being picked up. Any further increase in core size

results in a decreased tol pull.

4.

4

r
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6. Increasing the Voltage

changed different batteries or by

using several in seriei. If the voltage is, led, this(Will alpprogi-

4

mately double the current andthp senlgth of the magnetic pull. Figure 6

\,

shows the increase in st.rength as the voltage is doubled an ipied by

putting batte'ries in berip6. Twenty feet of #22 and 028 wire.were wound

)

on 2" long coils, which were then tesyLl for strength at gach of the three
\

voltages.

sr

The voltage is readily by using

no. of,batteries wire size_,
in series (diamet, in inchep)

1 #22 (.025 )
2 #22 '(.025 )

3 #22 (.025 )

1 #28 (.013 )
2 #28 (.013 )
3 #28 (.013 )

length of rod,.

in inches

49'

66

76

15:

37'

52

'Length
of 3/8" .

dia. rod
picked
up

(inches)

JIMINIMMEMMOIMEMMEM
AIMMEMMUMMOUNIMME
MOMMEMOMMWMMOMME
IMMEMEW2MMUMMEMM
ANUNUMEAMMEMEMMEN
1111111111111111
MINIMMEMMEWIMMEM
MINIMMWOMMEMMEMEM
OMMEMPAAMMEMMEMM
MMEMMEMMINIEMMEMM
IMMEWAMMUMMEMMEM
MMIIMMEMEMMEMMEMM
IMMOMMINIMOMMEMMI
IlliIIIIIIIIIIII

NOmber of batterdes in series
Figure 6

Jo

. I
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nip utility of putting in Dire voltage will be limited by 'the power

dissipated.' -At some point, the magnet is goini to gpt too hot for safety

'or for its.insulation. Also, the batteries areAraining proportionately
)

es, the currerit and the number,of batteries in series. So twice as euch

magnetic.fc4ce costs four times as mu Ch in batteries. 'This mathod of
t

.increasing magnetic strength costs money!

aft,

1

4

e

I 0

(

ss.
I.

0'

ektr4.
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APP5NDIX A

Formula for Magnetic Field-Around a Solenoid

The 4-Ce on an iron object is propor,tiodal to the magnetic-field #

That magnetic field for, a solenoid (which Cs the name given to the .

coil df wire described above) is along'the axis.

h. I 6.6s ot± cos 13)
?

p:e
Albere,P (the magnetic perme-ability) depends on thlk m4terial otfl,the core,-

., . .

...

.(

. 11 is-the number, of turns of the wire per unit length; I is the.current in

, . . .

the wire, and eg Hand /I are the. angles subtende&Lat elch'en'd of tthe.Coil.' "
. -

. .

.
.

. .

The dosine of flie Iingles are determined by the length of the'coil (L), the.
L

/
.... c

,

radius of pie cii0.1 (r), the distalte oVhe iron object i5
( from one end of

,

4

the coil (d), and the distance it is from the other-end of tbe cei.1 (L d).

(See Fig. 1 and equations 2 and 3).

4""'"111 Fl uie 1..

Cos c*

Cos C"
libtice that at the ends of the coil d.= 0 or cr:F L and :

4' (Cos + cos, ).,:= Li
phile at the center.of the coil'd = 1/2 L and:

4

r2-+

'CO 5 + CGS 8)
&Ay- ra Lyi

1. 0

(2)

_ (5)

.

.0.
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(`

, . a .
" 44 ; At most, one',can only doUble the strength by.trying to get inside

,

the core. This'factor of two is-obainable only with a verY. thin'coil

`((1) small compared to t..).

40,

(cost( et Cos
(WA + Coq) and urlir

f

However,-with a thick coil (L small compared to 0:

.

&owl teekOciiiigir
.(coset #cia ?fiend

and consequently no advantages gained by going 1.,nside the co

(6)

(7)

A

- [Notesalso that if oneA.s oUtside the coil' then d milst btlkonSidered

as negative, so that icosdkis negative and subtracts from cosi!
, ,t-.'. .

. .

,

ldrge distances from the cpii the two t,rms cancel. Thus 'the magnet field,
, ..

.
.

II ., dec eases rapidly
.

_as one moves awaR from the end of the coil].
.

4

\'t

N
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APPENDIX B

LengthNof Coil .

The length of the coil comes in througb the fhctor (Cos + Cos IS)
in equation 1 (4pendix A). Vitsuming that the iron.object is being held

at the end of the cofl:

(co$ ci )4611m4

If the length 41.).'is made very small, then(COSW-;.COS6) becomes

swill.. However, if the length equals the radius (L r,), then Vas lot-tops

A;57 or approximately 0.7.

No Matter holilong thg coil gets, c(C)Sot 4-CC)SE9 can never become as

large as 1. The;efore,'little can.be gained
A

than the radius. In fact as L goes from 1/2-

114
goes m G.45 to 0.7 to 0.9. Each increase

by making

r.to r to

is less

thg length larger

(COS Ct:ISB

han a factor of. 2.

4 Li
lut when the length of the coil,is doubled, the ,iunmVer of turns per uni.t

length is halved. If the length 1 wirdts/doubled to keep the numir of

. turns per unit length the same, tile cdrrent is halved. Either %JEW wekiose

increasing 005% +-COS 8

1

mote magmatic field sefength than ye gained

If when the length of coil is do.ubled One Sso doubles the length of

wire (to keep.the numbel of turns per unit length as large as it vas) and

.doublea tht voltage (to keep the current as large as it was) thjn.the

magnetic field is increased by itht increase in Ostill*C6,09, but less
J

than a factor Of 2. ,liut the battkery cost Ls twice as great.(the same

',current from twice as many batteries). l'has Ihe mwetic field strength

o --,

.
. r

.

, gain is nik)proportional to the .cost.
,...

. v.

,
pr1;il the lOgth of coil equals its radius,the.gain ,in strength pe to

areincrease in cbil length is nearly proportional,to the cost' and will be

worth it if morb strength s still'needed.

1

Mak
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/ncreasing the Voitage

6 ,

.The'current is propor
. .

DP4--15

tonal to thg.magnetic pull (See equation

t

)

It depends on the vortaie and*the resistance of the circUit. This is shown

in equati6n44 where Tis the curreit, V is ehe battery volt-age '(dr of a
,

aertes of batter1e4-and R is the total resistance of the circuit.,
.

.

1,

I = V ,11% (8) v
R

..q.
)

.,

The tot4 resistance ip the sum of the w%e resistance',(R..w ) and the

.int ernar resistance of the batteries (RB).

R R + R
w B

'

The current is biggei as the voltais biggerl.or if the battery

resistanpe and/or'the Wire resistance.is smaller

When adding'batteries (or ulsing one witti a larger voltage) one will also
d

be changing the resistance In the circuit due to the internal resistance

the batteL. For stront electromagnets, however, one usually has enough
OM.

wire so that'rthe battery resistance is only a small.part or the total

resistarice. When-that is 'true, doubling the voltage will auroximately

double the currefit and the pull of the magnet.
A

The rate of using power is proportinál' to the voltage that the charges

gb through and to the number of chargesTeT s ond (i.e. the current) going
.4

through that voltage. The energy loss peT second (power loss).i

P I V

Using equation 8 we seg thai:
V4

p R and

(10 )

. ,

If we double the voltage keeping the same wire,_then thg,current doubles .

"id equattons 10 and 11 showihat the power-has elljadrupled (dpub e vLage x
, c

, k
. , __.

,

doUble current), i
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APPENDIX D
-

Lervotli of Wire Uped

When the length of wire is changed, the total resistance of the wire
0.

is changed. The resistance or wire fs given in equati *1? b 1.7 whered(

is the length of Vre.,filis the resistiity of,the metal sed, and A is

the cross-sectional,area of the wire.

4

'The area is-proportional to the'squar.e.o the diameter of the wAre. -
- - I)

The total Tesstance in a circuit the sum of the wire resistance

and the internal fesistance of the'battery. The cuirent is determiiled by

the voltage ok the battery and the circuit resistance as-shown in equation

(12)

&

13 below where I is the current, V is the voltasi R
w

is the wire resistance,
/

I ,

, .

.and Rs is the. battery resistance.
,....);.

' V .(13)

, ./'. B
\

\
.,s

When the wire reS4Zances'is not/ large compar.ed to the battery resistance
t

th6n 'Ow total esistance is not increas'ing proportionately to the/length, of
A f i

wire. So there is an advance to increasing the wire length u t 1 the wire

&

'resistance ts severat times the battery resistance.
ge.

&

The moregayers of wire on the cote, the larget the radius of each turn.

r
Therefore the number _of -turns per unit length floeip .fiot increase quite ,as

/

fast as, the length of wire,

Therefore one will not want to'increase the length of4the wire ut6ch more'

A

while the resistance do4increase that fast,

once dts resistance is several times-the battery 'resistance, if ane is

tiying to get.the maximum strength. Bdwevet, if one is trying to economize

on batteries ah4 As contetit with a.little le'ss strength, then using twice

,

as much wire will about halve the currenk and'about, double.the battery life,
0

while increasing the`radius (and.thereforendecreasing the addd nu ber of

turns) by much less than a factor of 2.

'/H)

A

,e(
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,A.PPENDIX E

Wire Diameter
.

As the cross-sectional area of the wire is proportional to the squaze

of the rimeter, decreasing,the diameter by a factor of two will increase the

resistance by a factor of.4, hence decreasing the current (if the battery
. * ...

_... . ,

resistance is unimportatre) by a factoreof 4. On the othei hand, one can
. c / ,

now wind.four timeS'as many turns in close.pachidg in the s4me length and t

:a r N w (
thickness-I coil. Of course the.wire would then also be four times as

. r . 1
. ,

(

. .I

long; so the resistance *mild be sittieen times.greater gour.times due to
. t

decrease in diameter and four times due to increasi in length of wire). With

the samd voltage the current wlp\be down by'a factor of rly 16. Asfr
4

'there ar folir.times as many turns per.unit 1en0s0 the magnet c field Will

be 4/16 . 1/4/40f what it was.

a

a

. 0

So we shouldn't.decreasa 'the diamet4E,oflthe wire? On the contrary: .

with one sixteenth of the current from the dame -battery we areFdrainieg the
. ." .

11--- - , ,, ..

battery at one sixteenth of the previous rate, getting a' magnet only one I'

fourtb as strong. If we put two batteries in-Aeries we willrdouble the
4

-

eurrent 'and giet back to'on oue half of r original m'agpetie strength. The
-1 f

-1
powe Owill go up four times, (twice the current through twl,Ge aa many

,

batteries) which is.still ouly.One fouth Of the original power use tor

one half of the deiginal magnetic,strength.

Whai if'llre double the ,y9-11-age again to four batteries in series?. Then

'We have thg or ginal magnetic strength (four times the.pripinal number of
7 ,

turns per unit length, at one fourth A the original cUrrent) with the'

originalcost.in use of battertes (four times as many batteries draining

one quarter as fast). There still is'an advantage for many applications
2

the device will run four times a long without somebodr replacing batteries.
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APPENDIX F

del

' Diameter of the Core
,

For a fixed length of coil the factor6C606CoSiD decreases lowly:

-as the radiu-s of the core increases, thereby- decreasing the magnetiCAield..

(See Appendix B*). The magnetic field alp() is decreased by an increase in

the length of the wire. The length of,wire must 4 increased in proportion
.. i

to the Lacreaze in the core radius (fora thin winding) if the number of'
..

e .

turns per upit length aee iii remainthe iane. If the winding is alreaay
4

/

thick (many-laYered), then increasing 'the wire radius leads to less than a

proport4onate increase in. the length of wire .(for a fixed number,od turns
'416

per unit epth).

Howe r, there is a compensating effect if we are picking up anSiron
,

i.

object that is large coipared to the core cross-section. The.magnetic/field'
_ .

induces magnetism In thaoironlobject being picked up over the whole arta'

within the, field. Thus if the-piece is larger than the.core, as the core,
go-

area increases the induced Magnetic area increases, and the_pull.increases in

,

proportion. The area covered by the.cere is iir'so for large objects one

gains by going to la ger core. Once the core'croasTsection.is'bigger than the

piece to be pi ked up one o y lmtes by increasing lumbar the diameter

of the core.

,

V

s

* The r in e9uation (4) applies tg_the core radius especially when 41e

, ." magnetic field at the end of the corv is being investigated.

.

A
, 1..f 8

,

*

A
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APPENDIX G

rron, Coreti

1-
a

. 41

I
4 ,

Whtn the eiectsomagnet'is 'turned off, ehe iron,Core wfl4 yetn'in
a

residual Magnetism which may effect magnet experiments.,,,:

For instance

re,M0004 theniq s_one t

I.

4 19'

some

e -tag

.
compare&VVb the

ull. 'tf the batty resistgnsp is not negliebke

more than half.

a highiesidual

resistance of the wire, qten'the

(See Appendix 0. But the, dou

magnetism which would chano the p

expectafion is a little

the magnetic pull.
.

4.

curvent maY have

dicted ratio.by

caused

increasing

Soft iroti doeb not keep as much magnetism as hard steel so the use of

'soft iron minimizes those problems'. The core

e,

can be demagnetized by

f .

the Current for a short period;.or by turning the core around, if_it

,

,

reversing

is loose.

A
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Dp5

. IMPpRTANT. ASPECTS OF-PLAYGROUND DESIGN , .
..

-

,

.

'Playground Design GroUp-1972 Boston Summer Workshop

.

,.7.
. I'

1,

.GenraI Considerations .

, .

,

.

, ,
',,..r ,

..L : . . . . ,
, .

,a...
ShbI the focus of the,unit be on the design of new eAuipmenG,' the

'.aetual,coliatruction of:the playground, the layout of the groundS, or a

conbinatiqn ef these ideas? Lt would be ideal if-eveiy stage of deVelop--
. 4 ."

1(

N
4

...4(
.rit resulting id

7
a finished'flaygroundcould toe jggerienced., 11-time

required for the complete proGess Is a-reIaively uniiporfant flagtor.,
. 4 A

What materiali.aFe Available? Perhaps the chifdren'could find

,

wroumgable items that amnative to their area (i.eL An old boat or cargb

net in a coastal. region). The chlidren should have an opportunity to

explore materialg before beginninfeonstruction.to help them,get ideas

about th variability of uses for the MaterialS. ^

Howmuch adult support will .be available io helpdwi0: the procure-
,

ment and construction of materials? Teachers and the school admidistration

might be asked to hack the project. 4himan relations problems arising in

connection with the project might be yesolved- arly, if.tke kidi cOuld

diluss provision& for water plai, safeity, o struction 4nd esthetic .etc.

with school personnel and/or-parents.

What kinds of playgrounds do children in other countries with the

w

same climate' have? What about in countries with different clim.4.esi

Two possible pitfalls ot the unit might be 1:7 the failure to invest

the time and interest necessary to make det'ailed- models, and 2.) the failure

to make use of "natu'ral environmental situations. of
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Toimwaphy Surface.ConsOeration

'a. Blatktop - undergrO4na pipes, -,compcisition

4
Pei gravel:4 4epth and co,,.osiiion

Grass

d. Sand
,

e. Woodchlis

¶f. yid planks, ties

g. Astro Turf

h. Indpor-outdAor carpetlainoleum

i. Garden - Botanfcal, vegetablel,

.j. Water

k., Plastic Rub7b'er composition

(6\._

I. Dirt

r9ck

4

.

You can Make a longer, irteeper slide on a hillside withovit dangerous

' P f

hei8ht.

S.

*Shelters

It has been our observation ihat children not only neea shelter from

inclement weather and the hot Ilun bilt also enToy,playing in sheltered

areas.
r'.

In the playgrounds buili with elevated platforms, the children:s
a

favorite places were under the platforms not on top. Also, thelower the

better.

Possible types of shelters:

Tunnels:

Culverts:

a:

made rom culvetts, pipes, tires,-railroad

cementblocks, bricks

upright or botimintal

Plat.forms: elevated (maximmkheighl 4')

Tents:

Treehouse

canvas, parachutes

5,
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.

qr

Vaykouse'(girl cl4bhoude".(poys)

' Paciin0oxes _Crates

Vehioles ConstrucOkAs
r ,

Equipment* (Used af workshop too introduce challenge)

kopde, hemp, pylon

Tires
41."--

Pulley

*

4t
. '

Wretiches (box, socket, qWescott wunch, rachet, exteukion &art

,Nuts, boltst washers,

MP.5-3
.

'0Electric drill, drill bits (mktal boring)

Tape, Measure

Ruler

Pencilt and paper

PhYsical Developmpnt of Ch4ldren

ir
Large/small musclel-

Mathematical Skills

Activities

jumping twisting
tumbling

pulling stretching

allObing 'bending,

hanging squatting
leaping rolling
crawling

4
6

Basic math skills (addition, subp-action, division, ftactions', conversions)

Measurement (weigA, linear, VOlume, human'proportions, area c rcles,
density, ratio, scaling,,time)

Correlation

Simulation

*SeepMicro-teaching session/outdoor activity/video taped



4

.

4

Generaf Science - PhYsics

7, study of. pendulpms, ,

Istsenoths of Mliterials (rope, etc.) , . .
.

speed ani,distance .

.

friction, energy,gravity, force, illertia, equ librium point, .

angles, ilanes ,

...j/Graphing

I .

. Estimation - prediction

_Cause-Effect relationships

Spin Off
ye.

Economics

-Ecology

Urban Planning .

AxchitectuN

Resources

Scrounge Materlals (ecological implications),

Utilibies Company, e.g. Telephone go. (cabl(spools, ladders, wire,

poles, etc.)

Gas Stations (Tires)

A ) Auto Junk Yard (Steering Wheels, auto parts)

Lumber Yard4,

Local Contractors (scrap materials, Big tires),

EDC (referenceS)

Paper and Box Company. (Tubes., from International Paper Company).

Plastic Company
a

Shipyards - cargoe nets - old boat

Wine Distributors (wine kegs)

Recreation and Park Departments

State Institutions - concrete Culverts, etc. (Highway Department,

Penitentiary)

City.- old culverts, timbers

. People - labor unions, voc-tech schooIsretired people, carpenters, etc .

College indus,iiial arts classes L.)
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MATERAR BUILDING aliarMENT

utilitirFples

Use only on vertical applications:too many slivers on horizontai.
1 ,

*

Rule.of,.thuMbr Sink pOles, 1/2 of total,,expgsed distance, extend pole
A

12' above ground, 6'.1,01)14.
;

Planks'for Cross Members

212 x 6" utility grade (usually are fir,'if you have a'chdice., use

hOwlock or,sprucd) cover with'sealer.

Cable for amlines_, etc.

kJse a r raft cable 1/4". Aluminvm3/8" cable avail4le 'from power

;

company. Good because it is lade from large,strands*, soft, easili to

7

work with, doesn't rust or need treatment.,

RECOMMENDATIONS

We found that using-a high speed-(metal) drill bit was muCh more

effective than using t'he-power wood t?oring bit or auger bit. Also,

°made a smaller/cleaner.hole.
4.,

Substitute ratchet, extension, and socket S'et-up for box/open end

wrenches. They are quicker/easiei to work with.

.
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4 '

Do not nai4 tap joints. ..,Use lag boltds or two'pieces Of

and bolts.

4. a

Anis
100

.
-

Use wood screws, lag bolts or some other means of fastening two pieces.

ofy.ael that might possibly 1;e pushed spat. Once pushed back, the nails

become exposed.

Cable spocals should be given at least two coats

'seal against splinters. Boards used in-platform construction should be

coated with a seAer.

of heavy paint to
ftqfkilst

V A

Do mot have "low spots" for water aCeumulation in tunnels.

3/0" h mp rope is difficult to tie knots with. Also, it give:*

splinters and rope burns.

Be aware of the end point of a trgraline. Should be an "li-fra7ne"

not a single pole or tree.

bczA
4-

4.

A

6



- A swivel ,fithould 'be used on any retatihg deviCe to prevent finger

pinching. S.

When ising bolts in consiruction, be sure,you dbn't Ilave any ends

- Afly

expoSed or Protruding in 'such ay that a d might run ihto them.

Round ofC the'corners'of protruding objects.

ilacement of Equipaent
A

Areas underneath sliding poles, swinging ropes, jumping platforms,
.4

DP 7

.etc. should be a cushioning material, sand, wood chips, pea gravel.

A retaining wall, suth a* those constructed from ufility poles or tires,

. are very useful for saving the sandpand also setting up a.bound'ary to keep

other children from running into the paths of ju4ers and swingers\

With a "swinging rope (what can it gwing intop or 'vine", be
certain tfie take d'g and landing points do not,pose as, .

dangerous obstacles if a' child misses it or lands incorcectly.

off.

,

Do not leave any tal constructions a child may climb up an& fall'

Plan the placement of eq4pment in such a way as to prevent collisions,

do not haVe two jumping platforms,facing each other.

NOTES'ON PLAVROUNDS VISITED
u

Sherman Street Playground, Catbridge.
"Iu,

Th s was, A commercial 'lit" which was expensive. There were several
4,

. ,

hazards because of the small space"used yet this provided good integra7

tiOn\of activities and age groups., We npticed the children making use

/ .

of "underneath" spaces for privacy. Noyed(imaginary play activities

goingbri (Playing house and.store). Kids used sand (Which was the base

,

surface a shoie area) and flat spates cut in wood "pilings" to carry on

these make-believe sessions. There were provisions for almost any kind

of physical.activity in groups arid iirivately.
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CenCral Schpol PlaYground, Ctimbridge
.. v.. .

'V ry Erthall area,*but goon. use wos made of it.

- Ail Antegrated toWer, slide, tire climber, 'shelter,.
platform. A4mall (3 fte long) ttinnel was built on - 1

9ne platform. , .,.

-.Large 7 'inch' tire swing ,and si41.41e tire swing. Nokica
the chain Was bolted on in a waSr that will eveninally

a i tear out.
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Raymond Street Playground, Catbridze

This was .designed by an architect but'constructed with non-commercial

materials.

tOwer slide with pole in center (two levels)

- three hilsides"with crisscrossed rail ties, other part,s'of

hill just dirt

- high planks from hill to tower

provisions for kids sitting in a group (sand boxes, seats,

water pool.)

- hard surfaced shelter. area for.games and other sit-down

activities.

- low slide off hill for young children

- low tOwer of pilinigs for young children

- under/over movement
4

A very well integrated plaYground. Goodoprovisions forlteeting

social and physical needi.

Problem - equipment (wood parts) in ill repair. PointS need reinf rc--

-

ing. Apparently the people who put up th, playground didn't care About

keeping it up. It wasn't built to protect it from vandl.ism.
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TH&FIC CONGESTION N,

by

James Kneafiey

Introduction

DP7-1

4

Traffic congestion exists as a problem .when vehicular. volume ot

density.,affecte average driver speed to the point where,nornIal traffic.
.

flow is reduced sharply. Optimum operating conaitions,may be assumed to

exist, as far as uninterrupted flow is concerned, when traffic is operat-,

rhg in volumes which permit free moving conditions on the roadway.

Traffic congestion then results in the two main problemi of (1) time loss

in travel,.and (2) driver inconvenience. It is important, to notice that

on passing the critical density at" which congestion begins, a small in-

crease in traffic results in a large increase in time lose; the increase

in density slows the traffic which in turn further increaaes tlw density.

II. Peak-Hour Conditions in Urban'Areas

Within urban areas, ttliaffic congestion is at its worst during Oak

morning and afternoon hours. These contrastlin direction of flow with-

morning traffic moving into the city and afteilloon traffic leaving the

city: Afternoon congestion is. normally cpiplicated by additional (min-

woiking drivers'who would not be present in the morning rush.
ft

Automobile Trip Purposes

Vehicular congestion is the product of a number of travel objectives

.other than daily transportation to and from Work sites. These trips in-

clude shopping, various recreational activities, as well as "pleasure"

rides. The choice of auto usage for these pUrposes (due to private prel-

ferences for time and route flexibiiity,* comfort, and privacy) creates'

added congestion which might be eliminated if alternative form4 of mass

1 ;
transit were more 'readily available. a u
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rv. Externalities of Aut, Travel

Traffic congestion lias a number of obvious reverberations incleing

the impact on drivers, op rdads and on the environment. The mere autos

4

on the road, the greater are the chances that they are getting.in one

anothexlsay:
,

A) Impact on Drivers - A great majority

congestion at all costs. These avoidance tactics

f auto drivprs will avoid

during non-peak hours'o

a

include driving Only:,

if necessary, choosing to .travel longer routes

,to avoid knowh bottlenecks;

,B) Impact on Rqad Maintenanemp- Congestion on h7pPyrifi t veled

roads impedes road maintenance since repair or paving acti! es block

lanes, thereby increasing auto congesEion.

C) EnvironMental Issues - Congestion in urba areas compounds the

negative effects of normal traffic conditIcins, surCh as noise.and air

7

pollution mid increased energy usage in the for-1i of fuel.' :This' is an

eapecially crucial problem in light of the current gasoline shortage

situation. Perhaps children might 4001,to examine the need for smaller,

more efficieht autos compared to ihe array of monsters now produced in

Detroit.

-

V. Land Use Requirements

Growing auto travel,needs for additional roads or addlitional lanes

in existing toads have raise4iserious problems for land usage, especially

ih urban areaS where spatiality is a crucial factor determining growth or

'deterioration. High spel urban highways; in the form of expressways,

require more land space both for the road itself and also supporting

areas tHan do city streets. Although the argument in favor of increased
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urban highways is a reduction of congedtion, high syieed roads.also

serve to increase the volume of traffic entering the city. The park-

.e
ing lots and garages necessary to handle this increased volume of

entering traffic also necessitate an increase in.different amounts and

types of land usage.

In many cities-at tile present time, elaborate mass transit pro:-

jects. are underway (or in 'the planning stages) in (*der to provide

attractive alternatives to highway transportatiOn. 'The BART (Bay Area

Rapid Transit) System in San Francisco.- Oakland representS the'moSt

advanced rapid transit system in theTnited States today. Cities which

are constructing or planning mass transit systems include Washintm,..

Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Atlanta, St. Louis, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles,

ong others. The impacts of these new systems dn_land use and on

gxisting traffic flow pstterns will be dramatic and hopefully beneficial

to the growth and quality of the cities.
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TRAFFIC FLOW AT PEDESTRIAN CROSSING

by

James Xheafsey

fi

I. ,INTRODUCTION

DP8l

Traffic flow at the site of pedestrian crogsings may be generally

depicted in two main categories bi,virtue,of the traffic control equip-

required: first; traffic flow which is subjected to a-controlled
0

situation, such as urban and suburban interseetions with traffic lights,

signs and/or specific crossing lines for pedestrians;. and, second,

traffic which intersects pedestrian crossings in areas or situations not
--\

directed by traffic control.equipment, as in rural'areas.

rII. CONTROLLED CROSSINGS

Traffic flow within controlled traffic sit (tions is a function ofug

tbe variables of volume, vehicle speed, intersection structure as given

by the number ofiroad lanes and_ the timing of control equipment.

Vehicular speed in crosging an intersection is largely a function

c

of theivolume of traffic present'at the time; auto speed increases as

the volume of traffic decreases. The density of traffic within an inter-

section depends on structural variations of the site In terms of the number

ofjanes and the width of the intersection area.' A giVen volume of traffic

Will.be less dense and will flow more freely in a wide intersection than

will the same volume of traffic is_an- ipters,ection with a smaller number

of laneS.

6
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Traffic flow within intersection areas is most obviously affected
4

.by variations in traffig signal controls. Flow is impeded by lights for

.pedestrians which stop traffic altogether. The timing of traffic con-

'trols is also an.important factor 'in the dAermination of traffic flow

with1onger green lights accommodating heavier raffic flow.

UNCONTROLLED CROSSINGS

Uncontrolled rural pedest an crossings, including such situations

as school and church zones and ttle.crossings, are usually marked jusf

by signs. Traffic may slow but does not usually stop completely unless

necessary. The absence of traffic control equipment then facilitates

traffic flowl at the e*pense of pedsetrian safety. fraffic flow is main-

tained only in conjunction with Ehe increased probability of pedestrian

injury. ,In school and churclAcrossing areas personnel such as pafety

patrols are needed to insure safe crossing for

traffic flow should be.impeded only as long as

110

children. In these cases,

necessary for safe cro

ings to be completed!

-t Traffic flow is a function of the, volume and speed of traffic in a

.given%Illtuation. In the uncontrolled sites of rural ireas the effect of

pedestrian croising on traffic flow May be established by determining the

variablv3 of vehicle gap and.sight times, of road lay-out and the frequency

of pedestrian crossings. Counts may be used to determine the volume of

traffic in each direction for a given time span and stopwatches used to

' measure gap and sight times as well as pedestrian crossing times. A com-

paiison of median gap times with crossing,frequepcy in the form of graphs
,

And histograms should yiela an indication of the effect otpedestrian

crossings on traffic flow.
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TRAFFIC FLOW UNDER ALTERNATTfE STRUCTURAL CONDITIONS

by

James Kneafsey

DP9-1

..Varistion in .traffic flow facility is in direct causal relation

to road structure. Factors of road structuri varianceinclude:

le the number of lanes,

2. variations in grades and curvature of.roads, and

3. specific conditions which create traffic bottle
necks, such as road conAtrUction,.signals, bridges,
and tunnels.

Traffic congestion.on roads is largely the result of an adverse combi-

nation of these factors and can dilly be allevitited by initiating some

type of change in the structure of the road.

I. .Variation in the Number Of Lane4
HEV

Variation in thejjumber of lanes is perhapa-Ehe mose-obviOus factor

affecting traffic congestion id urban areas. TheseL,es are less amen-

able .to road change by construction, in phe,form of either division or

widening than are rural areas, and more prone to traffic congestion due

to.population density. Many urban streets are formed oftwo lanes; one-

way streets are found predominantly in downtown.areas, with.ptking

reducing traffic flow to one or two lanes during working hours. More
0

widely usedillban streets are four or six lanes, with separate lanes for

right ..eltd left'iurns, resulting in reduced congestion.... Limited access

roads within urban areas include four lane expressways, which are intended

to reduce mOrning,t!nd afternoon peak hour congestion, and interitate links

of four or to lanes? Both expressways and interstates, by increasing

:7the possibili y of collision, serve a 'times to heighten traffic congest

/

'17

1.)
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4

A

rather than decrease it. Additional highway conatruction (in

1. s

form

of additional high-speed roads) intended to reduce congestion ay serve

instead only to increase the volume Of traffic.

Vafiation in the n er of roadilanes is less directly related to.

traffrc no* in rural areas where congestion is not so general a pr6blem.

. Existing congestion.ismore situationally oriented in rural areas, more
t

the reiult of school hnd church zonesf, Cattle crossings and the presence'

of such items as tractors or wagons. Limited access roaas in rural areas .

,

are generally uncongested unless affected by specific conditionas
l .

road const tion or inclement weather conditions.

II. Variatign in the Curvature and Grades of Roads

Road curNature directly.affects.vehicle speed on roadways, with

maximum safe speed decreasing as curvature or grade increases. Roads

with many curves ankrbends will slow traffic, resulting in greater con-

ginthanwou14 be wesent'on the same (size) road, without curvature

- level curvatUre tends to prohibit traffic speed mote acutely than curves

which have bean banked. Variation in curvature.affects congestion more

profoundly on higher speed roads with four or more lanes such as.limited

access expressways and freeways than on smaller two lane' roads which re-

quire lower speeds.

III. Traffic Bottlenecks

Traffic bottlenecks are usually the result of specific situations

which force a,given-volume of-traffic into a spatially smaller'area,

thereby creating or worsening congestion. %.These specific situations in-

clude temporary road construction, traffic signala, bridges and tunnels.

1 19
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This category'excludes urban cbngestion-which is pervasively present

desloite the bottlenecks described below:

/AL'
, (A) Constrpctios

Road construction takes the form of repair, resurfacing, ;

'clearing orWthe widening of roads, and creates congestion by

reducing the number of road lanes in use.

(B) Traffic S gnals -

`Traffi signals create-bottlenecks by blocking thd flow

of traffic, slowing traffic or stopping it altogether in order

4,

to accommodate cross flow of'pedestxians or: vehicles, or left-hand turns.

(C) Bridges and.Tunnels

A In areaa where bodies of seater are present and bridges and'

tunnels offer the only means of crossing, bottlenecks result as

traffic 'must meTge into AL.-smaller number of lanes. This conges-

tion usually diminishes once the bridge or tunnel is passed.

(D) Weather Condition----

In every geographic area of the country, weather conditions

pay a role in affecting traffic flow at Aome time or Arrythr

during the year. The .extent to which operating conaitions on

highways and local roads are influenced by weather conditions

and the 'remedies to protect against or prevent them depends on

'the actions of state and local highway.officials.
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THE NEM FOR TRAFFIC SiCNAL SyNCHRONIZATION'IN URBAN AREAS

by

James Kne:afsey

Introduction
s

The lack of syhchronization of traffid signals is perhaps the

greatest mpiediment to traffic flow inyetian areas besides congbp-

ioti and contributes to much of peak-hour congestion by preVentig

the free momoment of traffic..

a

Synclironizpn

*..

..

.

In a grid-clty laid, out in a Byst:matic pattern of standard blocks,
.

,

11111( the advantages of-synchronized lights should .be obvious. Under such
,

. .

. ..

.4

.

Oratem, autos.travellitifoacross the city'Could cover distandes much

more easily if traffic signals governing flow in-that direction'were

timed to fiicilitate flowin that direction. Washitktqft, BaltiMore,

# Columbus and Los Angeles are eiamples of such cities. This would be
: .

.

. .
. .

.

especially_.advantageous during so-called peak-hours in the morning and
.

, ,
,

.

afternoOn when the bulk Of traffic is movipg in one main direction:

either inbound or outbound.
ve-

In a similar vein, one-way streets touId also,be used to facilitate

flow of traffic during peak hoUrs. this-has a dy been implemented in

many-cities; in Philadelphia, for instance, the Benjamin Franklin bridge

:has lanes which can be changed in directeon according to the bulk flow.of

traffic. In'a city ?lamed under the grid pattern, this system is rela-
,

tively simple to implement and Contributes vastly to an improved flo of

traffic during off-peak hours. -It cities with older,core down wn areas,
W

such as Boston, where 'the grid pattern of blocks does not exist,

.5
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synchronization is more difficult but

urban traffic flows during peak hours

of this type are certainly worth the

of most synchronized systems are not

III. Types of SynchfOnization

could Ile accomplishedtto ease

on selected routes. Experiments

effort especially since the costs

unreasonable.

'64

The general types of synchronization encompass

(1) Manual controls

(2) autamtc mechanized tontrols, or
A

(3) some combination of,these two.

There erelvth 'advantages And disadvan ages to iiiach typ . Most urbaa
, .

areas util*ze all'of them. separat9 y and in combinat±on; The success"

of traffic flow within Urban areas is lafgely the produtt of the effeCtive-
,

ness of the controls utilized.

W1-'controls are maintained by police officers who direct traffic

(movement at intersections. The advantages of employing quch personnel

are Manifest in their disiretion or ability to determine how to alleviate
7

t-congeation while it exists. One major drawback to their wldespreruse

.iitheLunderlying-labCr cost. Also, servites of.these personnel usually

are needed in other capacities such as foe emergencies in urban areas.

Among automatic or mechanizediraffic controls are two main typ;es:.

'(A) devices which are timed, and (B) those whi.h, are'directed by radar

monitoring of.traffic needs. The autOmatic - constant time devices

hAre the disadvantage of maintaining the same travel time for each direc-

tion of traffic, independent of demand, During peak hours Awn the flow

is decidedly healiier in one direction:44eonstUnt light time impedes flow

whichmight be ;ess congested were manual controls used. Synchronization

1 44



may take the form of radar sensorsjtlIocated ovethead or in treadles ore,.

even as zround7pevel eye instruments. Radar sensors are able to deter-

mine flow in the form of the build-up of "waiting" treffic'at a control

wheTi it occurs and by changing lights to release this build-up of

waitira traffic. Another type of synchronization involves some-combina-

tion of automatic - constant time controls with sensors which have the

advantage of assessing traffic.wolumes and direction by means of sensors
.

and alleviating congestion by lengthening light time to handle the actuk

volumes.

ri. Summary-

Many cities have adopted various kinds of traffic signal devices in

order to improve the flow of traffic through their areas.' While manual

controls and automatic (constant time) traffic lights: operate fairly

well during off-peak hours,.theEtringencies of peak hour traffic volumes

require more sophisticated types of traffic. synchrotitation and control

.equipment, like overhead radar sensors, around treadles, and ground-level

eye sensors.
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IMPACT OF PARKING RESTRIcTIONS ON TRAFFIC FLOW

IN URBAN. AREAS DURING PEAK PERLS

By
JAMES KNEAFSEY

Introduction

Due,to increased traffic congestion during peak morning and

afternoon hours, many urban areas 4ave initiated parking restrictions

along main arteries flowing into and out 'of the city. These

,

restrictions have the purp ose of facilitating traffic flow by freeing'

an additional traffic lane which would otherwise be used for parking.

Since the impact of these restrictions affect both;traffic flow and

city rgvenues, questions as to their length and locatIon 'naturally

arise,Jor instanv should restrictions occur on ,one side 0 the

street ar both?

amppet on Traffic Fiow

Various studies have indicated to traffic authorities that it is

usually more effective to coordinate parkingerestrictions with the

direction of traffic flow so that in some cases restrictions occur on

one side of the street during morning pe4/nours and on.the other side

during the afternoon. On larger, more heavily travelled city arteries,

restrictiOns m st as long as three or,four Hours, pe entire length

of the peak period. On smaller lower density streets the'restrictions

are Shorter. As observed by motorlsts, these.restrictions greatly

enhance traffic flowl.usually strict enforcement in the.form of parking

tickets and accompanying fines will insure their implementation.

DP11-1
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One-way streets can have diagonal as well as parallel parking

\.
.

restrictions. Diagonal parking usua ly ocy,urs in'lower.density, wider

f

street areas along one side 9f the atrek only; restqctions'on thiS

type of parking leaves a wide Street.area vlrtually clear for traffic

flow.- Sivrce the street area can then handle.an "additional volume of

traffic easily and since this volume moves in orre ,direction only, con-
a

gestion,is Lumediately alleviated. Along more narrow one-way streets

Where parallel pinking is permitted, restrietions of parking 'along

both sides of the street has a similar effedt as the eliminatiorn of

'diagonal parking on one side of the street) i.e., the. street travel area

JP

is.widened and congested peak-hour traffic Is permitted easier LCCA-2SS

to main arteries. The length of restrictions along one-way streets for

both diagonal and.parallel parking is directly.related to local needs.

More heavily travelled smaller-streets will require longer hours of

parking restrictions than less frequented or wider streets ,al?ng which

traffic flows unimpeded,.
N

III. The Important Tradeoffs:

Important tradeoffs exist in the implementation of parking restric-

,..

tions between the problem of congestion and its alleviatibn on the one

hand, and on the other hand, the impact of these restrictions in terms of

1) loss of meter revenues,.2) the effect on Merchants' buhtpesses along

restricted areas, 3) the necessity,created for other parking areas-on

the other hand, and 4) reallocation laf tAx monies.

A. Impact of Loss of Aeter Revenues:

Parking meters are a large source of income in urban areas; a loss

of income due to parking restrictions is significant on a'yearly basis
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and is seriously considered ip the planning of location and length of

these restrictions, 'The loss of city revenues, howevA, is not con-

'sidered so vital d problem to the Majority of urban inhabitants as the

'probleb of prolonged'traffic congestion during peak-hour periods.

,

Almost all uiban dwellerS and many suburbanites who Work in the city

encounter on a daily basis the problem of congestion and its effect of

increaseairavel time and discomfort. The extent 06 which the cities

subsidizc suburbanliomeowners is a complex, Contemporary.issue whith

warrants more attention.

B. Impact onlierchant6' Businesses

yarking restrictions along streets where shoppilig an91.-business

areas are located will necessarky affect these Gusinesss by fOrcing'

prospective customers to eitiler forego their shopping needs or to seek

parking spaces elsewhere in the area during peak-hour periods. Although

merchants' losses are taken.into due consideration ip the planning of

parking restrictions, once again, they are usually made subservient to

the more prevalent city-wide probllem of congestion and traffic flow during

peak hours. On the other hand, it may also'be noted t1;at parking re-

strictiops along Main city streets occur'in part both before merchärits'

opening hours in thF morning and after closing hours in the afternoon

so that the total time which restrictions would affect merchants'

business might be minimal

C. Additional Parking Areas r,

Another important tmpact of parking restrictions along city streets

during congested hours is the necesSity.cfeated for additional parking

areas in lieu of the
A
eliminated on-street parking. The necessity for

additional parking areas is met by the construction of garages and the
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use of lots for this ptrpose. Additional parking spaces are both

ttMe-consuming and costly to build and has the added disadvantage of

requiring a great teal of land space in an area where spatiality is of

utmost tmportance. The end restat is a sizeable expenditure.

D. Reallocation of Tax Monies

Parking restrictions on during peak hour periods have the effect of

increasing traffic flow.in urban areas. This increased flow of traffic,

with its decrease in travel time, serves as an inducement tor auto'

OWners to drive rather'than use othd forms of transportation for their

trip purposes. The net effect may be S 'reallocation of tax monies in

favor of auto owners at the expense of other transport users. Suffice

it to say that a redistribution of benefits from taxes are an intricate

problem in the economics of urban areas.

alt

+1.
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TRFPIC FLOtil AT ROTARIES

by

James Kneafsey

IntroductiatNP

The original intent'of rotaries was to provide a means for

entering vehicles to Join the main floW of tTic without disturbing

it. In theory, rotaries were meant to assimilate additional autos

from varioug directions withoueeither stopping the main flaw or neces-
,
sitating the use of traffic control equipment. While this hag been

largely true during non-peak times, rotaries may be potentially danger-

Ouse

II. Problems and Dangers Inherent in the Traffic Syqem

The following is a list of problems and dangers which children

may easily observe:

(1) Maximum safe speed is a'factor,of rotary size and traffic con-,

gestion, with maximum s'peed becoming lower as traffic in-

creaties. Even during non-peak hours rotaries slow the main

flow of traffic since vehicles must decrease speed to travel

the rotary.

(2) Especially during non-peak hours, many vehicles will attempt

to enter the rotary at the same speed as the main road, in-

creasing the probability.of collision. This probability is

heightened during inclement weather, particularly during the

winter.

(3) Since many vehicles do not signal their intet to exit 'froM

.the rotary the probabilit of coIlvision increases (See diagram I
4

A potential collision situation occurs if vehicle A wishes to

exit at point 1 in Diagram I and fails t6 signal vehicle B, wh c

DP12-1
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wishes to exit at a distant point aAplans to continue to,

travel the rotary.

(4) 4n a strictly visual sense, many more signs are neided

a rotary thin in an intersection situation, serving -to die-

tract drivers unfamiliar with.either the area or the notary

system.

\(5) There is aIwaya,the chande that an auto May miss the all-

.

propriate exit road and circle the rotary more than once, requi-
.

ring a greater amount of time to execute a turn ihan would be

necessary to cross an intersection.

(6) During peak'hours congestion is worsened by:the presence

of a rotary since already sluggiah traffic is slowed by the un-

necessary perimeter of fhe rotarY to be travelled. In a rotary .

situation (sei 1, Diagram II) Auto imust travel three %mailers

of:thi rotary in order to a5Complish what:is essentially a left

turn. In comparison, by making the same left turn in an--intei-

section situation (ave 24,11Magram II) auto B would save travel

distance. Congestion II; also worsened during peak i4s by

fact that a rotary with moving traffic cannot.as easily assimilate

entering traffic as can a controlled intersection.

(7) Whereas during peak hours in an intersection an atcident would

tie up traffic m7ing in one direction only, ah accident in or

outside a rotary would stop, traffic flow altogether, (See.dia-

gram III). If an accident occurp at point a, outside the actual

I
rotary, traffic 11 be stoploed at point b within the rotary as

CA:a certainty and in 1 probability at points c, and d. Tiglac

blocked at points b and d will also block traffic at other-points
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which would exit at point c. Should the possibility exist that

traffic,at points h, g, f or e wishes to exit at.either of points

Ns,
a or c, all traffic will be completely stopped wiihin the rotary

and on outlying exirt,-Toads as a result.

(8) Rotaries use more land space than an intersection, a factor

of more obvious importance in urban than rural areas.\"

DP12-3,

(g) Within the rotary area, a high collision,possibillp exists between

vehicles which are changing lanes in order to exit, (Are diagram IV).

Auto A, 11 entered at poi t 2,.and wishing to exit at-point 4,

encounters a to 8, which hap entered.point 1 and wishes to exit at
.

point 3. Auto.A must then cross either ahead or behind auto B cre-

ating collision potential, A 'Variant of this type of congestion,

occurs when both autos A ,and B wiah to exit at point 3 and must

merge to do so.
4,

III. Advantagp of Rotary Systems Ati

Certain advantages exist to make traffie,rotaries a feasible system

in theory. Theae'are:

(1)'Traffic control equipment needed'in interseCtion fflystems is not

requived for a rotary. This may:result in a considerable financial

savingsAn local, ate,, or federal funiding programs.
a

(2) Autos Ay enter the traffic flow without stopping, given favorable

Even when-they,stop, autos.may start again aelthe first
\

conditions.

opportu

(

(Some traffic c4rntrols, such as lights, will hold up

traffic when there m available for e

,
(3) Traffic on some 'high ppeed toads may be slowed down simply by'.

t.existence of rotary. In this sense, rotary is,a type of traffic

contiolling instrumentT since its mere presence requires vehi les

-41C
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,to reduce speeds both at t e rotary and in' the road areas

approaching the rotary.

(4) Rotary systems are' more aeathefically pleasing than inter-

sections since they allow grass plots and eliminate control

eluipment.

IV. Presentation in the Classroom

Both the advantages and disadvantages of traffic rotaries may be

introduced to children firstby means of observation. After children

have drawn diagrams, certain simple technical procedures may be used by

children during subsequent observation times to substantiate the problems

at hand.
\ a

!
To factualize their obServations of slow-moving rotary raffic,

children may use stopwatches to calculate and compare speeds of autos

'inside and outside the rotary. Within the.clasproom, models may be made

of rotary systems (possibly with Design Lab materialS) and used to demonstrate

the necessary decrease in speed.'i Videotapes of actual systems may be made,

although this procedure requires additional equipment.-

The tindency of vehicles to traVel the rotary without reducing speed,

-the-failure to use sagnals, and the,sidcessity of,additigmal Sips at rotles

may be observed by chiidren on location. Speeds may he calculated and compared

with safer, slower speeds. Videotapes' f non-signaling vehicles may reveal

potentially hazardous situations'(203,4)*

'Children may be stationed at specific point's in the`finftry to

count cars wilich circle the rotary more than once. Videotapedmay be used to

supplement these observations. (5).

*.The numbers in parenthesis...here refer"to the sections described above

under Prob ems and Dangers Inherent in the Traffic Rotary, Systeq.

(
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Peak hour congestiollmay'be observed, photographed and video-

taped. Counte may be taken of cars entering and leaving the rotary

during a given congested time span and compared to counts taken during

non-peak hours (6,7). Accident conditions in a rotary also may be presented

by means of models, diagrams gnd videotapes (8). Unnecessary land use may

be shown and measured by means of comparative diagrams of intersection.and

rotaries.

The more obviou advantageous characteristics of rotaries, i.e.,

lack of.traffic equip nt, increased aesthetic appeal, and assimilation of

traffic without stops may be observed. The relation ,betweA9 the advantages

and problems of traffiC rotaries should lso be pointed out by means of the
L.

photos tapes and observations of probloiatic situations.

V. Summary:

When traffic rotaries were first designed in the 1930's-by weil-inten-
i

tioned civil engineers, they were cyisidered panaceas of ,their time. For

asona6le and moderate traffic yiuInes, the rotaries actually served well.

-
nfortunately, conditions chap d rapidly over the next three declides such

/ that many rotaries now aYe simply e botlenecks, e ecially during peak-

hour traffic flows; yet rotaries do-serve a useful fun tion in some cases.

The above discpssion was intended to highlight-the conditions under which

_

rotaries are effective and those under which serious congestion witild occur.
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'PEOPLE AND SPACE

by .

GormaniGilbert

DP1371

In several USMES units-students have often encountered the problem',

of understanding how people use space and are.influenced by spat4al

ar4angeauAnts. rn Lunch Lines, fbr example at least rwo teachers

(Jeariette Lea and Mary Szlachetka) have found their classes focusing on

the physical arrangements of their lunchtooms. In both cases the objec-

time was to increase the efficiency (capacity and speed of service). of

the lunchroom However; in other units, the use of space may be impor-

tent for different reasons. In Playground Design,.spatia/ relations ma

determine how often an apparatuqois.used, and in Classroom Design they

may be an important fhfluence on how well each portion of a classroom

- fulfills its purpose. Also, in all group work sOatial relations can
a

affect how often a person talks or who talks to whom.

However, the knowledge that space affects a person's behavior is not

, the same thing'as predictling:,what these effects will be. In -the case. of

Lunch Lines stud6its have made sHkOdels of lunchroom layouts and eve

suggested changes in these layot?ts so as to improve the operation of &e

lunchroom. Yet,.hqw can Oe students know that therr arrangement will
,

13mprove lunchroom operations? Or, in the ca'se of Classroom Design, how

can pstudents determine, fOr example, thebest'arrangement of t, bles;

chairs,..and deskg? These questions all,Tequite thacieeilts e4ettle to-
"

measure haw space is used by people.

couvoaht 1973,.Educa

.1u7

Development Center. All.rights reserved.
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Depending upon the objectives of the students, there are a variety

of possible measures of sliace.utilization. Again in the case of Lunch

Lines, the E;tudents may decide that the lunchroom _problems are'due not

0

to delays in serving the food ba to.congestion of people going from

the serving line to their seats or from their seats to a waste collection

area. Students could tiMe perdons fiom when they leave the serving.

-

line to the time they sit down at a tab10. They migiO also prepare flow.
\4

diagrams showing the number of people. using each aisle to get to their

sea An easy way to do this is to plot on a lunchroom diairath the flow.

'of traffic 'letting the's/1db of lines indicate the number of persons-

an'aisle. For example, following diagrAk represents hypOtheti-
.

cal data collected by stildents.
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a

al Students.Leaving Serving Line = 100
:7)
Stu ents Using Aisle A = 5

'Students Using Aisle B mi 35

Students Using Aisle C = 50

Students Using Aisle D = 10

DP11-3

aearly the d agram. can be extended to cover the entire length 'of each

aisle as well as other aisles between tables. Such a diagram might ,also

be color coded to diStinguish which direction the persons are welking when

using the aisle, and Separate flow diagrams could be drawn for different .

grade levels or classrooms.
p

40
-There are other spatial measures as well' that may be .useful In Lunch

Lines. Students may measure conflicting traffic patterns by counting the

number of times a person passes.someone going in the opposite directigq;

they.may, determine how. wide an disle should be by counting the number

of "bumps" between peoplelor betueen people and tables, chairi-,.. or. walls

. for it givn aisle.* Likewise students may plot on a lunchroom diagram

V

ihe arder in which seats are taken or the nuilber'ol seats at each table

which are not used. All of these measures allow the students to compare

a new lunchroom layout with previous one to,test whether iheir solution .

works.

.May of these measures are also applicable to units other than Lunch

Lines. In Playground Design the students may count the number of times an

,i 4.

..:.-1,v1.k.r''...._-
..'

try tbAleteNne' how wide alunch'room aisle
%X.

ft. 14.1!. '47 Nifta. .;4..
11-V

,i1egds

CriA, lc,.. ,
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apparatug is used, the number students of various ages who use it,

and the number of boys who us&it compared to the numbelof girls who

use it. Again, these data could be used to see whether the arrangement

of the playground equipment affects how the equipment is used. Similarly,

in Classroom Design the students might count the number of persons sitting

at desks rather than at tables (if there is such a choice), the number of

Aaersons using a-portion of the classroom at any given time or the nuMber

of persons talking instead of say, reading in different parts of the

classroom.

The.last measure i an example of a social consideration'as opposed

to the efficiency considerations discuised in the case of Lun-ch Lines.

In Classroom Design, the students may not care how pany persons use a

space but rathbr how they use it. Thus they may want to measure not

only the.number of persons engaged in different acZevities talking)

in a given space, but also perhaps how the persons are arranged within the

space. For example, how .far apart do persons sit while talking or while

reading? Or, does the sfiape of a table and a person's position at the table

influence how often he talks"during a conversation? Both of these questions

can be answered by students by measurAng distances.and coilliing how often

-individuals contribute to a conversation. 4.
.

An.interesting il;ustration of how space influences sociaj behaviór

is an experiment Conducted by Jon Emerson's class. Jon divided his class

in ttio parts and sent one out of the room. While they were gon'e, the

remaining students arranged the chairs and tables in a particular fashion

arleprediCted who would sit where when the other students came back into

the room and.were invited to sit down. They then obserVed how often each
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person spoke after the students sat down. The experiment was then repeated

using a different arrangement 6f chairs and tables with dramatic differences

in the number of times given students spoke. While this experiment was not

done in conjunction with a particular USMES unit, it might have been. For

example, Such an expeFiment might be lierformed-by students in ClaSsroom

Design in order to answer a question such aseL '1Chat ls the bestarrange-
-,

ment of the desks and tables in the classroom?"

Thus far the discussion has largely focused upophe individual's

needs for space. Yet in Classroom Design, for example, the students may

WIto know how much total space to allot for different activities within

a classroom The first approximation Lan, of course, be easily found by r

multiplying the space.requirements.of an individual engaged in an. activity

(e.g: reading) by the total number of persons who.would be doing that

activity at one time. The children might also calcu ate the ideal size

classroom which would enable them to participate in all esired activities

with adequzite space between the activity areas:

It should be mentioned that there are space standards used by

architects in designing bui d gs and laying out rooms within buildings.

Many of these standards are available in architeaural reference boats.

Thus, at some goint in the students' investigation of space requirements
.

it might be interesting to ask a local architect to visit the classroom

to explain how he allocates space within buildings.

It should be clear that there aro many ways by which students can

measure the effects of physica14arrangements upon human behavior. A few
4

of these have been mentioned,here With the hope of stimulating.further

"classroom attention to thefspatial aspects of several,USMES units.

7
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SPEED:TRAVEL TIME VOLUME AND DENSITY RELATIONSHIPS' IN

TRAFFIC'FLOW*

Speed, travel time volume, and density arerfour impOrtant factors in

DP14-I

*

any traffic flow.problem. The relationship of these v.ariables and the changes

occurring during free-flow and congestidn conditions may suggest possible

solutions to the problem.

A series of typical flow relationships is depicted in Figure 1. gix-

different relationships are shown, namely the relationship between:

1) Speed and Volume,

2) Travel Time and Volume,

3) Speea and Density,.

4) Travel Time and Density,

5) Volume and Dpnsity, amd,

6) Travel TIme and Speed..

In their observations of traffic flow, children may encounter one or

, several of these relationships.. Each'relationship suggests what will happen to

one of the variables when:the other changes and is demonstrated under two types

of.traffic conditions: a) freq-floW traffic (solid portions of the curve); and

b)' eongeption'conditions (the dotted portions of the curve).

Consider relationship (graph 1) between speed and volume. This says that,

in a free-floraffic situation, speed will decrease as volume increas there-

fore the.declining.solid rine. However, in a cong*estion situation, a severe

bottleneck would result in loW volumes. and (of course) 'slow speeds; light congestion

Would result in slighel, higher speeds and increased v ume, hence the positive

slope to the dotted line in
1

Figure 1.

Graph 1 irlustrates the importance of avoiding congested conditions: foi

t
the sAtMe volume y, as marked, the traffic can move at speed s2 in free-flow traffic,

*Based on suggestions by James Kneafsey

Qr.



but only at the lunch reduced speed s in congested traffic. In non-congested
.1

conditions the s e amount of traffic is moving along the road but at muc

better (higher) sp4eds, which means much better (shorter) travel times. igure
a

2 illustrates the latter point. Travel dimes (t) are calculated over-the

Akne, distance (d). There, at volume v; t1 d and t2 d At volul v,

s
1

s
2

in congested conditions, traffic takes time t
1

to travel distance d, while it

takes a much shorter time t
2

during non-congested'conditions.
.

What is happening is that as the vciiume of traffic entering a road goes up

the, density 1(number of'carS per mile) of traffic increases. This causes the cars

to slow down (increased travel time) which decreases the volume of &affic going

past any point (Volume sk average speed x density). Consequenily cars are "backed

up," causing even greater density, which in turn slows them down more,"etc. 'When

this vicious circle of conditionsivists, one-has congested flOto. Under free flow

there is enough space between cars 89 that an increase in density only causes a

slight slywing dpwu in speed, hence allows.a'bigger volume to be handled.with only

a slight ihcrease in travel time.

Another interesting feature of graphs 1 and 2 is tha there is a maximum'

volume, vmg .,One cannot get more than a certain number of cars through per Minute.

If one tries, one quickly changes to congested, conditions with much greater dehsIty,

and much slower speeds--thus actually decreasing the volume of traffic handled. This

is illustrated by graph 5.

As'graph.3 shosis, thesspeed always decreases as the density increases. (One

can get figure 3 frqi figure 1 by using densithr = volume/speed.) Wh4,t one notices

on this graph iTs that under congested conditions the speed drops more rapidly

;OA Lincreasing density.

A

As another.exam e consider relatiohship (graph 6) between travel time and

speed:. ,in a congeSted situatidn speeds (average) Eqe very low resulting In-very

111



TYPICAL RE I NSHIY CURVES FOR TRAFIiC FLOW DATA:
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.high travel times, but as the.road becomes less Angested speed increases and travel

\

,

time decreases--hende the inverse (negative slope) relation hip between travel time

and speed. ExprOgbed another way: in order for travel times over a even distance

to be reduced or shortened, speed must be increases. But that is only possible if

densities are low enough.

c

. .Speed - d7 sity relationships have been developed f the Merritt Parkway

(in New York S eate.. a Was Compiled into one minute iKervals:Th"at For each

one-minute group the mean speea and density,were ca culated and plotte IA) Figure 2.
i .

A curve may be fitted to the. seatter of pointa. TlIta doe4 pat-Includ any

,

gather4Auring congestion condit1onp4 consequently it ressembles the solid portion

of the speed-density graph in Figure 1:

Children will probably find the variables of vo\4me and speed more

meaningful than density. They might also be able io cojllct data n those two

/

4
Speed .

iles I

Pe,

hour)

"
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variables at the problem location. The speed data Wou

DF 4

ave to be collected on

a sample of cars.* Volume data can be acquired by the children counting cars at

a specific location for a definite,time inierval at various times of day.

Pk

If the children can make a quick count of cars that are within'the distance

4.

being observed and then immediately start counting cars going in and out of the roadway

41
. beingistudied,.density data at specific times can be later_constructed from their

volume data. The following paragraphs describe a field study conducted by traffic

engineers in Chicago, Illinois during 1957. ,:qe length of roadway being studled

4
by the children has no eptrances or exits, the investigation is simplified.

*considerably from the ChicagoPstudy.

The site for the Chicago Area speed-density study is a quarter-mile section

of Washington Boulevard between Menard Avenue and Austion Boulevard in the City

of Chicago. he section consists of three full blocks with a fixed-time signal

at the we tern end. A uniform w4ith of 40 feet1 undivided, with parking removed

on the north side from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., provides two moving lanes for the

. ,

heavy westbound commuter movement. Only thiS westbound movement l'gr studied.
-

. \-

\--""A

.

There is no Commerc 1 traffic except buses, and these ma ops in each block.

Flgure 3 shows a sketch or"the plan.

The study was madeirom 4:30 p.m. to 6:00,p.m. on Friday, March 8, 1957.

The road was dry and the weather clear. Observets A and C, stationed at eac end

of the section, made manual cumulative counts of entering and leaving vehic es,

respectively. Ths-Abservers' watches tete synchronized and the cumulative countse

were noted at the end of eachine-minute period. The purpose was to keep a running

record of the number of vehicles in \-Ie traffic.,stream between observers A and'C.

C$

at any time. A third observer, B, recorded vehicles entering or leavibg the section

between A and'C. Note that in the threeblock section traffic can enter west bound

t

* see -11$ by Bernard WalsA for descriptign of this activity
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traffic from only one street. At the end of the-test period, the observers made

a check on the cumulative counts.

Traffic during the period of the study ranged from(,9,daTe to heavy, but

the congestiof during the hi2aviest traftic.periods vias not so severe as to cause

a breakdown.of tfaffic flow.

4c.
h rt t

ltiashington

A
1

,Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois

Figure 3

The fall:wing information is readily obtained from an inttIal 4e

40*
count plus diffrencea An cumulative counts for any specific length obser-

vation time.

a) output volume for time' interval between cumulative counts
(difference between succeseive output Cumulative counts).

15) input volume for time interval between cumulative counts
.(difference between succesSive input comulative counts).

c) instantaneous density at tftes of cumulative counts (initial"
d sity + or'- difference between output and input cumula-,
ve counts).

"'No,
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Owing to differences in the times to which they apply, density and
. .

voltiii values cannot be,correlated exactly. In the Chicago experi eht,

when travel times were less than 2 minutes (with one minute cumulati

ams

counts) the following-relationships for average density and average volume

were adopted.

Average den131ty at time t = 1/4 (density at time t-1
a* 2x density at time +
density at time t + 1)

Average volume at time t + 1/4 (input voluMes's,Vver period t-2,.

t-1 + input volume 'over period
t71, t + output volude over
period-t, t + 1 + output volume
over period t + 1, t + 2)

The effeCt of vehicles leaving the section at intermediate points

must be considered. Since s which leave the section are counted

out during the

------

sents the true

interval indWhich they leave, the density value always repre-.

A
.

rlutber of vehicles in the Section. ever, the intermediate

counts do not.appear in the volumd formula. &vehicle leaving by a side
.*

N

street is counted only as part of theeinput votume and therefakerhas only

half of the effect that a through vehicle has on the .average volume. MIA.*

is onsidL-ed to be reasonable.

PISA.
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A bicycl driv
A

BICYCIE TEST tOURSE-

by

Prank O'Brien

A011.7 -1

A

stcourse might be Iaid.out by.students working on

ihe Bicycle Transpartation challenge. Preliminary tests would have to be

..pasked by potential course users in order to qualify for making courSe .

A .
"..

.runs. lalesci eests could inClude a roa41ru4s test 'and an inspection.test

v
,I,

.4...P. %.1.
for bikes.

1. Road-rules test: (Role of Ayclist on road)

2.
A

«

"ia).. Which soide of the road do you use when driving a bike?

b) What traffic regulations (signals, signd, one-way °streets,
never passing on a curVe.or on the left, etc.) do you observe?

c) What signals do-you use c..then you turn right...left...stop?

a) Whitt do4Ou do whep ypu ailproach all ,intersection wi

3 traffic light that just turned frdm green to yello

e) What safety equipment should a bike have when driving it
-night?

f) Does a blucle tequire A litense.plate?

g) ,Ni-lo'h4s-the right of waywunder

Inspectioil test for bikes:.

a) Good tirés.

by' Good brakes.
1

. c) Tight hantlebars.

.4., I. )
-Ten ets.

dl Check seat for looseness.
A

. -

k for broken spokésror bent'wheels.
4

I.

various circumstances,. etc,

guara

't

'SR
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if

rg'

h) Tight wheel axle nuts.

i) Check for horn or,

j) Lights. .

k) License plate, etc.

rreler

The above safety checkvfor bikes can be made by kids at Ihe school

whether they want to run the bikes on the course or not; parents may

consider this as a useftl'service that is necessary to keep their kids'

bikes in a safe running condition. A point system can be devised for this

safety idspection. An "OK" inspectlon "sticker" can be created and attached

bikea that pass the inspeetion.

The stddents cad discuss what sorts of things should be included on

the course that would show a safe driver from a not-so-safe driver.. A list

/
of situations that kids actually iave to cope'with during their real bi-

cycle driving experiences follows:

1. Tight turns, left and right (plalom 'course).

2. Stee upi.l1 adea.

3. Steep ownfii 1 erades.
.

4. Through narrow assage.

- 5. 4ver .narrOw

6', Through wide puddle of water:

7. Across sand and/or mud.
it

8. Inclined plane "'ski" jump).
4

.

4'

9.. Between parkeeck;rs.

10- Speed run on a straight-away.

11. Braking test strip.

12. Tracfic 1igh1 itops and sfarts.
. .

if

t.

if

if



1

l3. WWII traffic flow.

14. Against traffic flow.

15. Across traffic. flow.

etc., etc., others?

a.

DP17-3

.The students should keep safety in mind at all times when laying out

the course. A scled-dotmesketch of xhe course can be made on cardboard
14*

or large,paper"before being built. Distances can, be determioned and various'
1

n events" placed according to the terraine, etF. One possihle layout is shown

on the following kage.

.Best time arourid tdurse plus highest number of jpoints lor performance

7

at each test point could be used as a standard for "best drivers" or "safest'

drivers." A scoriilg'system will haVe to be devised based on hoW difficult

%

varions Apects of the course prove to be.

Parts of tl* tourse can be used for specific activities. For.example,
.

the bralcAng run can be ustpd to test braking digtance at various speeds.

The students.could:try out 3-speed, 10-speed, etc., bikes on the uphill run

and check the time taken .and the energy expendedin getting up thr hill.

Speedometers can be checked on a level part_of the run by timing the rider

over a set distance.
*

Ig constructing'and Using asbiCyple-test.conrse gAidents i1i earn_and
.. e

e
.

f
0 a

* N *

tice,Manx. akial sucH astd11.tioy., sulttrVtion, ,multiplication,divisiOn,
" .

-plotting, measuring distances, angles; measuring time, graphing, scaling,

computations of angles, ratios, horse.power,.mechanical advantage, friction,

r

1.1peed, data taking, val,ue judgment, analyzing data, and forMing conclhsions
.)

1,a'sed on data taken: .

".
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BASIC CIRCUITS*

Simple First Circuit - The first circuit can be built with only three 40

elements: a battery, a bfilb, and a wire or some other conducting material

such as aluminum

Four methods,of lighting a bulb with just one battery and one wire

are shown below. It is not necessary for USMES purposes to ask the ch dren

to spend time discovering miore than one method. However, the class should

collect and,sketch all melhods as they aredistovered so that they'

will be able to use whichever way may be Setter adapted'to one of theh liter

design problems.

-fr

'Keeping Records ICs imp rtant. for ?hildi.en to draw accilrate diagrams of

their.citcuit's not only tpe obtain'pa beViier Understanding but also f

purpose of xea'ssembly'and'retrial at a later date. The students qhould keep
tr

-411:diagraMsan1 reportS. in a special folder constructed fat the uni
,

.
,

,

One" aesikn fora,golder,is 111ustrated1n the set "How To t?rds,

Make.a Fc.;10e4- To Hold ?bur Data, Drawings and Reprts." If:a student's

diagniut-is,inc

6

dance.wqt

, 1

reCt, then)the teacher,sftould assemble i circuit in

-
,

,

the delfect'ive diagtam. Usually the studer4 will ,respond.

.
,

.
.

4 statemefteto che 'effect\that, "That'b not what,I meantS

J Ji.,

,

f-,. \ -
.s..., .

. .t
lith'

Based on susgestrions.hy Th'aC0er Rob son.
3 . il .

.4

To which .

a
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the teacher may reply, "Then draw a diagram which shows c ea what you did

mean."

The student's first important diagram shows cleaxly the connections.

made in a one bulb, one wire; one battery circuit.

e

Two connections to the bulb fok it to fight.

One of thee connections can be made anywhere on ihe threaded

parrof the base, and/the other connection must be made to.

theltivery metal blob:on the bottom of the bulb.

Two connections to the battety are necessary for it to-light

O.

a bulb. One of these connections must be made tattle button,

.and the other comlbction must be to"the bottom of the battery.,

.It is important'that children. become,clear about these points

by trying,qji;t various possibilities, for example, that the budb

will not light if both conneCtions are made to the solder tip

df ehe

4t,

Hardware Necesphties cfrcuits are diffiiult to manage w_ith two

*lands without using battery holderti and/or bNob sockets equipped with

Fahnestock A er their Intiai-exliorzAry s-lained`

:

Iby having childrem s ggle with'bald c4nnections resulting fro e uSe of

(

rubber bands orothex meshift connectors: Alligator.clips c be used in'

plaee of t'ahnestock ciipL However, sometimes *wine lay4 between Ihe teeth

,not making-a g6o4 cointict. This can be frustrating tochildren if it

.m

-.happens 449. 'The children should be encou aged to.make vheJ,r own bastert

bolders and bulb_§ockets id. the Design Lab. rtage qf suciplie,s. can sloW
4

s

,
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down the children's p o ress in designingi an alarm, and in some cases makes

EC1.43

a child discard a good i ea. A set of "How To" cards includes possible

designs for a bulb socket a a battery. holder,

Circuits for Tesfing is comiehient to have a permanent b

tester around.
.

It can be motTted on a small (4" x 9")\board
P

ter) and bulb

shown below.

Solder all connections using flexible (stranded) wire to allo.wfor deforma-

tion of battery 4older uppn battery insertion. Bad conneCtions make 4 good

battery or a good bulb look bad. Check soldered connections to make surd

they are bright and shiney, not granular or cracked.

. .

chi aren'Shoula be aware oi the necessitY of testing the tester,
, 1

'.,
t

,

wblch is accomplished by'idinporarify putt-tne_the tester battery.a'nd the
*

,

téster bil),b _together in each ciirclt. They tan then use the testers to

separate good batteries And bulbs from bad ones. The tp3k is more

.

Plteresting if'there are only one or two goodTbaLteries and bulks among'

.1 4 considerable number of d;efeetive onea, since this necessitates a relatively

s)istematic trial of all possibJe ,battry and bulk pairs until one gets'a'
. . . ,

. . . .
Ni

This determines one defin'itOy good battery and one aefinitely bildd
,...---light.

r
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bulb, which should-be so labe ed. 'This good,battery can then be used to

4

test,all,qf the remaining bulbs; and the good bulb can bi used totest all

of the remaining batteries.

Concluctors aneknsu4ators, - One popular early type of burglar-alarm ts

activated when-a piece of insulating material is pulled from between two

conductors &a circuit. TheChildren can discover which materials are

conductors and which are insulators by Using a test circuit such as the

one shown below. To test the test circuit it is only neceSsary to touch

wires A and B together. If the light lights, then the test.circuit is

working properly. Buzzers can be used in place of ligpts in all test circuits.

p.

A B

CONpLICTOR TEST CIRcbirr

The ch4.1dren,can connect diffexent materials between A.and B. If the

1111

0
bulb-lights, ale material is e conductor with properties that permle an

4

electric'current.to pass through.it.. If the bulb does not lighr, the paterial
. .

'ff *IP
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Ct

is an insulator or is too poor a ',conductor to permit enough elecericity flow

to light the bull:;.

.CONDUCTORS:, INSULATORS:

nail finger
110

metal spoon plastics generally

' tin can eraser

unpainted metal in general water

screw driver wood or linoleum floor

chalk

Air is an insulator. Air like most, insulators will
conact electricity generated at very high voltages.

This shows up aS sparks or lightening.

Drawing Schematics - In order to save time in sketching their circuits,

the children should learn to use-symbols for the different tircuit elements.

i
Some symbols ea04..xunderstood by young children are sbown below; They -

v.

should try drawing a schematic of a ciftUit and then assemble it by folloWipg

their drawing. -ThelTollowing forms 4re simple and sufficiently q.xplicit.

battery...(ii' I holder)

r 4

A bulb, (in socket),
pI

Buzzer (or-other device.

,A)

wire,.

two WireS.Conneetin

L

twa wfres not connecting

swiich'(open)
7.

A



f..1.924,j_n_ld_Operlircui_.ts - The terms "closed"
it are often confused

hut are essential-for easy verbalization of circuit conditi
t
ns. -The follow-

ing sketches illuStrate these 64o conditions.

CL SED CIRCUIT
1"1

Arrows show the flow
of electricity which
lights the bulb.

Electricity gois all tip. way

around closed circuits.

OPEN CIRCUIT

Electricity can NOT flow
across.OPEN circuits.

Switche - The children will find that switiches are an important part of

their improved alarm circuits. 1;hd sketch on the text page shows a Switch which

#

can be easily constructed by the children from metal strips cut from coffee.

cans.

'A
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wood block

ECI -7

s(l) Cut and bend a piece of 3/4" x 6" strip from a tin can as.follows:

S.
.1"

(2) Attach the strip with Fahnestock 'clip A and a No. 6% 5/87 roundhead
wood screw to a 3" x 5" x 3/4" ping board.. It should be 3/4" from
the edge, as shown in the picture below.

The screw holding the strip should be just loose enough so that it can
moved stiffly in the directions of the arrows:

( 3)

4

Aach Fahnestock clp .to the pipe board with another screw, as ishown.

(4) The strip should be Sert up so that it remains about hi" aboveclip B.
r- .--'-' ----.)

,

The distances glverl here are important if you want/to be a e to adokcer-
i tain parts to yoUr switch later for more complicated* ex e ents

f
-
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,41.9 children should try to use one switch to turn two bulbs on and off.at

tile same time. Several possible circuits are shown below.

11%

Ews,"

CIRCUIT II

CIRCUIT III-. k-

The switches in circuits I and II wiV. turn 'On both bulbs when they are.
. ,

closed. The bulbs'in Orcuit'I wI1 belirighter than the bulbs in circuit

II since they are connected in parallel instead of in series. Children

can refer to the set of "HC1 To" cards on connecting several things to one
1

battery if they need the information foi their alarms.

If the children connJ t the switch in 6ircuit III, they will make

circuit" which will turn off the light and cause the wires beiween'the

switch and the battery to become hot wh n the switch is closed. Students

may,be referred tio the troublq:shootin sequence, 'Why Do Wires Get Hot?"

ay.
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This is not a safe circuit because of the danger'of a Are being started

by the hot wires.when the swi,tch is closed. It will also discharge the

Battery very rapidly when the light is not rit: :Many Children-discover'

the short circuit'when they look lor a way tp make a light go on -.When a

burglar breaks the foil in a window, thus opening the circuit. However,

this type of alarm is quickIY discarded when the children find out Chat

the batteries do not last very long.
\

a

Several Switches in a Circuit: The Und"'and Nr" Circuits; Possibility

Trees, Puzzle Circuits*

Many children are ,alled in ehe design of a relay-type alarm until

-

they realize the potential of using,two switches in a circuit (or a double

switch in two circuits). The introduction of "And".and "Or" circuit

pussle.circuits may leadito experimentation along these lines.

'The following circuit is called an "And" eitCuit because both switCh
't

ANand dwitch t,musi be closet for the bulb'to light.

"And" Circuit
,

The children can list differentyossiblo,circuits in a Possibility

v.

*Note: The examples in the-next 10 pages repi-eSent sUpN.ementary aptiv1ti6
in which elementpry circuit design can be explored.. In themselves,-they"do
not represent a practical challenge. lipwever, espicially for primary grade
children they may be intereating parallel activAfes which Will feed pki2Jls

and ideas into the children's continuing activities in USMES unitd. /.1

4
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9101-.

A tree for them toqill out is shown below, followed by a completed tree.

SWITCH /V NIT:011 "B"

open

---closed

WITCH "A".

/open

.M.1,11MPOO.P.mppm10.01.11....1

BINA LfGHTS

no

closed

swrrseri--"ii"
1

opes-n-

BULB LIGHTS

DO

'

no

no

yed,

may'also like,to make up sentences which will fit thL

"And" zircuit. They could put removable labels,on their iagrams ip

Troper places. Shown below is 6he labelled diagram and othe examples of

Bente n cesvfor the "And" circuit.

Ihe, oven i
urned. On.

1

4

-0 4.4
1_

The cake
is baking

4011.

4
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FOR SWITCH " iOR SWITCH ftBrt 11:411 THE BULB

Johnny is on
the train.

The train is
mbving.

Johnny is
moving

2.. ,It fs rainini. I am outdoors I am getting
wet

7

3. Sill is running .Susgol opens her Bill runs ihio

doWn,the hall door suddenly. the 'door.

past Susan's4P t'

jlary is mpry The teacher giyes
interested in *ary useful help.

#

7.-----her project.

5. It is cold
outside

the winddOis.
open.'

Mar)Os.project
will'succee6.,

mo-

There
araft.

The following circuit-is called-an "Or" circuit becausip the bulb

1.

light if eitherNswitéh A is closed or swtich B is closed.

Astute children may comment that the bulb will

if both switch k and svitch B are closed.' If this happens,

while.terpoint out that English uses ft or if in two Senses:.

s a.

will

ht in tills circuit

it may be worth-
.

IncluOive: "A or B dr both," sometimes written "A and/or

Exelusive: "A'or B but'pot both.

'Often the context determines which.meaning is intended.

In most situations,

B.

the inclusilie "or" is more'natural and convenient.

-

FOr this. reason logicians and mathematicians have taken the inclusiVle as the

primary meanfng of."orh. The simplicity of our"or" circuit is also one of

the reasous for this choice

.0

4.
4
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er

"Or" 4rcuit

The childcen al-1 fill in a Treelilf PossibilAy focrthe "Or".circuit.
$

lihe completed Chart-As shown beloii.

ea

SWITCH "A"

open

SWITCH "Bu.

open

closed

open

cldsed
closed

.BULB LIGHTS

1'6 following are some sentences whiCh make sense in

. The childxen,may,invent
$

FOR SWITCH

mariy more.

S.

2. It is Saturday.

2. John- w-a,s up 1 4te
watchinF TV.

3., -Mary has a
spr4Speld ankle.

4. 4" It, is, raining.
Bill has no, money.

FOR SWITCH "B"

It is Christmas.
/

John isn't'inte'rested
in the c1...asswbrk..es"

DO

yes

yes

yes

an "Or" circnit.

Mary is 'absrn
tbday.

The snow is z;lelting,.
.4' Bill is, an

ecoldgy frieak.

FOR THE BULB

There is no
scho6r today.

,A

John isn't
learning much
rtoday.

Mary won't ren
iii the rice tod:.

The grass is wc1410
Bill won' t buy.
A car.

4

P.

.1
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In orde to complete puzzle circuits, the children_must learn syniols

which show whether a Witch is definitely closed or definitely open. .The

regular schematic symbol for a swital does not tell us the condition of a

switcd and ig therefoee used as-the incomplete symbol in a puzzle circuit.

Theref1%, in puzzle circuits we use the SYMBOLS:

oe°1),----- switch, condition NOT DEPINITE
tr .

2 "4, . ,

0. switch, DEFINITELY OPEN

switch, DEFINITELY CLOSED

Similarly, the schemaac for a bulb in a.socket is: 4

However, thls picture dbesn't tell whether the bulb is lighted 'or not.

It we want Co say definitely what the cOndition of the bulb is, .we can use

\

the follmaing symbolic-Code:

bulb. LIGHTED ,
bulb xp T lighted

Several examigle; of puzzle circuits are shown below. The.first picture
v,

of
shows the conditionpf the bulb is not definite. However,"the switgh is

CI
'shown as definitely open. Therefore, the picture can be completed only as.

shown by making the,bulb as,definixely not ligiqed.

Puzzle Circuit Complete Diagram
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-

In the firstl4picture below, since one of.the lights is shown as not

lit, the switch must bootWen. Then as a cons'equence, the other light int&t

alap befun1it. This 4rcnit ant di ones following show parallel connec-

tilpnc. See Piagea

2

Oat

for a'discussion of series and parallel connections.

The children may enjoy inventing puzzle circuits but they should be

encoura!'d to continue with alarm designs,as.s?on as theyidesire. The use of
. 4

several switches in an alarmay be seen only as a result of further invesL,

tigaton of simple arcuits. Some.children se'e quickly fhe use of an electio.,
4

A

magpet in their aiarm circuiPand a,way to make a connection in a second
2

'circuit by dioppIng ametal piece. #owever., they may not immediately see
1

the electromagnet as a type switch. The lSMES approach tlf "If it works,

, it's right" should Wfollowed without undue emphaais on terminblogy . Shown

below are three othqr puzzle circuits with complet dtdiagrams and explanations.

A.

111

Puzzle Circuit

INN



A. P

-)

Completed Diagram

-

The lightis show44 as lit, therefore
switch- "A" must be cioi. Switch "B" '
must be open, since, otherwise it would
create a shirt circuit
acr9ss the. bulb; wflich would prevent

, most 1.9f the cvrrent from going through
the bulb.

e-
"IL

Puzzle Circuit

If either switch "A" or. switci.
"B", were closed', there would

. a clesed- circuit which would
light the' pull). Therefore,
since the 'bulb is specified
as unlit, neither "A" nor. "B"
can be closed.

'Completed Diagram

"0
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4

.
,

a

..

1

Fuze* Circuit'

*le

-or

:Cowleted D

:`

II

in60 bulb '"A".", is specifi-e4
s aii., all of the, switches

mun be closed.. But t14en

all of the bulbs will light

4

a

4.

yk.
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Some puzzle circuits, have more than one possible completion.

a
The puzzle circuit

4

has 4TREE di4Xerent,possible completions:

a

a

a

i?

The following puzzle.circuit also.haA three possible complitions

r.

It may hei \:1 to maie a.tree of possi,bilities for'the switch conditions

and resulting bUlb tonditions. The completed tree is phoWn below:

Swktch. A

closed
--closed'

Switch-13 '

- open
opea.

0.osed

open

a

N. Bulb Lights

130

no

no

ores

p.
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A

A

The top three branches correspond o all the possible completions of

the given puzzle arcu,it Vhich specifies Che bulb not lit. The thrte com-

pletet diagrams are shown below.

,1

L.

A pliplescircuit AO four elements is showil below.
-

;
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The tree of possibilities shows that all four branches ccirrespond to
1

possOle completions,of the circuit,.

S h,A Switch B C Lights

open

ilb

op6n

closed

N N.

. open yes
.

closed
--------closed yes

D Lights

no

no

no

yes

p.

Complted Diagrams

Switches that ppen the Circuit Vihen You PUsh tihe Handle

The students' first switCN can be converted into a switch with more

interesting possibilities by W] ning a uRper contact liki this:
to,

">
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tiz

t.

p.

Cut f.rom a
3/4" tin.strip

4

The distance between qlip A

and clip B sho4d be veat
-enough.so that the strip can

still be blipped under clip C

The schematic representation of this switchmis:

A o

B o

Co.

k

It is customary fOr slich schematics to show

tae swritch in its normal (up) position.

The switch can be connected in the follawing circuit so that a light,

4

is lit at all times except when the handle Ira pushed down.

ts. \
oiL

Circuit Normally Closed

77
4.4 44
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..The children may be'interested in looking fax a way to connectipore.

"r

X

,.than three of tbese switches in a circuit so that 'a bgzzer of light will

.operate only-when some of them are pushed and otheis are not pushed. This
4

is accomplished by connecting the switches so that some close only when

theydere pushed and others are'closed only when they are not pushed. See

efollowing diagram.

Bulb will lighc only if switches 2, 4, and 5 are pushed down (i.e. to the rAght)

and if switche 1,M and 6 are not pdshed.

Each,bra h in this tree does correspond to one way one can wire the,

combination.lock, and the One combination'which will close the circuit so'

wired. Bach additional .switch in the lock doubles the numb...cc af branches
*

in the tree of possibilities; so that we obtain a table like t4s:

No. of/switches

- jn..iocI

1

8

9

10
4

n general, rCswitches combin4tions. (Ifyou incilude the trivial cod's

in* which the circuit is closed when you pusb/no switchesor all switches.)_

No. of possible

combinations
2

A4,

8

16,

32 , )
64

1

236

512

1024 .
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Switches that Alternately Connect Several Different Gaggets

s The switch shown on page Dl-23can be connected so that the'light

switches back and forth between wo bulbs as the handle is pushed up arid

down. See diagram below. .

Circuit For Alternate Operation.

..

40'

Non-Momentary Alternating Switches - Switches that will stay equally easily

in each of the two positiohs can be constructed according to the following

diagram:4'

0

0- ..

SOlematic symbor

IS

Double Pole Swik.ch
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"ow..

ia

a

4

EC1-23.

A rotary switch is a variation of the abo've whith can contrl mbre

than two gadgets as_follows:

4

Rotary Switch

IF

Sobeinatic symbol

f
Students might be interestedin investigating how the wiring is acCdil-

plished when dlight can be turned both on and Off at two different places,

for example, at tli'top and bottom of stairs.. Two switches can '1;e used

with,two alternate current paths between the switches. The schematic dia-

gram is shown . (Eath switch is sprung so that it can only rest in

one..of ihe.cont .positions-- never, in. between.)

Switchea Connected for Independaat Control
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.

Several,varieties of sWitching mechanisms have keen impr,ovised '.for

use in alarm circuits. Some ideas/which have provel4 successful are:

, .

* 1. Metal strap which pushes against another de,tal strap

when door opens, and"springs away again wHen door closes..

2.

. .

Hinged and spring-mounted floor botrd Which.drops a
. short distance to close 0 contact when stepped-on, and

4

springs up again afterward.
//

3. String tied,to door, working through pulyeya against a '

-weight, to open and close a switch.

e.
4. Permanent magnet attached to door or window which

pulled away, allows a switch to spring cltilse.

when
A

5.° One.very popular, solution consists of two-springy pieces

of metal mounted so that they snap together when a card-

board or thin wood separator is pulled out from between .

them by a string connected to qoor or window. This has'

the advanyage that a.fong or sharp pull on the string /

won't dadage the swNch.
/-

6. One can make an electromagnet with many.turns'Nof wire

(to reduce current gansumption) which, when de-energized,

by its circuit being opened by breaking.a.window,

\allows a springy.piece of 6tal to snap back to close a
second-Cireuitwhich activatea the alarm. "No

A ,set of "HoWTo" cards on to Use aectrdmagnets to-Turn Thins in
/14,

Eleetric CircUit's On,and Off develops the last ide ..Notes onthese 'cards follow.

.

Using Electiomagnets as Switches
.

In theik investigations of burglar alarms, especially broken Window

-
alarms, the Children will be looking for ahway to activate a buzzer or

-

'bell.when,a circuit-is opened bylaving a foil connector broken. They may

.
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1/4

4
. 4 .

.

. A

- sge 4'w ivcan be done with a momentary relay-type switch cp6e Cara 3.in
. 0 4

. ...., . r

Dffew to Turn things in EldctriAitcuits/On and Off"). The prob1,e4then
, ,

is et) find away to operate the switc1) qutomaticslly.

The use, of magnets may be viewed aa on(way to hav tts';\ pieces pf
. 4 : ' AS War' '

jnetal (iron or steel). come together klut.ci $0 fent groups maY
9. v . 4-. 4`4..r

46";.riC:., . Ili k_ % . , i . 1
,

' IT4,-.

want toiinvestigate,SatAagnetIV`afid-elettramagnets.' The following para-

. graphsoftglest the exrriments that can be carried out by the stndents.
c:, 4.

N.

a.
ww.

EC1-25

Dar Magnets - By-bringiy,three bar magnets together in different way

1 _

the-students can establishthat like poAgA repel and unlike poles att
W

'They first mark one eftd'of one magnet with an X. The ends of the other

rwo Magnets which are rekVed are marked with O's. TEWthentry 'those

ends together. In this way they find that like ends repel. After labeling

the unmarked'ends of the three magnets, they can cheek their assumption.

They will'also establish the fact that all magnets ha.;re.two unlike poles.

MaghticCompasse By using a bar, magnet Wiih a cdMpass needle, they

0
can discover that a compass needle is a bar magnet. Tip compass needle,,

because of its mobility can fhen be Used to.observe the magnetiq
A'

field around a single current-cirrying wire.

The compass is placed directly over an unconnected wire so that the'

needle points along the wire. When the ends of the wire are connected to
wit

a battery, the compass needle will txrpill about 90' from the originel airec-
.

tion. When the connections to the battery are reversed, the needlecill

01.1.4.1=1.1411,

A. f
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0
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.A6

.10e#

.a

9

-turn 900 ip the oppo dte direction,as shor.i.in the folliming diagraa.`.

.-4.1

.04

When Asked tb find how a bat magnet can pribduce lr same motion, they

can discover that the'Y must put.a bar magnet perpendicular to the direc-
*/,.

tion of yle.wire and alternate ends pointing to the needle.

Electromagnegs The kids may be Asked why a current-carrying wire

will not attract iron pieces aile a bat magnep will. They may suggest that
to

Athe magnetic pull)'is too weak. .1f the wire is wound in ! coil the
% ,

%

current will pass near one place many times and build up the magnetic

"'farce. The children can wind ten-t of wire around a two inch length

of 1/2" diameter plastic tutie. To.test the strength, they will have to

push t e tip of a nair (1/2" iang) in the end of thei3e; the magnetic '

field is strongdst at the center of the c9i1.

r4

An iron corq will multiply the forge about 500 times, making the force

at "e ends large enough to attracdra nail, placed'a short distance away.

The,childten can discover this by placing several different objects such

a#/pencils, chalk, wood dowels, 'and iron nhils or bolts inside the tube.

Only iron objects will affeCt the strength.

Wire can be wound directly.on an irondpail or bcat.if it is covered

. . 4.

with maskihg tape first. The following steps can b follawed, but the

children will feel more.free to investigate differe t magnets if allowed

to develop their awn construction methods. They will better recogllize

remember the principles,involved if they proceed by trial and error to test

their awn ideas.
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1, Wrap masking tape around the bOlt.

Measure off 20 feet of number 26 magnet wire. Wrap it
around something.to keep it from getting messed up.-

EC1127

/NSW.Jrilok--/-
..44141a..C-4-Pc-; 6. Ot

A .

r-

3. Wind4out a foot of the wire
Hold it in place with masking

4. Now wind the rest of the wire
bolt in two inch long layers.

5. Unwind insiHe end of wire and place

at ong end of the bolt.
tape. ,

as smoothly as possible on the

over last layfr.

6.. Wrali tape oVtr the coil, leaving enough wire free to

connect.tO battery.

7. $crape off imsulation from each end of the wire.

-
Experien?e in development clasSes has shown that number 28 'wire not

only breaks easily but also is easily kinked, with the insulation crackink

when the kinks'are pulled out. Nunber 18 wire is too thick to wind easily.

Therefore, the best sizes of wire to use'for electromagnet experiments are

022, #24, and 026.\ Not all sizes need to be tried for each aperiment.

Once the children find that batteries do not last lon whep the ticker

wire is used, they will prtbably\deicide to use only

experiments.

40,

r

wire for the other

I. 1
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Hopefully the children.will recognize he fact that an 'electroma net

can be used ad iiiswitch whiCh -controlp two circuits. When a piece of iron ,

is attracted to the mafnet it Completes one circuit. When eh is circdit
=

is opeitpdby a 'break; inr`svme connection, the- iron piece 4rops; making

contact with another metal piece', close the buzzer circuit. Card 4 in

the "How to Use Electromagnet..." set hints as this setup by asking the

children to trace the current path in such an arrangement before and after

foil in the circuit is broken. Theirk diagrams Ay show the current paths as

follows: Before foil is broken:

-roil 1P1

(jiPDoUJ
amp

BA-r t e ,E_s

ELECT gc) iLt 11

a v E

c.ig.cu IT

BA-rTceic.s

Stor? CH A

After foil is 'broken:

-Po ai IA

LAJ INA 11)LJag---4,
Cfr gc3 NET

(. -ULE. e_

13A-7 ESEfarEeiEs
(1.11T

*-MET$41.- S-cfki

L(A'iT ._14- A
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A flbw diagram may be helpful:

BURGLAR PRE iticS
DETECTOR WIRE

'BUZZER SOUND'S
ALARM ---

.1).

J
7 EC1-29

. *

./ ...

_

CURRENT :STOPS ELECTROMAGNET
IN CIRCUIT 1 IS DE-ENER, GIZE-1-J

.
. ----

V.
I,

.,
. ...4p....,1* ''. \.i- C

rifTT.CH A

N CIRCUIT 2 . LOSES

- I

CURRENT ST'ART S.

The electramagnet.and its associated witch constitute a form of relay,

which in this case function ui a "not" circuit, ih the iienSe that/ current
0

flows.in circuit 2 if and only if current is not flawing in cfrcuit 1.

Compare with "and" and "or" circuits pages D1-12 - D1-15.

. i

Some chilaren may want to 'investigate elaborate hookups for their

f /
alarfila. They mighp e interested in a long distance warning'sy4em, or

, .

.c,,

in a set-up which will give a warning if a"Wreak" is. attempted in any

one of several places. The following diagram shows three burglar det-

ectors connected in a generalized "or" circuit to that.the buzzer will-

sound if any one of the switehes is closed.

indica'tor

Af-.1ight

They may w4ht to refine the above system so that ;light will

indicate at which place the alarm has been activated. This can be done

by inserting a light near eachlswitch as indicated. Ot erwise 94 can

be done with a type pf burglar detector switch which ti es two Separate

$.
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4.4

4

s

circuits lit the same time when it is activated.- One circuit sounds the

genetal,a4larm; the other circuit lights the.iadividual ipoSition indicatbr

light.' :

e
Such switches can be made-in madl ways. Oi example is:

:'

ow

e

:

ve

014

e

4
%

(It is activiated by pulling the string.) We can tepresent such a switch

schematically by:

(The'dotted'line indicates
that both switoh sections
operate at the dame time.)

Thtee such burglar detectors could-be connected up as shown on the next?

page.

41.4.
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A

AP

4

4.

' EC1 -31

1 = 0
'DETECTOA A-

Ii6ICATOR LIGHT A

DETECTOR B

!,ETECTOR C

INDICATOR LIGHT 8

0
t

INDICATOR LIGHT C

Note that if any detector switch is closed', then the circuit for the

alarm buzzer is closed, and also the circuit for the individual indica-

tor light corresponding to that particular burglar detector. (This par-
,

ticular circuit and style of burglar detector switch is the entir

original creation of A sixth grade child in the Washington Sehool,

Champaign, Illinois.)

4

T
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TROUBtE SHOOTING ON1,ELECTRIC CIRCUITS*

iC2-1

As the children buildelectric circuits ranging frefm the simple'one
Ak

bulb,,one battery, onelare circuit to elaborate elettromagnet alarm

cirdlita, they will encbunter'several problems. The things that are.

likely4to cause trovble are: 4

6 44
-(1) Dead batteries

(2). Burned-out bulbs

(3) Other possible defective4idgets: bre n wires, (sometimeS they
break inside the ipsulation, whiCh can be felt, but not seen
Vasil)), battery:haders add.'bul6 sockets, switches, magnets, etc.

(4) Loóse connections, for example:.;
(a) Wires mit tight in Fahnestock Slips.
(b) Bulbs not screwed into Sockets all the way.
(c) Contacts not tight against battel-lendsin battery holder.
(d) Possible other kinds of loose connectioni.

( ) Wrong connections. This also includes short circuits.and problems
with connecting several things to one Circuit.

With respect-to the first four items it is desirable to have child-

reñ acquirethe-skill of systematically pxamining the various possibilities-

In particular, the following are two impoitant strategies for locating
1.

ihe ca es of troubles.
A

Substitution:. -Components from a defective system.are.substituted one At
a time for components in another, functioning, system (often simplet than

the defective system). , The functioning system will cease to funaion
properly when 'a defective.component, is subiltatuted in it.

Tracing: In any system where soMething goes into_one part of the systei
and comes out of another part of the system, it may be poWble to
trace that "somethingv from he input, through(the system, to the output, .

to find out where it firs isappears. This will localize the difficulty.
The children could use a bulb with two leads as a circuit tester to

' carry out this strategy.
,1

jli I loll

*Note: Based on suggestions by Thacher Robinson.

A



Short Circuits - Many tiMes the Children have trouble getting a tIrcuit
4

to work because bare wires 'are tou ing in* soie place. If the two ,wires
4 I

filom a battery

4
out insulation,

to 0 bulb, bulTr,

like $this

other gadget touch,each other with-

:

BrAt!E .t.ule RES -roucti ING
It.wo

then the:pattery will pus*7h most of the electricity through the short cir-
.

cult, and it Can happen that not enough electricity will get to the bulb

or otner gadget to operate it properly.

f
Often, so much eleCtciciy will floww,iti, a short circuit that the

, . ,

,

wires will get hot. This might be dangerous, since it could start a
. . . .

,fire.

Thus., hot wires may indicate the existence of a short cirCuit. The

term "short circuit" comes from the idea that the pathig* the current falls

"short" of getting to the components which were intended to be activ-

ated. However, children usually think of a "Short circuit" as being

short.i9ilength.

The children can investigate/heat produced by short circuits by

first feeling how much heat is produced by the electricity flowing

through a short length (12") of insulated wire. The wire will g t.hot

quickly, and be equally hot all diong its length. They cantht build

an apparatus to hold nichrome (high resistance) wire, shaWn in the



4

following diagraut

4.

EC2-3

The heat produced is varied by having the electricity flaw through

different lengths of the wire.

wires which are attached eo two

apist on the nichrome wire. The heat produced is greater the shorter the

effective length of the nichTtome wire becomes; as Vle resistance of the

wire is dIcrease4 the current increases. The nichrome wire gets red hot, 4

This is accomplished by putting ends of

batteries in series at different distances
,

then white hot, finally melting asaess of it is connected in the ctrcuit.

,
In a circuit containing both thick and thin Witea-in series only

the thin wire gets hot. Much less electricity will heat a thin (high

resistance!) wire, and at Oa same time not much electricity can get throUgh

'it. Therefore there.is insufficient current in the circuit to heat up

the thick wire. Some chXdren build the following curcuit to make a

light go.on when a Connection is broken. They soon realize that this

is not a good alarm circuit not only because the wires get hot but also

because the batterie's do not last lolo.

-roil Ifk aCILL)'
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c-) Why Bulbs Burn Bri hter o DimMer

When the Children try ,to put batteries rnto a circuit in series

they may connect one or more so that a direct connection is made between

two positive terminals' or 6wo negative terminals.. To find,out why the'

t
several tircuits andbulb-gets dim or goes,out therchilaren can.construct

compare the brightnes6 pf the ligtit .

A battery pushes electricietyln a definite'direction
1

circuit (electr ns cbming out of the flat end):

o.

Tl)ie

......i

amount of this push is measured in volts:

around sa,closed

Nitkel-cadmium battery: 11/4 volts

Carbon-zinc: battery: .' 11/2 volts

Lead-Aulfuric acid battery: 2.vd1ts
4,0

The effective amount of push can be determilted by

ness of the bulbs in the circuits shown bdrow.

r:-

comparing the bright-

Nickel-
cadmium

Carbon-
zinc

1-1/4 volts

2"--1/2 volts

3-3/4 volts

4

1-1/2 volts

id. volts.,

4-1/2 volts

I.
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Chil4redemil1 .try to make theabuabs,bürn as brightly as possible
. .

in spiOe of being Agaxned that too muchelectricityll burn the 3ulbs
/

. ,

out. Some bulbs will burn out with lesp electricity because they are
.

designed Apr use in ;:ow cuirent circuits. It is best to tau number 41

bulbs,in alarm. circuits. The followTga chart shdws the maximum'

%
number di batteries to be connected in series to operate,certain

ga9ets.

GADGET MAXIMUM number of batteries to be connected in
series to 4.11.is gadget.

le

No.41 bUlb 2;,or 3 for very.shott pg'riods of time r
A

Buzzer 4

Homemade
elediromagnets

t.

Usually 2; or up te 4 for very short periods ofjp- .

time

Connecting Several Gadgetsto One Source of Electricity

Sometlmes children connect several bulbs or a buzzer and a bulb in

a circuit the same way they ponnected batteries: in serili.) They

eNen discover that two bulbs burn:'less lightly,fhan one bulb ar;d perhaps

the 4?uzzer won't work at all.

The amount of electric current 4t2ich flows ina closed- electric circuit
,

depends on two factors:

(a) T4 amount of voltage pushing,and
(b) The)resistance to the flow of electricity of all of the

gadgets in the circuit.

Two bulbs connected in series present more resistance to the flow of

electricity than a' single bulb.

By trying different connections the children wil l:discover a way

to-put two bulbs in parallele thus maintaining their brightnesss

c.
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Several passible ways are shown below.

By drawing, arrows on their diagrams to show the current epths,.the
. 4

children will discover that the current fram the battery divides into

separate streams, one for each bulb. After passing through the I;ulbs

the paths recombine. This.can be cqmpared to the current path in

circuits with bull's connected in series. The same path passes through

each bulb connected in series. See the diagrams below:

41

Bulbs Qonnected in Series' Bulbs onnécted in Parallel

Each bulb presents,a resistance to the,electricity thus reducing the?

amount of electricity.passing through other bulbs in the BMW path.

4 9
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The children will discover various ways to put three 6r four bulbs, or

two bulbs and a buzzer in'a circuit. Some of the possibilities are:

. 4

They may find that the bulbs burn less brightly when three or four

-k_ are connected iniparallel. Adding additional 1;ailkeries in parallel will

. ,

provide more electricity for the.different paths.(A).

When more voltage is needed) to operate same gadget such as a

buzzer, additional batteries may be colrected in series as shown (B):

(IS

gadgets
(when more
current is
needed)

to gaol; ets

(when more
voltage is
needed)

E.

I.

4
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Independept Control of Bulbs

In 'constructing alarms the students may want to turn a bulb aff
;

and on withOutlIfecting the buzzer or iurn the buzzer off without

affecting the bulb. This can be accomplished as follaKa:

0)1

When many gadgets have to be run from one electric soarce, it is common

to run a pair of wires from the source

OM MOO IOW

and to connect the various,gadgets acrosa between the two wires. Swit,phqg

giving independent

)
ontrol of the various gadgets can be inserted where

desDred.

1

to other*
ga gets,
tedessary

F114-4
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Switching Co4rol for All Gadgets

It is possible to have one master uwitch which turns all the gadgets

connected to the battery onland off.at the same time. The schematic

diagram is shown below.

07.

ff,a
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.EXPERIENCES IN wowyG WITH CHILDREN
ON ELECTRIC CIRCZIT,ASIG1414-

by

Thacher Robinson

W. have been'working on electricity projects since January, 1971 in-
.

two siiith-grade cfassrooms and one third-grade classioom at the.Washington

,

School in rhampaign, Illinois. The necessity of realizing some real

classrodm interaCtions for the OurpoSes of the Washington School Project

Nis forced us to.proceechmith -the egisting "Electricity and Reasoning"

cards for'the time being; and has not yet allowed us to prepare the macro-
,

open program envisionedby USMES. Nonetheless, we are observing the

chinren's responses to the strengths and weaknesses of the present card

sequence, with an eye to/optimum planning of the U4MES.sequerices. Although

the popu1ati6n varied with time, there were about eighAchildren in "each'

of theee-classrooms working with close supervision for approximately one

hour a day, five days a week. They also worked off and on with.little

supefvislon for an-equal amount of time duringthis period.

*
It was judged xhat almost none of the chilOren knes enough about even

'1

such basics, as the function of switches, .and the necesslty of closed cir-

cuits, to begin with'design prdblems at the very outset; so that all
0-

children agreed to work through a4_e_t of "Electricity and Reasoning" cards

whih-cctver the fundamentals of electricity and reasoning before embarking

on elaborate design projects. However, it was agreed that the childrr

,

coilld spend up'.to aboUt half of their time essing.around" with the avail-

4ab1e'equipment in any way which seemed interesting.fo them, providing they
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spent the rest of the,,time worin through the rards in a relatively dis-

ciplined manner.
-

t

One of the major problems in Permitting unsupervised experimentrion is

that the children become involved with electrical circuits whith are so com-

plicated that,although things happen-ill these circuits which they find

fascinating, it is impossible for them to sort out the releliant relationshi s

.in a way which contributes to their understanding in the sense of increasing

their design capabilities. Also, even though the student works through the

4-ious levels of a technical subject with 'a minimum amount of understanding

at each level, he-will find his coinprehen.ion grawing steadily fuzzier until

,e1",

there comei a point where he has no idea. at all as to- whatas actually going

on. These two factors tesult in a'self-reinforcing tendency-Ito produce

dilettantes who are constantly. acquiring new interoSts and starting new pro-

jects which nevy seettto come to muth.*

The requirement of written and diagramatic to be a

4

generally good way to integrate science and reasoning with the develOp-

ment f communication skills. As an example of this style of inter-

action, the diagram which the children are asked to draw of a circuit

made with one battery, one bulb, and or piece of wire very often looks

*
NOTE: Class discussions about

,
alarms will provide a focus for Oe
duce the amount of time spent on

'the different designs for burglar
children's experimentation and re-

dom overc.their-head experimentri.

Oa.
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When this happens, I say, "Well, let's see about this!"' Then I get a '

battery,ka bulb, and a wire and connect them up as shown, with the wire be-

e.

.tween the bulb and the battery. This generates a hotwire short circuit

, l.

no light.. Then the child usually says, "That's na what I meant!" and shows
r

S.

li t the bulb with the wire touching the threaded side of the bulb.

At this Point I sually say, "Then make your picture so thet it shows clearly

what you meant." After several such tries, the child will came up With a'
a'

picture of a bulb which clearly shows he var

for the two neces y connections.

oniact parts of its base

,I am convintpthat it is just this sort of representational distin

guishing which reallyrystalizes an understanding which w previously only

*NOY: The need to explain to hisclassmates.his alarm design

might provide a student with the incentive to write aaequate descrip-

tions and make clear sketches. In general there is more emPhasis-in

this trial on explicit verbalizacion of concepts than is usually sought

for in an USMES unit. The point'of view taken by USMES is that a child,

.--- in resp2Ase to a problem may .develop at an early educational stage effec-

tive enctions which he can use in later life. These concrete actions

.also serve as a basis for later abstiaction if the student continues

such academic intereSts. Many petT4re%are excellent problem solvers and.

decision makers without being specialists en the psychology of how it

is done.. In other tria.ls of this.unit, the students made considerable

progress With much less explicit.verbalization.

Azcr%

.

!)

Th)



intuitive; and it cane of course, 6e anlied asgeasily to written descrip-

tions as to diagramnatic representations.

A child presented me with the following drawing of his solution to the

problem: make a bulb light using one battery, one bulb and two pieces of

wire without having the bulb'touch the battery.

I think that it is safe to'conjecture tat this was pure theorizing on the

child's part, uncontamipated kth real-w d exp ience.' So I simely said,

:"Let's try it!", and we did;*and of course it'di 't Work. Then the child.

said, "Oh! I know! One of the wires has to go to the bottom of the

battery!" So I told him to draw another diagram showing what he meant. Five.
minutes later, he came back.with this; (Note the much improved drawing of

thebulb.)

*

)

So we tried kt again, I holding the battery connections and he holding

the bulb connections. Both of us got our fingers burnedsand the bulb didn't
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light. Then the child told me that he suddenly re.alized.tlhat one of the

wires had to go to the,bottom of th4 bulb. His final, acceptable picture

looked like this:

I have the feeling that this child for the first.time in his life began

to think really seriously abbut the faC'N that his reports were really
.00

supposed to reflect some kind of reality in the world, in a very definite

sort of way. It is certainly the case that his wilrk was much more careful

subsequeritly.

Several difficulties have arisen during the course plif the children's

work with basic dircuitiy.

1. The,task of locating a battery and a 'bulb that are de-
finitely O.K. entails the combinatorial.and operational pro-
blem of hot', to try every possible battery with every possible
bulb. One student found the bad bulbs by logking"for
broken filaments and guessed at the batteries by newness of

appearance. When I asked her what she would do if these
differences were not observable, she,shrugged and said, "I'd

guess." It seems more feasible to begin a discussion of this

process with a group d4scussion rather than an activity card.

Further, the student should
"standard- Am% that they don
ponent ese ondition'is un

then e us d to test the

encouraged tp label the
get mixed up with the cora-7
rtain; the "standards" could
ng batteries and bulbs.

F.



2. When children are asked to test a battery and bulb tester,

the distinction should be made between using. the tester to

tese other components, and testing the tester-itself;

the reliability of the testef depends not'only upon the
condition of a-bulb and a battery, but also of associated '
wiring, sockets; etc.

3. Severarchildren have difficulty with the definition of a

connection. They have the preconceived idea.that a connection

involves a wire, so that a battery touching a bulb is not a

connection. It would Seem that the logical'way to teach them

what a connection is, is to let them learn it from context.

fts

4. Res tance is confusing to many children. A solution might

b to ask thd.children_it they can determine which has

greater resistance, a wire (or switch) or a bulb?

Ar
5. Buzzers should be used as currint indicators instead of

lights.

'6. -Buzzers 'and )Rther equipment are introduced as devices first

and "dissectW later.

Nickel-cadmium batferiea should be -used since.their voltage
remains constant over a long period (then decays rapidly).

Dialing the firit part of March, we'suggested to the children that they

make burglar alarms for windows, doors and desks in their classroom. Two

groups of boys did extensive work oloploor alarms. Desk alarms seemed tO be

mo popular however, perhaps because.they are the sort of things one person

wor s on alone; and the mechanisms used are concealed from other students,

so th many people.can work on them separately at their desk.

The.main prOblet with alarms.is making a circuit that will,close when

something else opens. This
ws
hould be accomplished first by making an

electrical cbnnection by mechanical means. The children find this idea

hard to accept and, in their first attempts, examine nothiag but the possi-

bility of using the metal paris of the door, window or desk as Ia part of

the electrical circuit, but have no luck. We suggestever nd over that

a string be tied to the door and to some part of a switcip but th children

4.

'ignored this until they were fully convince& that nothing else would Work

40
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with basic circuit components. A distance. peration can be accomplished

12Ster by a relay which makes the connection in a second circuit by electro-

magnetic means.

One_of Qe girls working on the window alarm tried something like this

where opening the window would pull on the wire tiql the bare part touched

the clip:

14.6

This pres

A

two problems: If the wire were pulled too far-it would come z

out of e slip altOgether and break the.circuit; and the clip.gripped the

ins tion so tightly that some ,part of the system-would be apt to break

before the wire would slide.

A group of boYs struggled with this problem until one of them/p4cked

up a switch we had made which is closed in its normal state.

He then put a piece of paper between the metal strips apd pulled it out.

The others realized the principle immediately and constructed an alarm.

4 9
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4

,t

\,A door alarm4design was dgreloped 'which had too much wrong with it to'

-work. But it is significant because its designers realized that all the

alarms/thus far built involve an insulator being pulled out from between

'two conductors, and they attempted something else. Their switch worked some-

thing like this:

etruty

crt Na

Th. g pulls ,the switch in an arc tilljt ionnects with the clip,-closing

circuit. One problem.is that.the switch and the knob the string is tied

to are at different levels and the string purls the switch up so that it is

no longer on the same plane with the clip and does nat connect. Also, because

Nks

,the string is firmly tied to both'the door and-the switch, pulling on the door

must break something.

Various other devices were used to booby trap desks. Thst pre-

valent design was very similar to that used on door alarms. A switch like

thia was used with cardboard between the two metal part :

wrceoieu;
,

kie
wew

4

The cardboard is tied to t e top,of the desk by a string. When the desk top

41/1
is lifted, the string pulls out the Insulator and the circuit closes. This

type switch is somewhat inefficient since the carupoard is placed in hori-
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zontally, but must .be pulled out from above, which tends to dislodge the en-
.

0

tire circuit from its place iri the desk: better design that none of 'the

students thought of would be:

mitch-1- 51714 P

A second desk alarm design w ed with a switch like this:

TA,

The two metal,straps do not &ouch unless the pare designated above is pulled

up. This is accomplished again by tying a string to the top of the desk.

This has the obvious facatIthat opening the hesk too far will break the

string, and the circuit will open.

A third and most interesting design involved the hinges of one boy's

When the desk top opens, a loop tied around the hinge and the switch moved

just enough to bring the switch in contact with the clip. Surprisingly,

9
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opening the desk top further does not pull at the loop any more, and there is

no problem with the string breaking.

Stillianothier boy made quite an innovation in the mechar;ical workings o
/ cs

burglar alarms. In the standard design Varm the way the string was.tied to
4t

the desk and insulation made it necessary to open the desk almost all the way

before the alarm would go off. This bOy attached a loop of paper to his desk

top tight enough to hold a string in place,' but loose enough.that he ,could

pull the tEing through it.

STIttfilG%d--%-4_
When arming the afarm he first put the insulator betweefi the metal straps,

threaded the string through the paper loop and, as he lowered the desk top, he

pulled on the string. This way he could pull the string tight from outside

the desk.

ofEN
DfiaK

i.00sE
itiff(as

ftIVA

t~ "MUD
STKING-

The same boy 2Treinother student's dollhoUse burglar proof. He set

pp alarms behind the windows and doors. Eventually he plans to wire a few

other bo gs like this and have all these "houses" hooked up to a policl sta-

tion. Thi will consist of a map of the houses with'light bulbs behind it.

When a hou e is burglarized the buzzer in the house will go on, and at the

police sta ion the appropriate light will go on to inform the police where the

crime is taking place.

411"

46.
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AAKING POLYHEDRA/

by Alan Holden, Sept. 196k

11any IA the units of instruction that I hope to desCribe require making
.

ll'polyhedra. Three general ways of doing this can be distinguished, cacti with.

disadvantages; (1) assembling"a polyhedron out of its

separate component faces, joined at th/r edges by some removable form of

.attachment, (2) folding a polyhedron from a flat pattern, on which tabs

are left to be glued at those edges that are not already.represented at
,

the folds, and.(3) ass mbling a polyhedron out of its cotponent faces by4
ii

permanent glueing at the edges.
4

. Method 1

Detomposable assembly has the advantage that the pieces can be used

again for another polyhedrofi. But more importantly, it facilitates experi-

menting with schemes

puzzle" of the 1967

with such pieces.

of assembly. For eXample, "the rrregular tetrahedron

Goal's Report:, p. 142-3, would surely be best implemented

One form for such pieces is represented in the British materials now

marketed in this country by Selected Educational .Equipment, Inc. EeCh.

piece bears a tab on each edge, notched.so that the tabs on idjacent'faces

can- be joined by slipping a rubber band eround them afttr they have been

`scored 'and folded.
114,

Unfortunately, t1T most visually conspicuous feature of the result of

-aasembling such pieces is the projecting tabs and their rubber bands. fin the
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only trial with children that. I have heard about, the children were dis-
.,

pleased wftlkzeuch messy looking products. So am I.

411

Creative Playthings sells relatively large pieces whos6 edges are

notched so that they can be joined fairly securely without folding or addi-

tional fastening. The resulting edges arelrag d, the notchiAg is AleblY

to become bent out o; shape in ajew uses, Lçe the Ukthod is-flard to embody

suitably in pmaller pieces.

i have experimentelwith ways of making contact-adhesi4n2edges on
I

1

pieces witnout tabs, but my efforts w unrewarding. The edges picked up

lint and could not be used twice. They ck together either too well or'

not well enough, and hence, gave manipulzitive trouble in switching edges.

The problem of decomposable assembly still invites the attentiOn of ari

industiial designer, in my opinion.

Method 2

Folding flat patterns has long been the most uSual way of making poly-
.

4 hedrarNith care it affords quite elegant products. The products show"

one feature irrelevant to their.geometry-16i.d% a distinction between the

folded edges and the tabbed edges--but this.is a negligible. defect. In

pursuing this meihod, it is common to'provide only one tab for each of the

'edges to be joined, as on this itattern for th regular icosahedron,



1

The oiesign of-a flat pattern, or "net", for a particular polyhedron is

a geometric,problem fascinating in itself. By offerink this problem, the

.method can be regarded as either advantageous or disadvantageous--advan7t

tageous in exhibiting "routes from.two to three dimensions" disadyanta-

geous_in presenting a problem peripheral to the struCture of the final

polyhedron.

Suitablevmaterial for polyhedra to be folded from patterns is proyided

8". When the pattern has been laid out with'by file cards--3" x 5" or

pencil on the material, iCis cut out with scissors, folded, and glued
;

with'each tab inside the edge joined to it.

P-14ing- along the straight edge

not a sharp one.

of a desk ensures a straight fold but.

A
t is we4 to score the material along the line of the

intended fold with',a'knife or a razor blade before'folding. Such scbring,

however, introduces,the risk of cutting the material,apart; even at best it

may seriously wedken the material alorig the edge.

The best scoring device for minimizing these defects that I have found

the toothed wheel in a handle, called the seamstress'

engraved on the handle of mine is "Dritz tracing wheel".

1!1

any stbre carryinisewing supplies. You can roll it smoothly against the .

edge of a ruler, while you push down on it, with the,pattern resting on a

IR%

pattern marker;

It is cheap, at

ehin.pad of newspaper.
/

The hes& method qf making polyhedra that

kethod 3

ble theth from individually cut flat faces glued

EImer's Gluall, or ihy other "white glue". The

I have found is to assem-

together at the edges with

edges of the products become
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pleasantly acc,ented as dark lines (unlike the folded edges) but are not

obtrusive (unlike the :decomposable edges).

.

For this method the best Naterials are,"mounting bbard" (used for

mounting photographs, and,hence obtainable at photographic supply shops)

4and "illustration'board" (used for charcoal or crayon illustrations,,and

hence obtainable at artists' supply shops). The former is the lighter in

weight, is much the cheaper, and is st as satisfactory unle s the pro-

ducts will be treated roughly (e.g. dice). File cards an ristol board

It -

give too narrow an edge for reliable glueing.

. a
The faces to be asseMbled are best,9ut with mounted shears (whose

many uses include trimming photographs and which-are obtainable again at

,photographic supply shops and stationery stores). The most useful models

of this tool have a movable barrier or "fencOrwhich can be clamped parallel

to the cutting edge at any distance from it.

Cutting.a large number of congruent faces is beat carried out by first

cutting,stripsef uniform width, and tfien sliding /strip along the cutting

board with one edge against a gUide that establishes the desired cutting an-

gle.' Equilateral triangles, for example, are made from strips whose width

is the altitude of the desired triangle,. The4uide is a draftsman's 30-60-
,

90 triangle, or arcorresponding piece of cardboard. After one cut% the'

strip is turned oVer and the vertex is fegistered by eye Over the lower

blade of the shears, to establish the second cut. A repetition of this

bperation over the length of the strip produces a collection of congruent

triangles.

'
,
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' Regular hexagons are best cut by first eutting equilateral triangle-
.

and then truncating the vertices of the triangles with'the aid of a fence
t.

set.back from the cutting edge 2/3 of the altitude of the triangles.

Squares are cut by using the fence first to cut strIps and leaving it

the aame position to, cut squares from the strips. Cutting other.polygons

'requires the use of a guide made.of heavier cardbosrd'with xylb ed$es

meetipg inotre desi4ed angle.

II:te

101114
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The faces ate usually best asseMbled first in pairs. A lft4ie white

glue is squeezed out of the squeeze-bottle to form a small pool on a

3" x 5" card. A toothpick is dipped in the glue and used to smear the

)

edge of a polygonal face. The edge of tlie polygon to be attacheeis

pushed agst the glue-bearing 4dge and blid,along it tb distribute the

glue. The pair is then placed bn table with the glued joint sording
i

up. More such joints are made, an1 after five,minutes (more or less;

0

6

Gl -5



depending on the condition of the' glue and the relative humidity of the ek.

' Wft 6

atmosphere) the first-tude joint has set sufficiently to permit Sirtherl

work with the pair. AThe joint remains flexible fOr several hours, how-

41. ever and hence t e dihedral angle is adjustable.

In,making an oc hedron,'for example, the appropriate edges of one

\APP-----_,I.

.

pair of triangles are smeared with glue, and the two pai a to be joinld

a e slid toward each oter along a fla surface, to form `square pyramid,

liTwo such square pyramids are then joine their bases tØ complete the

octahedron. In making a rhombic dodecahedron, it is be t to glue one,,)

rhombus to a p ir of rhombuses, to provide three rhombuses meeting at a

3-fold axial corner. This operation fixes the dihedra angles. Font

such triples cap then be j4knedAsuccessively to complete the polyhedron.
,

In making more CompliCated polyhedra b9th rigidity and ease of1---

assembly are promoted by assembling the external parts on a simpler

polyhedral base whenever possible. Thus, kepler's "stella octangula"

can be made of eight trigonal pyramids attached to the facesof a regular

014"4.

octahedron.

Elegant wire models, defining polyhedra by their,edges,can be made

by using such pol thope just described to provide the jigs for

holding the wires to be joined. The wire (appropriately (116 B. & S:

gauge tinned copper) is cut to the lengths of the edges, and each piece

is glued to an edge of the cardboard polyhedron witii white glue extend-

ing a quarter iich short of the vertices. Then afe vertices are soldered,.
4

and trimmed if neceslpary with a flat file before removing the cardboard.

A
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AS.

The assembly is then soaked in water long enough to soften the cardboard

and the faces are pushed inward in succession and removed.

Only older child;en, 4ith a taste,for cr0;14;smanship and some ex-

.
-perience with a soldering iron, wifl care to make such wire models. But

the exploration of polyhedra defined by,their edges can be pursued by'

quite young children', using toothpicks stuck into gumdrops or little

balls of modelling clay. .

More expensively, kits of yods and rubber connectors are sold by

Edmunds Scientifie.Co, among others.

as a toy, "Doodle-Stix" (Kay Products

Ohio).

00

A kit 4 this sort is also ma#eteki

Co., 906 Main Street, Cincinnati,

V
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SOLIDS MADE OF EQUILATERAL TRI4iNGLES

by Alan Holden, Sept. 1.9-69

If you ,s,t yourself the task of making different solid shapes with

flat faces of a single sort, joined at.their edges, you Inay conclude

that the eciuilateraI triangle is the most versatile face-shape that.
.

you can pick. Notice that any side of one triangle will join with any

sid'e of another. Furthermore,.any
A
number of triangles can share a

eommon vortex if you perdit them to fold ther way along the edges

that meet at the vertex. (Such polyhedra aee often called "deltahedra"
Aolo

after the shape of the Greek capital letter, elta.)

B - Of course, any equilateral figure, such as the square, shares these

two virtues. &Lit S little free play with triangles, and comparable

play with squares and with rhombuses, will ve a sense of the triangle's

versatility and of the rqblems encounter d in attempting to make

%

closed, solid shapes. Notice as you go that when only three flat

pieces join at a vertex, the result'is rigid; and when more than three

join, the result is floppy. You can gaily attach triangle to trilwolor

for a. while in all sorts of arrangements, but you meet the nitty-gritty

when you try to close up the ;Thole business, and soon a little fore-

thought and intuitive geometric discipline come into the game. (Two 24-

sided deltahedra are enclosed.)
J

C Four squares (or four rhombuses or four triangles) can be joined

to make a.square (or a rhombuS, or a triangle) that is twice as big.
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,In each case the shape is the aame, even thOugh the- size is different.

In the case of the-four trianglis, however, nptice'that the three

outer triangles can be turned up and joined, to form-a regular tetra-
.

hedron. In other words, the flat arrang"Ant of foutriangles is a

suitable flat pattern,tot "net", for-the tetradedron. Another suitable.

net for the tetrahedron, is the strip7arrangement.

Are there any others? Such work makes contact with'the external-

wall-papering unit developed by Lyn McLane. Notice that not all

arrangements of four triangles will-fold int6's tetrahedron. For

example:

D - trole with the last-'pattern is that four triangles meet at aa
mmon vertex, whereas in the tetrahedron only three triangles meet at

"mlasalletex. 'But You 'can make a solid in which four triangles Meet at

every vertex--the regular octahedron. For example, you can make it by

folding two patt rns likk!the last above and joining the open bases..

of the two resul ing pyramids.

-You can go on to make a solid in which fiVe triangles meet at elleh

vertex--the regular icosahedron. The simplest way to make it is to

m'ake two pentagonal pyramids and a cylindrical band of ten triangles,

.and then attach the pyramids to the top and bottom of the cylinder.
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E Six triangles with one comion ve tex lie flat, and form a new flat

shape the regular hexagon. What solids can you make out of it?

Clearly, You can't make a closed solid out of this shape alone, be-

cause in any cloged solid ,alt least three faces must jas each

vertex, and when three regular:hexagons join at a vertex, the result

.

still lies flat. But if you substitute hexagonp for triangles in the

net for t Aetrahedron, and lold up the net, you get a tetrahedron

whose iorners Are cuc_off. You can cover the open places with,

little triangles (making a "truncated tetrahedron") or with little

tetrahedra (making a.big tetrahedron).

F - You can -attach more squares or rhombuses or triangles to the patterns

in C, building a square or rh mbue or triangle three times as big

out of nine of the little units. ut hold on: what do you mean"

"by "times aia big ? Is the result three or nine "times as big"? Examin-

ing this question may provide reenforcement for the idea that an area

scales with the numerical square of a length. That idea is.commonly

introduced by.using squares and rectangles; the ust of triangles as

well may terve to broaden it.

41-

4
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G - Notice that unlike the net of four triangles (C) the net of nine

triangles (F) cannot be fOlded into a solid shape with no holes. 4is

there any way of arranging the nine triangles in a net th will fold

into a solid shape? A little experimenting will not reveal a way, and

might motivate the following reasoning.

If a closed, solid'shape is made of N triangles, the component tri-

angles have 3N sides before they are joined. After they aret..011

each of these sides is shared by two of the triangles to form an edge

of the solid. Hence, the solid'has half as many edges as the tc;tal

number of sides of the original triangles:c E 3/2 N. But E must be

a whole number, and thus N must be a multiple of 2. In other words,

any closed solid ;lade of equilateral triangles must have an even num-

ber of faces, and'9 4; an odd number. Here is another simple.instance

of an "impossibility proof", additional tO that already described in a

polyhedral context in the 1967 Goals Report, p. 144-5.

H - Consider now the following game: Aicmany different conve)c solids.

Ixan you make whose faces are equilateral triangles? "Conycx' means
........

that all vertices and an edges stick out--none turns in; nd no pair
*

,of faces lies flat. Before jumping ahead and trying, it may be worth

while doing some thinking.

In the first place, at least three'faces must join at anyfvertei, in

order to retain convexity. When three join at every vertex, we get the

smallest'possible soli'd.that fits the rules of tile game--the reiular

tetrahedron (C). When five join at every vertex, we get the larsest
r

. .
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possible solid in the game--the regular icosahedron (D). Hence,

the number of faces on any solid in the gene must lie between 4 and 20.
jSJ

Furthermore, we just saw (G) that the number of faces must be even.

it is worth while to hunt only for convex solids Made of 4, 6,'

10, 12, 14,.16,4e, and 20 _triangles.

n fact, there is.one (and only one) 61cample of eight of these hine

solids. The solid with 18 faces cannot be made. Experiment will I

convince you of this; rigorous proof that there are eight convex solids

whose faces are equilateral trian4es did not cone until 1947 (Freud-

enthal and van der Waerden, Simon Stevin'25, 115-121),
Pni

bovcase experiment fails, you may wish to resort to these diagrams.

14.

1 0

6

12

8

3.4

v
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THE FIVE.REGULAR SOLIDS

by Alan Holden, Oct. 1969

ci-1 .

,

A - Take three stick's of equal length (whose size might run anywhere from

toothpick's. to 3.foot len'ths of dowelling) and arrange them in stquehce

on a piece of pa r so that an end pf eaCh stiA touches an end of the

next. When you fid le thAm so that an end 4 the third touche4 an end

of the first the

If yau

map of

lay It

sticks define the sides of in equilateral triangle.

draw pencil lines carefully'just outside the sticks,'ypu get a

them. If you cut cwt the triang1?-map with scissors, you can
a

%

on another piece of paper and make more maps by drawing arddnd

it. Notice that you can turn the cut-out triangle around on its map

into new positions in which it,just fitd its map. In lact, there are

three such positions, all told.

B..- Now, take four sticks and

4

arrange them in a similar sequence so that

the fourth joins onto the first. This time you can fiddle them into

a lot of different shapes. If you make a map of one of these shapes

and repeat what you did for the triangle, you.will probably find that

there are just two ;cibitions in which the cut-out ts its map. -But

if you have fiddled the sticks ipto a square, there are four such posi-

tions.

C - Try five sticks. You can make a great variety of shapes, some of them

even having a re-entrant angle. But there 1.6 one way of arranging them

so that a cut-out

now, perhaps, you

length, you,could

will fit its 04p in five different positions. And by

can see that, with afii number of sticks of equal

always make one arrangement whose cut-out would fit
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its'map in the same aniber of positions as the.number of sticks that

yoti used. Such a shape is called a regular polygon".

D - Certainly, the square is the most familiar ctf these regular. polygons.

And there Is an equally familiar solid figure, the cube, which is a box

3
whose six sides afé all squares. Can you make other shapes of boxes

out of the square? By sticking squares together edge to .edge, you can .

make oblongs,.and L-shaped pieces, and out of them you cap make oblong

boxes and L-shaped, boxes. But some of the faces of these boxes are

oblong on L-shaped and not square. ,The cube is the only box that you

can make out of the square whose flat faces are all square.

E What about boxes made of,other regular polygone ou can make an es-

pecially simple box out of four equilateral triang --the revilaT

tetrahedron. It is especially simple.bFause it has nly four flat

faces. Can you imagine any kind of box that has only three flat faces

If
Four is clearly the minimum number of fates for a flat-faced box. y

k

F tlotice that on each of these boxes-,-,the cube,and the tetrahedron--three

faes come together at each corner of the box. Try making a box out

of regulatfpentagons (C) by.making three faces come together at each

corner. You can do-it by using twelve penta ons to make the regular

dodegahedron. There is.a widely sold desk-cE1endar and paper-weight

having this shape, irrwhich the days of each Uf the twelve months of

the year are stamped on the twelve faces.

IG - Can you go bn-to make a box out of regular hexagons? When you join

10

three of,them at a cornei, the three hexagons lie flat. The only

way to make a box out of regular hexagata is to leave holes in the
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box; a closed box can't be made. (See G2; Solids Made of Eguilateral

Triangles, paragraph E.) If you try regular polygons with even more

sides, you can't make three joih at all. So4here ate just three kinds

of boxes of which each ii made out of -a single kind of regular polygon

and in wtiich,threelpolygons meet at each,pornér.

H 7 Now, try making more than three polygons meet at a corxjç. 'Using the

ab
pentagons, yeu can only do it by puckering the arran4ement:es you go

around the corner. But that would make a box with dents in it. Using

fhe square, youcan make boxes with dents'or.bdXes. with'oblong or L-
.

shaped facqs (D), tt no simple boxea whose faces are square6 when

four meet at a corner.

- Going back to equilateral tiiangles, however, you can deo better. Whin

-four triangles meet at each corner, you can make a box of eight

triangles--the regular-octahedron. liffien five triangles meet at eadh

corner, you can close up a box with twenty faceS--the regular_ icosahedron.

When six triangles meet at a bottea, they lie flat (unlese You pucki

them) and make a regular hexagon. So you-can say that, if you-don't .

want a box with dents in it, the onlY boxes that you can make with

faces that are equilateral,triangles, and with corners that,4re all

alike, are the tetrahedron, octahedronand icosahedron. Apd what's

more, you can say that the only undented boxes,.with corners all alit,

thatyou can make out of any single sart of regular polygon are the

tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron.

- These five "convex regular polyhedra" are sometimea Called the "Fla-

,

tonic solids", becausethey were'first discovered.by a member of
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4ow

71-itto s Academy (probably Thaetetus) more than 2000 years ago. It

has been suggested that Euclid designed his famous treatise "The

,001'

Elements', as a textvon regular figures., because it begins with the
4

equilateral triangle (the'simplest of the regular polygons) and-

-Joi

ends with the regular dodecahedron and.icosabedron (the moSt complex

of the regular polyhedra). s-

The fact that there are lust .five ot these solids stimultated the

imaginations of mystically-minded Greeks. They found a

1

between the e solidsi on the one hand, and Aristotle's

(Fire,-"Water, Earth, and Air) and the Univers, on the

teen hindred years later,, JohantrXelpler's unique blend

mysticisni led him to justify the correspondence in the

Of %kg five solids,eehe tetrahedron has tlie

ume for its surface, and the icosahedron.bas,the

correspondence

four Elements

other. SeVen-

of science and

following way:

'--.4.key, therefore, represent the qualities of dryness and wetness

'and correspond with Fire and Water....The cube stands firmly..

on its base, an4 its stability corresponds with that of Earth.

a

.The octahedron, rotating freely when held by two opposite,

coriners, correspdnds with the mobile Air. The dodecahedron

corresponds with the Universe because the zodizc has -twelve

signs.

To illustra4e 'these cortespondenCes, Kepler drew a bonfire on his tetra-

hedron; a lobster and fishes on his icosahedron;_a tree, a carrot and

gardening tools on his cube; birds and clouds

Ole sun, moon, and stars on his dodecahedron..

,s

on his 'octahedron; and



K - Now, count the number of corners, edges, and faces on each of these

five polyhedra and make a table of the numbers that you get:

corters edgeS faces

tetrahedron 4
,.6

4

cube 8 12 6

ottahedron 6 12 8

dodecahedt& 20 30 12

* icosahedron 12. 30 20

Notice that the.tabie suggests Pairing the cube with the octahedron;

and the dodecahedron with the icosahedron. The members of a pair have

the'same number of edges, and the numbers ,of corners and facea are sim-

ply interchanged.

interchange of the numbers suggests that you try-making a direct

comparison of the corners and faces on the members of a pair. For

example, if you punch holes in the centers of the faces of a cube and

J

put a stick into each hole, you can call the end of each pNecting

stick Corner. You can connect these new corners to one Another

by rubber bands,or string, and find that you ave outlined an octahedron

with.a corner of the cube in eaeh face. A similar operation 6n a regu-
,

lar dodecahedron will produce the ouilines of an'icosahedron with the

- corners of the dodecahedrod in the middle of each face. A particularly
1

9
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graphic. way of making clear e e relationships is to make a poly-
.

hedron that represents the twel solids interpenetrating.

Two polyhedra that are related by the interchange of corners and

faces are said to be "dual" to each.other. The tetrahedron is said

to be "self-,dual.

M - With regular polyhedra, you can play an interesting game invented by

Sir William Rowitn Hamilton about 1850. He suggested that the corners

of one of these solids might represent the towns on a small.planet," and

the edges of the solid might represent the toads betweBn the towns. In

his game you begin at onestown and travel on roads to all the rest of

the towns in succession, visiting each towp only once and ending at

your starting place. An easy y to search for such a "Hamilton cir-

\44" is to put little sticks along the edges Of the solid one by one,

using a,dab of rubber cement ofr -a tick of adhesive tape to hold each--

stick in pl that you can 1:emove it if you want to change your

route.
4,

-



There ia\another similar

on'the solid from fad to face

which you visit each face just

game you can play: can you find a route

across the, edge that joins them., ,..by

once, and finally return to the st rt-

ing face? You mighi call such a route 'clos route".

- Notice now that if you have found a Hamil cult on a solid, that

is the same thing as finding a closed route on the dual solid. A

.1

ircuit on a cube describis a'closed route on an octahedron,

etc.

ch k
.

by papering the solid (using Ln MtLane!s techniques).and attach-

There,is an interesting 'property o 4 Closeci route that you can

in the faces edge to edge in the sequence given by the closed route.

n this closed sequence of faces is opened at any one edge the faces

can be id out in a strip. Hence, such a strip forms' a "strip-pat

nstructing the solid by folding.

Diagram A shows a Hamilton circuit on a cube: can you lay
7

out

the corresponding st ip-pattern for an octahedron? Diagram B shows a

strip pattern for a cube: what is the corresponding Hamilton circu t

on an octahedron?

A

TI
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SEMI-REGULAR SOLIDS

by Alan H61den, Oct. 1969

0

A - As you have seen'ifiSolida Made of Equilateral Triangles, if 'you choose

a.single shape, the equilateral triangle, for making the faces of solids

you'can make a great variety of solids. Aut if you set up a rule that

the solids should be convex ,you can make only eight'different solids

out of equilateral triangles. And, if you set np an additional rule

that the corners'sbould all be alike on any one of

only thre of those eight solid; fit bothrules

octahedrcji. and icosahedron.

Now

you find. that

tetrahedron,

idening your sights: what solids cAti you make out o

regular polygons when you don't require them to be all'of one kind?

Since you can make so-many out of*triadgles, alone, you can expect to

be able to make.even moke,by "using, say, mixtures of triangles and

'squares, and so. indeed you clib.

B - There is an intereqing task that you mi ht set yourself. Remember that

all the solids which you have made so fhr have an even number of faces.
0

Using a mixture of regular polygons, can you make a solid with an odd

number of faces? First try for five faces. You'll find that you can

ilake two different solias with five faces that are a mixture of triangles

and squares. one (A) uses three squares and two triangles, and the

other (B) uses one square and, four triangles.

air

G4-1
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'In fact, these afe the only five-faced solids made out of regular

polygon's'. You can'see why that might be so when you think of using

polygons with more than four sides. A regular pentagon, for example,

would require h.ve more polygons to join it, m at each of its sides,

and the solid would therefore'have at least six faces.

- There i an important difference between these two five-faced solids,r
,

having o do with their corners. Three polygons meet at each of the

corners of solid A--two squaresInd a triangle. But on solid B four
,

trianglescept at one of the corners, and two triangles and a square

meet at each of the other four corners. Wien a solid is niade out of

several kinds of regular polygons but all its corners are alike, as on

solid A, -the solid'is called "semi-regular". Solid B, with two dif-

ferent kindp of corners, is not semi-regular.

On more complicated solids the sureet way to tell whether the

.
corners are all alike is to travel a circuit around a corner and notice

the order in which you meet the various sorts of ces. On solid A

14.40
that order is square-square-triangle. Calling.a sq re "4" and a tri-

angle "3", you can write 443 as a shortland,"formula or the corner".

4,

Then, if all the corners have tibe same formula*and the

regular peilygons, the solid is semi-regular.

D - The structure of solid A suggests a way of making othe

regular solids by analogy. You can think of solid A as de of a band

of three squares that form a cylinder capped at both en by eqt1ilateral

trilgles. Then you can go on to make a band of four squares c ped

by two squares, a band pf five squares capped by two regular pertagons,

ate all

r-
grro
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and so on.. In a solid madp by a band of N squares capped by two regular

N-gons, the formula for each corner is 44N. ,Jirwtice that the band of

four squares capped by squares is the familiar cube; but the others are

new solids, each.semi-regular, called the "Archimedean prisms".

- Another family of semi-regular solids will emerge when you examine

carefully the regular icosahedron (construction shown in G2 Solids Made of

Equi teral Triangles). Instead of attachini pentagonal pyramids to the

cylindrical band of ten triangles, you might cap the,cylinder with reguA.,

lar pentagons. Then you would have a solid made of ten triangles .and

two pentagons, and all its corners would be alike, with the formula

3335. Clearly, you could make bands with more or fewer triangles and

cap them with regular polygons. In a solid made of a band of 2N

triangles capped by two regular N-gons, the formula for each corner is

333N. When N is J, the solid is.the regular octahedron; but again
4

the others are new semi-regular solids,,called the "Archimedean

antipriams."

"Notice that.when you stancla "prism" (D) on one of itd caps.and

look down on it, the corners of the upper,cap are exactly above the

corners of the lower cap. When you look down an an "antiprism", however,

the corners of the upper cap are halfway between the corners of the

lower cap.

F - Still another class of semi-regular solids co into view when you
.

'examine the "truncated tetrahepron" (see Solids Made of Equilateral

Triangles). You can imagine making that solid by ch ing off the corners

of a regular tetrahedron. If you chop ed off just the right amount,

V ..... j.

G4-3
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the triangles forming the faces a theiiikahedron would become

regular hexagons. Since the holes leftat the oorners Ire shaped as

equilateral triangles, they can be covered with such triangles.- The

resulting solid semi-regular, and the formula for its corners is

366. The imagined chopping is called "truncation".

G - Clearly, the other'fOur regular solids (see G3 The Five Regular Solids)

invite similar trun.cation. The regular octahedron can be trunCated

so that itstriangular faces become regular hexagons and its corners

are replaced by pquares: qruncating the regular icosahedron to yield

hexagonal faces replaces its corners by regular pentagons. Truncating

,

the cube conver,ts.itsi square faces.into regular octagons and replaces

its corners by equilateral triangles. Similarly, truncating the regular

dodecahedroil yields a.solid composed of regular decagons and equilate

triangles./

Notce that in these chopping operations the original faces have

replaced by regular polygons with twice as many sides, and the

original corners have'been replaced,by regular polygons with as many

sides as the nuMber of faces that origi,nally met at a corner. The,

numbers of' faces on these semi-regular.salids are easily counted by

remembil-ing he numbers of faces and corners on the original regular

solids.

In order to count the nuMber of corners on these solids, notice

4 that the act of truncation has put two corners on each of the edges of

the original regular solid. Since none of the original Corners survives
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the new corners are the only corners. Thus the octahedrop, with twelve

edges, yields a truncated octahedron with twenty-four,corners.

The number of .edges on these solids will be the sum of two easily

found nwalStrs. In the first placegfa central fragment of each of the

original edges survives. In

of the sides of the polygons'

addition, there is 1 new.edge.for each

that replace the original corners. In
.

case of the truncated octahedron, the twelve original edges are

supplemented by the twenty-four edges contributed, by'the four sides of

)4
the six new squar , and hence the solid has thirty-six edges.

you chop down'the corners of these four regular solids still fur-
,20

ther, you replace their original faces by new faces of the same shape

but smaller. For exaMple you can chop the corners of a regular octa7

hedron to get,a semi-r?gular solid made of eight triangles'and six

squares'. Notice that you can also get the same solid by chopping the
of

corners of the cube further than before. Similarly, furthe'r cho#ping of

either the icosahedron orfthe dodecahedron will produce a solid made oi

twenty triangles and twelve pedtagons.

Here is a reflection- f ttLe duality relation betwen pairs of

regular solids. The members of a dual pair can both be truncated to

yield th same solid. In testimony to this relationship, these two

semi-regular solids arie called respectively the "cuboctahedron" and
I IP'

thffi "icosideodecahedron."
\

On these olis yOu can still count the faces by adding the numbers

of faces on the parenta olid. Here, however, the two

cornera produced on each edge by truncation have coal944Z-VH to form a

'single.corner, and thus the solid has,the same number of corners a

I

'J i)
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umber of edges on its parent. Since that coalescence has obliterated

the edges of the parent, the only edges.on the new solids are those cOn-

tribute(' by the sides of the new polygons. In summary the cubocta-

,1

hedron has 14 faces (6 + 8), 12 corners, adi4 edges (6'i 4).,.

The coalescence of corners just'mexi3Aoned suggests an interesting

way of looking at these two solids. The new cokners arise at the mid-

points of the obliterated edges of the parental regular solids. Thus,

the new solids can be outlined by stretching strings between the mid-

points of the edges of the parent.

I - Why stop? Chop, chop! If you contlue to hop the octahedron beyond

the cuboctahedron point, you will soon iet a truncated cube; and

finally all relics of the octahedron's faces will disappear and you

will end with a little cube. Similarly, if you truncate a cube to the

bitter eiul, you will get a little octahedron. The sequence octahedron,

truncated octahedron, cuboctahedron, truncated cube, cube, can be

traversed in'either direction by truncation. Th43 is an especially

dramatic iesult of the fact that the tube and the octahedron are dual

to each Other.

J - Truncation of.regular solids has now yielded.you seven semi-regular

solids, desOribed in P (one solid), G (four solids), and H (two solids).

Are there more? The question seems to have interested Archimedes.

found six more, closely related to these seven, but not obtainable by
1

truncation% Three of them are made of three different kinds of regular

polygons, not just two kinds. Archimedes is believed to have written a



book about all thirteen of these solids, but it has

knowledge of the ancient Greek concern with them is

great work, "The Collection". In more recent times

G4-7,

been lost, and our

largely due(to Pappus'

it has ber proved

.that these thirteen,,and the prisms and antipriams, are Ehe only pos-

!A ble convex semi-regaUr solids. 'They are diagrammed and named below.

K - TWO of these solids have an especially interesting property. Thellsnub.

cube and the snub dodecahedron can.each be made ii,, two fed-ma, which

are mirror images of each other and are not superposable. The two

forms are analogous to a right hand andikt left hand. You might say,

"They are alike, but.not the same". Indeed, perhaps you should say

that there are fifteen, rather than thirteen, of these semi-reiular

solids.

Pentagonal
Archimedean
N.prism

Pentagonal
Archimedean
antiprism
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Truncated
octahedron

Truwtated
'cube

Cuboc talledron

Truncated
thtrahearon

Trunca ed_
icosahedro.

Truncated
dodecahedron
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Small
rhoTbicIlboctahoaronI.

Great
rhombicuboctahee.ron

Smal4
mhIcosidocleca'nedron

Great
rholW.eosidodecdron

tIF
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"FAIR" AND "REGULAR" POLYHEDRON§

Professor Earle Lomon

Polyhedrons: A polyhedron is a closed three:7dimensional figure

bounded by intersecting plane surfaces. The planeisurfaces form the

faces of the polyhedron: Pairs of plane surfaces intersect straight

lines which form the edges of the polyhedron. TheSe edges bound areas

-

of the cilane surfaces which ate the faces of the polyhedrop. As the

"plane faces are bodfided by straight edges, they form polygonq. Edges

.are common to two polyglp in that the length of edges of polygons have

to match in pairs Where three pr more faces meerai a point they form

.a corner of the poilyhedton. This is also.a corner of each Of the ad-

joining faces, and a ivoint of intersaction.of three or more edges. iqual

-

number of faces and edges meet at that cfrner.

Convex Polyhedrons:

points

* convex

If the angle made by'the,twO faces at every edge

outward then the polyhedron is called convex. Every face of a

polyhedron tan be put in complete contaCt with a'large fIP sur-
,

None of the faces are tucked inside (in concaveface, such as a table.

sections). The faces only touch at their edges and do not intersect erse-

where.

Vegular Pollhedrons: If a polyhedron i

like (congruent eb) every other face,

same angle as) every other edge,

aces and edges comIng in at the

evecy

and eVery

same angle
,4

A

regular Oen every faCe ig.
_t1 0

edge is like (same length.and

corner is like. (same numbeT of

as) every other corner.
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Fair Polyhedrons: When rolling a convex polyhedron as a die it will

.eventually stop with a face in contact with the table. If the polyhe-
.

ardn is concave it may stop 9n some edges enclosing three of Tore faces

in'a Frot the point of view of d4ing this is as if there was

a face or faces covering the projecting edges (encrosingthe concavities-

in the smallest convex polyhedron).. This is equivalent to a convex poly-
,

hedron, losdibly with "loaded" weight distributions in the interior.

Consequently we will refer only to convex shapes below.

Fair Dice: Assuming that.one And only one face of.a polyhedron is

'.assigned to each player,'theli each player has an equal chance Of his

side ,comirik to rest on.thetable'lf every rce fs the same in eV_ respects

d
as any other face, (presuming the die to ballade of an entirely homo-

.

geneoustaterial). .This means more than that every face is congruent to

every,otherAface. It also means that fad& meeting:adjacent facee at T
1 I .

congruent edges do so at the same angle. It further Means thawongruent

corners of faces meet at the same typeof corner of the polyhedron. But

it does not mean that, all edges ate cohgruent r that all corner's are

alike. A face of a polyhedron

every other face must have the

Every regular polyhedrson,is

For exatple, th.

triangleir

edron can also be constructed out of faux s
I

*

three different.anglp ann"edges meeiing at ea4.-
,

may have ditferiA7 edges and corners; but

same_ iiistri.but ion 'of xdpffnd -ebrners.

Abk every fair polyhedron is regular.

,

'4t.etrahedron is made out of four equilateral

ee equal angles and edges meeting at each corner. But a

0, eme. mgles, the,

nez latter tetfe-

fair but not regular becaude not every-edge

4

ke every other
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There are aleo simple examples of fair :polyhedrons in which ciiters

as well as edges differ (but their distribution. is the same for every

face). An example is often Constructed bsy youngsters by sticking together

two regular tetrahedrons at a face of each. 'At the "equator" where the

'faces are stuck together, four triangles come to a corner. The remaining

twb eorners.at the "poles" are the normal tetrahedron three-sided corners.-

Isosceles triangles could be used. A more ctmplicated example is ehe

rhombic dodecahedron.

Partial Fair Dice: -There are also partial'fair dice which--'6* well he

used for fair games. These are polyhedrons in Which some faces are-the

same i,iall respects ad each other; but the remainder differ from the

first set (and maybe from each othereso):. An example is a.regular

.prism, in Which alr the "sides" ar&the same.but the "ends" differ from

.the sides. For instance, for a triangglar right prism the ends.are two

'congruent equilateral triangles and the three sides are rectangles. The

three receangles are.fair for three players. If the prism ever does land

'on one of its ends, then that throw is discounted and a new throw is made.

-

ExPloration and Discovery of Regular Polyhedrons: A regular polyhedro4
. 1 ,

..- .
1 ,

is/necessarily:maple out Of ';.egulak Polygons (as it has ail equal edges
y +ii ' 't

#0"---

and angles),so one may consider each regtilar polygon one at a time.

Starting with the polygon with LeWest edges, the eluilateral triangle,

one tries how many can he put t4ogether to form a corner of a.tetrahedron.

Two polygons of any type. will e stuck to ether.making.a two-dimensibnal

-

b .-4unless spacebs' a th;:
rleY.S49#'

wence eed.,Det#
i

figure
' 1r -.4. ilp a , ...., . .4 .- - .......-. ,t, .,1"

-..

triangles at a corner. When three are put together the base forms anoeher
,."
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auch equilateral triangle. Placing a h triangle over the base com-...

pletes the re ular tetrahedron ( regular polyhe4ron with the least

4tumber of facea). .

Putting four equilaterhi tilangles around a corner makes a "flatter"

corner. Make another such four-sided corner and stick them to6ther al

their bases. Around the equator four triangles came together.st each

just as atVhe--f'Oles! This is the regular octahedron.

Putting five triangles together makes a stilr flatter corner. If

/me stickftwo such together by their baseK, the corners on the equator

will have four, not five, faces around them. This would be fair but not

-regular. One coeld make a Vmilar fair figure mit of isoscples triangles.

However one can make a.girdle of ten equilateral trianglee in a row for

?*t

the equator capping it on 'each" aide by the five-sided corners mentidned

abqme: Three triangles fram,the girdle meet at a point with two triangles

from a cap, hence five-sided corners around the girdle just as at the

poles! AThis 10 the iegular icosahedron.

Well, now, Iet's put six trianglew.together at a corner. It is com-

pletely fla. henee not leading toje.Convex shape. 6 X 60° 360° The

'six triangles can be laid out on th'e table filling in ell around'the point.

If one keeps adding triangles around the ontsideirof this cluster, one can-

fill in an infinite plane.

-flat_without folding, the tr

to on

even triangles put together will not even lie

iangles in;and out. Therefore, triangles lead

qr.
.

Zr::Oiuitir polyhedrons - - tetrahedron, octahedron,,,
..n

i I beginning to be apparent that there al:e not to be

many convex regular polyhedrons.

' "41,- f
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Next, one can try the faces of the four-sided regular 'polygon, the

familiar square. Putting the minimum of three together to form a cor-

ner, one finds that two such corners.fit'together to form the familiar

cube. TT" putting four-squares together at a corner, and it is already
1i ,

flat! Five or more squares would have to fold in and out.

The next polygon is the regular pentagon. Three of them can be put
-4

.to a corner. Two such corners,will not fit together. But a bapd of six

pentagons can form an equator into which the two polar caps will fit.

This makes the dodecahedron. Four pentagons at a corner require folding.

Next try.the hexagon. Three ofthese at a corner make a flat surface,

.and more yequire folding. Three seven-sided regular polygons need fold-
,

ing. All the convIregular polyhedrons have been found! There are five.

A note on non-convex resular figures:. In non-coftex figures, some plane
surfaces-will intersect in the interior of the'polygonal surfaces as well
as at'their edges. If dnt only counts the bounding intersections as "edges"
of the polybedron, then one.can have cases; where all of these exterior
"edges" and their associated corners are the'Same. Then the figure'is called
regular, although the interior edges and corners will differ from the exte7
rior ones. A case is shown below.

V

1**
nt.

101,040440WANiu4i.pentagons'aYe.interlaced. The exterior edges
fVklioi the reguiarity of the figure.. Note that thq

ing could be.covered by 20 triangles forming a convex regular poly-
the icosahedron. For'dicing purposes only the.icosahedron counts.
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MASS PRODUCTION OF EQUILATERAL TRIANGLES AND SQUARES

'by

Louise Buckner and Frank O'Brien

Equilateral Triangles

Equipment:

1. Palier cutter

2. Tagboard cut in pieces no lodger than cutter blade length

3. Three "C" clamps

4. One 300-600 plastic triangle

5. Straight edge

Procedure:

l. Deterini's the desirerlength of side, in this case 2".

'2. Cut Strips of tagboard 2" wide.

G6-1

j. .Clamp straight'edge to cutter board according to sketch page 32.

4. Place a tagboard grip along the straight edge.

5. 'Pull cutter blade down; discard the first piece of tagboard.cut.

6. Flip taggoard strip over and cut again (see sketch).

7. Repeat the,above prooisa flipping the tagboard over before each

cut until strip is used up. This could be called a flip-flop

procedure.

.40

1
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Squares

Equipment:

1. Paper cutter

2. Two "C" clamps

3. One 2" x 4" x 4" wood block for stop
I.

G6-3

4. Tagboard cut in pieces np longer than length of paper cutter blade

5. Yardstick
f

Proaedure:.

1. Determine the desired length Of side, in this case 2".

2. Clamp wood stop to cutter board or table accqrding to sketch page 34.

3. Place pieces of'tagboard on cutter board against stop and cut 2"
-wide strips.

4. Place long edge of tagboard Snugly against the straight edge on
10 paper cutter (see sketch) and"simultaneously place short edge of

tagboard snugly against the.stop and slice.off 2" x 2" shapes.

5. Continue cutting procedure until strip is used up.

2 9

Nib
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A VOTING PROCEDURE COMPARI THAT MAY ARISE IN USMES ACTIVITIES

by

Earle L. Lomon
1.

Voting is used to make group decisions. There are in many cases a

variety of voting procedures Oat seem wsonable but,can lead to different

decisions. When this is the case a group may wish to investigate the diff-

erent possibilities.to fin4 out which voting procedu're leads to the decision

4 '-

that, will most siOsfyae members of the group. A method for rating group

satisfaction is outlined on page 6. The voting procedure with the highest

.satisfaction rating will probably be accepted as the fairest.

Itt this paper we describe a situation which may arise often in USMES

units:

After investigating several ways of handling a problem

such ai:v.a lunchline arrangement, a school Crossing, a

N
`bus sChedule,fetc.'a_group needs to decide which alterL

native'it will recommend to thb principal, parents, tawn

lr-

government, etc.. AlthOu h. theylave found out mapy facts,

they must still make'a lue judgment. One way may be

more conVenient but also more expensive.

tiit us assume that there are at least three waya that ave enou h good fea7

tures so that someone in.the group prefers it. In act the 3i"mrtssion below

GD2 -1

will apply to any situation where a.group must decide between more than two

alternaties.

'If they take a vote as to which alternative is the favorite the plurality*

may go to the.case which is strongly disliked by the majority. The number of

atrongly dissatisfA4ed people may bev.greater than for another choice. A cliff-
.,

erent voting pro*ure would be to vote for elimination for one alternative,

* A number of votes greater than the number cast fdr any other option but less
lithan half the total votes cast.
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ti.

A

then another, and so on until only, one is left. This will lead to a compromise

choice, often with more.overall satisfaction. A detriled analysis of the two

iv-procedures will be made ew for a partiCuly case. There aye other ways of

.--

N

voting, such as separating the alternatives into two sets and then voting to
4

Jdetermine the favorite set. Then subdividing the winning set into two sets,

,and so on. q In some Classes that may be suggested And the children wilY want

to investigate the effectiveness of such procedures.

An example:

Preferende Assumptione

For the salse of definiteness, we assume that the group has been working

on the Pedestrian Crossing unit. The reader will have no difficulty in

imagining parallel circumstances in other units.

Suppose that a class doing the PedestriEyro ing unit has (lane its

inveuigation and is now deciding to recommend one of the following to the

town traffic department:
40
A. Build an overhead crosswalk.

B. Put a police officer on duty.

C. Install a walk light.

D. .Paint white stripes to mark a crossing and install a stop sign.

E. Mark the crossing with a caution sign'only.

F. fo nofhing.

[A,B,C,D,E,F represent the set of outcomes.]

To go further with a specific example we must now specify the preferences

of the group of children; ot only their first preference, but their second,
,

third, etc. For those whose first preference is not extreme, we may assume

2 ;',3



that the order of the(r ireterences is for their nearest neighbor's, etc.

However, among their nearest neighbors, they have a choice and they can

either be I;right leaning")or "left leaning". There re, those who like A

best probably will, avea"preference order" (ABCDEF). Those who like

F best have a "pref rence order" (FE D C B A) , while those who like D best

havea"preference order" of either (DECFB, )* or (DCEBFA). The

set of preference orders of a group,ogether with the voting procedure jr

chosen, determines the outcome.

Now, of course, many individuals may have a-different preference order'

than those assumed.above. That will in no way hinder the class from evalu-

ating vot4lng cedures by ffie same metfiod used below. If their pieference

orders are very different from the assumed case it may evw change the result

as to the most acceptable voting sy However, changes atraat voting
%

preference order will be similar enough to the above to validate the same

voting procedu;e.

Further for the sake of explicitness, we will assume a certain distri-

bution of first preferences in the group of twenty-five children involved.

As thg class had uncovered evidence of at least some danger at the crossing,

, it will be assumed that none vote for F and cinly three for E. With varying

opinions about how much money should be spent versus how much .care and wait-

'

ing should be expected of the pedestrian, we find the vote totals as follows:'

Votes for: Recommendation
sonar

7 A (overhead crosswalk)

. 5 B (police officer)

5 C' (walk light)

5 D (painted crosswalk + stop sign,
3 E (caution sign)

0, F (do nothing)



A is by fart.hp most.expensive and 'in this case the amount of pedestrian

and au mobiletraffic Can be ade4uate4handledby the other means. tiever-

it is not uniiiyely.that a substantial_number of the class, eyen a

,
plurality, will be itrone to chgoX the' most draffia ic solution.. Becatse yf

the vaiiety of choices of albughly equal-worth (B C,D), the minority voting

foF the less-thonghtful choite (A). are'a pluralitY! What will be Tle outcome.

of voting gnd the groap'sliverall."satisfactiOn with that voting?

4. The Vote

First, let us checkithe outcome for the two different voting procedures...

In the first procedure, dach.one votes for his favorite choice. A geti seven

.
votes and wins 4y the.plurality rule. A is the.outcbme Of the first procedure: .

1.

qn,the secondolrotednrethe class.decideS tp -eliminate onspbsSi6ility

at, a time 'by each 'persoll voting,against the ch ce he likes lease. In the

- first roun4 the seven pel:sions preferring choice A, the .fixe B preferrers,and

the Ave C preferrers will,all vote ag-ainst_F, the. opt distant Choice from

all of,them. 'The iiVi.D.preferrers and the thre:gpree,rressll vote agSins. 4

A: Therefore,

,

.

the vote totals are as 'follows:1

Votes wink: Recommendation
'

8 A: (overhead crosswalk')

17 F (do4othilig)
,

F is elimfdatede A, 13,-C.), E
'A

Y4. In die next round the seven A and five.B preferrers vote against E:

'yfille',theAthree E'and.five D, prefcrers vote again

'
likely4to be sprit aiafnst A and E 'But eveh if fhey give three votes

. .

ainst A and only two vote.4 st F, ItheInte will.be,as follows:

\'
-

lt7 The flYe,C preferrers
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0

.
Votes against:

11

14 .

E is eliminated. A, B, C, D remain.

mme dation

A ( ethead.trosswalk)
E ( tion sign)

In the next roynd the three E, the-five D and the five C.preferrers

'will all vote against A, the furthest remaining choice. The seven A and the

five.B preferrers will vote against D.

Votes against: Recommendation

11 A (overhead crOsTealk)
12 p (painted crosswalk + stop sign)

A Is eliminated! B,,C, D remain.

In
-

the five D and three E 'preferrers vote against B. The.five C preferrers will

the next round'the seven A and five B preferrers vote a(a7inst D, while

split their vote. Even ifthey put three of their votes agitinseTh and only

t
two akainst D, the totals will be:

- Votes against:

11

14

D is eliminated. B, C remaine

FPN.

Rgcommendation

B (po14ice officgr)
ID'(paipted crosswalk'+ stop sign)

1

In the final round, the swen A and five B preferrers wili vote against

4. -
but the five C and five D and three E preferrers will vote against B.

. ,

ir
*

B is eliminated.

(r.

#

Votes againSt:-

In deciding whial

childrer may decldeto

/

13

12'

Recommendation'

1 sito

B Cpolice ofticer
,e

the victor of the secbnd vating Procedure.

. .Saisfaction Rating

voting procedure-esatisfies the class most,'the

.
., .

,

each give a voting a rating Clf five points

lk ,.
w

r
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t

if its outtd*e is that child's favorite choice, four point's if it'leads.

a second favorite choice, three points for the third favorite choice, two

points for the fourth favorite, one point for the fifth favorite, and.no

pointaIok the least favorite. 'What will be'the total point score for each.
. .. .

-L. .

voting proceduiei .
.

10 the fikst procedure the outeomé is A, so-the A preferrers Will each
a

give the prOcedure a rating of five. Three-of theB preferrers will.give

the A outcome afour,rating, and twn will give it a three rating. Converaely,

twp of the C preferrers will give a two rating and three a one rating. The 0

-

and E preferrers wilqteach give the choice of A a zero rating. The total

satisfaction rating for A is:

A preferrers: '17 x 5 = 35

B preferrers: 3 x 4 = 12

.. 2 x 3 6

C preferrers. 2 x 2 '0 44
,

3 x 1 im 3

D preferrers: 0

E preferrers: , 0
60

In the second procedure the outcome is C. The A preferrers givethig

outcovik a rating of' three. The' B preferrers give it a rating of four or three.

The C preferrers rate it five, of course. The D preferrers rate ft four or.

three and the. E. 13,efetrera.rate it two. The total s4tivfaction rating'for C is:

44
1

-

A veMerers: 7 x 3

.8 pyeTerrerp: - 2 x '4

3 x 3 =

A

21

8

9

C preferrers: 5 x 25

D preferrers: 2 x 4 = 8

3 x 3 = 9

preferrers : 2 x 3 = 6

The second voting procedure leads to neav1y.50% more

the Iirst prbceduref.

or%

b

action than

.1

4r

. 4



Some Remarks on Content
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The social Otience content of the above type of activity is very sttong.

Fair, satisfying voting procedures are the essence of stable democracy. The

very act that outcomes can change with the choice,of different procedures

will surprise many students, but is usedby every leader and politician to make

it more likely that his view will prevail. The critefia for the "best" pro-

cedures-involve basic value questions of humanity, fairness, and stability. .

The procTsses of considering different ossibilities, making sets of

6,v,"°

hypotheses trying different procedures and evaluating results,are all involved.

This is a good example of the scientific process, at work.

In .terms of mathematics there is of course, multiplication., addition, and

\

'comparison. There is also 'ap important,amount of logical 'oidering and sydtem-

atiC organization of the type that is stifle heart of'much creative mathematics.

tit particular voting analysis provides a real use of the nomenclature, methods,

and ideas' of set, theory..

,

The first timeothe stildents compare voting procedures and discuss voting

models it is not a good idea to 'encumber the straightforward examinaion.with
4.

... .

the definitions and general concepts of set theory. Some of the languagd may
. .

.
.

.

.1
. ,

dbme in' in a ndtural way. But if the students; go pu to consicOr a large,yar-.
. .

iety 9f toting procedures on severaf issues, they may fin& it Irelevelit ,to formu-

late the general aspects. This will bring theminto &intact with'sets jnd4t1eir
%

* F. I

,

properties in meaningful'w4.
.

. , A; e 8 AI.

In an intensive survey of Voting methods and results, it. wi l be helpful
,

to be expi about:;

IC
the set of passible outcameA%

(

2. the se ossible.piefrence orders,

2\\' e

ft
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3. the subset of preference orders likely to be followed by

the voters*,

4.. the set of voting procedures to be studied (which may be

divided4Meo.classes such as those which depend on plur-

alitiesp or those.in which only one vote is taken --4tc.),

5. the set of outcomes obtained by the various vot g pro-

cedures using the stated preferences.

The voting procedure oonsidered may become quite complex, including

successive subdivisions of the set of outcomes, or the use of amendment

procedure. Other xechnical papers will Iddress those topics.

4 .

4 p

a

* Or a probabili

f 7Pr'\ .

y:distributi

44

A
of such,subsets

I.

P
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NOTES ON THE USE OF HISTOGRAMS

FOR PEDESTRIAN CROSSING PROBLEMS

by

ProftWercy Pierre and Prof. Donald Coleman

k \

Two importiant kinds of-data for a pedestrian croasing a e the time it

`IN

.10.°1 iakes a studOt.to cross and.the time between the passage of two consecutive

cars. If. the time between the passage of two consecutive ks large enough

compared to the time\it takes a person to cross, then the in,rsection is

If safe". The crucial uncertainty in 'the last statement is what do we mean by

large enough. The use of histograms is one mealls of claling with this
-

question.

ConAider ihe following experlment ae an a6tual intèrsection. Using-a

stopwatch, measure and record the Actual times it takes many different

people tel go from one side of the street to the other. ese nu4ers are

1

cailedwcrosstlpg times.

0

fi

may be recorded as fol oft:

Cross* Times

1st perspn 3 sec.'

2nd person 4 sec.

3rd. person 1 sec.

4th pAsortr4
.

In order to conserve.space, an alternat

3, 4j4,6,4, 7, '5,. 4

.

4, 5, 2, 1, 3,

1, 9,2, 3,'5, 6, 4 5, 7, 2 secqnds,

way of listing

4, 34.

WO Vi

4. 0 dot:

"st

t

og
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..,

We also& data on the tlmes between the passage of cars.. On way of.

doing th-is is for othe timer to sfart his stop watal when the first car passes.

-
,

When tht secondcar'passes he calls ouNhe time Snd continues to call out .the

f. 4. '

rimes of each sqcceeding car until the experimedis ended.

The raw data would look like:

1st car 0 min. 0 sec..

2nd car -0 rain. 6 sec.

3rd car 0 min. 7 sec.,

9
4th car 0 min. al sec,'
5th car 0 min. 16 sec.

..

140,car 1 min. 3 sec.

. . .

7 . , .

. i .

.

The Op tinies are the times between cars. TheY are obtained frain the previous_

data as:

1st 2nd 'car

2nd id 3rd car

3rd & 4th car

6 sec.
1 sec.

3 sec.

In order to conperVe space we list the gap times as follows:

5, 7, 6 1, 5, 6, 4, g, 5, 9, 8, 9, 8, j, 7, 2 54 4, 7,

i 7 6, 8,, 6, 2, 5, 6 6 , sec'onds

-01

,

I 1,

4. ir

6, l', 3 3, 6, 4,

2, 7, 4, 6, 4, 7, 5

NI

1
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A third graph is drawn in which the two histograms are shown on the sate sheet.

(See Fii 3) It is clear from just looking at the data that the gap times are

frequently large while the crossing times are frequently sm'all. 11 data was

min

-collected at some other inter ctions you may find that' the gap times are more

frequently smaller than crossing times.

Another more mathematical way Of comparing the iwo sets of data i$ to

4

cOmilute the means of the two Setp of data and compare. We can also cotpare the

medians or the modes. Such comparfsons will give us's6me feel for th situation

but it may not be enough. Even if the mean gep time is larger than the mean

Fig.

a

IS"

Combined Histograms

ill11111111111121111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111

11111111111111111 11111

111111111111111111

Time (seconds).

The dark columns are croSsinvt-ftes.
The.light.columns are gap tillhs.
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crossing time, some sl w people will still have difficulty crossing, and.even

if the mean gap times ar smaller than the mean crossing time, some fast

people i1i still manage- t.o cross. order to do more precLise comparisons

we can use the cumulative distributidn diagram Fi . 4. Note that 85% of the-

chil\aren have crossing times of less than 5 sec. This mehns that gap times

of 5 sec. or More will allow 85% of the children to cross.

If one looked at the histogram (Fiip..1), one would see that onry 30 of

the 44 gap times are 5 sec: or larger. This means that for 85% of the'people

only 70% of the gaps.are large enough. This last statement is as precise as

one would want to get.

In summary, we would say that a safe intéisection can be defined in many

different ways. Most reasonable ways will compare the to sets oOdata on

#

gap times and crossing times. ,An appropriate measure of comparison is to

a large extent arbitrary.

Fig. 4

.40 ,

0
- # of

children

Cumulative 'Distribution

Crossitig Tine

!IMMIIMEMMENAMIMMINIIIII
1111111111111111111111111.117.a11111111111111111
ihIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIriiidIIIIIIIIIIIIRMI
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

.to 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1

NIMIIIIffiiiillIllIllNMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
/0 .26-% 1111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111U111tin c ildren taking 11111111111111111111111

, ill P exactly
seconds .

i 1

Time (second )

Note hat A4 of the children (85%) ha've a crossing time o 5 sec. of less.
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---ghTES. ON DATA HANDLINa

by r'\

D . Percy'Pierre

v
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Suppose we take 50 pieces of data each on the time it takes children

* to cross the street and the time of the gaps betwen cars.

For example:

7, 8,

Crossing times (sec.)

9, 10, 4, 9, 6, .8, 6, 6, 8, 3, 9, 6, 8, 1Q, 3, 5, 2, 10, 7,

10, 7 4, 8,8, 6 7, 3, 10, 9, 8, 10, 12, 4, 4, 8, 8,

7

Ole way of usual y presenting the, data is with the histogram.

8, 8, 9,

8, '8,

4

Number of
students
crossing in
the stated ,
time

-4-

ihe heiglit\iof-tbe bar 47Y-

4is-equal to the number -

,of children'taking
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14.

13

1214-

11

10

.Number of 9-
.gaps of 016,

stated
duratiOn -7

d-

Number of gaps a ta sec .

-
MO.

- Ammon

9 10 11 12.13 4 15 t7 -11.-8 19 /0 h 1:2 23 24
A

-
-.-

tiMes (sec.)

You might compute average crossing time and avera,ge gap time. If

the average gap time is much bigger than the average crossing time, ,the

intersection would seem to be safe. Otherwise it is not.
#4.

Instead.of coMpar.iug averages, you may want to compare mediall, The

medianeUrnr-roup of-numbers is a nubber (in the above caqe the number of

seconds) sueh that hal,U'of-all the events entered in the histogram are a

number (time) less than or eAual to it and half are greater than or equal

to it. If the group has 5,1 events, then the'26th biggest number is the

median. if the groUp'has 50 events, then we usually take the 26th number

as the median. Very often the 25th and 26.th number will be the same.

The medians of the above two sets of data are seconds and 2 rconds

respectively.

k
0

40.

4
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J. a

In order to discuss a safe gap in traffic, there is another way of

presenting ece data in graphical form. It is called the Cumulative distri-

bution graph. Cumulative graphs show:

1. The-range of values of the observations along the hor zontal scale.

/.( The value 0 to the total number of samples .(children) observed along
the vertical scale.

3. A height above each value corresponding to the total mumber of samples
observed less than or equal to the value shown on the hqrizontal
scale.

4. Lines drawn "over and up" showing the increment at each step.

(The children can Iind the cumulative values by starting at the,smallest
value and drawing the increment lines at each successive value,)4

100%

8

4-1

Et)

(13

bo
_ ....-.

50%
415

Et)

0

'4J

1-4

-

41.4

3

/5

, .

1

;

S I 1

1

4

.

1

t

a a

.,

4.

a .

I. ,

.
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taking

, ,

.

.

of

8

children
-sec. -

.

_

.

!

4,

,

rp

,

.
,

,

.

,

i
.

.

,
.

.
4

1
4

.

.

..

<
I

Note,that

3 6 7

80% (40) of the children would

L*1

-4:1-

cross in 9. sqc.

A

or less.
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A questioAP which the children might discuss:

What is a safe gap?

a. A gap long enough for all of .the children to

**cross (12 sec.)

b. A gap long enough for 80% of the children,to

cross (9 sec.) .

c. A gap twice as long as it takes the average

child to cross.(16 sec.)

S.
,

%

w

1

A

oe-

hit

ft

,s11.

4',

A

.r

1
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usiNG GRAPHS 10 UNDERSTAND DATA

by

Earle Lomon
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'The eye is very fast at see'ing rtlationships and trends in a geomAric

form.' It can often pick out features, long before the brain can pick them

out by sorting through a list of numbers. For instance, look for about
41 .

.., ,

30 seconds at tt!e f9llowing taNle of.numbers representing the New York'
k 40

Times weekly closing index over t year (1971): 478, '491, 499, 503,.512', 518,
s..

507, 508, 518-,-517, 526, 516, 522; 533, 545, 553,

545, 541, 527, 519, 525, 531, lib, 51.8,.504, 498,

560, 542, 544% 546, 535, 512, 508, 512, 499, 489,

552. .

a

551 548 549 539, 532,

505, 541, 557, 5§2, 563,

491, 523, 525,:541, 552,

, s
,

What can you say about the movement pe.the\stock marWvt in Chat year,?
?

,

v.
Op t other hand, look:at the same data wit

, '

g oiganized in the middle

4

,-.

Allik

.
paBIT the graph.in Figure 1. Note-that the stiall horizontal linei resI. . .._ . .

... 4
# prpsent, the. data On Closing _prices.

s -N
.

.
. .

NeN.A7 York'Tirhes Weekly Combitiid Averages4

MI 11111111111111 Enrillre°
I PiricA

Lium.:;1
=fig 11111111111111111111111PMW- 1111111111111111=11131Pdair

MIMEMIMI
1111111111111

Emmerimpumadmin
IIIMSNMPPPtiajikllIllraillsw

imixoporrsgoortes-immoor
ammmirmig-annarip lititamoripmasammiusem52°

,fiimommusimminunnimmour
aimme ...imparainiummommmommurs°ammo
1111111PELIM

iiivallIMINERMINIMMINOMMEMMI'6d
ION= 1111111111111111111111111111111111"

t17436111111 1.11111111111111111111111111A1111111111
1110110111111111 111111111111 11111111111111011 4'
1111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1970 MN= 1971 1111110111111111111111 '16 2 11111111111111:
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a
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In a few seconds one can draw, free

s"ome simple c4lculations) a lingi(

throughout the year, and two safte
4

fhe range of fluctuations from the

4.11M

-hand. (its can be 4one more preoisely by
.

line B) representinkthe general trend

lite lines (14 es A Wd C) rePresentin

central tren; We eap ssy quickly tha

,the stock in/ dex rose about 70 points in 52I.Teeks, or abott 1 1/3 points
. ,

..

per wdek on the average. We can see-immediately that the fluctuations
. i

. ,
.

were about 60, points, considerably larger than thp.average weekly rise.
, .

Both these abservations, made in a few setonds, can be of tremendobs help

to the,investor. It shows him that)altirough the may,ket may be'rising, the

fluctuations are much bigger than the.rising,trend per-week. Thus,

. / ,
,

f

'.
may have to keep' his money invested in a sample-of/stocks over a perfod of

..

,

,...1

4 year Or mSre lweore the rising. trend Is'likelY to pay,off? On the other'
. ,

A

hand, if his stocks make an up-wing as big as 30 points'in one week, he

may .be just as well'off to sell-then &is the trend may ehange and never

brttg him higher. Notice by the way ehat the average trend and fluctuation&

are pretty much the same in the shown portions of 1970 and 1972, as in 1971.

''.What is it in the structure of the graph which makes the result so

graphir? Why are the infereLes from the gl-aph useful? The main object

,1n graphing is ta represent numerical relationships as vometrical re4ation-

, .

sfiips. In this case, the vertical distance represents the amouht the New
a ''...

..-

c

York Times index exceeds 340 point's, while the h izontal diptance repre-
. .

sents the numbet of months from the beginning of May 1970. As one goes

it. epresepts an increasing index (i.e. the ordei of the positions upward

N

is significant) AS-equal Jumps up represent equEh increases in the ndex

'(i.e. there is a constant seale). Similarly the molths are marked ipA)kder

byithe.same

a graph have'a

along the,horizontal axis, etacii manth\being represented

Ii is not aiwaysnecgssary.that both directIons in

. r
. numerical significance or a meaningful order. FOr instance, one may be.

.
. .. '

,[ \\..

, graphing heights ot studeni's in class. 'A bar graph may Ue *le with the

, . *
It -

1
4 . 0 ,

k
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horizontal axis being.orynortionarto the height, but wiith the student's

arranged arbitrarily on the veitl.cal axis. Even if they were arranged

alphabetfcaily, the vertical distribution Would probably have no stgnifi-.

cance, as.no.one expActs any correlation between initials and height.

hedhts vs. names.

In one USMES cjass the chtldren constrdcted the graph-(Fig. 2) 9f

ME op'
STUDENT

viap

.
40

gly

6.tfr_th _ctmr*.
1.

.1 Figure 2

On the Other hand, it may be informatve to arrange the stud,nts

tally by age. Is there a noticeible trend fOwards increased height with

age? Ifso, about how many Inehes per year? We are unable to-presenr-an '

e.

-

4

Liustrative grapfilbecause'no data has been received which gives us infor-

%

mation about heights vs. ages in. years monthl,and days. Tfie growtb in

0

inches per year can be inferred by drawing a line, similar to line B in

Fig. 1, on the graph of height vs. age. When a meaningful quantitative

order is used on both axes, more information can ,be gained.

The same datp can be grephed in_zpre than one way to 4;btain in,formatiOn

od different,thIngs. The fieights of all the girls cobld be graphed,start-

(

,.
C.
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ing from the lefi, and thg heights Of all,the boys after that to the%,right.

This would at a glanceindi.Qate if the girls or boys teilded to be taller.

Fi$. 3 shows. a graph ote?students' heights with girls put first'(on4
,

the left) on the horizOhtal axisooleth boysfollowing. The students' names
\, .

are ranked by height gut not age.

1

0.

'

ys)

43
4 41 . '

t-4 X r-4 '
r--4 r-1 'ti W

. 4) ni Cli g gt

0 r9 15 ,f4
Id

t.)
Z .1'. A 4) ni 0 w. >1 z

t Students

'. itgiel n
m 0

, w .0 w w
to 00 60, >-, 4.) w ..,-; 00

I.{ I.-I .71 1-1 41...I 1.-4 t11 r-4 00 r .i.
41) 4S1 0 . 03 l''4 0 4-1 ,Nd ri Z

5

I.

o
$4 ,- U 1.-1 mi. . -0-4 o

0-) C,...) L..7 U pa cra 00c X

(1
sh

in Second'drade Class

figure 3 .

If in the'same gr'aph the girls were puf in order Of..age', arid then

the oy/s in order of their'age, one might get the average'growth 4ate of
- ,

each sex.. If the difference of slope was'large -enough, one wouldbe able

A

tO tell if toys or gilrls of that 'grade level were.growing faster. The

difference§ in heigylt and growth between boys and girls vould stand out even

betlbr if their heights wee overlayed on the sate age axis (set paper, %

"Repieae everal Sets of Data on.One Graph.".)

0 ...

4
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The New York Times' graph illustTates other features of imPorfance in,

designing easilx d and-Understood graphs. Awing these., fhe chotceaoft
7

4

vertical and haorizontal la...cale" is-one Lf the most rudi*ntary and gaerally.

needed'. ,By "-scale" is meant elleminerval size Per nugber. It is,,generat*.-
--,,

1 V

determined by.the range of ,to be supplied 'and,.*thd slze available for #

"44

the graph.

a

In this case,.ihb financial -editor wished to display more.than

two years of.prices_250, with all,the other fhings ick,9 wanted to.get

page, decided he tould only-give'Ifla three-column spread. In the. appr6xi-
,

1, ..

matekr 8 inches a,a4.1.0.1e'he wanted to markoff:2 months, so that he had (..:

just a little over 1/4"'per month and tdade vertical lineiaccordingly. /he
, f ; :''. t 4

data is further subdivided ito 'oreeks-but'..the a'ye dan easily;40106ouf
, : '":-., i .N. -. '1

.

.,
J ;;-.

.4-.

whether a mark is the first, second, third, fbu h or fifth bet4eenvert,lc
r,- 1

-..-

.
,

, 11.1404.

,.

'The

on the

vertical scal\ e wvis chosen to sprdea' all of ihe prices in.aiose .

years over the miximum vertical space he could affoLd, approximately five

inches. Thellowest number he neecred tO plot ida 356, apd the hiihest was
. ..

e

629, or a spreadoof 273. He wanted to.distribute this spread over ipproxi-
.

mately 1.5 intervals of.a little more than 1/4" nach. thatite could gbt,.it into

. c., 4 r

the 5' Although 1.71. 18, it is much easier for people e6 -vi6ualize parts
. ,

15 t ,

of 20; so each horizontal line was 'chosen to mark off a 20c interval. The

ac;west line on the,graph stands for Itrac and the highest fOr 6,44. If he

there would have been a. great deal of. blank space in

data we are interested in would be crowded,into les

had started with p
A'

his' graph and the

the upper half of the graph. This would maiee it considerably tarder t'o read'

and tnterpret at a ;41.ance. On the otherhand, the reader mustt te that

the ti?cille does not stai=i at zero.. Otherwise, he would geCthe erroneous\
,

of a very large rise in price. So elax.ity of presentation_so
,

imprdssion
% .

times involves the isk of4misreading by siOmeone who is unaware that graphs

do not'always stalt at 'zero.

%
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a '

71- sa..

4

There are times when.including the zero'helps in understanding even

.if the afita begins con§i.derably higher.' For instance, if a.graph is being

, , ...

made7 of the ...speed. a model car ,gbes. int ,tbe flat yersus t ght of the
,.

it has rolle-d down' (see paper "Some Considtrations op Ow Cul;_atur
t la

of 'an Exit or Entrance Road" Manual), one mtly get something like:

_

A; f
Thee 4 S.6olt;x0y spie;dth because of the errors'made in, this rathdr

.
4alit in Feet

Figure

,. -

difficult meSsurement'; But one wouici 'lake. ib be ab le to 'xtrapolate
.

' . 'i..- ,..i -

the, curve to larger and-pmallTr hills. It looks lake the curve May be

going towards zero speed for zero height.- lntuition ean be use
4

'ass

it does and make a smooth rctirve (asshown) going through,iero.1 Not only
.

does this help extend the.curve down'to Tmailer heights; bdt because it

.11

a

4.4

makes it quite'evi4ent that the curve isn't sfraight, but'is bending over,

it also helps make 'a senSible extensibn tb relater heights. Actu;lly be-

,
csuse -of friction, the car will stop rolling befpre the hill goes away

,

altogethei,.. he dotted line represents' that Nhavior. But in eibher case,'k
i

,, ,_,

\
i
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the meaning of the curve is.claridd by noticing where -the "zero spern

zere height" point,, is, racated.

We retuin once again to the liew fork Times pricp index graph taem-

1

,
phasTze anothp), important aspect of 'manY graphs - tbey often compile much

1 ' .
a

data into single poinEs, rather than displaying every sepayate datum. This

..

often prairides a ,summing u0 or averaging which&vould be hareto see it al
. .

.. .

iiraighlrelpresent,ation of the raw data. .E.ach little horlzontal biarin the
. . - .

. .
--. .

A

,

New.York 'Ties graph is anaveragv Of uod'ok day (closing), price index ever
,

1

&the'week. Each- day's closing p ice index&is itself.ah auerage'over the

1

closing price*O-many stocks. The weekly average of the closing price'

index,-gives pebple an idea of -how the stock market'is going,.removing the

'confusion of changes from Monday to Friaair due-to opet4. ng and closing of

the stock market, dairy news,events, or tlie fort'unes or misfortunes of

a particular cd4any. Of course, each dayls closing pAce index of indiv-

idual stocks can be relevant for someone "playing the Market" daily, or

4

looking for a single tnvestmentfthat may give unusually high profits. But
..11%

far the(long-range invesior, or Rpmeone assessing how melyhe economy is

44
erages of many stocks is

more usetki. I

doing, the New York TimeR graph shawing

There are inany, familiar cases in USNES units in which the.compinx-o

dataNiS important but oftekn is ndt aCcomplished j'y the students. In

.displaying the results of a questionnaire, making a bar graph of "yesV,

"no", or "no answer" v'erpus each respondeut is not very mush more revealing

than-the list from which the graph is made (see Fig..5).
t

no
.a4swer

yes

'V

, - IS
i

'
A. "4/k1

4
A-

.11,"1,
0

g
A

e

1 I

1-A 3 y s .9 40 w "lv /s
.Quefitionnai ref Nutnber

4
Figure> 5 1

'

4.

a
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However, collecting the number of "yes". votes for each question an
A

;
-plotting that number Vtrtically, vers'us the quesLon.horizontally will

6
reveal immedkately .which questions elecited an, unusuallY strong positive

,

orfaegative reaction; 1The number pf and no.answer",responses for

iach'questlon may be plotted on the
1
other graphs. Or the ratio of 'yes"

._

,,

-
to no,,_. an

,
swers may-be plotSsted. ,

%i
. t

.The data from the class which representied the resdlta of their,ques-
:

Lmanaire as ih Fig.5 is complled to show the nuriber of "Y ang ers

for tacb question (See'Fig.. 6).

4.

12

it

t

4
4 P4

8

43-

Number of ,Quektion'

Figure, 6

/ Another common USMES example 'Irises in repeated obseryations,-such as
1 , , . 'i % . .

tossi!ng a die or a coin'over and oVer Again, In measuring so7meth1ng,several
16

-
times to...check on.accurAcy,.or in taking alongteries of gap .tites'in,

;
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v
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/
.

N .

traffic. Merely_making a.graph of the nuilphr7t heads.out o4 ten toSses
dt

--)
.

t

asurement,
.

. 7 .

or the-gap t'ime bttween each spcgegsive pair of cars) Will enable the eye
. .

. . .

I)-to get a rough ea af the range'of results and.howit fluctuates. However,
,

a. frequency h4)to8ram.willitell much. more. , For example, one may compille

a nd then graph the number of times that out of ten tossa§ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
0

.5, 6 7,80, or 10 heads come up (or the number of times the measure-
.

1
ment was between 45"-46", or-46"-47", etc. or the number af,gdp times afk-',.

. t N

r, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 seconds).

f
Fig. 7 shows a histbgram. constructad by .children of,the numbe

.... - 0

-,

children crailsing in a stated ength of time. Fig, 8 shoWs the results of
. . .

. . .
-

tossins a penny in samples bf 0 tosses. Such graphs quickly enable pne to
1

, .

'. . .
..

.
. .

read off the mode and median of the distributors which measure !the prbbab-

. lo'ility of the event,, and the-range which shows the st'atistical variation

k

involved. More than that, it shows' learly the odds of any particulaT

,

er of heads showing.up (or the likelitwod of the time meisprement being'

, .

a'given amount from the median.(4r of a gap time of Any desirable amount

appearing).

CONTRIOLLD iN 11,SCTiONI A1 SPRLNC 110/.

AN1) tisiE HMPSfllrE VE.
;

a

A, .3 P- SI 6
\N

Crossing Time,ip/Seconds

Pigurr 7

W. I
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Nutber
of
§anples
with
Stated
Result

^-
(

X X X
X----x )e
)00( .

s XXXXXX
. +X )(XXX*ft

.

3 X .k>c XXXX-
.? XX X *X X X
/ )(X X )(XXX

.iMedian

A

-.Number of "He ds" in Samples of ten tosses

Fiiure 8

S.

5 Heads

.\- ,3

-In USMES logs You will fin4many examples.of childreft making more and
f

mord us ful versions of graphs of their data. "Lold will alAo gee some

exatples of-Children switching froift one set of data to another without'

making much progress in the undersbanding or pregentation of such-data.

They,do not get thEf full beneflt of thier observ*ions. Those who crit-
.

lically e;camine:the graphs .Ana reorganize them to advantage are-rewarded-

by the value of the graphsiin forming.their recommendatiand convincing

others.

b.

fa.
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REPRESENTIN'G SEVERAL SETS

OF DATA ON ONE dRAPH

by

Betty Beck

GR47.1.

AI-the children colThct many'sets of.data in USMES classes, occasions

c:
/arise When it is us-eful to repre!sent mote, tepan one set.4)f data on'a graphy?,

.

Fox example, in the Lunch Lines.Unit, the Childrtn tay have data Collected.
e

r 4
.on different dpys of the week on the numkier of children fram the 'different

g
0

-grade* eating lunch In tfie Pedestrian Crossings Unit, they may have col-

leCted data on the.chi4ren's crossing times t,or several streets. They'

4'
may wind magnets with differe t size wire and different lengths of the.

saw wire for the ElectromagneeDevice Design Unit., Or, for the Consumer

itesearch Untt., they may have tested ohe bpttery lift of several different

brands of batterIes.

One way of representing two sets of data 6n one graph is to construct

a bar graph with adjacent columns reptesenting the two setS. The graph in'

Figureal was constructed,by children in_ Pamela Fazzini's Lunch Lines. class.

. ,

The &nil:6 in1Fig.1 shows two sets of data; e clerk's count of mIlk sold

r-each day, and the Children's cotint of the same .thii. The data as sho4Tri

5.;

on adjacenhecolumms can be compared quite easil

graph-form is used ._..9,--fepresept additional se

However, wtien the b ar

f data, the results can

become "'quite difficult kbanalyze. The graph in Figs 2 shows three sets
-

of data: The teacher's count he clerk's -count-and the children's,

cyunt of the number of lunches to be served on each' day.
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Clerk Count
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DATES TN FEBRUARY /

Figure 1
ii
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I.

4.

,

'bath of..th4 aLov6 graphs could have been drawn as line iraPhs insiread .

.
. .

.

of bar graphs; The lines connect the tops Of the solumns. See Fig. 3 for
, ..

anline graph of Ihe th4Ez sets of 'data on lunch counts.

;- 4- !
,. ,

i ,
s i

i .

i
, ..

us
Number of
dhildren
buying
lunch

Dates in -February

Fihre

If a line graph is drawn, the data can be more'easily compared with

the following questions asked:.

Why is the clerk's count of the purOb.er of lunches sold consistently

higher than the children's count?

I

Why is the .teacher's count on the number of lunches served some-

times more than the student's count anlesometimes less?

.WhY is the difference on Anch cou ts greater on some days; than on

others?

The above sets of data on milk counts and lunch counts canalso be

used to compare graphically the.difference between the sfudents and clerk's

counts of the two items. Fig. 4 shoWs a line graph of the diff-
.

1
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,.
't. graphs (and the medians) show that'most stiade ts_took longer

'

....-
*

. . 7T 1

... Ra.aand Fleasdrit St. th.1ey did crosAing Mass. Ave and ab

,

" N

db.

. \
'At 4he traffic

OAddian =

1
\Mass Ave.

:

'Number

5 7 q me / 7 11 /3 /.5

Crosing times -
Figure'5

,4

cross jtjol len

thj! f

--f

/1 /3

second

)(

However, atf each students' data is rdpr&ented on 4 line graph, some

5" 7 9 y 47 AS

"'

additional' insights might,be drawn. Thd graph for the crossing times,o
C .

'1

.4 four students is skown below in Fig. 7. The kip could ask Why Kim and
t

Leslie took loriger to cross' pleasant St. than Follen Rd., while John and

Tommy took longer to cross Fallen Rd., than Pleasant'St. Why did Kim take

solkong crossing Mass. Ave, when he crossed at the traffic light faster than

the others? Perhaps -somefactor influencing crossing time had been over-

looked perhaps the'data. gathering procedured varied. The kids could

construct other: graphs which would show Follen.Rd. and,Pleasant St. in

reverse order on the horizontal axis. If this was done, Tommy's line would

be almost straight; John's line would go up slighly; Kim arid Lesli s lines
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,
. . , , .,,

wouldgo..dówn slightly. Ih the newgraph, the student crossing times Tor
,

thetwo streets wOuld not appear-to be as different as-they .1.42,esr in Fig.6.

Crj6ssln i

(seconds ) Ait

V.

.4

*

,

I1Ip

. 1

smme

4; IP 16

%Viamlv
.

-

'1684 07.1121410

I
Traffic

' Light

MASS. Ave.

r...

Follen Rd.

Figure 6

Pleasant St.

The- line ',graphs' in Figs. 3 4 and 6 have been constructed witH very

obvious data'points.. This is.a good,way to shoW that the variable on

AC horizontal axis is not continuous the spots on the axis between the-

a

numbers (or items) indicated have po meaning. If the variable shown on

the horizAtal aXis is co tinuous, then the line can be drawn straight through

points which do not stand out.,

-Many experiments carried out in different USMES units produce data

-

about a factor which is a continuouq variable - times (distances,'lengths)%

The spots on the horlizontal axis letween -the times (distances, lengths) for '

4o-

which the data,is collected have meantng. cor example, the children can aeter7

4

mine the strength of a magnet by determining what length of a 3/8" diameter

steel roil the magnet"will hold. They test the magneetil strength when it is

wound with .5, 10, 20, and 30 foot lengths of wire. The line graph of their

U)
I

4

.t
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,

. . , . . .

data seVeral magnets each Wound with either."#22 or #26 wire ip shown

in
.17

7. One-can assume that the streng th of a-magnet wound with 7,r. .
, 18, or 24 feet-of #2 wire'is.re'preaented by a poini pn*the line reo re-

. F

senting i/22.wire. One can also aSsume that if magnets wex: wobna with
4, /

(#24
tire, 'the restiltp 13e shiownrn betwee the- twc; of

*

,`

the graph.
ro

Length
of 1/P
d4a. rod
picked'
up
(inaes)

4

VI(

fled.

,

NM , 1
---

. _, #

4,1-
r

.+Lanai's...7"

1

_
, . .

/ --111iNitiroII Ik: a ON

meenesenizaram
pa

1

Z

4, 1

.

Ji

.-MpiliiiiIiiiromiliming...r emaismonsaLino
ili ORWRIMMIPMEMEORROWN EMI I

41RUE:10,11NOM WM
INIBIllinniatadanlid

1 II millushemniumme,ammuseemememminummimzca.......sulsammainumusamossimmanneurnamas

II

I
.

II

I

. w

11:1111:111:1mlimmarasommraffinMUMMOMMUMMINUM
R a

1111111111111141111:1111111::::

Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
AI - ZO .

NUM

um

Lengfh of Wire (feet)

,
Figure 7

4

. sg., 410

In the exaMple on page 7, if the children had measured* the wicibbis of

the fdtir streets', thpy coUld have"plotted each student's crossing time vs.

he widi..h of the street. One can assume 6at the tudents' crossing times

can be then found on the graph for other streets having other widths. If the

A

distance across the street was the,only factor involved, each student's line

woul,d be a straight line, assuming he walked at the same rate across each

street.- The lbsence of a straight line on the graph idould point to the

1

presence of other factors than the width of the street. 'Did certain students
.

5

(-
hurry across Certain streets? Did they have-to wait part-waY across other streets

0
.

3 gia
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, .

. Data was collected by students in one Dice Design class %by tossing thtutt ...

)
#

1

tacks In samplesrof 5 tosses. TII.data Was then gtouped in samples'of'20 tasSep
, . ,

zind the results of boh. saMple,SiZes graphed as shown in Fig. 10. In order'to2"
, *Ili-

1 , . %.

representldifferent sized s miles on one_griAph, prop6rtionate Kpsults must
N *

, ^ 4 \

be shown 64 the horizontal Amis. For exampl,e, if a t tackaands point up
.

.

, . ,
z

i

two times out of 5 tosges, th'e.proportionate result is.4. With.the larger.
/ 4. t

,...,
. .

.sample, point up resuits.of 6 or 9 timp.in 20.tossea are als6 graphed as a

V

'4

R.%
proportionate result of .4.

(

Number

of

Oc'currences

-1

Sample Set Size' 5

" Sample Set S

Proportionate Number of Ups
Figure 9

--N

#

The activitieg described in the teacher logs suggest that the ollowing

-graphs cOuld be constructed.

30



!elk counts according to cfla,sses with different lines showing

differe4t. days of the wedk.

it Car couaS in certlain time periods during the day with different

linep showing difebrentHdays of the week or differeirt\types of

weather.
. . .

. .
Median -rossintimes at differqntk crossings with di.flerent, lines. ,

-
sSowi,ng data at merning, noor anci school disymissal,times. -

Aar . A

t, 1

. r

Many osther opp9rtunities will arise for the children.to show sewral sets
.

. .

of their data oA one.graph.

4

4t



USMES
0 1973 Educ'ztiob r2PLOTTING WEAT4R-PREDICTIONS DATA

-4

. ON THREE-DIMENSIONAL PEGBOARD GRAPHS

I \

, (Basedon Suggestions,by Jack Bli.Irs'NOg and Leland Wel;b)

(

The Weather

for the children

,

.
-
. t

. .

Tredtctions
t

unit provides the.opportunity and teed -

4 ' 4 .0, i e

to construct and. usla varioustypes of
graphsV

. In additiOn

to standpard-tylie 'graphs, three-dimensional Pegboard/graphs-can be conatrUc-'

ted-4to,pldtld'ata and to correlate various variables aS they pertain to
r

Veather predictions. Regiesiion lines can also be established making it
, ...

'possible to spot trends between changes in weather variables and the Actual-

1

weather.. 'The following paragraphs discuss several typee oeiraphs whiA

can 1:0e useful tooltin making more
apcuratNe weather predictions.

ti

1. A graph with no observations or measurements:, merely ttrOpoutcome

of guesses Tht children would gUess what.they thought Vould hauen the

following day and a tally would be kept as to correct and incOrrect,

0-

predictions% Each tally would reprekent a day, One possible forMA

)

W .follows:
44.N
4

correct

4, -

The.chi4ien could then compare ihe results Of their straight

/4

guesses with,predidtions based on observations and/or measurements of

different variables. Climatology data could arab be used. Hopefully; the

guessing method wou'd,not be as accurate as the other methodsr

2. The children might use a large pegboard to plotrth4 data they

co lect each day on different variables such as pressure, temperature and

r' usiVIES
©1973 Education Development Center,' Inc.
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Gib-2, 1

relative humidity.. Di etent. ver41 scales .are pla-ced 'along the sides i .

A

k /

.
. 0 al,

_
.-

of'the pegboard for the diflerent variable.s. Then, a variety of differnt-
. /

k ,
. . .

col , and/or diffevent-shapeti, blotks representing the diffeent variables

.

., ,
-,.

/ - (:
1

. .

are,place,d each day.over dowels inserted into the apiropriate holes in the

4

. -

Regboard., Figure, 1.ahOws a'picture,of this t§pe of.pegboard representatiod,
-,..

.. .

of data gatterea in.Boston, Massachipetts., during thv month.of JanUary, 1972.,

-

The data used was obtained-from the Superintendent. of Docutaents, U.S. Govern-
.

ment Printitig Office and represents daily averates in ;lost cases. the
A

,
data sheets are reproduced on pages GA.5-10 and 11; ordelring information is

shown:on the firat page of'the sheets'..-N

.

Similar data maN7 compiled from-the daily weather report in the.-- .

local newspaper or on a local TVAstation. This will usually provide the

barometric tressure at one (or two) times during the. day along,wAth high

and.law temgeraturea, therrelative humidity, and the rainfall for the past

24 hours. The 24-hours change in pressure can then be easily cibtakkO.

It should 1)0 noted; however, that these'are relatively long-tem, 4ariations .

and that short-teT variations that could signal ateather change can be,

missed. The only way to avoid this is to use frequent readings of inst.rutents.

On the pegbvard eihawn in Figure 1, sqaresshow average relative

humidity, circles show, aVerage barometric pressure and'triangles represent

average temperatures. ?recipitation is-Shown in two ;Ms: 0 the amount

is shown across the top of the chart and 2) dark Squares, circles and

stria,ngles are used on,days when the amount of ain.was .01" or.more.

(Figure 1 is ot page 61-40
/-

This egboard graph can also be 2ed to show the correlation between

the variabl s and the actual weather. Different colored yarn can be used

art
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VP

1.

A -41k. A GR5 -J

to connect points representing,relqive humidity data, ... pressure data, .

or temperature.data. -Sometimes cqnnecting the-points with string or yarn
4

\s.!! dgeful for interpretatid; of data. At other ttmes it may'fierve only

to confuse. For example, if the data is such that the linelormed b* the,
4

trend, tis sharan belQw, then the pegboard

/When this occurs, it is better, perhapp, to find A

yarn is,ragged with

,

graph is confusing.

ap discerrilble

redress line. This is discussed in the backgroundvaper "Using Scatter

Graphs to Spot Trendse

Yarn

Figures 2,

and temperata,

Pegs

atid 4 shoy A solid line for relatilie humidity, pressure

respectively. A 'pick glance at Figure 2 show:that the
.,_

relative humidify was high on 4iny: days. An eicamiliation of the p ssure
.

I/

line in Flgure 3 shows in many cases a decrease in preosure from the pre-
-NI r

ceding day whenever it rained. irwever, no ,cortelation is evident in

°Figure 4 be een change in temperaturf and rain. Of course, state changed

in the variables are unknown because of the Absence of more Aquent.

' measurements. Figures.2, 3, and 4 are on pages GR5-5, 6, and 7, respec-
..

tively.

GIP

4
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3. The correlation between change in pressure and amour* of rain

can be seen od another type of three-dimensional pegboard graph. Figure 5

shows a graph of diqferent amounts of rain vs. change in pressure for sthe

month of JanUary, 1972. (If the pressure changes from'30,0 inches of

mercury to 29;9, the Change is -0.1- to 29,8, the change is -0.2, etc.)
V,

1

A quick glanceeit the graph shows that the larger amounts Of rain occur

when the pressure drop.is greater. This trend can be seen moreclearly
4

when the median amount of rain is found for a.change in pressure in

graduations of.0.2 inches each. Figure 6 shows their median amounts of

rain circled and a line drawn between circles. -The background paper

"Using SCatter Graphs to Spot trends" gives details on this technique.

children collect data; they can establish this trend,

They may also find that there is no trend at ail.

as wall as other

The children can use the data shown on ehe pegboard graph to make

predictions in terms of probability of rain. Ay counting blpcks, the

children can see ttiat the pressure droppe4 on 13 days during September;

Jr
,*it rained 5 of these days. The childrZn may deride that the probability

As

of rain is about 30% on days when the pressure,has dropped. On the other

hand, on the 16 days when the pressure.remaine4 the same or increased,

it rained only twice. On those days the probability of rain might be

stated as only 10%. .As more (1.4a is collected, the Children can make(

better predictions of the I eathey with less guessing requiz.W141.--

r-

1
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USING SCAVER GRAPES TO SPOT TRENDS

Earle Lomon

in many USMES units the relationship between dependent

variables id useful information eor f1ndi4 good solutions to real

problems. 'Sometimes that relationship is rather defi

GR6 -1

and precise.

For instance, the velocity, v, of a nearly frictionlees cart that has

rolled down a hill OfJleight, h, is approximately given by.

v(ft. Area) 8 ih(feet) and a plot of neasonably good measurements

will bi well fitted by a s both parabolic curve (see technical paper on

roaaway des1V). kplot of a few experimental points can 'then be used

for interpolation to predict the velocify obtained for heights between

those measured.

-

There are other cases.in which the relationship is not definite but

in which kaowing the trend of the variables with each other is.important.

An example is shown in Figure 1. Each dot represents an individual'

chpst width*(vertical axis) and collar bone to waist distance (horizontal

axis). The relationship is cer ainly not definite. For instance, f.or the

24 people wiith the collar bone o waitit distance of 13 inches,-the chest

width:varies from 6 1/2" to 12". NeverihZless, there is a clear trend for
met

the chest width to get larger as the collar bone ti:) waist distane in-

creases. The children quantified this relationshlp by boxi4g off the points

/ into clusters See Fig.) and then usilig a middle point fts representative

of the cluster.

The resultinevairs of likalviements at each of the five mid-points

provide a relationAelween the variables which the childrn expressed in A

table.
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A. Chest Width = 7"
Collar Bone to Waist 9"

B. Chest Width = 8",
'Collar Bone to Waist = al"

Chest Width = 8"
rCollar Bone t

D. Chest "Width = 9'
Collar Bone to.Waist = 15"

ist = 13" a

Chest Width = 11"
Collar Bone to Waist = 17"

1.

This shows that for successive increments of 2 inches in "collar-bone-
.

to-waist" there is a 1", zero, 1" and 2" increment in "chest width."

This is an amerage of 1" of,chest width increasef'for each 2" of "collar

bone-to-waist.:" That quantitative iesult can be used for interpolation.

(A chest widthof about'10" goes with a "collar-bone-to-Waist" average

of about 16".)' It can also be used for extrapolation. (A chest width

of 12" goes with in average "collar-bone-to-waist" of about 19".) Of t

,pourse, extrapolation must be used only for short extensions:, one might

otherwise conclude that a chest width of 2" implies a "collar-bone-to-

waist': of (-1)"!

The children had a very direct use of their clustering and table.

They surmised that aprons mad perfect" for any of the above 5 sets of
A

measurements would be comfortable for everyone in the cluster, because the

J variation in a cluster was small enoUgh. Thus, they concluded that t

y needed at most those five choices to satisfy customers for,the aprons.

It s.is most important to pote what the cluster graph told them they did not

need-. 41.though there,are people with chest.widths near 7" and people with

4

"collat-bone-to-walAe of lc", no one in their sample had both measurements

r
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)

simultaneously.

4

Thus, the dempd for aprons;aUited for that combina-
r

tion would be very low and they made none.

a poSsiblF!5 x 5 = 25 apron sizes to only''5!

Scatter graph had shown them the correlation

another. This is another way of speaking of

1# othef.
.

In fact, they ,had reduaed

. Nis was because the

between one variable 4nd

the trend of one with.the

The children "eye-balled" the graph and drew/free-hand:boxey to
4

.
. _

isol.ate the clusters.- They then found the ceAter of a cluster by eye%

Are there less arbitrary and perhaps more precise ways of finding a

trend in a. scatter graph? Sometimes the "eye-balling" is completely

inconclusive as it was for the'"waistnto-knee" or "waist" scatter'

GR6 -3

4

graph of the same class. (See i'igure.2 ok following page)

Lei us apply a procedure.of finding the median value of "waistto7

knee" for equal bands of waibt measurementa. Let us_first choose 1"

bands, i.e. 21" to 21 1/2" 22" to 22 1/2", etc. (See Figure 3 page

The first such band (we will call it the 21" daand) has 9 points in it.

4

Counting up fille,p6ints from.the bottom (or from the tpf) we come to "waist-

to-knee" - 19 1/2" and havr marked it with an X. The423" band contains 20

points, so we mark an X midway betwAn the 10th and 11.t points', and so on,

*

for all the other bands. The X's cover a much more narrow range than the

points, At they jiggle around a lot, showing-no obviote trend. Yet, the

jiggling,may obscure a trend. For instance, if one ignores the first point,
.

then one may infer a possible upward trend.

The jiggling of,the X's is about as larg s any overall trend. Thus,.

. further averaging is needed to establish any correlation. We can find

the median points of 2" bands (21" to 22 1/2' 23" to 24 1/2%,
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etc.). These medians are shown by Arcles on Figure.4. Now the jiggle is

muCh less, adjacent circres being within an inch of each other, except for

the 'last circle. With the exception of the last circle again, all the

circles are 18" -I- 1/2". As 1/2" is an irrelevantamount with respect to

waist-toiAnee" comfort, we have

&end, if any.

now ea ishda that there is no significant

What ibout.the last circle? It could be just a fluctuation,

esppcially as there is so littlejonly 6 points) d4ta in the 33" - 34 d/2"

band. Rbweverit could be .the beginning of a region 'with a stronger

trend (very 'large waiSts gx) with larger "waist-to-knee." We simply

can't tell from this data, it.would be dangerous to draw important

inferences from it. Is there any other 'useful information to be gleaned

from this graph? One notps that the're are no "waist-to-knees" of under

16" for "waists" of over 29". Thus., one might decide to provide fewer
*

aprons with the largest waist measurement and 'smallest "waist-to-knee"

#

the variables represented on the opposite axis. The reader might try.turning

All
the graph around and drawing equal bands for waist-to-knee measurement and

measurement.
.+r

Means within each

'be some differences

band could be used instead of medians Th., ere will
.

ih the jigglfng of means and the jiggling of medians.

But when the bands are big enough to reduce the jiggling of one to an

significant amount, it wi,11 likely rediice the jiggling of the other

similarly. The trends shown may be.h.little different if the points don't

tend to be roughly symmetric about the mediampoInt.

The above paragraPhs describe the procedure lor spotting a trend.in the

variable (waist-to-knee measurement) with respect tckthe "X" variable

(waist measurement)... However, the scatter graph might have been drawn with

a
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find the, median waist measurement for each band. Do the results confirm the

lack of any significant trend?

The reader might also find medians (or means) for the chest width vs.

collar bone to waist scatthr graph (Figure 1). Are the results the .same as

those obtained py /she eye-balling method?

u.

Triangle Graghs and %atter Graphs'

T9.angle graphs basically contain the same inf rmation as scattqx
.

graphs.. They show a relation between two measq'rements which is designated

by a point. In the technical paper, "Geometric Comparison of Ratios," a

case studied is trunk length (vertical axis) versps leg length (horizontal

axis). In Figure 6 of that paper, points are marked that show the

relation of those two measUrements for different people. The only
4

difference from a scatter graph-is that lines are d awn from the ori-

gin (zero trunk length and zero leg-lengtfi) to each f those points/.

The reason for those lines is that their steepness is a geametric

description, of the Totio" or "proportiOn" of those two measurements.

Thus, in a triagle graph we also learn smmething about the scatter,

median, etc. of th ratio of the two measurements. Nevereheless, all

-triangle graphs can be used as scatter graphs by'ignoring the lines.

The graph can give information on trends
1
%size Lusters,--etc.
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4D 1973 Educ,ation -Development Center, Pc.

DAIA GATHERING ANp GENERATING HISTQGRAMS AT THE SAME TIME

(STACK 'EM AND GRAPH 'EM AT ONE PELL SWOP!)

by
Ed Liddle

.

in several USMES units, the histogram occupies a revered place in'data

analysis And communication. Hawever, in working with children and the teachers

of children I am frequent4Y left with the feeling that, while an accept le

graph.can be guidep, cajoled, or coerced from theeatudents, the the

graph hars'not come through. The major concept, that of the graph being a 2-D

represeitatioh of the data gathered froi a 3-D phxsical world, is oft over-
.

looked or ignored. This paper looks at ways in which the analysis of the

data and the gatheringeof the data can be coniuncee0. That is, what are ways

in which the realpeas of the data can be pre:served through the analysis and

Interpretation stages.

In considering this problem ftom a practictyrspective, I see two

,

major problrms ih thelik many claases utilize histograms. The first is the

conceplual distance betaltn the liga and.the histogram; thksecond is the
,

time delay. Many times data are gathered and daya intervene between this

A
collection and the organization and graphing iroqess. This time lag adds

to the.problem of conceptually relating ale histograi to the physical data.

Detailed recordsJaf what was do e and what happened in the experimental pro-.

cedure would facilitate the reca1ling of the physical context- in which the

data occurred.but the !specificity children use is often insufficient to be

of much help. .14 addition, if young children are not at a, stage of develop-

ment which alloA: thew .5.)_function well at an abstract level, the.use of

recorded data presents even more of a problem.
adiag

Whit, then, can be done to alleviate these problems? The general theme

9iwthe following is to ,hwie (1) the data gathering And hlitogram construction

-1111;

9
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occur ae close together in time as possible and, (2) to Slave thg format

used-in the'data gathering, analysis and display processes be as closely

related in physical characteri tfcs to the objects in the system.of intirest .

as possible% For example, if one is gatheri4 data' on people preferences

for red, green or yellow pop (soda or tonic!) three platic tubes fixed in, 00.

/a piece of wood into which marbles could be dropped wouldirbe'useCin con- ,

ducting the survey. The first tube would be for red marbles, the second for

greetrmarbles and the third'for yell0 marbles. As People indicate theiy

-preference a marble of the appropriate color is dropped in the proper tyle.

After completing the survey, ,one ends up with three stacks of marbes, the

color representing the color of pop. By viewing the three tubes hoLzontally-

one has a histogram! There is no need to ranscribe written reSponses to

a sheet of graph paper. The histogram has been eofietructed when Olt data

were gathered.. (See figure I.)

If one Wishes to teach the idea of a two dimelaional histogram, obtain

a slidetprojector or other light source. Shine the light horizontally on

the.marble and.tube array. The shadow (really light with holes in it!) can

he projected on a sheet of paper. This can be traced. The idea da that ika

two dimensional graphkis really a projection of the'3-D world onto a 2-D

sheet of paper.

Other' suth'histogram-data collectors are possible. The simplest device

consists of A board thtough which nails have been driven. Piny uniform objects--

wooden beads, nuts (the kind that go.on bolts!), wooden discsretc. are then

used to record responses by piling tketrup on the appropriate nail. (See

figure 2.)"

In wprking,with 1st grade children an even more basic approach is

suggerited. For examplt, tonsider a cookie preference survey. 'Instead ofi,

t'3, 0

,)
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recording the data with pencil and paper in the standard wayx_the cookies

themselves can barplaced in a bag (sack) or box. For example, if Oreos

are preferred by an individual, he/ahe drops an Oreo into the box for Oreos.

After completing the survey, eadh tyge of cookie can be plaged in a stack.

This won't work, bmiever, if the different cookies vary in ihickt . InG

that case, the children dan,use cut-outs (Tri-Wall?) oethedookies, thus

obtaining a uniform thickness for each type of cookie.

fr

Wood
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0
Figure l.
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GULLIVER'S TRAVELS ACTIVITY*

by
.UOIVILS

A/ 1973, Education' Development Center, Me:. Abe FiZreir

Possible Teaser: Discuss J. Swift's Gufliver's Travels and read the follow-.

ing excerpt froM Chapier 6 of "A Voyage to Liiliput":.

1

"Then they (Lilliputian tailors) measured my
right thumb,. and desired no more; for by a
mathematical camputation, that twice round
the thumb is once round the wrist, and so on

,to the neck and the waist, and by.the help of
my old shirt, which I displayed on the ground
before them for a patyrn, they fitted Me ex-
actly."

First Challenge: "Were/ the Lifltputians accurats? How can we find out'?"
2

Weights
(pounds)

.10

Have small grodps devise ways to evaluate the Lilliputian approxi-'

11.

mations. They will need to discuss:

1. Hew to make Measurements (techniques, units);
a-N.\

2. How to record and interpret daea,(charts, tables, lonmphs).

Allow the groups to act with minimal guidance. Eventually,sit

least one group sheluld devise scatter ploti of thumb circumference

vs. wrist circumference, wrist vs. neck, neck vs. waist. See Fig. I

for a scritter ploe of weight vs. height.

SCATTER DI GRAM OF HEIGTH AND WEI
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Length

of

Foot

(inches)

7

Convene a class discussion when groups have made same progress to

compare their.recommendations., Adopt one or several of the recommenda-

tions and have 'small groups gathir data for the class with each grOup usIng.'

/IN

the recompendation of its choice.

_of

ilwipaploy another clasS discussion to evaluate each recommendat r awl
. ,

the method used by the Lilliputjaris. ,Triangle diagrams might be constructed

from scatty plots by drawing straight lines from the points to the'orfgin.
i

-.

These lines *epresent the ratios of the two measurements and might. be cour-
S.

pared with plots of known.numerical ratios, e.g. 2:1, 3:1, 4:1. See Fig. 2

and 3, and technical paper$0ew the subject.
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Designing for Human Proportions Challenge: 4.1in you discover other corre-

lations ang parts of the body?. How might'they bd-used for clothing'

patterns or,furnitUre design?" Agitin, work shtuld be.done in small

groups with an occasional class discussion to compare'the conclusions

of the small groups. Veur students win suggest many correlations and

should be encouraged to test as many as time and their patience permit.

Somg of the correlations.that may be discovered:

width'of hand (or palm)(ve. distance from elbow tovwrist
(hockey .gloves) \

- width of foot vs, length of foot (numbe of shoe widths

needed for each Shoe size)

- arm length vs. height (placement of chalkboards, light

switches,retc.)

- seat student on floot against wall and compare distance.
. from floor to top,..4 head vs. distance.from wall toAleel

(ratio Of jacket'ient.th to trouser length, ratio of back
heightf to seatdepth fot chairs, etc.) .

"Do the correlations you have discovered hold true for

_people of all ages and of both sexes? How can thii information be

used (number of furniture or cl ing sizes needed, best height for.

' Chalkboards _puppet sizes)?" This question should be raised during

the final class discussion in connection with the second challenge.

Students should set up a program for gathering data from other

classes, other grades, families and friends. Dig--should be p

but analysis of the data should again be tarried out in small groups

that rePort in clrse discussions. Encourage students to summarize

their discoveries on a graph, sketch or shQrt summarythat can be

explained and posted for all.to see. Perhaps the most striking

t;J
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discovery your students /ill make is that the comparison of length of

%

head vs. height varies dramatically with age (from'about 1:4 aiong infants

to about liT;imon)adults.) Fig. 4 shows sets-of data on hand length and
.

leg length for-both adults and children on one diagram.- The median trunk

length/leg length ratio for children is'12/22.and for adolts,'.36/40.

Trunk

l!ength

(inches)
I al
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Subsequent Activities: The Designing for Human Proportions aclivities can lead

iffto a variety of other investigattens that offer many oiArtunities for

M1-5

your students to discover further uses for t skills an sights.developed

during the uirlit. Students shou n pairs.or-very.suall groups and
.'

should be encouraged to pelect an activity of partitular interest, to them.

Geometric Correlations (Taken froth Biggs & McLean,.
,

"Free m to Learn" which should be consulted for additional

ideas!)

-grapt;.circumference vs.-diamet r for various circles

..-graph perimeter vs.
.\

401)

-gvaph -perimeter vs.

area for v ious squares
1

side for various squares

-graph area vs. side for various squares .

-graph area vs. widtlt for rectangles of cotistant perimeter

-graph volume vs. circumference for cylinders of constant
height

-encourage your students to.conduct original investigations of
other, similar correlations-- there are many!

'Estimation Problem:3 (Based on ESI's "Particles and Peas"

and the techniques developed therein; your students will

grasp these techniques quickly if they have"worked on the unit.)

-0?

-estimate the number of:
beans in a jar;

bricks in a wall;
hairs on someone's head;
people in a crowd;
.kernels on an ear of corn;
etc.

.-est9nate thp weight of:

a grain of rice;
a grain of sand;
a grain of salt



-estimate the pressure of:
your foot on'the groundi
an elephant's foot on the- ground;

a kniSe edge on something you are
.a-pencil point you are using on a

cutting;
sheet of paper, etc.

,/

Additional Scaling Problems: These problems are most similar to ttlp4e

.

Gulliver and his hosts and will provide interesting challenges)

faced by

for your students . particularly if they verify'their estimates

by constructing)some of the objects listed .among the following

suggestions:

1. What are the dimensipni of the smallest useful:

ruler; blackboard eraser; pencil eraser; soup-
spoon; knife; thumbtack; bookend, etc.

2. What are the dimensions of the.largest useful:

ruler; blackboard eras \ ; pencil.eraser, etc./ .

k,
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HEASURING HEIHTS OF TREES iND BUILDINGS'
. by -

Earle Lomon.

M2-1

Very often it is desirable to measure the height of some large

. structure (tree, building, hill,.B747, etc.) fin which it is difficult or

impossible to use a diredt measurement such as dropping a txpe.measure fran ,

the_y6p to the ground. Various methods of 'triangulation n are usually exi-

Played in such cases. School children can discover how to apply such methods

through mqasurement of ataties of,paper or blackbOard sizè-briangles and

find wayS to obtain E0 adequate sighting angle meaXurement on a tall, dis-
,

tant.object.

WE shall concentrate first on a_Aimple approach for the frequent,

t.

case (such as most buildings or trees) in which: 1.) the tall object rises

.nearly vertically from the ground, 2.) a nearly level approach to thE base

of the oblEct is ayailable'and 3,) the level Approach is at least as long as

the object is tall. Thp-will then be modified to,a1low for a shorter.

approach. Finally,-we will discuss techniques when the simplifieSpions due to

verticality and clear level approaches are not. possible. Discovery and

measurement techniques may progress more naturally if the students, first have

4
experience with the simpler-cases.

Measuring the Height of a Tall,Building with an Open Level. Approach

e I

1P0

o

D

3
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,04101

4 a ,

A student holds one arm horizontal (of an instrument he designed
.

and

)Z

built himselW and points the other end at the top of the building-. The

hori (lintel arm is also pointed 'at the building at a place 'whien'is about the

same height as,the instrument is held. He may have a level fixed on the

horizontil arm if lie wants more accuracy14or if there is a slope to the

ground). To point the upPer arm'alcu ately he mai have4Put sighting notches

on it. He Moves towards or away from the building until he finds that the

C
sighting arm is a 459 (or one-eighth.of a full circle) to the horizontal

arm. 1(Te 450 engle is Marked on a piece of cardboard Or weed attached to the

horizontal arm. It can be found by dividing a right angle in two by compass

coirtruction, or by using a protractor. The student then measUres the dis-

tance from that point to the,base of the building. After sage investigation

oUright triangles he will be able to conclude that that.same distance is the

height of the building.

How does ihe student learn that a triangle,with one right angle (be-

tween building and ground) and one 45° angle (between ground and sighting

line) is isosceles? He mgy have already learned thiszfrom Raper and pencil

or geo-board 'activities. On the other hand he may have found it om. in re-

sponse to the challenge to measum the height of a building or tree:'He

draws.a vertical line on a blacitoard to represent the building. He then

asks what will be the angle between his line of sight and a horizontal line

at a point the same distance f the building as its height. He draws the

horizontal distance, and then measures the angle (with a protractor, or tries'

a series of 300 450 600 angles previously madesee which one iits).

*See page 6 for one'possible design.
9
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He finds about 45°. He then tries a "building" o£ a different height and

,gets approximately the same result. After several trials he may.decide it

will be the same for a very large triangle, even if he can't test the

,vertical side. ..Iust in case, a test can be arranged by dropping a long

rope from a roof. Or the height of cine story could be measured, and the

number of storie counted. Sometimes a student in drawing all these tri-

angles may Atumble upon a simple progf: such as by constructing another

vertical and,horiZontal side to complete a square. Tile symmetry indicates

sighting line :building

ground

that the sighting line must bisect the xight angle.

g_214e.asurintliteigillitqlL2LtIeal_from theiluilding is Limited --,

)

What if there is not sufficient level space? The student finds fOr

example that

;I

e can only back up to whijg>the sighting.line is 600 from the

.horizontal.* e 'following are two ways for a student to solve this problem.

A. He can draw the base line to scale and use the measured

"sighting" angle to construct a triangle as follows:

I I

sighting, Abuildirkg.beight to scale
ongle N

base line to scale

*It should be noted that. accuracy-of the horizontal and the angle become more

important at a close approach.
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By constructing a vertical line at the end of the base, he then r as the
t

height to the same scale. He can measure the length of the line and,cay

culate the actual height of the building.*

B. He can draw a right angled triangle with a 600 angle and find

the ratio of the "building" side to the "ground" side. (If he has chosen

'the "ground" side to be a few units on his raer, he need only divide by a

a
one digit number.)

Any right triangle
with the measured
sighting angle as
one angle

f -

60
cr

sighting
angle

---L__,

A,

building side

Any convenient length
"'groend side

bulilding_hedreht

round side ground dilnce

The ratio is not 1, as I was for the 450 ca-libut about 1.7 (1 3/4). Will

it stai the same ratio, as it did for all 45°Iright triangles? He ch4lcAn

with several sizes and always gets the same ratio. He decides thatthe

bUilding is about 1.7 (1 3/4) times taller thin efie level distance from

his sighting point to base of.the building.

After a time a student will decide that ratios of sides of right

angled triangles remain constant if another angle in the triangle is fixed.

Then he mill simply measure the sighting angle Am any cenvenient point and

P.

mefisure the distance from that point to the base of the building. He will:

a. draw a small right triangle with...the same base angle as measured,

4 \
b. calculate the'ratio of sides meareredon the1amall triipgle;

-4



c.,4'ca1.culate the building height.

"-WM*

H2-5

- Measuring Height when the Point Under the Height Cannot be Reached,

wWith that experience a student may discover what to do when her.1
cannot mia ure toi a point directly below the heigtat to be measured. This

i
f

.

happens f

a pond.

tance when measuring the height of a hill, or a tree across
/

may decide to take two angle sightings, one from a close approach

distance (as close as they can getOris fairly level ground) and one from a

good distance.* The distance betvTen the iwo sightings is measured. He then

draws tilts base line to scale, and ueing both angles constructs a triangle.

far sighting
angle

I-

/height
I

close sighting angle,-
.1 base to sc

Dtopping a verticl% from the tip,,he then has the height io the same scale.

He can measure the length of the line and calculate the actual height.

*As in the pr vious sectioti the measurement,from a close.approach requires
more accuracy. Itraddition in this !case the answer depends strongly on the
difference between the two'measured angles. Hence it is important that the .

horizontal base,line be very nearly the same in both cases. A level fixed
to the horizontal arm may be necessary, unless a very flat stretch f ground
is available.
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'This is one possible design for an angle finder.

a

You sight along the top of the arm but read tN\angle along the

bottom of'the arm. This difference is not imppruint if the bUild-

ing or tree,is tall.

(.1 0-



.(This paper replaces the old paper M3
Redundancy andvDistribution in.Measurement.)

M3-1

DETERMININO THE.BEST INSTRUMENT TO USE FOR A CERTA/N MEASUREMENT .

4

by USMES Staff

In many classes' children decide to use certsin measuring instruments

(rulers, yardioticks, tape measdres, string) in an'arbitrary Manner Accoiding

to what is available. However,'the accuracy of each instrument and each sug--.
- 1

seated Aroceduri-ian be de ned by collecting And.analYzing *data from

repeated meaturements. tile decision as to whidh toOl should be used can then be

betide on the analyeis ofAata rather than on a hephazard chbice.

The teacher may first'suggest that a number of independent measurements

be made using the same instrumenera.either by diffdi.ent children or by the same

child-several different times. The results of tbese various Measurements of,

the same quantity can'tbem(be compired. First graders, fo mey find

0
out that mostNieasurements of the'slistance across a toom that are, made by 1
placing on

The childr

More precis

oot in front of the other will disagree by eight or ten feet."

pay then attempt to discover methods of measuremeaat which are

or example, b using a uniform ruler or a lengtteof string or

by carefully making pencil marks On thelfloor before moving a yardstick.

Even after making more careful measurements, the children will see that,

in general, measurements produce distributions rather than exact results. The

range of measurements they obtain from.repea easurements with an' instrument

is a good indication either of the inherent accuracy of that instrument or of

their Method of: usidg it. in addition", by comparing the ranges.of measurements

, .

Copyfight 1975,,Education Development Center, Inc. All rights

_y
tr:r I ,

eserved.
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obtained by using differentNickstruments, they can find the one whicih gives the

best accuFacy (i.e., the smallest range)..

The following hisograms show the results o measuring the..width of a

room twenty times with each of three tools--a ruler, a Yardstick, and a ten-

',oat steel tape measure.. Since it was decided that it was desirable to haye

a rug come to within ode-quarter inch of the wall, the measurements'are grouped

in coluMns representing one-half inch differences.

.44
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As shown in the preceding h stograms, the. ranges,of measurements for the

different tools are as follows:

tool range

ruler 7-1/2"

yardstick
51,

tape measure '3-0"

The children may see that the range of weasuriments would be greater if an

err= was made in counting the number of times a tool was moved. In discus-

.,7

sing the need either for iemeasuring or for ignoring some measurements, they May

decide that it takes less time to igndre certain measurementi than to remeasure.

A good way to .aceomplish thii is to calculate a range that is narrower than

-

the,full range; one possible trimmed range that could be found is the range

errompassing the middle 80% of the data. To find this range, ten per cent

f the measurements at ch. end of the histogram are crossed oft. For example,

in the above histograms, which sh w twenty measurements, the two largest and

two smallest would be cancelled. (The children could decide whether this is

a reasonable number of measurements to discount.) The 80% ranges from measure-
.

ments taken with the ruler, yardstick, and tape measure are as follows:.

tool'

rulef
yardstick
tapemeasure

80% range

. 2"

We can decide by looking at these measurements that the best accuracy is ob-
4

tained by using either a yardstick or a long tape measure. (Measurements of

10,

much longer or much short6t distances may show that other tools are more

accurate). .

1.;

The children can compare tools for convenience in measurini as well cas for

accuracy. One?eiiample is.that a trundle wheel is beiter to use than a yard-
.

r

,F

Ifrft.



stick when measuring the wi4th of a busy street. Another example is that

one person can'easily use a yardstick, but it is qufte difficult for one person

to manage a ten-foot steal rule.* 'If two people can work together on each

Nmeasurement, it wptild probably be Iuicker to use a ten-foot steel rule; if

each measurement his to be made by one perbon, the yardstick would be the.'

better,instrument.to use. 'b/

-1116.e children may.disCuss whem a measurement is likely to be accurate

enough for a particular purpose. For example, if the pimpope is to plaOe

tables in four rows in a lunthroom, then kndwing the length of the room

to within three of four4inches should be sufficent. (Since there are likely

to be three aisles between the rows of tables, an.inchopre or le4 for
,

eaeh of the aisle§ will make little difference...) However, if.au object such

as i trash can is to be fAX into a small space, a'difference of 1/4 inch

may ,be,- important.

gair

a

*The rause for bile ten-foot rule shown in the data would probably have

bieu less,if two people had worked together to make each measurement.

M3-5
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MEASURING THE SPEED OF CARS

by

Earle L. Lamm

M4-1

In either of the Pedestrian Crossings or Traffic Flow units the children

often decide to measure the speed of cars. There are two basic approaches to

such a Measurement:

1. Meaauring the time the vehicle takes.to cover a pre-set di.stance.
2. Measuring the distance it covers during a pre-set time period.

....... Pe-aet Distande Method
. P

One advantage to choosing/the strip of roadway in advance ip th.at

the maximt6 Visibility distance from:the pedestritin cross g point Or

i tersection may be selected..lhe time taken by the fast r dars.to cover

thi dietanoe Is the "safe" time one has to 9009 the road if nO car is

in s when starting across. For safety that time shpuld be longer than

the time, it usually takes to cross the road. Thus the measureMent of the

time taken for a car to coventhe sight distance is a valuable piece of

fniormation by itself, even if it is not used to determine speed.

;

Another-advantage is that tiherhe time can be accurately measured by two,

or less accurately by oee, observer. At one end of the fixed distance a

student can raise his hand .o\r a flag as the vehicle crosses a =eked line.

The student at the other end will start a stovwatch at the instant of the

signal,' and wIll stop,the stopwatch as the .vehicle crosses a line at his

position. As the distance is relatively long, the time is also, with the

stopping and starting errors small in proportion.

The sight distanc can be measured several times, the aocuracy of

different instruments c ared, and the median found of the most valid

measurements.



How

is going

long an interval does

30 m.p.h. (that is 44

the stopwatch have to measure? If the car

ft/sec. ) acrosL 300 ft. (a football field

length), It will taxe 300/44 seconds Dr 6.13 seconds to transit. With

practice the children should be able to start or stop a watch within
A

about 1/2 secdnd of a stgnal. The error'will probably be in the same direction

at both ends.so tilat the total error is 1 be less than 0.5 seconds,

[\.

or 7% of the....atal.time of 6.8 seconds,. Th in turn could lead to about

7% error in the speed, that is to an error of aboutl%3 ft/sec. or + 2.m.p.h.

with a 30 m.p.h. speed.That isquite tolerable for practical purposes.

What are the.disadvantages.of.this approach? The most usua4l is that

many of the children doing the unit can not divide well. The`-activity could

"be used as motivation to learn to divide*, but in some cases the children

may not be ready to learn more than division by single digit numbers. In

this method one must divide whatever tlme comes up, maybe 6-1/2 seconds,

into the fixed distance.

Another disadvantage is thet it deli 'ne.p. allow for any change in \
speed by the v'ehic The car.may be going 40 m.p.h. coming over the hill,

but then reduce imrspeed to 25 m.p.h. on approaching the intersection.

The above method only gives fhe aterage sReed for that case. The observer

would not know the car's speed in the critical region near the intersection.

Pre-Set Time Method -

When the beasurement to be made is phe distance a car travels in a

certain time period the stopwatch fandler can. stand near the starting

line and start his instrument as the vehitle crosses. Then a fixed time

* 60 m.p.h. 0 45280 ft/sec. 88 ft/sec. or 1 m.p.h. 88 ft/sec. 1.5 ft/sec.

Ofix60

* The children coul&start with the triangle graph technique describea in

"Geometric Comparison of Ratio". This would give,them the relative speed of cars,

the median car, etc. By comparing on the sane graph speed triaftgles with the

triangles of simple fractions, they could get approximate speeds.

II
-

tst
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later he will signal observers etwke road to observe the position

of the car. If the time is fixed to be 10 seconds then dividing tokfind

thelspeed will be particularly easy. However, thia may/b5frespond to a

rather long distance for ,signalling under. some condisitions (440 ft. at 30

m.p.h.). Also, unless on the highway, a car would tend to change its speed

over such distances. Perhaps five seconds could bused. If dividing by

five is not easy for those students it would be an opportunity to dis4uss

the relation between dividing by five or instead dividing by ten and then

multiplyini by two..

The observation of where the car is after the fixed time may require

more than one person near the end of.the meau-einift zone, but is otherwise.

simple. A 'series of chalk marks, stOnes, or posts can be put along the curb

or roadside.,They can be placed/for example, at 6 foot intervals in the region

where the car is likely to be/Then enough observers are needed so that pll
1

the markers can be seen.by ai least one of them. Yhen the stopwatch keeper -
(

signals, the observer nearest the vehicle notes Which matker the vehicle is

at:*

If the cars are travelling between 20 m.p.h. and 40 m.p.h. (that is

29 ft/sec/ to 59 ft/sec.) theft iTter seconds their positions will be spiead

between 145 feet and 295 feet from the starting, point. TWinterval of 150

feet could be covered by 26 markers. The important thing is that for suffi-

cient accuracy the children.need only note the nearest marker, so that they

do not have to be very close. Perhaps three observers amid watch closely

enough. Perhaps 16 markers placed 10 feet apart would suffice.

* The children may think of a way to use the marble chute counter to

help thdm in their quick appraisal of a car's location at the end of the

time perTod. The marble could be started on signal, ringing a bell when

the time period is over, or a ipore sophisticated system could'be worked opt.
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itore accurate p/acement,of the final position 'of the car is

unnecessary because an error of 5 feet Out of 145 feet is only a 3%

Aszor. Wiih time measurements they are likely to have err6rs of about

0.5 seconds out of 5 secd5a, a 10% timing error. A total error of even

15 % (20 feet out of 150 feet) with a car going 40 m.p.h. is + '6 tr.h.,

4 `f

just about within tolerable limits. A 152 difference will be just sufficient

lor their purpose of knowing whether the car is speeding badly and if

ow
---

there is a safe to cross (152 of a 7 sec. crossing is about 1 sec.).

Of course 4ç,a car does not r ach the markers, they will kiiow it is

'going unusually slowli. If it goels hy,k1 the markers they will know it

is Speeding. In efther case they can make same estimate of how far it has

4 gone, perhaps by noting landmarks, or putting up extra markers at 50 ft.

intervals.

Mkt.
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ELECTRIC TRUNDLE WHEEL.
by

Charles Donahoe

M5-1

Since I needed a trundle wheel made for a measuring test at EDC,

asked five boys if

yea and we started

they would like

in right away.

to undTake such a, project. They 'said

I had brought in a trundle wheeltthk

was not yery well made as an example of what atrundle wheel looked

like and.how it worked. My hope was that they would prefer to make'a hetter

one of their own design: One of the .boys got a screwdriver, tightened a.,

screw, and everyone agreed it seemed to' work fine. 'I asked the group how

the wheel cOuld Work go that you woUld knoW every\tiMe it Made complete

turn. Jim suggeated stopping every so often to check the line on the wheel.

Tony said, "I know, put a light bulb,on it that lights every time it

makes a complete.turn." The rest of the.group agreed this was a. really good

idea. We discussed ways that this might be done but did not resolve the

preblem. 4

Two days later when the'group again gathered, the boys.decided to Make

another .wheel out of tri7well. The problem wis what size the lei Should

be for maxiium effectiveness. I suggested 36" might be a nice circumference.

Theodore said he thought that was an awfully large wheel and he wasn't sure

the circle cutter would be large enough. I asked if the circle had to be 36"

across. gveryone agreed that it would. I asked why the trundle wheel was

roiled across the floor. Skeeter"answered it was to measure the distance.

-ablc

"Is the distance the saws around as the distance across?" "No.."

m

i h'one

has to be 36"?" "The around distance." I suggested someone cut out circles

and see what distance around they could get. Unfortunately, everyone ,but

Theodore had to leali4-1 He and I decided to work on this ourselves and we

played with different size tircles and decided to use the 11" ameter
401-br
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size for the wheel. Since the circle cutter was broken the next day, the

boys decided to use the saber saw and make the wheel out of wood instead of

They.uaed'a compass, measured 5-1/2" and cut out their wheel.

'It was A little bumpy but came out rather.well. Jim sanded it down to even

it off more.

The boys used the handle from the old trundle wheel and drilIe a hole

through both the handle and the wheel. A bolt was insertled and the tfUndle

wheel turned out to be very wobbly. We all realized that the wheel would not

. .

'make a very good measurement with the erratic path was following.. Tony

Ind Theodore'talked over the problem and deci4ed that another handle was

needtd on the wheel. That way there would be support on both sideq. (See '

, Fig. 1))

'ey soon found that t mWo handle;' e the trundlewheel too unwieldy:tott;Th I

push easily. Jim suggested Cutting oe handle in half.- -Willy said this

Wouldn't Work because At d just fall down,-/Tony suggested nailing them

together but when Theodore held bhma asLif nailed, the wheel was hard to

move. 'bony suggested a piece of wood in between the two. This was -tried

it worked. *Iiie boys decided to cut it down even further and leave about

a 5"-ar 6" clearance between the block and the Whee (See Fig., 2.) This

turned out to be very important in the making of t

of us realized it at the time.

woo
6Loc.h.
w 00 0

PP0 txT

switeh, although none

handle

4E cleatrance

AP
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4

The next problem was to follow up on Tony's suggestion about Otting

a light bab on the trundle wheel to sigilal each complete turn. It 'took

a number of class sessions and a lot Of hard thinking and trial of several

arrangementa to arrive at the finql setup.

The boys knew how tp make the tryPe of switch that has two

.which are pushed together

Same type of switch would

tal-parts

to make a complete circuit. They assuini that the

work on the trundle wheel. Their first i ea wab

to use a switch similar to the one on the door slarm. (Two metal st

forced together by the pressure of aioot)) Theoddvg taped the_two meal

pieces to the wheel in this on.

0'7) P1 T L. ST tu PS

C4# rf0

The wheel worked well with the switch attachrd. Just one problem - How

can the wires be attached? The support on one side of the wheel and the

handle on bhe other si4e made it impossible to attach the battery.and bulb

to the wheel. Jim auggestedsettaching the battery and bulb,on the handle .

above the wheel. Fae and Skeeter tried to explain how this would work. I

asked them what would happen to the wire% "'They thought.abo4t. this and then

realized the, wire would go around with the wheel. I asked.them if thete

was a place the wire could go through so it would not go around. They

realized the ,center of the wheel was bhe only spot.- They decided to try this

and pushed the wire through the hole in the hanpe and the wheel center and

connected it to Theodore's switch. When thii arrangement wss tested, the

wire kept getting tangled on the bolt or p lling enough nn the side of the.

hole so it disconnected from the switch.

-



e
The Iays Worked n this problem a long time. At first every newLidea

involved runn g a wii on the wheel. One idea of this type came.very close

to .the final switch, Le. the suggestion of hanging a. piece of tinfrfrpm the

wood'block and having it iouch aTiece of metal on the wheel. Everyone saw

this wouldp't work for the same reason the other arrangements hadn't worked.

'
the boys were about ready to give ut, and there was some talk abobt the problem

being impossible to solve.
4

I as them ta) try to think of some sort of switch that didn't require

putting any wires on the wheel. They ahmitted they hadn't thOught of this

but really couldn't segthow such a thing could work. Tony suggested that'll

0
flat piece of metal could be placed on thewheel instead of a switch. The

next step seemed quite obvious to me - but not to the boys. I thought a little

'more help was needed. I drew the familiar switch on the board.
#

I asked the boys what ostler switches might look like. "Can there be more than

two pieces to a switch?" Jill suggested four.

I asked how about three. Still n g. Without saying anything,

I drew the switch,mpgide down.
No rea tion.

TWO or three of the boys were holding the trundle wheel d trying to

think of some way. Tony/was holding the two loose wires that nhedea to be

connected someOhere and wss touChing them together making the light' go'off and%n.

I didn't see what he had (bine but all at once the boys announce, they had

"figured It our:" Tony demonstrated for me. He put e wire on eadh side

of the block and slowly turned the wheel which still hahthe metal piece on

the rim. The light came an. He dIA it two or three times and it worked. Success.
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ked the hoy how the wires should be connected, suggesting Ole use

of something

same type of

clips. When

beside the bare wire hanging down. Jim suggested using the .

material we used on other projects - tin can pieces and fahnestock

this work was completedpincluding the cutting of a longer. pitce

of tin for the wheel, everyone watched as Tony made the first run. The light

didn't go on. Depression.-7The connections were checked; the battery was

checked, and the.switch.was tested. Everything'segmed'all right. When the strips

.were in contact with the metal strip on tivellmo44 micas wheel; the light came on.

'fheodore realized what was'cauting the Oroblem. One battery did not psomade

enougil power. 'No batteries Were /bit on ihstead of one and the light Worked.

Later we added two more batteries eq, make/the light brighter and to'make'sure

a contact4was made oh each revolution of the model. The final. ddsign is Shown

in Figm. 3 and 4,

fint

.
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Often the pronpect of producing test results-Which might effect some

*.
change in crivaer buying orloanufacturer marketting behavior is very ex-

-

citing:to a chld. If he realizes that 'these test results need to be

accurate and id to induce this change, it is likely that he will try

to refine as muFh as possible'the quality of his quantitative experimenta=-

ti apd data analysia techniques. 'In particular, he might seek to.improve:

1. his selection of important characteristic? to teiit,

Z. his design of test d-pparatus,

4 3. his awareness and iLlbsequent.00ntool of impoItant variables,

4. his understanding of the need to take repeated measures and of

. the significance of the error range in each measurement.

sL

In discussing prospeceive test productsr.the children might cdnsider

who, uses each product. Ili it important for useln the'Design Lab? Do

parents uselt? Do kids? Two or three products wtilA the children be-

-lieve shouid bp.tested might be singled out for further study. The class

might then break into small groups each of which isl'responsibleor

forming one test on the different brands of a prod#Oto kvaluationp,pfl.,
c".iJ'Iwerg-io

the need:4 for new teststest results, methods of test*ng and anal
4*.

,

or retesting might be carrieds%
e 4r;711"1

whole class.

oduct groups or with the

With rep each product, they should thoroughly discuss the follow-

. I
lit / ,A,

. . y f

r*
'

-,/- .

d at the most important properties for the .

of this product?

- ; -: S '
Z :
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'Have we noted the prices? Do we want to know taprice

per length, ounces, sheet, tube, etc.? Gr go we need to

find out how much is needed for a particular purpose,(some

glues4may absorb-more easily for 4.nstanee, or spread thicker)

and calculate the price per use?

A Cc) For each important proporty of the.prodlict havelwe-tested

in away which allows a quantitative comparison? Have we

tested accurately enough? Has more than ofie group dhecked

each measurement? If we do the test Several tpes, what do

the results tell Us About our,accuracy. Is finding the mean

the only way to use a pet of Measurements of the-same thing

which differ a-little bit from each other?

I list here aia exaMples some of the important properties,and possibake,

tests that'may. be done for somerepresentative products.

Glue (important for Design Lali use):

ImpOrtant properties are:

1. the cost per job, .

2. the strength 4or holding together a few often-used materials,

3. the drying time,

4. the effect of moisture,
4

.
5.. whether it dries transparent, light, or dark color

For testing they may stick together specified areas of wood, tri-stall,

etc. They,could hang weights frpm one piece until it bieaks at the glee,

or the materials breaks. Having allowed more than edough time for drying

,the first tipeo they may ten make a series of samples and test them at
,

,

shortei and shorter times wlih a weighf that was held when thoroughly dv.

They can try applying:a thinner or thicker layer of the same glue to see

which works besS (and determine 'costs). They can soak the Oiled samples--

in water for different lengths oftime.

.

.Paper Towejing kimiortant to.paro nts)c
14.k r.

Having.decided on a size piece to wae i teAttli,e'eggyean tafietife. ;

cost per unit. They can

oil or'water soaked up),

then see how well that unit maps up (volume or

how well it scrubs on table top or si (distance
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scribbed before,tearing When wet or dry)', or how soft it is if tised aS

napkins. The'kids could d ide lf a subjectAve judgement is sufficient

for the lwxe ellaracteristi

4
Bubble Gum (important to kids):

('. 0
Cost per mouthful and 0:Xle of flavor and size of bubbles may

be the only dhaiacteristics of importance. The dhildien may be finished

after finding an averag'e'value for those three quautities. Price per

de
/

chewing time may be-the.most meaningful cost.
. .

,Ball Point Pini or. Felt Tip 14ns (important to 'kids) :

Important properties are:

1. cost for certain amount ot use,

2. writing performance - amount of skipping as well ad
effectiveness on alfew often-used surfaces and
abili6r to write at different angles,

3. rate at whidh the point dries out.

Before testing, the kids might discuss how long they think a pen will

last. How many minutes per:day do,they use a pen before the ink is gone?

In designing a lifetime t'est they can discuss 'Whether it is better tg move

the 'Alper (perhaps adding madhine tape) or the pen. Whidh method would
i

allow dhe point to exert a'certain continuous pressure on the suxface?

Batte'ri40 (important for De8)ign ;tab):

kr

A 1 .

Important properties
7

L'isg
.

vase;
*Itta4tigult, ckf time 'during which the performance 'is adequAte for

a certain purpose.

Before testing, the kIlds,mght discuss haw much a battery is worth to
., ..

them when-it produces less than a'maximum voltage.(a less bright light, a

'weaker electromagnet, etic.) When is a light bright enough or a magnet
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.,strong enough for their purpose?

Th etime at this performance level cn be tested by either using

WV.

squares Of colored acetate to measure brightnese f A ligfit or by finding

the length of time an electromagnet will hold up.a specific length bf

steel rod. 1f the kida,prefer the rod test (which is a more accurate in-

'dication A voltage) and have a range of acceptable brightness levela,

they 'can graph brightness vs. length of rod and pick the rod length which

is held by tie same battery that juax gives acceptable brightness as their

standard test foi acceptable voltage level. They will also find how bright-

nese varies with voltage (rod le h).

0- In calculating :lost of rechargeable batteiles the kids can consider

the cost of the charger as well as the number of times a battery can be'

recharged.

Tape (imp.ortant for..Deaign, Lab use) :

Important properties are:

1,

2.

3.

4..

cost per job, V

holding strength as pull is applied at different angles,

strength of tape,
effect of time, cold,.heat, and moistsse.

A Befor;\testing the kids can decide4he.specific purpose of the tape.

Is it to be used to hang pictures on certain wall surfaces? Is it tb be

e..

used on packagee? They can determine which angle of pull is critical:for

a specific use. The holding strength can be retested after the tapelin

its use) has been subjectyd for different lengths of time to cold, heaf,

4 ra



Plastic Wrap (important to parents):

Important properties are:

1. cost per job,

2. retention of moistU174
'3 clinging strength,

4. resistance to tearing
5. effect of time, cold,

t puncturing, etc.,
heat, and moisture.

116 -5

Before testing, the kids can decide specific purposes of wrap - to

cover bowls?...to wrap fruit? .Pieces of fruit can be weighed before and

afterbeIng wrapped for differeilt lengths of time in different wraps.

Weights can be used to exert forte as determined by the particular test,

e.g4.,..:weights hung on wrap as it covers a pointed bottle top for puncture

testa..

Pencils (important o kids):

Importaneproperties are:

1. cost for cerpain amount of use,

2. performance - effectiveness on different often-used writing
surfaces; width, darkness and consistancY of mark; ease of

erasing.

,pdr testing kids could find number of turns of pencil sharpener neces-

sary for a sharp point and amount of pencil used/up in those number of turns.

Performance can be teated using sa26 apparatus as designed for testing peps.

In calculating cost kids should decide how short a pencil can get before it

is discarded.
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I. THE RAIN GAUGE

One of the eldest and simplest of the meteorologial instruments

is the rain gauge. The weather man measures rainfall (or snowfall) by

the depth of water that would lie on the ground if noil 'of it ran away

(or soaked into the greund).

The official rain gauge of the U.S. Weather Bureau is shtiwn below./

It is.s funnel With an. 8.inch diameter top with a 2-inch high rim to

'prevent water fr6m splashing off the funnel. Precipitation flows 'into a

measuving tube with an area 1/10 that of the funnel mouth (This Means the
r

measuring tube.has a diameter of 2.53 inches.). The.depth of the water in

the tube is then measured. The result is divide4by 10 to abtain the true

rainfall. Thus, 40. inches of water in the measuring tube equals one inch
-

of rain.

Funnel

Measuring
Tube

8" 2"

(.i,

"Figure 1

aiS Gauge

,
k f1
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Rathqr than constructing one so elaborate, the Children may simply

use's coffee can to collect the ratnAor snow) and a tall th jar to

measure it. The jar is easily calibrated by putting 1 inch o!f water in

.
/ .

I

the coffee can andot7ing it into the jar. Mark.the height Itactly and'

i )
divide the distance from the bottom to this mark into 10 equal parts.

Each of these intermediate marks then reptesents 1/10 of an inch of rainfall.

rainfall shoUld be measured as soon as possible after it stops

to avoid any loss due mevaporation. SqowfJ.l or sleet.ii measured by

slowly melting it indoors and measuring the1epth of the melled water.

Ten inches of snow will melt into one tpch of,water. This is due to the

large amount of air trapped in the silow.'

4.

The measurements will be move accurate if the gauge is about two

feet off the groundand 'away from buildings and trees that might shield it.

10
Funnels and measuring.tubes of different sizeecan also be used;.

t

\however, the funnel should have a fairly large diameter. A general cal-

ibration which relates the funnel diamiter to the measuring tUbe diameter

can be easily found. The diaalfier of the funnel is A, and .the diameter

of theimeasuring tube is B. The rainfall is denoted by R, and the height

of

of the water In thd measuring tube is denoted by H.

Figure 2

(See Figura, 2.)
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The volume of water whtch yould fall into the funnel is given by

the volume of 4 cylinder whose height is equal to the-rainfall:
7

V . A
2

I( R

4

However, this is the same as the volume of the water inothe measuring
-1

,tube, wfiich is given by

V . 77"

%

H.

Since the owo 1;olumes lust be the same, we equate them to find
,

from which we find

H.

V

with this relation.the gauge is Clibrated. TIr examOle, suppbse the

-funnel has a diameter of 10 inches and the measuring tUbe has a diameter

of 2 inches. Further, 'suppose the measured depth of water in the

measuring tube 19, 1 inch. Thd rainfall measurement is then

R

which4becdues
25

and
4.

(
2

inch2 inches
1

10 inches
)

inch

0.04 inch.

c.

One may readily note that the offi4al gauge shown in Figure 1

would overflow if fhe rainfall were,more than oneinch. The U.S. Weather

Services uses an automatic rain gauge to avoid this problem. In this
. I.
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a

device shown below ih Figure

%

kgollecting Ans tip when the

A

amountli rain in'them reaches a certain weight. This emptybs the full

.pan---and brings an empty pan underneath the funnel.' A.device to count the

number of turnaifatatte-ched to the shaft.

' A
9-*

Pivot Shaft

Side View

Figure 3

Automatic Rain Gap

,----
/

Pan 1, collects water until the-weight i

Top View of Pans and Shaft
I.

24,

to tip it sp that

pan B is beneath the fvel spout and begins to fill. A recording device

\ilar ched to the shaft and records each emptying of a pan. Thip gauger k

is generally designed so thlt if the area dl the collecting funnel is F,

then 1/F inches of rain will tip the collecting pan. Thus, if the funnel

mouth is a 101=0" square, the area is 100 square in hes, and(eaq6an

tip and empty for every 0.01 inthes of rainfall.

II. RELATIVE HUMIDITY

Relative humidity is the amount of water vapor in the air at a given

temperature compared to the maximum amount of water vapor the air can hold

at that te,perature. It is vapTessed as a percent. When the amount of

water vapor reaches the maximum, the relative,humidlty is 100 percent,

7
o.
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and we say the air is saturated. The temperature at this point is the

point tAmperatpre.

vapor would condentie out

'hold tlie moisture. The

can hold.

If the temperature should drop any lower, some

of the air, as-droplets because the air cannot

over the temperature, the ioss moisture the air

The condensation may occur as dew when the temperature of the surface
die

drops below the dew point. 'If, iladdition, the dey point is belcw freezing,

the condensation will Occur as frost. Ttas effect occurs outside on the

ground, as well s on window panes. The water vapor condenses directly

as tiny ice crysals to form frost, rather than condensing as water.first.

'Mg/I-the dew point is referred to As the frost point_. The cotnsation

may also pcciir as.fog in valleys and over water after the surface has

(//diated away some of its heat. The warm damp air above the grOund is

chilled below the dew-point and condensation occurs on tiny airborne

particles.

CoAdeniation also occurs as clouds when warm, mollipt air rises.and

. cools by expansion. The water vapor condenses on tiny particles in the

atmosphere as small water droplets to form a cloud. These droplets are

so small, same are only .0004 inch'in diameter, Chat very light

ment holds them up,

Aleative humidity can be measured in two ways - with a psychroMeter

or a hygrometer. Both are relatively easy to make, although the psychrom-

eter may be more a4.curate.
.

The psychrometer consists-
.

of two thermometers: one,-a replar dry-

bulb thermometer; the other, a wet-bulb thermometer. As moisture evaporates

from the wet-bulb thermometer, its tempeLure is lowered relative to the
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dry-bulb thermometer. The lower the humidity, the more water that can
4111

evaporate, and the lower the wet-bulb thermometer will read. Using a tailie,

one can then measure.the relative humidity'by this temperature drference

due to the,4cooling process of glaporation. In fact, pshrometer-means,

literally, to measure by coolipg.

The lisychrometer shown.belaw in Figure 4 is described en a "How To"

card. It is made from two i expensive thermometers and a shoilace or

short piece of-gauze to kee'p the bulb wet. If a shoelace is used, it

\should be washed well and boiled to remove impurities, The-thermometers

should both read thl same temperature when dry. If filey.do not, one must

always remember that part of the temperature difference-is due to-this

error and not to the humidity.

OY-Bulb
Thermometer c

Shoelace
or Gauze

f

Wet-B:hermometer

Figure 4
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To Aimire "It6he relative humidity, fan (do not blow) the wet-bulb

thermometer until it.stops-going down. Read the two'thçiometers and find

the relative humidity from Table
J
I,. For example, suppose te dry-bulb

temperature-ls 50°F., and the wet-bulb temperature is 45°F. The difference

illi

is 5°F. Read across the to o f the ttble to 5°F. and down the side to 50°F.

The relativ ;! humidity as giv by the table is 67 pelsktl;

RELATIVE HUMIDITY TABLE f

Dry'bulb

thermometer
reading

,

Difference between dry bulb and wet bulb t,hdrmometers
in degrees Fahrenheit ( °F.) .

1 2 3
..-.)

4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

67

5° 73 46 20 ob

10° 78-56 34 13

15" 82 64 46 29 )1

20° 85 70 55 40 25 12

25° 87 74 62 49 37 25 13 1
...

.30' 89 78 67 56 45 36 26 16 5

350 "'91 81 72,63 54 45 36 27 19 16 2
.

'

400 92 83 75 68 6052 45 37 29 22 15 7

45- 93 86 78 71 64 57 51 44 38 31 25 18 12' 6"

51IF 93 87 80 74 1761 55 49 43 38 32 27 21 16 10 5

55' 94 88 82 76 70 65 59 54 49 43 38 33 28 23 19 11 9' 5

so 94 9 83 8 6: 3 9 3 30 2 7 9

65' la95 90 85 80 75 70 66 61 56 52 48 44 39 35 31 27 24 20 16 12

70° 95 90 86 81 77 72,68 64 59 55 51 48 44 40 36 33 29 25 22 19

75 96 9 86 82 78 74 70 6 2 58 53 51 47 44 40 37 34 30 27 24

800 196o9T 87 83 79 75 72 68 64 61 57 54 50 47 44 41-38 35 32 9

85° 96 92 88 84 81 77 13 70 66 63 59 57 53 50 47 44 41 38 3

90' 96 9 89 85 81 78 74 71 68 65 61 58 55 52 49 47 44 41 39 3;

950 96 9 89 86 82 79 76 73 69 6663 61 58 55 52 50 47 44 42 39

100° , 96 9 89,86 83 80 77 73 70 68 65 62 59 56 54 51 49 46 44 41

-Table 1

Parif,
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It is interesting to note that the height CA the bottom of a cumulus

cloud ;an be e*sily determined with the psychrometer and a dew point cfiart,

Which is sho

,

given differe

A
is,'Of course,

next page. It gives tl)e dew point (in °F.) for a

et- and drrbulb theFmometer readings: (This Chart

related to the relative humidaty table since relative

. .

humidity.determines the dew point,) Thd fall:owing method.works &lily with

73.*

ir

a cumulus cloud because

vapor directly 4,ver te

further away.
41*

A. cumulus. cloud 1,43 formO by the cooling of water

area Uom which the wiftax-eirapo.rated rather than

First, use tee ehart to determine the dew .point. In order,for a

cumulus clotid to form, the air must cool from the surface temperature

reading Plo.the dew point. It is known that the temperature of the air

.

drops' off by 5 1/2:degrees
;

F. for egeh 1600 feet of rise in altitude. Thus,

rise f ore the
one can readily find out how high.theFwAter. vapor has to

dew, point:is,readhed.'

*

0

For example,'sitppose the air-tdpperature it 91 ckgrees and:the dew,

1k a

point is 805degrees (relative humidity of 712). The air must cool by-t1

1egrees to

-J2000 feet.

r.

'a

,

reach the dew point., Tbis will hapien . it.
.

The base of. Any cumulUS cloud must be tibout
/-

. a

rises ap out

2000 feet up.

4.

\
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DEWPOINT CHART

St.

Air
Temp.

,

0
5

.4e
15
20*25

30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75

-
80
85
90
95

100

2

.
1

'3 4 5

.

- . Difference between wet and di-y bulb thermometers

...

6 7 8 9 10 11 12. 13 14 15 # 16 1.?

.'

degrees)

18 19 20 1 22
._ .. 23.

..

.

2'' -25

-, 7
- 1

=20
- 9
-

-24
-110 --.27

I t

.

.

.

,

s

16
22

12
19

8
15

.
2 (-)

10 )

-

-41
-13 (

12T
33
38

25
30
35

21
28
33

18(-)
25 21
30. 28

8-(-)
17
25

13
21

- 7
7

18

P--
0

13
-11

7

._

-41
- 1 -14

-7
,

- .
L

.
.

43
48
53

41
46
51.

3tr.
44
50

36 34
42 40'

.413 45

'31
.37
43

2-8
'34
41

-23
32
38

27"
29
36

18
26
33

13
22
30

18
27

- 1
13
24

-14
8

20
0

15
-13

9
,

1
.

-12

,

'
, t

63
69

62
67

60
65

59 571
64 62

55
61

53
59

51
57

49
55

i

47
53

45
51

42
49

40
47

37
44

34
42

31
39

27
36

24
633'

T

19
30

14
26

7

22
- 3

17
-22,

11
1

-1113.
28
39

/ 74
79
84

72
77
82,

71
76
81.

69 6-8

74 73
80 78

66
72
7,

64
70
75

f.3
68.
74

61
67
72

59
65
71

57
'63
69

55
62
68

54
60
66

51
56
64

494
56
62

47
54
61

4
52
59

42
50-
57

39
47
54

36
44
52

3.2

42
50

29
'39
48

./5.\
36 .

45

21
32
42

89
94
99

87
93
98

,86
91
96

1f5 83
90 89
95 94.

82
87
93

81
86

0 91

79
85
90

71:3-

8
89

76
82
87 ,

75-
80
86

73
79
85

72'
78
83

7(
76
82 ,,

- 69
74 .
804

67
73
79

65
71
77

61
70
,6

61
68
74

59
66
72

57
.64

71

55
62
69

53
60
67

511
58
65

48
56
631

Wa

Table 2

,

ir
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The hygrometer* uses a long hair to measure relative humidity. As

the moisture in the air increases, the hair absorbS some of it and stretches

very slight*. When the moisture decreases, the hair contracts slightly.

Hygrometer means to measure wetness.

One simple hyg ome er

Hair

s shown below in Figu're 5.

Screw Ire

Suppârt

Drop of Glue

umbtack
'Scale

Weight

figure S

.

Obtain a faPrli long hair - 18" should be sufficient, althoughe

4

Construction Paper Pointer

Shorter one Wil(certainly wor

will be seen in the Poi6ter.)

the natural.Oil.

ert a scrOpsys into

#s well) and ti

(The,longer the.hair the mate movement..

Th hair should be washed in,alch61 tO"remove

he Tri-441Il any oher type of suipport w411,serve

one end of the hair to it. Tte the other end of the ,

hairlio the 11ght. Put.a drop of glue near the endof the poititAt,and

lower end of the hair to it. When the,glue is,dry, attach the pOifiter, fo:

the suwort wip a thdmbtack, making sure,the.pointer turns freely. Draw

sCale on a white card and'glue it to the support. The device,can.then- be

zalibriqed using a.psychrometer or,anatheu.gtaiibated) hygpmeter.
A

4. * Chis instrument
*. instrUment,io

-Nees a hydrome

ild not,be con106d
etre the depsity"tfii iquids.
r to determ$6 the môunt of

4
hydrollibter,(which is an

A service station ittendant
qpiifreeze radiat9it

A

1 \

a.

A:

N.
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c.

A slightly more elaborate tygrometer is shown below in Figure 6.

Glue ,)4
Hair

I.

'White card
with scale'

Tri-Wall----
Sup.,rt

Has ard

Figure 6

-tbe

pointer
4*

3 or 4 turns of hair around,
the pin

44

; Fasten th4 hair.to a nail driven into the board. Fasten a

Li

."

Straight pin

Nut% or washer

:lightweight plItnter to a.straight pin. ilount a piece af.TFi-Wall on
Is

'the othr end of the board. Fusb the p'in.through the Tri-Wall and make

mire the pointer rotates easily; Tie a washer, nut, or fish sinkei

.to. othei end of,the hair and wap 3 or 4 urns.of hair :around the pin.

a

A I

e

Draw a scafe il a white card ?n,d glue it to the Tri-Wall. This hygrometer

. ,

is then eall4rated using a psychrOmeter'orother .(c librated) hy ometelt. "

I.

, N44

r
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III. PRECIPITATION AND FO

Evaporation, condensat on, and precipitatign are the three arts of

the atmoapheric water cycle. -Condensation has been prpvi sly mentioned

in the section on relative humidity, but the,difference between precipita-

tion and condensation is not appreciated. , The condensation process ,

consists of an'accumulation of water molecules into tiny dropleta. Pre-

cipitation, on the other hsind consists-of an accumulation of these tiny

dropletetIto larger drops-(or clumps of ice crystals) of the size we-call

rain (or snow). The avera ge cloud droplet has a radius of less than
.

20p (Microns - one micron is (howl centimeters or 0.000034 inches), whi

6
the average raindrop has a radius of about 1000p, nearly 50 times larger.

Since the volume is proportional to the cube of the radius,. we can see

that a raindrop is made up of nearly a million droplets.

.We have previously mentioned dew as/a form of condensation occurrIng

when the temperature dropsAleiow the dewpoint. We have also mentioned

hoar froat as another type, of condensatoion ich occurs when the dpoint

a I

ia below freezyg. It cohsistt of ice t s als in the fOim of scales%

4F

neelSsits, feathers; and fans. The water vapor freezea into ice crystals

.%
w

withodt going through a liquid foa protess known as sublimati

1

Another

typeof c pdensationIsimilar to fs, is rime. *Rime consists of. lams of

e

Ifice crysta s And forms when,the droplets of ercoo clouds and fogs,

.

Couch obje In high mclvntains anrover polar 1.6 snow fields, rime

, deposIA. may' tappreciable. the aupe'rcooling process the cloud (1.1

a

,

. .

4
.

N
fog,d5oplets. are rooled below the freezing point but do Rot freece infp .

,- . 4 ' s*
.

.

.

f, ., , .
,

ice crystaIs ch a condition'i highiSr unstable, and When the droplets..

. i
m

i -touch' a.cod zrfae,theyinsta freeze into-adepdait of.rIme
V

,
..

r
47.

...

,,;
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Drizzle is a orm of precipi ation consisting of a fine sprinkle o

numerous, very small niform water drops with a diameter of lessthan 0.5

millimeterer(.4500r40.017 inches). Because the dropE;\are so small and

alf )
light, 'they seem to float about and follow the Ar currente. An umbrilla

4

is virtnally useless since the drops dance about rather On falling

vertically. Drizzle forms in stratus clouds notefai from the ground. Thesa

c"Luds must be in a shallow layer (as clouds go) aince the drops had liitle

chance to collide with other drops to form farger drops df rain. Thus,

drizzl mayfbe deticribed as either an oversized fog or an undersized rain,

Rain is the precipitation of lignid water in drops larger than.i

a drizzl'e. Sometimes the drops may be the sade size as in airizzle but

not numerous enough to qualify as a'drizzle. .This generally aignifiea

rain forming at great height and then falling.through a layer of dry air

%I

go that i3ome drops evaporate completely and other shrink on the way down.
r

.Sometimes, rain ip seen to fall from a cloud and evapqrateobefote i

.4

strikes the ground.

Snow is the precipitation of solid water in the form of hexagonal

cryscals or stars. Even at temperatures well below freezing, the cifyatals

carry a thin fflm-of water so they stick'together when they collide. At

very lOw temperatUres the crystals 'ate dry and only small .1_akes are wen. ,

4
A N

Sl eet has two different definitions. The British definition is that

sleet is a mixtnrp. of snow an".0 tain or melting allow. In North Americ.a,

.

sleet 1'S:defined as rain from warm aii=.aloft'which falls through a lay4

of cold air near the grotind.% The'drops do not turn intvo anOw 'hut leeeze

4
into grAins'of ice. Thuspleet is formed from rain plus low-leliel freezing

;.

plus wari surface,teMperatures.
..

.
'-,...

.
.

.

u 1 7
1 ,
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Glaze, or f ezlng rain, occurs'when rain falls through a '1.- ayer of c,31.d
,

air at ground, leyel and,freezeS when it strikes the cold ground, trees., power

lines, etc Glaze is formed from tain plus ground-leval ffeezing.

Granular snow is the frozen counterpart of drizzle. It is composed of

small ice grains falling from.stratus clouds..
,

Hail is precipitation of balls or piecds of ice.with diameters usually

.ranging from 0.2 inches to 2 inches or more, falling either separately or

fused'into irregular lumps. The largest reported'hailstone measured almost

51/2.inches in diameter and weighed one and a half ppunds. During this storm.

In Potter, Nebraska in 1928, hailstones fell so hareihat many were buried

in the gro

A cross section cif a hailstone usually shows concentric layers a clear

ice alternating with snow. They are a peculiar product of thunderclouds. _

'According to the MObt prevalent theory, hailstones form whian ice crystali

are caught in the gpeat'updrcifts and downdrafts inside the towering ihunder-

clouds.0 The crystal is carried from the ralning bottom to the freezing top;:

'

a-distance of soultaix to ten miles, sevCral times by the vertical wind

currents. It..altern4tely melts andlreezea. collecting more water ,each time

iX passes throdgh the bottom of'the cloud Until it is,too heavY for the'

- cgdraft,to support, and it fells to the gtound. Each concentric layer is
I i ^ ,

4 %
ale-- 10

.

-4)
.

a record of ajourney to the top of the cloud. Because of their'weight and
0

.the severity-ofl the storm they spring from, hailstones do much damage to farm

crops every year.

Anotnex common form o/iaation is fog which his,q/o main divisions:

advectign fogasand radiation fogs. Fog is formed by one of WO processes:

; 3

-4

*
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cooling or evapo*tion. Radiation fog is usually formed when the earth's

surface radiates haat into the night/lair, thereby cooling the air directly

above it. This chilled air, heavier than the hir about it,Nflows downhill

into valleys and condensation occura tiny airborup Particles as fog. How

.h.igh.this type of.fog reaches is determined,by.air movement.ipin a dead Calm;

. the-fog layer May be only a few feet high,.whi/e with a light Winci'it,can

be quite high and dense. uch a fog will usuall "burn off" in.the morning t

sunshine of the next day. Because the tempexatuie of the.oceans has little

daily variation (about eF.), radiation fogs do not develop,at sea.

-Ocean fog is usually an advection fog. This type of fog is formed when

a maas of warm, moist air moves to an area where the temperature is below the

deypoint (for the air mass), and, being cooled by the surface, it' condenses

into fogs For example, warm moist air from the Gulf-Stream area,is blown

over t4 Labrador Current (a cold ocean current), cools and forms a foi;.

Such fois are quite common in thismFegion -,2the'Grand'Bank off the New

Englafid coagtt

1

A fog which is similar to this type of advection fog-occurs over snow

when the afi is very damp di when kt'is raining. The surface of the snow is

.

at the freezing point, bdt the air just above it is warmer and very moist.
M1

The-cooling at the surface of the snow causes a fog to form. However, if the

air temPeratUre is too much' above freezing, the snow will melt without the

formation of fog.

Advection fogs have tvto variations: 1). the steam fog, more commonly

known as arctic_sea smoke find 2) the upslopf:\145g. Arctiesea smoke is*
$ y

formed by evaporation and is quit ommon along arctic coa4ts during cold
4
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spells. It is

along the.Ala

e cially bothersom n the fjords of northern Norway and

akien coast._ In this typ of fog cold air flak over the warm

'ocean surface (or a *arm land surfee). The eve

17

ration of water from the
C.,

surface is so infense that.steam poufs out of the water to\till the air with
r-,..

\..
k.

\
.

fog.

Upslope fog, common along the Pacific COtt of the Unfted States, is

forded when moist sea air is blown against hills and.cooled by being lifted

to colder heights. This type of fog - cloud is quite often seen in mountain

areas apd in coastal hillssand.mountains. Many mountains day have a long-

lasting cloudcap due to an upslope fog. Ia this ease, the upslope fog is

a stratus cloud.

Fogs ii-4) also be formed by a mixture of advection and cooling. These

.are common during the winter along the Pacific Coast. Moist sea air is

trapped in the valleys and.cooled by advecetim followed by radiational

Cooling at night.

,

A
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IV. MEASURING THE PERCENTAGE OF CLOUD COVER PHOTOGRAPHICALLY

By using a Polaroid camera and a grid, one can obtain a reasonably

accurate measure of the amount of cloud cover over a genera/ area. It

will not work for the entire sky due to the.problem which makes cloud

co4er farthei off look thicker than'it actually is. See Figure 7.

as,

Figure 7.
A

Observer looking ovethead sees some blue sky within the cone

labeled A. Looking to the side he sees only clouds within
the cones labeled B and C, although .the cloud cover is -

essentially the same.

j,
0,

To.measure the percentage of cloud cover, one takes several POlaioid

photographs of the sky so as to get a reasonable sampling. (A large cloud

A

directly overhead may give a fake 100 percent cloyd cOver and may ihen drift
0

away; A second measurement.then may give zero percent'cover.) The number

of photographs and time interval between each is deteimined by cloud type

and speed. Slow-moving clouds require larger time intervals perhaps, than

fast-moving clo

Once the phc1tograph ;Jhave been obtained, a grid of 100'squares can

constructed. 'The rid shnuld he exactly the same size as onelof the

I

r-
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photographs with ten blocks per side.* It should be drawn on transparent

plastic, such as that for overhead projectors, so it can be used Ss an

overlay.

To calculate the percentage, i;ne simply counts the total number of

squares partially covered as being 1/4, 1/2, or 3/4 covered. The results

for each photograph are then averaged to provide an overall measurement.

One example is shown below in Figure 8..

Working in rows from left tO right, stirting at the top, we find a-total

of 27.rectahgles covered outof. a total of 100 rectangles. Thus, the cloud

, cover is about 27 percent.

Row 1 -

. 2 -

1

2

, 3

4

5

6

7

8

0

Figure 8

Cloud oover photograph with grid.

Row Total

0 + 0,+ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 1 + 1 ... 2

044- li 4-.1 4- 14 4- 0 4- 1/2 4- )flei- 1.4 +1,...+ 1 - 54

3 4 + 1 + 1 +4+0+0+0+4+ 1 + 1 .- 4'
4 1/2+1 + 1 + 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+0 +4+* im VI

5 - 4 + 3'1+ 4 + 0 +, (N- 0 + 0

6 - +0 +0 + 0 +0 + 0 +0
7 -
8 -
9 - O.+ 0 +0.+\+ 1 + %+ 0

+ 0 + 0 + 0 - 11/4

+0 +0 + 4 .'LAA,.....

+ 0 4 0 + 4 ii 3 ley

10 - 0+0+0+ 4 + +0+0+0+0+0, ,-

IP s

*If the .photograp,2c is not square, ,the grid can be colistructed to have sides

equal to thh er side pf the potraph.
the cenfe thof e photOgrsiph.

grid 'iss. then Aced over
eshc, The

Total 27

OP
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When taking the photographs, the camera should have as wide a field of

view as possible. Furthermore, it should ,be pointd directly overhead and,.
1

noboingled to one side. If it doesn't point directly overhead, the data
....,

will be false due to the angles as shown in Figu e'7.

V. WIND DIRECT= AND SPEMD

Wind Direction
Long ago meit guesSed-that the wind foretold the weather. Wind from one

direction brought fair weather while wind from another brought storms. So

,they 'observed wind direction by watching which way spoke drifted or a tree

bent. Then, as toditt the wind wt named for the direction from alich- it

blew (e.g., a south wind blows from the south to the north). Today we'know

that factors other t n wiTid foretell the-weather, but we know that the diree-

tion of the wind is' 4 v'ry important factor. Rainy weather piay generally

come from one direction while faiveather may,come from another.

Wind vanes are anong the earliest ,known weyher instruments. Before the,

Christian Era, rooftops in Uncient Rome had wind vanes; indicating an awkreneSs

of the relationship of wtnid and weather.
06

t.

Shown belo in Figure g is a siiple wind vanejlescribed on:a "How. To"-

card. It is made from Tri-Wall,and Fooden dowel, rods.4,

A

. I r's
Mil OMB OM NOMNISIM.

411-f----! Screw Eye

Dowel Rail yointer

Washers for Balanci

Support Board Dowel Rod Shaft

AilBrace 1:1 4.-- Screw Ey_r_!,

larammonamowaiwsguisourmirmisw.. ....

Figure 9
Baseboard

k,
f
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I

,

*o'

ImprovementS16ay readily be made, especially as it is not durable if exkosed

to muckl rainy wyather. A better one could be made from sheet metal or plywoodu

always remeMbering tombeep it as well-balanced, as possible. .A,metel rod

di!

Could be'used for the shaft with a nail for a pivot as shitln,lp,Figure 10.
7

The main things to.remember are that it should turn freely and should.present

a fairly large surface area to the winikeit it _.11 turn in a light wind.

;i

Support
, Board

1

Baseboard

Metal Shaft -

Screw Eie
Shallow sole tie End of Shaft

Nail

*Figure Au

Bearing Detail

f
To orient the wind Vane prpperly, you must find the direction of true

northr: Allis can bedone in several ways. The midday shad 'polmts,to

.

true north. A vertical stickcould be used find'trUe noTth from bhe

shadow it-casts. The Pole Star. (Polaris) is alw s at true north, also.

Perhaps the easie%t way is tqluse a magnetie caopass. Remember,

11°T

er, that the compas4poinfs toth'e magnetic north pol not the

a , .: ('

,- ,

Aeoki\raphic '4WIth.pole or' true north. A correction must'be a ded or sub4"
A %

. \
%N..

1 (

fr4.41

a
.
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tracted depending on,your location. The map in iiguretll shows the average

vsriation for the United States. Westsrly variation means the colpails

needle points west of true.north by the indicAted number.of ,ol[egrees, while

easterlYrvsriationS meghs it points east of true north. Once the direction

of the porith!--,south line Is determingd, local objectives (such as tree,

houses, etc.) May be used as a reference to ldcpte it when cnecesAsary.

EASTER6*. vARIATION- WESTERLY VARII0ON
50 100 53 00 50 100. 150

--1r.
%

%

i --- . .
. ---1

rf 11-
,

, .

0 - _,--_,/ II --k, -1/.1-..tilr %.1%, -
..!

i I. ), .._'% 1 'k -, -.
\ '%\s' 1.,./ ,y:

t . A f- i ...... N

. r /I _ I I
. ,

1
t, 1 i 7- %

d r -1- T "r- i( 7 -fjc.......

I .- .:.._II r
I
t
I

Fig res. tiv

Wind Speed
A simple methoOpfor finding wind spe6d s to use the table shown on

a.

the next page (Table 3). This is the'leaufort Scale devised in 1805 by t

British admiral, Sir Francis Beaufort. His original scale was intended
. /

for sailors.of his day and gave wind sPeeds in terms of its effect...am/sails,

rigging, and waves. It has been modified for use on land and is quite
4

useful for determining wind speed by visual observation.

Various instruments have,been developed over the years to measure wind

speed. One experimenter even used a device resembling wind chime's. The
ft

4

,pone produced was related to the wind Speed. A modern cup anemometer consists

of 3 Ior14 hollow Cupa mounted at thepend of horizontal arms ihat are at right

e.

1
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01.

)

I.

4

Wind heed in
Miles Per Hour

I

Effects.of Wind .

t.. t
Weather
..,

Bureau-

Beau

N ,

Less than 1 smoke rises straight up
4

Calm,
1 to 3 smoke 4Tifts in the wind but wind

vanes.do not turn

Calnr
,

.

,

4 to 7

,.

you feel the wind-oa y6ur face,
leaves rustle and wind vanes move

Light -

.

2
.

to 12

.

the wind extends a little flag and
keeps leave!) and,smaP1 twigg.in

,

motion .

Gentle i

7

.

to 18.
_

NAnd raises dust 4.and loose paper and
sm all-branches are kept iniMotion

Moderate
t

4 '

.

19 to 24 . the wind sways small trees' in leaf,`"1
and little white wavelets fOrm dn
ponds and,lakes

Fresh

.

25.to 31
#

1
,

large branches of trees move,
telephone wires whisitle, and it

.
.

ie hard tclkuse,an umbrella

Fresh
,

6

32 to 38 whold ttees bend, and it is Lad
to walk against th'e wind'

.

Strong

39 to 46. twigs break:off the trees ,Strong 8

47 to 54
.

large limbs are broken off trees
and roofs are damaged

_ -

A Gale
.

.

9

55 to 63 whoae trees are Uprooted (rarely
seen inland)

*

A Gale 10

64 to 75
. I

damage is very widespread (rare /

excePt near oceans,

A Whole Gale 11

above 75 ;. 'tremendous damagwis caused A Hurricane

_ .

k
----4.12

. - A

t.

a

B.

,1

Table 3

'Beaufort Scale

)

Wind speed in terms of wisible effects.

41.

1
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angles to'a vertical shaW ,The wind exerts more fprce on the hollow side

of the cups, cauSing the shaft to rotate. In some,sthe turning of the shaft

rotates gears which measure the wind speed. lip others the shaft rottition

11\

enerates an electric current which.aavateg the pointer of a meter calibrated

r.eAd.miles per hour. Anothevodfrn'type of anemometer uses an airplane

.,
prattieller type

--r

device to rotaee the shaft.

*
A relatively simple anemometer is'shown'belaw id Figure 12. While it

may be difficult to use as an accurate measuring device, it does illustrate

the working of the anemameter.

eb

.

Nail
Small-"Can Bolted to Arm

g.

Wooden Arms'

I. a.
-Vertical Pont

N4411411444144441%%44110

Basebeard
0-

Figure,12
A simple anemometer.
.

4

,The arms can be made from a yardstick, such as those given out by'

hardware'stora, cut ill half. The cups are simply four small tin cans

of the same size fastened to.the arms withsmall bolts and nuts.
0

Cross the two yardstick pieces at,right angles and fasten tog'ether
.

with a tenpenny nail through their exact centers. Usg small wire brads t(i!

hold th arms at right angles. (Small, stovt screws will also wprk.) 'Drill

a hole in the center of 'each end-of the arms about 1 inch framthe end.
!

k
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Drill hole in the,side of each of the cans. This hole should be loca,ted

so that the can is bli.lanced from.front to back. Fasteh the cans to the

arms with small nuts And lelts through the holes.

fiole into th end'of the piece of wood to be used for the
r

xerticlIrl post. at should be'slightly shallower than'the length of the

,

nail sticking out of the arms and slightly larrr in diameter. The point

SI

.

of thespail rests n the bottom of the hole,and acts as a bearing. The
*

..,

'

entire a assembly.turns on this pivot point. This is shown in Five 1 .

.., . .

O qil .

Ne#

4

Washer

vk

4Wooden Arms

,

Figure 13

Bearinf4de'tail.

Put. Dro'p o1 Oil Here

Vertical Post
X

Wben the nail in the arms is inserted into the hole, the arms should
'-

just clear the p t;-and'should turn freely. The other end of the'post ise
nailed,to a base oard or, if a broomstick is used, stUc into the ground'.

The anermeter can be painted to make it ore durable,with_one cup painted

a different coldr soturns can be cou easily. A few drops of oil

/-
should be put into the hole before putting the naiii (in the ads) into he

hole.

.c
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. A soriewhat nri elaborate anemometer is shown in 'Figure 14. The.

t

,

useof the eggbeater as a gear reduction device enables faster wind-speeds.
it!

to be observed. When the anemometer is turning very rapidly': indi4idual

turns-may be difficult to observe. Hociever, the larger gehT on th egg-

beater will turn only.onge for several turns of.the anemometer cups.

4

Mk,

.4.01

Beater Blades

Paint Dot for
Counang Tui-ns

Figure 14

Eggbeater Anemometer

Small glan Bolted
to Arm

-4
.

Use andlefor Mounting on
Vertical Post

One of the beater shafts is.. sawed off (Use a hacksaW) near te small
le

,

gear: The blades of the remaining beater are cut apart near thebottom of
)11

the.beater and carefully straightened-c T?1 ire frame'around'thae.beaters
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and the hand crank ere also cut away. It s uld now resemble Figure 14

'rwithout-the amall'cans. The four amall cans are og-fastened to'the beater
)

blades,by drilling a small hole through each blade and the side of each can,,,*

and bolting them together as shown in Figure 14. A dot of paint oil the edge

;

of the largesear wii make it easier to aunt the- numbpr of turns it makes.'

With this anemometer, calibration to exact wind 4eed is difficult. The.

best method involves taking the finished anemometer to a local weather station

and calibrating it with another (already calibrated) anemometer. An alter-
.

native is to calibrAtevit using the Beaufort Scale. :A. second alternative

Is to h9id the deviee out a car window and'hi've sameon'e drive at seyeral

opeiected speeds.(10 mph, 20 mph, ,39 mph, etc.).for a miriute yhile you count.'

.the nUMher of turns bf the larger giaro However, this last method is not

very easy to do accurately. ,In iny case, one needs to know the number of

turns per minute of the large; gear for several, *nownwind speeds ta

theiinstrument.

The desig and cnatrjction ok the anemometer may hi quite varied,

depltding onrivailable materials and the age level of"the childxin. Small

cal oi tablespoons will work for the winecups. A roller skate wheel can

be used.jd place Of the pggbeater as'a bearingt but then individual turns

m st be'counted. Also, the arms must ,be sirapped to the wheel as the wheel

4
sorbs too mulch Aeat forisoldering ta be effective. Geari and shaft from

.
.

ld Erector Sets may'also be used to anstructe Anemamer:--Otie a

to keep in mind is that the anemameter should,be pablef withstand ng
-,

strong.gusts. of wina. . .

.

4
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VI. AIR .PREASURE AND THE BAROMETER

M7727

,/ -

Invenfed by Torricelli in 1643, the barometer was' the first,of the

modern instrumepts-for weather prediction. Renaissance scientists.yere
,4

quickly fascinatdd by observing thaticertain kinds of weather often

accompanied certain pressure readings. Even today some barometvrs carry
41.

,

the predictions "Chanlie at 29.5 ,inches (ofmercury)'flanked by -Rain" and

L.
"Stormy at,lower pTessufes an& "Fair" and. "Very Dry" At higher pressures.

4

Actuallyaatmospheric pressure epends on many factors, including .

altitude, and is fai from being a certain indic or of a specific weather
4

. .

condition. Its'chief uapfulness occu irs n indivting that a change is on

the way,,

weather.

4.

for a9chahRe in presgure usually dots indicate a change in the

LMucb more information, suches tamperature, relative htTalidity
4

wind direction, cioud,patterns, Weather elsewherer previous weather con-
.

ditions, etc., is needed,to forecast the.wgigther.N,
. .

The barometer is an instrument whieh weikhs thebtotal, calumn of.air

0
'that is pressAng down on a given areaaqt a certain tim . The woTd itself

means to naspre h

is thi atmaspheric

4 s

viness or weight. This weight-of airiaer'ilnit area

Iressure. When the air is heavY, we have high pressure,

and.when it isJight, we have lOw pressure. 'We can weigh the air 115i using

a spring scale, or by using d. balance, except we
*

down on-one si4e, and no air (a vacuum) preasing down'on the other side of

4

have to have the air Piessing/

the balance.

a collimirof air. Frnhe length.of the +01.iman of1mercuryelthe weight of

the column of air at that-titme'cp be found. Above the mercury-column in

N-

9 . .
.

In the balance systpt, we'use a column of mercury tb, balance
/

the tube 1.4 a vacuum.

spherlc.pres4ure2,

°

r

and it is this height which Is referied to when the

o 4
to

,
-

1

The height of the column in inchea giv9e,the atmt-,
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weatherman says the-pressure is sO many inches. Other vbstances, could'

be used tosmeasure the pressure in this type of barpmeter,

wbuld have to be.considerably long4r: If water were used,

but the column

the column -woUld

bet34 feet tahl! One needs .a heavy liquid which wonJt evaporate. A simple'

mercury barometer ip shown in .Yigure 1. Refdr to Appendix A for a detailed -

idescription.

11.

-- V a C,,p.1 11.111

Weight .o

ai

press'ing

;down

------, Column of Meroury
4,

Point at which weiht..of coldMn
of mercury'Vquals weight of columo
of k
Var of Mercury

'Figure 15
Simple mercury baromeer

The spting balance typepf bhromet
.

er is the aneroid barameter. ,pere

, \
,V 7

,

.s sealeel metal container from which the air his begn'ev14cuated ls used. A

1

A pointer Is attached to one siatrof the "Container. As the air ptessure chaAges,
44

4

_the sides of the vnthiner move ink. for 4creasing pressure, and. out, for

decreasing,pressure. This causes the pokIter to mave across a scale which

is calibrated to rend inches of mercury. This isiihe.type usually.founein

homes and offices. 4

As mentionevreviougly, dir pressure Nvirieis wiehsaltitude. Atea
!

'e level the average *pressure 1s.29.92 inches. At 1,000 feei, it is 28.86
4 *4

inches; sit 2,006 feet% 1 is 27.82 inches; and at 3,000 fet, it is 26%82

filches. The average thr pregsure in Denver at 5,000 feet would be 24.90\
- I

S.

inches.' The average normal air pressure at the top of the Empire State*,
.

Building is'about 28.60 inches,-nearly 1.3 iuches less than at tifq bottom.

ir(

p....44."""

V

I.

ft
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For the barometer wbose constrection iS, described in the "Haw Ta"
t

M7 9.

'cards, mineral oil wss chosen as being an adequate ljiqui po use. "Figure

4?

.

-

16 shows' erose-sectional view of such a, barometer.

1-

Milk Carton

'Cotton Insulaiion

Partial Vacuum'

/ 4*
Thermw Hottlf Filler

. .

Rubber StoPper

Plastic Tube

ri

Siall Jar of Mineral-Oil

Figue 16

One basic problem which may affect the uile of this barometer is the

effeceof temperature' on'theeasurement. As the temperature rises,. it

causes .the air remaining in. the Thermos bottle to expand. This causes-the
)

oil in the tube to fall, indicating a drop in 'atmnspheric pressure. This

change is-spurious,Ilawever. If the pressure is read at, the.same,tempera-

,

ture each gime, then dile readings will be consistent, and the effect,of

temperature is essentiapy cancelled. If the temperature does vary-, the

pressure reading can 6e correctedifor tke,change 'by using the gtap

,
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-Figure 1..7 The relation between the temperture change and its'effect.
\

on the pressure reading is fairly linear but Is differentlor different

}

y alt-tt. esz I.n.:%an.attempt to avoid tints problem rtly,ely, the baro/ meter

should be.plaed away from sours.es of heat, . s411uch .as radfatorw, sunlight,

oi incandes_6ent lights. 'In using the temperaLtire correction with the
,

.

Thermos bdttle barometer, ofte'must alsb be'sure that the temperature.in-

side the Thertos is:the saw as the outside of the Thermos'. It usually,

takes several hours for the9temperature inside the Thermos to equalize.

6,1 Over 1000' in alt4ude

.0

Udder 1000' in altitude

at

- 4..

0,3

-11 -8 27;4, - -3 '-I 0 f 2. 3 4 IC)

Change in temperature from calibration temperature

4(in F.)

4

Figure 17

tor

4
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A nother problem which may arise is that of a sealed building. .While
\

it is.preferable that the banometer be set up in 4;spot from.which it *neA

- 1

r\".

not-be Moved (thereby assuring more accurate readings), it may'becoMe,,

nec'essar511 to -.Peke the barometer outdoors to obtain *an accUrate reading., Of

. course, if.the students construct a veather.seation, the.bardmeter may .be .710PV

--kept thew. If the olas;rOom building is air conditioned, the building maY

I. .

,

be sealed. Consequ ently, the air pressure inside'may b,ear no relation to

, the air pressure Outside.
.

lkn alternative proC.edure tch avoid the temperatpre problem is.to use.

a styrofoam ice bucket, Or 4 Similar item, such as'a styrofoam instrument

:

packing case. The barometer jar is packed in ice.to keep the iemperature
-. .

constant. An ice-/er miXture Will .maintain a temperatufe of J2,!. In

/
0

this ease, a Thermos bottle may not be necessary, and an ordinary glass

jar will do: This barometer 4,s shown lb Figure:18.

,--Ice -Water

Mixture

Partial
Vacuum

452_4Drain with stopper or
tube to sink

Fissk

Caulklng for
wateri,ight sea

Plastic'TuPe

.Styrofoam Container

7 Rubber Stopper

Figure418

4

at.
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a.

'.iLlibratytan is most
;."4, /

easily,done by usirig another barometer which is

already-calibrated, such as one rom a high school'physicS or chemistry

lab nearby or an aneroid barbmeier from home. r One can also, calPthe nearpst
%

. . ,

U.S. Weather Bureau office, TV station, or amateur weatherman to get the

barpmetric pressure reading. With several different.readings one can

.readily calibrate the' scale,
. \ .

,i

Several problems may arise during the construction of these-barOmeters-.

,
Plastic tubing is suggested lor the barometer tube, since -it'is edtily

cut and wil1 not break. Glage tubiA.Pg can ,of course; be used; but it is

,

more dangerous due to.the possibility Of Shattering. Rubber stoppers

can be obtained at hobby shops trt,, perhaps, from high school labs. A number

..6 stppper fits a Thermos,beale quite well.. In fact, it seems to make'an

airtight seal *so th4it wax is not needed for this 'purpose., if the hole in

the stopper is the sa.me'as tbe tubing otiier diameter, th e tubing will fit

tightly and an airtight seal,will be formed here also. Some liquid soAp
4 '

an ihe end of the tubing'will lubricate it So that it ii1l gojnto the

stopper easily. Care must be taken ncit to bend the tlfL as ii will crack:

45
The tubing should 110 grasped near the end to he insertecLinto the stopper.

Twisting the tubilgtrack and forth.1/glightly oftev help4r. If glass

tubing is,being used, the hands should be held so that the tubing,wilr

* not.he jamned into the hand if it shOuld break..''

Filling tbe east with mineral.9
dr

il can also present problems. If
.

.

'.the Thermos bottle baroneter;is being constructed, the easiest method
4 1

iS to put warm water in the The o ficir A.short while, andthen empty it.
f

1

,

The stopper, with the tube Already inserted in' I, is'insertea it the mouth

of the bottle. The_tub\is then u ended intd the Mineral oil:Jar. As
4

A 4 s

the Thermos bottle cools:the art inside contracts, drawirg the mineral.

Lit . -1' .

.

Ivir

-1`

1
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4

'oil up' intd the tuVe.. In:thi, ofder o construction Eitel*, the Thermos
,

. .4 \ ,...

bdttle cian be tatifid.-into. thelcetebn - filled milk'clrto4 befoie the,filaing
. .,.

. , . , . ,.-' '
, .

.. - 4

..prooedüre just-descrfbed=takes plape. The malk carton is.then fastfned
.

'
. * -

to.the support* It may take several houts for the Thermos bottle"to. coo).
-

.
. .

,

47-33

, -
s: completely and for the mineral oil to rise as far as it cad 771. .

If the mineral oil should rise tootfar this can bt.easity remedied.

Get a small flexible straw, and put one nd of it directly befileath.the

bottom opening df the bardmeter tube. (ee*Figure 10.) 'Very gently below

an air bubble inio the traroneter tube. Rspeat'this as many tim61 as is

necessary to bring.the IkvellOf mineral oil in the tUbe down.

range. An alternative to this-procedure is to dse a medi

of'a

'Plastic Tube

to a reasonable

dropper instead

'

Blow II

Small Flexible Tube or Stracv

Figure 19

Filling the tube with mineral-oil when coniitructing the ice-wa

bath type of barometer is much simpler. The baroneter is constructed

in its entirety, upende4,into the mineral oil jar, and fastened o the

support. When the ice Aild water are added to the styrofoam chamber on

top, the air in.the barometer ja ,(or flask) wlil contract, drawi-ng the

A
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I

4

..

S.

tioeral pil.np 04 tuke. If the mineraX oil-sho'uld rise,too fa

- . .
-

,

, .

4kcan be laviered by the method previously *mehtioned.
-:- ..,..., -

. -

One thing to io..tp is the presst& when getting

.thetube., If.the

far up the 'tube.

.

*All rise all' the

make surie.the oil

'when the pressure

pressure is low far your area, do

Dtherwisee whtn the pressure dots

ws,

way.into the boile itself. When

the'

,

ral oil inio

not let the oil go too

rise, th p,. mineral dll

the pressure is high,

1

gOes up to a realionable height, or it will all aline out-

falls later, and ehe birometer will hlave to'be recálibratel.

If the rubbel.stopper and plastic tube dp not make an airtight seal,

air will slowly leak into the' partial

mineral oil wilt gfaduably leak'out..

0

vacuum in the Thermos bottle, apd-the

If this should happen, cahdie Fax may

be used.
(
to form a seal. , Firsti.-removie the baNymeter from'ihe support atid let

. /
all the mineral oil, run out. Nekt, remove the rubber stopper and reheat the

,

Jt
,

inside of the Thermos bottle:with wa
-

ter. Pour out the Oster and insert

, l, .

'the rubber stopper. Then, using a i4ghted candle, drop melted wax around the
,

I ,

rubbei stopper where it joins the Thermos and where the plastic tube g
.

as shPiin in' Figure 20. 'Invert the barometer anA place che

t in the mineral oil.. Refasten the b romer to the suppo

prevent the barometer from leaking/..

Candle Wax

-46t.1.---", Plastic Tube

Candle Wax

---- Rubber Stopper

Ei4

ttom o ehe tube

The wax 'should

Figute 20

Candl e Wax

-----Thermos Bottle

4- 46^"
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Mercury #itoeter .,
.) .. -
. _. i h

,
-

%

i

.

4 In file barometer shoion in Figure 15., let the area of the toP,ot
*

A

147-35

.*
4

e '
the viircury in the 4ar be A, and let At weig". of the air pressing downcbe W.

This means the air pressurd at that stirfacte if P ... W/A since this'is-how
N, .

.
. t .1.1,

. . s 1

,pressure is. defined. The weight of.the columnlofOgercury is 5duvr4 by multiplying
--/

I

its density (weight per unit.volume), cl,_by-thetV,olume.ag

height of the column is h 4perOlg:*kw'is:-a6.:itsr umeI

-

cdIUMu-okIf phe:

tit x a). The weight
7

ofthe mercury is then-w ...hxixd. The pressur exerted at the btirface of
04, a .

i'el

.

N.

tjte pressure,

. :

f.èhe air cplumn aitchthe pressure oft the mercury Dolumn must be equal. (If this

s/
Are not,true, mercury would flow "either into ouSut of the tube until it viere

. f ,

.

true.) 'Thus, me can set thar4wo pressures equal'to eact- other:

tbe mercury by this &ilumn is p w/a tt-x d. At this surface,

P p h x d.

Normal sea level pressure is given as 29.92, inches of mertury, and the density

of mercury is 0.492 pounds per cubic inch This gives us a normal Eiea level

pressure of P 14.7'pounds per cubic inch.

A

a
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0 1973 Edvation bevainnmett C^nte Pr,
PROBABILUX-7.,JHUMB TACK EXPERIMENT*

.

4

Mos.t peoAle) f ind it 9.1f
S-.

Itukt tp think abouç chance events.. Let's sed

4

9

PSI-C-

. if we can Agree orr angwers to the following quqstio

question 1: If ye drop a'nail from a height of about 4

land in 'a "poini-up"-Vos tion,

(
.or in a "pOi0t-down" position?

ii and

1
(4..1

k

t., wij.1 it

Quefition 2: If we drop a thumbtr from a height of about 4.ft., will

I
in a "point-4" position,

or i a "point-4min" position?

Question 3: If we drop .a nailLor a thuMbtack from a height of about 4

ft., will it land "point-up" the same.nuMber of times in each set of 20 drops?

/

\6uestion 4: dan yoU.guss the outcome more els,gly if you use sets

of 40:drops, insteadioof 20?

To find answers, to these quegtipng you may want tor perform an
4.

-experiment.. To'keep-hidden factors froncentering into the ,Eperiment, it is

.usually desirable.to drop tbe thumbtaCk in nearly the same way each time. We

can do/this 14y setting the tack "point-up" on m desk, and slowly pushing'it

off the desk by mea f the edge of a book. You can-think of many othei

ways to achieve unifo ity: for example, you c9 rest your forearm on a desk

and hold the tatk paper cup, then turn the Cup.quickly upside down, so

that thg tack falls out.

4

*from Cambridge Conference on the Study of Mathematics (CCSM) Fleasibility Studies

'40
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The way that you ret7ord ?our data is aso impor tant . .1.-iMaN'want to
4

V

presrve as much of the'data as possible, Sb that you can use 1. 41hro answer

4

new questions that may arise in the fupure. Onp way Lo tills, in, the, humb

tack experSent; Ls to use the letter "U" rd mean"point-1.1r-and,to use theI.
letter "D" to'mean Point-dOwa." Record each out.40orite the.order of occur-

.

rence, grouping the symbols n groups of 5, 46 that yOUr record f.or 20 'drops

pight look like this: .

,u u u u

DVUDD
DUUDD
Du 6 D--k_

A set of originaI.datA is blfawn.below.

Marilyn: 0 01! ''

DDD1
UDDV P
U D U 1

D UDUU
U D-U

u uuun
U UUUU

Uatold: U U D If ;) Ellen: V D.0 U B
AP .4 e.4

UUDcT) UVUll U
.

DDUTU DDZ:f U

.1) U D.D D D DrirU D

Tony: VUUUD
U DDU U.

U U U'U D

UDDUU
Nancy: DDUDU

D UUUV
U UUDD
IIDUUU

Richard: ,DUDDD
D U.DDD

D UUDU
,DU'DUD

Susan: UUUDD
DUDUU.
U UDDU
U UDDD

.611

49 1
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-111UD DU
D ,UtU4

:UDU:DU
U tiDD'U.

handis: D AU D U

D'UUD'D
P.U`DDII
D UDDU

DUDUD
ODD.DU
D DUUU
D UD.D

George: DDDUD
-7 UDUUU

D DDUD
UURD.0

-Jeff: UD,UDU
D UDDD
U DD-TID

DDUDD.

Ann: utitipp/:
U UDUD.
D DDUU-.
D.UUUU

Charles: UDDDDbuuuu
U UDUD
DDDDU

'1

int

-D DUU,D

UDiTtfU*
U D,D Uri!

Tony; DDDUD
UDUD.1:1'
U-DU/DD
U DDRU

Rent: UUUUU
D DDDi
D DUUU

S.

D UUDAD

I UUDUD

SteVe: UUUDU
U,UD:UD 04'

.DUUDU
U DDDU

Ma .UDDDD.,
D UUUD
D UDUD
D UUUD

Jake: D D D U

U UUUU
D DDUU'
D ULTUer

Walter: VUUUV
UDDDU
UDDUU
D UUUD

Betty: DDUDU Jenny: DDUDD
UD.UUU , DDIEDDU
D DUDU DDDUU

DUDUU DUDU'U

4
iltft

-

4.2
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Yidu can uSe the above data to make sets of data vhich -have diffeTent,
.

_:.;,-- '

..

, ' ....

.
..

.

.

nuMbers,of drops in each set. Ftor -example, you can make up 12 groups
. .

.

.

0
,

.

-eath, using Ihe first'fiy,e drops7froethe first 12 students:'
)

Number t4 "upe'in 4eath gydUv of 5 drops

2, 3, 3, 3,%7.72, 33, 2; 2.,.

of 5 drops

Similarly, you can make 12 groups of 10 drops e5ch, by-using the last

10 drops of each of the last licstudents:

Number of "ups" in each group of.10 drops

5, 5, 6, 4,160. 6, 5, 3, 51 5, 6, 5

v

I.
Twelve,groups of"20,drops each can be compiled by using the last 10

0
.

'drops from pi:tits of students:
.

i
Number of '!ups" in eath group of 20 drops

14, 7 12, 12, 12, 8, 11, 10, 8, 12, 10, 10

'Similarly, 10 groups 6f 40 drops.each are made up by combining the

work of pairs of stndents:

Number of "ups" in each group of 40 drops

23, 21, 21, 24, 22, 15,.26, 16, 24, 22, 1,8

in our

We need some good methods for studying how much "variation" there i?

s of data. Here are 3 methods:

I. The Method of "Just Looking"

The Method oftZTaphs

III. The Method of Quartile Ranges

40.3

:f
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I. Thg Method of 'i.Just Looking."

., . ,
. .

Nr; For groups of4.5, tie got these.numbers: (counting."Ups")

.2,6, 3i I,' 4, 2,,31 3, 2, 2,. r ,...

, % .

a- .. ...).

For groups of\20 'we got these numbers:

14, 7 12, 12, 12, 8, 11, 10% 8, 12, 10, 10

I

By just lookirig at these numbers, which set of nuMbers.seems

to show greater "variation"?

II. The Method of Graphs.,

We can show\he fitst set of numbers in a graph Like this:

n 12 _fin:lupe, o 5 drips-

6^-

**NJ0 1

Numbe

pre 1
a.

oi "Ups" in each group

404 / 1
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The'gr4h of the'secorrd set .of nuthhers is:

.....; N

,*(

.

s cei
- I

number o Ups: i each group.

SE.

fr.
From looking at these two graphs, which set of numbers-seema to show

..2.0

greater variability?
44,

Or

III. Tbe Method oi-comparing Quartile Ranges

To use this method, we 'artange the number of ups per group in.order

of size for groups of 5:

1 1,\;,2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3), 3, 3, 4

Further, for groups of 20:

7, 8, ,8, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12, 12, 12, 12: 14

% We t en find the quartile range of each set by discarding the three

4

"largest" a5% and the three "smallest" (25%) numbers in each. The number, left

are:

4 0 5
IMP



,

-42, 2, 3,

10, 11,. 12, 12

t

44,

-

Li 4 4

1,
-Fdr these

-
-trimmed sets of numbers, we compute thq ranges:

1

."
P.S1 -7 )

3 - 2 1 46arti1e range for first Set of nudbers (groups of 5)
N-

12 - 10 2 quartile range for second set of numbers (groups of-20)

.Frcim comparing the quartile ranges, which,set of'AUMbers seens to

show the greater variability?

When we were using 10 groups of 5 drops each, welled a sample'size'

n, equal to 5.,

When we were using 10 groups of 20 drops each, we had a sample size

n,-equal to 20.

In general, when we increas:Pthe'sample size by
,

Eig, the variability of ths total numf)er of U's would be

by a factor of 2. Consequently, mathematicians say that'

the,total pumber'of W-s increases as NT.

making it 4 times as

expected to increase

the variability, of

though the second set of numbers (the large sample size)

seemed to show m re variability, there is same sense in which it really

shoN4s less vaii ility. What do you think? How would you, suggest we deal

with these two ets of numbers?

/7 Eveft though the total number o 's k-2harder to predict for largA

samples, the proportispal oteuktence of U's is easier to predict for larger
r

samples.

Let s'test this idea by-each of our 3 methods for comparing variabijity.

Earlier, we compared the variability of the tbtal number U's. We noW

compare the variability of the proportional or fractional n 1 of er of IA.



lg
\- 111(

,o

'Netthod I:

14

. .". (
i

. i.

. ,

,

The fractional aumbee o U's it the 5 drop_cAse can be found by
.

.

taking tkle toital numberpf Os:
.

.- *4

4 .'
1--

N1.

.... .1.

.23,3,34,1,..2,.3,3, 2,.2, 1

and, dividing by the total number of drops (in this case, 5):

2, 3, 3, 3,,4, 3 3' 2, 2, I
.

'5 3 5 5 5 7; 5 5 5 5 5 5

.)To more eadily_compaie with the frac,tionslin ilpe 20 rop set we

qs.

multiply both numetator an0 denominator by 4 A&etting:

so, 12 la, 12, 16,- .4 8, 12, 12, 8; La, 4

20 20 20 20 20 20- 20 20 20 20 20 20

for the groups of 20 drops we get:
.1 1

14 7, 12, 12, 12,' 8;11, 10, 8, 12, 10, 10

20 20 76 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

Can you tell,.by first looking, which s,,t of nuMbers vari mo

.44

JP

Method II: Comparison by Graphs.

We shall mark both sets of numbers on the same graph, using ies to
.1.

indicate the 1st set, and O's to indicate the 2nd set:

1
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pf 5

os'ses eah

t.o0los of 20

kos$es eaph

_

-

to

AVLCtional number.of:11

Figure 3
.

Which sgt of umbers shows greater consistency? Which shows greater

variabllity? Did it work out the waNiyou expected?

I. The Method of ComOaring Quartile Ranges
t

1

The 1 st set of numbers (proportion of D's in group of 5 drops) in

order it, size. is:

0.2, 0.2, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.8

We delete the three (25%) largest and the three (25%) smallest to

get a "trimmed" set of numbers:

0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 016, 0.6, 0.6

The quartile range is 0.6 -74 0.2.

40s

1.
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The 2nd set/f numberst(proportion orU ?n-troUps. of 26 drops) is.i

.

. ,

, ,0.-35 0.40, 0.40, 0.50, 0450, 0.50, 0.5, A.6.0,'0.60,"(1.60, 0.60, 0.70.

11,
- .

If. We mal.it the three laigest and tilltree wiallest, we get the "trimmed' ''
- i.

.

' ... .
..

.... '
-,

sa of numbers:

0:50, 0.50, 0.50, 025; 0.60% 0.60

The quartile range,of this °trimmed" set is 0.60 0.50 = 0.10.,
,

*Does the total number of4U 's varylmore, in large samples oy tn small
4

t

'samples? .
. 0

, .
. .

, ..,

Does ,the proportion or U's vary more in large aamples, or in small
$ ,

. 0 4

samples?

Earlier we .showed0 how the variability of the.total number of U's

increases as -.),E Ohere n = sample Size. In the fractional proportion of U4s,

however, tice _situation is quite difkeren,t. Here, if we multiply the sample

size by 4, the'variability of the frac/pnal:proportion of U's decreases by a

.factor of 2. Oonaaquently, mathematicians say that.the fractional proportion

. . .

.-of'y's decreases like 1 .

I

"ar"'.'4 *, 4 ... , #
t We can doublecheck the ideas we have discussed earlier by,)collecting

.44
**

.

. ( a .

more data.

0

Each.. student in a 6th gradeslass in'Lexinapon, Mass. tossed thumbtacks

and retorpd the data for 10 groups of 5 tOspes each. This provided total .

W
A

res4Its fqx 240 groups of 5 tosses each. They then combined their data into

60 groups of ZO tosses each. The first two frequency distribukion geaphs , A

(fil.]elf ig4) show the variation in-the total number of "Ups" in groups of 5 and
.

..

20 tosses. The third fliequency distriblirtion graph shows on one graph (Figure 6)

,the ftactionS1 number bf "Ups" in groups of 5 and 20 tosses.

4 f.:29""
ton
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0 1
k

N

Figur...7 Shows the v9riation in.qUartile range with sample .ize.

..
,, . ,

Ohe line. (markdU with x's)shows, thAt the -quartile.;range iof total numb r of

"Upk" inoreases frdh about 2 CO 4 with increase,in sample size 3. to 20

1

tosseS. This confirms the statement7that the 1Criability of the total number
..

.
. ,

, ....
.

...,

qf "Ups" increases as NE. The other line (ma ked, wit s) showg that quartile

range of frVtional number of "Ups" decreases froi a ut 4 to 2 With an
tor

.increase in sample size f.rom 5 to '20 tosses. This, likewise, confirms Che

statement that variabilAy of fractional numbexs of "Ups" decreases like 1 .

f retiugiccy 4/0

%.
Frequency Distribution Graphs

Itumber o "U " in.Gr ups 'qf 5_tosses

muncher of Ups" per group

Figure 4
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WEATHER PREDICTIqN

. PS3.4

Bob Renard . t

I. Introduction

Weather Prediction is not new to any of us--chIld or adult: IL comes

naturally. An implied weather forecast is maNe by a child who looks out the

-

window and says, "It looks lae rain, Mommy," or by'his father who says,

f 1

.

"Mess I'll take my.heavy coat today; whenever the north wind blows in the

morning,''it's cold all day." The prqfesstonal weather forecaster does that

\
same type of thing for a living, having dyne qu, ite a bit of serious study of

,

the-atmosphere'. Pages PS3-9 an4PS3---10 contain a policy statement of the

American Meteorological Society on weather forecasts and the degree of skill

(accuraEy ceeding ievels.obtaind using persistence or climatology methods)

'
?possible for various range forecasts.

1

Aut one'doesret need to be a pro to be,a success at prediction, as long

Iasthe problem ii approached properly. ,Walkineefare running In.this case
'\N

means forecasting for the short-range period first, (i.e. up tp,24 hours),

'then gradually wdrag up ta,the bigger problems; 44 medium range (24 to 36

hours) and then all out-,-2,3,--n d
.4
ays!

Pne'should not try Iv campete with the professional forecaster, at

least initially. Frustration and disinterest are sure to follow. Concentra-
.

tion "scientific approach (via simple matheMatics and statiaticS), using

--*.

quantitative,observations of westIkr and its changes and anlyses of the

interrelations of weather elements should be basic to the forecast made by.

the 'students:

II. Short-Range Weather Prediction

t,

The;first attempt at forecasting ought to be snort-range prediction.
.

For.Our purposeb\I'd define this as a period no greater than 24 hoUrs and

4
Copyhght 1973, Eilucation Development Center. All rights reierved.

. 2
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4
composed of two partor stagest

1) within the classroom day plus or minus an hour or 6.10 (as 8AM to,6PM)

and-

2) the night following the classroom day plus.or min s an hour .or two'

(as 6PM to 8AM).

The.forecastS in these time periods will be mainly,ones of-predictingthe

intradiurnal changes (i.e. changes within a 24-hour day). There is nothing.'

more regular in theatmosphere than the intradiurnal changp of asWeaeher

1element --in'many cases approachingL/the regularity of the rising and setting.
9

w
. ,

of the sun and, indeed', closely tied to thatiphendienonl

# A, Temperature Forecasting=
. .

.As an example o! approach, cOnsider sUrface temperature, an important

and vasy-turWork-with weather element. Professionally, surface temperature
)

is the air temperature meastmed in a little white box to keep out the sun s

rays 2
, sitting of legs six pet aboire the ground, with louvered sid4 to let'

the air'pass freely,through. ihese are ttie temperaturesAyoti see inN.ttle news-

paper or on TV or hear on the radiO. Figure 1 shaws schematically/the tem-,

perature as a unction of time. Suctla curve represeivs_the average intra-

. diurnal temperature'profile. One like.it csn be drawn for'any locality.

The average of any weather element over a period,of years is referred to as

the climatological Value.

Find oUt-,froM your local full-service or climatological Ishttional Weather

Service Station what the average intradiurnal temperature curve looks like

for each inonth in your city. In addition (or perhaps as a substitute),

r
lm ajor weather elements are temperature, wind (speed and direction prpssur4
1

moisture, visibility, sky condition (clear,-cloudy, etc. , precipitation

(rain, snow; etcjIl
, .

.

2in dbject exposed to the sun will become hotter than the air which lets the
sunlight .through comparatVely easily.

4 4 5
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children shbuld gathet the,data And.construct their own curs, covering as

much of the 'day as possible. Time of minimum although us ly close to

.

sunrise, may differ.from locale to-locale; the time of max1Iuin, although
A

usually.around 2 or 3PM for stations in the/interior may be closer to 11AM

or 124noon for statibns on or near the Continental coasts. (Standard tiMes:).

1. Predicting Today's Temperature; Armed with the'intradiur-

nal temperature curve for your city, you are ready, to start simple, but

meaningful, prediction. Try the following on foiecasting today a maximum

temperature.

A. Simplest3 approach: Assume the average or climatological tam-

,
perature curve will prevail today and hence represent the best estimate of

. .

today's mvc or 'any other temperature. A student will soon learn that this

is not the'best approach and he/she will inquire as to how to improve the

forecast accuracy.: .

.

. ,

.

/
.

b. Persistence: Before doing other things with the intradiurnal
-/

curve try the follmding. Since most of ui, in whatever'city wetare located,

experience similar weather over several-day periods, we'll say that tester-

day's temperature maximum is the besi guess for today's maximum. ..This

approach is called persistence
4

. Again we soon find out that thls method

leaves simething to'be desired, although much better than a. above. And,

the challenge goes on!
4 ,

3Simplest means scientifically simplest here. PerhaPs you should start with

the pure guess. Even the lucky guessers won't stay In business more than a

day or two. They will be willing to convert to the foreclast methods having

some scientific validity and chance of success.

4tiote the attached Policy Statement of the American Meteorological Society,

a statement issued to indicate to the American public the current state of

forecasting; Climatology and persistence.are noted in the third paragraph.

To earn his keleilu.a professiorlal forecaster's predictions must be an improire-

, sent over climatology and persistence, but this is where the pro starta, too

--and many times he never gets much beyond the accuraey7of. these rwo basic

approaches! 4 ir'/
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c% More with the intradiurnal curve: Given the tempetature at any

hour during the school day (you observe it or call the National Weather

service statioa) and the climatological intradiurnar temperature profile,

,can you predict the maximum for the day and come closer than a. or b. above?

0 it
Yes! For example, suPpose at.9AM today the temperature is 3 F higher than

the average9AM temperature (s4 X in Figure 1). Simple grediction: 'the

tlia'at will. be 3°F higher than the climatological max. (See M in Figure 1.)

Butpralasi, as it turns out the maximum was reached at 4PM and was at M So
4.

we still "blew" the faliecast, but only a littfe!

What next? Can we still stay with the simple prediction approach.
e."

and yet get a bit more complex? Yea, again! We have just used climatolggy,

and we find that itiproperly auggests theittemperature 'rise and fall at:11J

. function of the.hour of tile day, but eath day has its atm uniqueness, to the

extent that both the time and magnitude of iatradiurnal changeS differ due

to the variation of other weather el'ements.

d. Temperature versus other eathei elements: At thisepoint we

%

can bring in the other weather elements, as sky cover, pressure; wi,pds,
,

e
,

moisture, etc. It soon becomes evident thdthe atmospheric elemenfs are as
,

1

interrelat ed as bones.in our bay. The day on which we "blew" our forecast

. (in c. above) was cloudy in the ioruingi clear in the afternoon and winds

shifted from north5, to lfuth between morning and afternoon. That's hardly

an average 'day anyplace so We wouldn't expect thy climatological temperature

curve to yield a perfect foreCastt. The situation just presente could be

analyzed as follows,' Clouds usually keep thetitemperature lower during the4

day, but if.it were cloudy all night the temperatures would start Out higher

in the- mortng hours, especially with, iv stirring of the air (wind) while

clear skies an south winds relate well to ,higher-than-normal temperatures,

5A north wind is a wind blowing from the north.

4 1 7
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and a delay in the insulation due to clouds wili4elay the time of the maxi-
;

- mum. But, you really don't need td ow all thisr-let your mathematical-
,

. .

4
.

.statistical tools bring out these relationhips between weather element4.

Thus, on a pegboard or some such similar correlatiol6evice used -to

record and analyze the relation of one element to another, it would be well

to identify the maximum temperature and the time at which it,occurs, on'

clear days in one color, on partly,cloudy, days in another color, on rainy

(snowy) days in another color, etc. Further,'ihe direction from which the

wind blows also relates to the maximum oemperature.,,Thus,)another pegboard,

.another set of color codings. It will become obvious very:quickly that sky

;'0
'-condition and wind direction, amd6g other things, are relatrd to the time

and degree of max um temperature and that t.40 climatological temperature

profile is just a starting point.. Thereflre, we can better our. fore-

c'asts by knowing what kind of day It is--clear, cloudy, Windy, snowy, etc.

2. yredicting Tonight's Minimum Temperature., Shoat-range forecasts

for the period (approximately) 4PM to BAM the next morning are also fairly

simple.' The same rulea and tools used (ot the maximum temperature forecasts

apply here. There is the additional benefit of spreading the student's
,

I

interest to t

*
ide classroom hours but still staying within the simple

1

I
-

intradiurnal iod. If a student looks at the thermometer near daybreak

11, 1

(which is not too hard in the winter), this will be closer to the mining= on

mail days.
a.

B. Forecasting Other Weather Elements

Approaches similar to that Used for temperature can be applied tO

relative humidity ("presses the ratio of actual moisture in the air to the

maximum amount the air can hold at the .g.'Aen temperature)., The intradiurnal

rqative humidify curve is neaxly out of phase with that of temperatur4..

(See Figure 2.) )tv

.
n

419/
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,.

Or, .try wind speed, whase intradiurnal curve usually resembles that

Of temperature (F'igure 2), or try pressuve; although this.element is more

complex since the diurnal pressure carve looks like that shown in Figure 3.

A further complication with pressure iS the hour-by-hour change ip pressure

due'to changes in the weather pattern. The changes in pressure due to the

ulath:er pattern are much larger than ttie diurnb chanies. Consequently, the

intradiurnal effect is masked by the largerchanges, especially'in winter

and at higher latitudes, making it very diff cult to measure or predict

C

diurnal pressure changes.-4Nata: Changes.in the weather pattern:are iri,:4/
.

14.volved in the medium and long-range forecast problem.)

Other weather elements, as cloud, preciiiitation, visibility, and wind

direction haVe only subtle intradiurnal changes in most areas and atonost

i
times of the year, and so are not apprdpriate for the shoe-range approac..h

discussed to Xhis point. For these elements, the methods of the medium

range apply, even tor periods less than 24 hours.

C. Final Remarks

'Introduce the simple start-range prediction. on tpys when a small -

---s4ange in weather"pattern is not expected. (The teacher i'hould keep abreast

of the local forecast.from thg National Weather Service.) After introduc-

tiol of the prediction scheme it won't Make any difference .on whech days the

scheme is apOlied. In facX, a day showing an unnsual trend of a weather

element, like the highest daytime temperature in the morning and lowest in

the afternoon is a good opportunity to make 'the studentwye of the Zact

that a change in temperature over some period of time, such as 12 or 24

hours, represents that part of the change closely related to the time of the

day (intradilurnal) plus that part of the ckange due to changing weather

sterns (-interdiurnal): InterdiUrnal is the change from one.day to the

next (as fram 9AM today to 9AM tomrrow, or the difference between the
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um.today and that of tomorrow). If'the temperature falls during the

,day e interdiurnal is masking the intradlurnal changes. Such events do

ocur. Mbron this in the sections on medium and long-rpnge forecasting.

A very satisfying part of,the short-range prediction is the Chance/to%

Ver (determinethe accuracy of) the forecast by, or even before, the 'end

fr

of thet. ool daY. In other words the laudent.Fan find out how well he or

she is doi in piediction not too loni after the prediction is made.

4

foi
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POLICY STATEAENT OF TftE AMRI6AN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY ON WEATHER FORECAST-
ING (Reference: Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, January
1973)

a

'One of the most important activities in the' field*ef meteorology is
the preparation of-weather forecasts as a vitallerviee to public and pri-
vate interests. Weather forecasts are used by individuals to guide their
daily living ind by industry, agriculture, forestry, commerce, transporta-
tion, and government to guide their operations. The widespread need for
accurate advice on expected future weather conditions and'the critical de-
pendehce. of public safety and welfare upon the quality of s.uch information
make it desirable to descrihe the present weather forecasting capability,
of the meteerological profession.

A'

With the introduction of high-speed computerE into numeric41 weather
prediction in recent years, along With improved numerical descriptions of
the real'atmosphere, and the deveropment of modern observationaPtechniques
such as radar and weather satellites, forecast accuracy has shown a signi-
ficant improvement. Although the national economy directly benefits from
increased forecast.accuracy, the value of a weather forecast depends pot
only on its accuracy'but also on the manner in which it is utilized and'the
method by'and speed with which it is,c6mmunicated to twigs.

Forecast accuracy attained by procedures such as predicting that the
weather will remain unchanged (persistence) cir by predicting average wea-

. ther occurrences based upon past weather. records (climatology), or simple '

tvariations on these procedures, serve as objective bases for measuring
forecasting skill. Unless forecast accuracy exceeds levels adhieved by
Sasic methods such as these, skill cannot be said to exis: MoreovA4 skill
in weather,forecasting varies with the meteorological situation, geogvaphi-
cal area, and season.

-- Weather forecasts prepared by professionally-trained pereonnel pres-
ently achieve the following levels of skill, on the average:

Per periods up to 48 hours, weather forecasts of considerable skill and
utility are attained. Detailed forecasts of weather and itechanges can
be nade for the first 36 hours. Probability estimates markedly inctease
the information content of suCh forecasts, espec.ially with regard to
precipitation occurrence. In this period skill is a maximum in predicting
the motion and general effects of weather systems hving'diAeQsions of five-
hundred miles or more. However, small-scale features imbedded in these

//'.systems cause hour-to-hour variations in weather which are difficult to
predict, especially for local areas with irregular topograph3. Also, the
exact location of certain highly significant weather phenomeia, such as

. severe thunderstorms and tornadoes; cannot be .forecast accurately with
''. !Willy degree of skill beyond a few hours, although the general area of severe

storm activity mgy be predicted up to 24 hours in advance. Accurate fore-
casts for infrequent events such as>heavy snow, sleet and damaging %/Inds
are usually lithited to paiods not exceeding 4 hours.

.o

4 2 2 s\
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For.periods up to 5 days, daily temperature foregasts of moderate skill and
usefulness are possible for periods extending to about 5 days. Precipita-
tion.forecasts to 3 days, at an equivalent level of skill, can be mAde, but
the skill drops to marginal levels on the fourth and fifth days.

For periods of more than 5 days, average temperature conditions for periods
from a weik up to a mouth or season can be predicted with some slight skill.
Day-to-day or week-to-week forecasts within this time range have not demon-
strated skill. There is soma skill in prediction of total precipitation
amounts fot periods of 5 tto 7 days in advance; skill for longer periods is
marginal.

. Recent theoretical work on atmospheric predictability indicates that
the intrinsic properties of the atmosphere, together?with the impossibility
of observing.every detail of atmospheric b:141.0Wior, impose an upper limit for
theprA thiction of day-to-day weaer chang . This peripd,is believed to

' be about one to tvk weeks, depending on the criteria used to define a useful\
'forecast: Present dmi forecasting accuracy; as ci4,ed above, falls short of
the ,theoretical limit. There are also limits to the extent of time for
whidh average quantities such as weakly or monthly mean teriperatures can be
forecast, but theoretical estimates of these Limits are not available as yet.

4
i' a
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I.

In several of ,the,USMES units, a class is likely to decide they need t6

.know something about a group of people in order to carry out areir project.

For example, in the HumanvPorportions unit, if. they decide to make and)Sell

aprons, they would need to determine what sizes the aprons should be and how

many to make of each size. Or in the Soft Drink Design unit,,if their goal is
4

to create a new soda, they might 'decide to find out what sodas are most Popular.

In both cases, the class will have to decide how to collect the information

that they need to know. A procedure which conTerropinions or measuremen

about people or some other item is called a survey. When only some ot.th

people or items one is interested in'are measured, it is called a.s

survey.

-
This paper discusses two.major areas to.consNrin assuring that the

survey results will be useful. These are surS.rey design and sample design.

Survey design includes determining what characterisfics to measure, how to

measure them, and whOm to measure. Sample design is concerned with choosing

a fair sampling procedure so that results fxom the sample will accurately re-
.

flect the behavior of the items of interest.

I. Survey Design - What to Measure

' The first and most important step is for the'class to decide exactly what

theY need to know. Too often when the objectives of survey are nOt well form-

ulatvd the survey results are less useful than they should be for one or both

of the following, reasons:

a

fok
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*,

1. Not all the information'needed is collected.

fib

2. The wrong information is collected.

The following discuss,ion tries to-indicate how what the class negds tp know

might be expressed in order to make it more,likely that the right information

All be collected.

For the apron-example, the class Must go . from an objective of determining

aPron'iize to,a more specific statement-of what.body engths.are needed to.

determine the different sizes. If the class siply says that they need ,to know

hew many big children and how many small children there are, the resulting

measurements in terms.of "bigness" might be height and weight. Deciding what

'to measure for an apron site requires knowing what the pattern for an aprot:1
4

sr hould look like and what measurements are need'ed,to,cut this apron to fit a

person. Givdn that the aprons are to be as in the diagram below,tlen the body

.measureients needed are

the waist,

the length from necg tq waist and

the length from waist to'knees.

Clearly height and weight would not be sufficient to determine an apron size

'and the three'measurements given above are the informati.on which should be!

collected biasurvey. Theu how many aprons to make of each-size can be decided

from the/survey results. 0

In the Soda example, probleMs may be caused by Ole difficulty in expressing

precisely what it is the class needs to kuaw. Suppose the.class has decided to

find out "what sodas are most popular." Does "most pc:Pular" refer to, the soda

which is'liked the (b.at or.the one that is bovght the most? A soda liked best

4 3 .



may not be bought the most because of the costs of different

"sode mean a brand name or a.flavor? If the class plans to

PS4-3' t

sodas. Does

cr'eate a noi

sodalkit would appear.that asking about flavor preferentes is more. relevant
,e

to their objedtive.than asking about brdnd preferences. .A.:precise statement

of- objectivf here might be -that they need ticlow what soda flaV.ors'people
3 %ow

like the best.

Survey Design'- gow to Measure
4

There are two'tipes ofinessurementsbeing, made tn our examples,, physiCal

measurements and opinion or preference measurelpits. Physical measurements are
4

0

V

uSually well defined by having dedidel"what-to measure" (for.9ample, heights,-.

'weights, number of childreyerfamtly, etc.) and questions about them are
P-

easily phrased in terms of the meiSurement,units. (How-many incliegtall are'
4

you how many ounces 9f soda aie there in this bottle, how-aany dhildren are

--__ r

there in your finial ?) Thus In the apron example the class can-simply.measure

the decided-upon l ngths in inches.

Preference oi opinion measurements, which'Ime unitless quantitiesA. are'

another matter. Here seemingly straiet-forward questions can measure something-

Other than what is desired, And there are real, diffic4ties in.cNtermining "how

to measure." i.e.,-what the right questions'are. The rest of this section is

devoted to using.the soda examp to show first how)certainquestions can:be

inappropriate, and then how opinioil questions can be worded to get meaningful

results.

Having decided that they are interested in flavt preferences, a class is

likely to compile a liseofIll-the names,.probably by brand nam7e,of sodas that,

.
they dan think ofsand then survey gOpic by asking them.to pick from that,list.
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which one or several they like the best. Some problems arise with wording a

questidn.in Chis way becauS'e it-is not clear what the answer'S really mean.

First is.this question finding out'brand preferences or flavor preferences?
S.

When totaling which drinks are checkealmost often as favorites, Coke, Pepsi

RC Cola, and other cola drinks may riot be 'among the top favorites eytn thoitgh

cola flavored drinks are.the sinkle most popular. Even being a*are of this,

haw should brand name results be combined into groups to give information,about

A

flavoripreference? A second prOble is that dislike is confused with having

never tried_the drink*. Third, does "like the best" necessar4ly mean "taste

the best" to everyone? .Perhaps some people like a diink not drily because.it

kestes good but also because it is less expensive. Finally, a survey conducted

n lea waY reqUires recognition o; a brand Aame. A favorite soda's name might
7

_not.be recognized, anda child may-deleck a less preferred but well advertised

brand, Sp that an advertising effect has influencEd the results. All these

problems could be alleviated by measuring preference by awtaxite test. However,

since it may be imptactiCal to carry out a survey using soda samples to taste,

\,0200
consider one way a questionnaire can be prepared.

A type of questionlihich is easy to.ask.but difficult to interpret is that

with a yes or no answer ehoice. For exampletw"go you like Coke?" is a simple

question with a straight-forward answer. But now consider the questions "Do

you love:Coke?" and "Do you drink Coke?" Of course the answers to these three

phrasings will be quite different.

It is usually better to solicit anmwers to preference questions in the

form of a scii4e. xample:

What do you think of Coke? '

5. I love it.

'4. I like it.

-
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Notice that

3. It is" OK.

2. Iildpn't like it.

1.. I hate it:

I have not. tried it.

of

0)177%'It
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4

'"I have not tried it" is included as a posable answer tti separate
4

dislike and unfamiliarity. A store, such-as,l to 5 (iee above) can be asso-
.

ciated with the other possible answers, giv\ing.the mobt positive answer the

highest score.

for all people.answering the question with anything except

In sununárizing the reSults, the average score f r.eath.que;stion

ave,not tried it",

can be found. If there are several questions of-this type, such as "What do

etc., then the average scores for each of theseyou think26f Orange Cru

ttuestions can4 be compare

highest average sAresc, thus establishing a "preference rating" fat each brand.

The mbst popular brands will be those having the

Having corrected.for "I have not tried it and having consideredeach soda

separately, then ale, preference ratings:by brand can be combined,to indicate

flavor preference.
e

An "unTamiliarity rating" could beLrteblished'by siMply counting the

number of "I have not tried il answers to each question.

It has been found that when using a scale with fewer levels, say 3, there'
4

AN
is a tendefiCy to answer using always the middle level, such as "It is OK." A

scaleiw"iih more the" 5 levels as generally inadvisable, Since in many situatians

people find it hard to disdriminate between very many unit-less levels. Cowie-
.

quently a scale with 5 levels, as in the example above,4s a good compromise.

44
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Survey, Design - Whom to Measure

Exactly what is the group of people or.oth'er items about which the

class mantis to know something? This group 1.4 called the targeX ppulation.

'For, tilt apron example, the target population should be all peoPle who will

buy an apron. 'But who are these people? Are tley the class, the school, the

town, etc.? If the sale is to be at the school and tfie 'c'10.111hits decided to

. ,

make only children's aprons., then one definition.of the target population is.

all children attending the school.

A more sUbtle problem ariees'now. Before xhe apron sale, the clas can

%
sdrvey only,potential buyers. What if the day of the sale tha 5th graders are

on 4 field trip4or manwyounger children are not alltowed to carry enough Money

to buy an apron? Having assumed that everyone enrolled fin the school is a

potentiaVuyer, the class may be left with,too many large or small aprons.

Aielex.ample shows how somettmes the target mulation cannot be defined as

one would like i gfere it must be the entiie school, or say the school without

the lower gra es if they will not have enough mOpey. N? matter how carefully

one tries to define the tatget population, in this case it can never be the

'population of interest, i.e. the people who Will actually buy an apron.

The problem in defining t e target population for the soda example ari

similar if the objective of the class is to sell the new soda which they are

going to design from the results of)khe flavor survey. However, if that is

hot their motivation,, they can decide whose taste pi-eferences they are interested

in, such as adults, high school students, or children. If they decide that they

are interested in children's preferences_ then they muat decide of.what ages.\

Even If they decide on only a very,nark-Qw age range, all children in that

-t



(
aroup annot be interviewed in the suAey

in the toloa in that age range. They.must.

tarptIMOMMOCV. Some ofrepresent' the

are discussed

4

, and perhaps not

choose a sample,

the problems of

PS4-1

even all children
*

say the

selecting
A

school, to

a...semplJ

-in the nexelsection.

IV. Sample Design - Ways o Sample

It is.often time consuming and expensive to measure an entire target

population so a hatural thigg_to do is to take a sampls of the target pop4
Y7 \

lation, i.e. to take a sample survey. H justeas it is important to

define the target populauion carefully, it i also important to choose a

sample which represents the target population fairly. A cook will stir a stew

4 before tasting it to be sure that all'ingredients are mixed, so that'she is

getting a sample which will taste like the whale stew. the same way si

*
aampling,procedure dust insure that eaeh item in'the target pOpulation

equally likely to be chosen. Here are two sampling procedures which meet
,

this requirement if properly done.

The first is random sampling. An example of a agood way to take a

randam sample is "to write the names of all the units in the target population

.611 separate pieces of paper and put them in a container, thoroughly mixing the

pieceri of paper (just as in the atew). The names that are drawn, not'replacing

them in the container after they aré-drawn, arg then the units to be sampled.

Another way is to have all the namea an separate cards and le the cards.

very well. Then draw enough cards from the deck to determine,the sample. If

the target.population is the school then the units are all the children in that

school, and it is their names which.would be put in the container or written oa

440,
the cards to be shuffled.

4.

4.
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A

tiometimes it is impossible,or difficult tq.take a random Sample. Con-
s,

sider ,the case where a sample must be t.aken from a product. coming off in

asSembly line. The items which come off first musi be shipped to stores

befoie all Of the items have been manufactured. This >vs that the target

poi.fion, is never entirely LA/enable to be4randomly sampled. The second

,kind of sampling, called systematic sampling,ls needed. For systematic

sampling it is necessary to line up,or list the target population in some

order. Then if the sample.ie to be some fractiOn of the target populatidn,

say one fifth, select every'fifth unit from the ordered list. Items on an

assembly line will have a natura,1 grder imposed by the line itself, and the

sample can be drawn by taking every fifth item (Or tenji, or twentieth, etc.
%mow

dependingtm what fraction of.the population is to 14-7 ampled) as it comes

to.the end of the line. And if a'systematic sample of size 25 is to be taken

from a Scptool which has 125 children; select the Sample by cpunting down all

the class name lists, including every fifth name as a pupil to be sampled.

-01r 'simply use %he sequence in wiliCh the chadren arrpre at School As .the

Atordering and.include every fifthopupil c!mling through the door in the sample.

In using systematic sampling,trouble can occur if there is-some patter'n

ini,the way the target populatipn is ordered. For example, suppose 5 puOils

are to be chosen from a'class seated in a room. The.class size is 25 and

are sitting in. 5.rows, 5,in each row. If every fifth person, counting up the

rows, is systematically'selected, the 5 children sitting in the front will be

chosen as the sample. Now suppoie their teacher has arranged the seating plan

.80 the smallest Children are in front and the tallest in the back. The sample
V

will consist of the 5 shorteat children. If a sample of pupils to medsuie

for apron sizes.is selected in this.way, the results would indicate that the

4 1
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ar

. class is generally much smi aller and less variable inlipize-than it. really is.
..

4---.

Though most orderings will not diuse such a problar, part Of planning a sYet.

mafic .sample must be to consider what the ordering of the population Will bee
,e

1
and to ,make sure ate characteristics determining that order are not related to

N, 0

the characteristicwto be measured..

r

V. Sample Design - Variability

How does sampling affect the "goodness"lof the summaries made from the

sample Suriey? Summaries may include'such things as the mean (she average

value) the median (the middle value of a set of ordeAd nuMbers itthe sample
Agitf

1

size istodd, and the average of the two middle values if the sample Size is

even), the range (the,largest_value minus the smallest value), and thepropor-

tions of the sample measurements at each possible value. 'Because the target .

population is'sampled, the summary values calculated will not necessarily be

the same as they would be if the entire targt population was surveyed. this

section will demonstrate how much the sample summary can vary from the target

population'sumMary,and will describe 2 factors affecting this Variability.

?

Though the median will be used in the example for the sake Cd simplicity, what

is said is true for any type of sample summary.

Suppose for the apron example the class decides to fit the apron by using

only'one waist measurement for all aprons to be made and let the apron ties

adjust for the actual differences in the children's waist measurements. Then,

they couldiuse the sample median as the waist measurement to Assume for.ali

apron sizes. Using the median, rather than a smaller or larger measurement,

hopefullyfilkmean that none.of the aprons will be.much roo small Or much too ,

large. Also there will be as. many aprons too big as too small, which seems

'sr
4



jike:a good compromise...A small target population with no duplicate measure-
.

ments for simplicity will be used to shoO what can happen to the Sample median

1

in different situations.

If-the t6arget population.

19", 20", 21", 22", 23",

then the median is 244 for the-

is 11 Children whose waist measurements -ire
11.

24", 25", 26", 27,14 28", 29)1

ftl
entire target pOpuRittion. Suppose a Tdom

sample of size 3 is taken. If the sample-is

23" 26" 28"

then the median of the sample is 26". If the sample iS

20", 25", 27",

then the a le median is 25". This shows that the sample median, which is

called:an es imate of the populatilrmedian, is clearly not necessarily equal

to the population median. For the first of these samples, the difference be-

tween the sample median and the population median is 2", for the second it is

1". If either of these 2 'sample medians are used to determine what the overall

apron waist sixe,shoUld be, the aprons will fit more aWkwardly children with

small waist measurements since the sample median is greater than 24",-the

\population median. Coniider how often and how much the'sample medlpn differs

from the population median.

There are 165 different. les with-a saiple size of 3 which can be

drawn froM a.target VopulatiOn o size 11. (The appendix gives a. description

of how to determine the number of diatinct samples and what they are.) Suppose

every possible sample- is enumerated and the sample median is determined for

each.. ,All the possible median values and how many.samples have median value

4
I
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are displayed in Figure 1. Note that-the most common value of the sample' median

.(where

sample

or for

of the

N
L.

.1:

r

FIGURE 1

-742, 43 .24/ 7 -2, -159

median waist measurement in Inches
FrequenCy of Occurrence of Mediarr-Value

in all Possible Samples of Size 3

the graph peaks) is 24", the same as the population median. Ildwever,

median actually equals the population median only 25 times out of 145,

fewer than 1/8 of the samp1e9. 73 times out of 165, or less than 1/2

time, the sample median will be off by no more than 1'; hoKevar, the

sample median can vary as much as 4" from 24". Each of these sample
4

likely to ociur if tbe sampling has been done correctly. What thi

he

equally

s in

terms of choosing the waist size for the aprons is that less than 1/8 of the

time the sample median will say to use a waist measurement of.24".

do better?

lr:sw can we

Two things affect how much the sample summary value, i.e. the estimate,

is likely, to vary-from the popylation value, or in other words, how precise the

estimate is. Irst ialthe sample size. The larger the sample

precise the estimate,is. That is,for large samples the sample

more likely to be closer to the population. valu emit would

size, the more

estimate will be

be for, a sma12.er
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a

simple from the same population. To show this, camper) the results described

above for samples of size 3 to samples of size 7 from the same target popu-
1

lation. -There are 330 different.samples of size 7 that can be drawn. If

these are listed and the sample medi for each is found, the display of these

/11medians is.Figure 2. Here again e graph peaks at 24", the value of the

C

1

r

FIGURE 2.

I ..

.2 e .2/ ..7.2 .25

median waist melesurement inNinches

Frequency of Occurrepce of Median Value in all
Possible Samples of fi.ize 7 /

population Mediax.1.,,But.now the sample median has a-value of 24" 100 time

out of 330. This is about 1/3 of the possible samples, much larger than 118,

'which was the cbmparable fraction for all possible sample, of Size 3 (Figure

1), 260 of.the 330 samples, or about 3/4 of.the samples, have medians which

.vary no more than.1" from 24", the target population median. All the possible

sample medians diffe21 no more than 2" from the population median, astom-
r

pared with up to 4 for the samples of size 3. Thus the estimate is more often.

equal or close to th population median.and does not differ from it by as much,

i.e. the estimate is more precise for, the Samples of size 7 than for ih

samples oi/size 3.
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A second effect on the precision of an estimated value from the popu-

latfon value is the variabilitTof:the characteristic of interest in the

population. The range of the measurements in our example is 19" td.29".

Consider a second population of the same size which also has a population

median of 24" but a narrower range:.

23", 23" 231, 231, 24", 24", 24", 25", 25,, 25", 25".

Again let ds consider the 165 possible samples of size 3. fi6w compare

Figure 3,.the diagram presenting all the possible medians or these samples,

with Figure 1. Figure 3 demonstrates that tile eamplemedian will be 24" ,73

1
.FIGUliE. 3

.40 4,5 2. 44 oP .

median waist measurement in inches
Freqdedcy of of Median.Value

in all Foss ble Samples of Size 3

times out of the 165 samples, oi almosi 3 times as often as is indicated by

Figuie 1. Figure 3 also shows that the sample medians never differ from the

target population medig!" by more than 1". This'demonstrates that an estAmate

from a sample of a given size will be less precise for a population with

largerange.than for a population with analler range. In terms of the apron

example, if.the children being measured have a fairly narrow range of waist

4(16
t

0
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sizes, then, the sample median will be mote likely to be clOse to\o

the'target population media42411.n In general ft a target population is more

homogeneous, that is, if the itema of the population are more similar with

equal to

respect to what is to,be measured; te estimated-median,.or any other esti-
AP^

mated value, will more likely be close to the target populahon value. Thus
0

it is advisable to take a larger sampli from a population which is less homo-

geneous with respect to what is being measured than would be needed if the

poPulation is more homogeneous.

P

Occasionally same characteristic cif the tarAet iopulatio&will make'

.
'groups selected by.this characteristic mote homogeneous with tespect to what,

is being measured. For example; age is probably a good indicator of size.

We can take advantage of.this\knoxfledge by dividing the taiget population illto
,)

relatively'homogeneous groups and taking.a separate sample ftom each group.

That infordation on each.group is more accurate than infotmation from any

completely roadom grouping is likely to be due to the decrease in Variability

as'dpcussed in:the last paragraph. This idea of initially grouping the

target population into relatively homogeneous grioups arid then drawing samples

from,each is the basis of a procedure called stratified sampling, with the

groups called the strata..
III

VI. Sample Design - InterpretatIon'of the Rdsults

How does knowledge of sample design influence the interpretation of,

possible results? Consider a more complicated exakple. If a single waist

mea rethent will not be sufficient.for all apron sizes', then one number.such

. as the median will not be an appropriate summary concerning waist measurements.

Now the main objective requires deciding`4Lw many, or what proportion, ot the

4, 7
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'"Simemr

pofential buyers have waist measurements of 22", 23", 24", etc:* These Oroj

portions might be grouped latei when the different sizes are defined.- Now if

1/3 ofethé children sampled had waist measurement 24" it-would be desirable

that about 1/3 of the aprons made fit a chil'd with waist 24".

.For ta example suppose.the target population is a school with an en-

rollm -of. .250 children, a more realistiC situation. A random or systematic

sample of"50 children is selected-and the 3 measurements.indicated in section I

are taken. If 2 of the 50 children have a 20" waist, the sample,proportion of

chilciren with 20" waists is 2/5eor 1/25. If 10 children have waist 24", that

saiple proportion is 10/50 or 1/5. If no children' have waist 30" that sample

proportion is 0. In the same manner all the, proportions'are determined. These

proportions can be depicted as in the bar graph in Figure 4.

e,A41-4)

4.

/Y . az ;2? ,.:43-
waist measurements in inches

Proportions-Corresponding to Pospible Waist Measurements,
for. a Sample Size 50

Jr-

* If the class recorded measurements in fractions of inches, i.e. 23 1/2" or

21 1/4", we will:consider all measurements rounded to the nearest integer for

, this example. Then die 21" proportion iefers to waists from 20 1/2" up to but

not including 21 1/2". Eithet 20 1/2 or 21 1/2 could have beet Included in
the definition of 21 as long as what is-,4done is done systematically- for each
integer definition.,

I.

4
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so.

%

Just as for the mediam; the sample proportions are,estimates of the

_target population proportions. That is, though the sample proportion-of 30"

is 0. perhaps the population proportion is 1/100, 11250, or 0. Since the

population propoitionS are not knownione can only try to adsfire that the sample

is providing a fairly precise estimate of a summary of tOe target`population by

%

cvsidering the way ihe sample was taken, the sample size, ahd the homogeneity

.of the target population.
16

.

- Consider how these'reaaons why samples do not exactly reflect 'the t4i.rge

population affect What we think of the- sample sur;ey data. Using the situation

just described, suppose the sediple proportions'of waist measuremehts are as

displaYed in Figure 5, Father than as in Figure 4. Where Figure 4 has a peak

iq .#4c

Proportions

,%

At
waistmeasurements in inches

Corresponding to Possible Waist MeaSu+epts flor a
Different Sampleeof Size 50

FIGPRE,.5

at 20 with smooth decrease in proportions as the waist gets reater'than or

less than 24", Figure 5 shows a smaller pe'iik at 21" in additi to.a peak at

It could be that the target popy4ition is correctly refl cted in this

S.

4

a.

61.
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pattern of 2 p/eks.. floweve, the peak at 21" might also,be becauseof.sample

.design or samiliability. Recall the systematic sampling eicaMple where a
v

ampl ccmaisting of the five shortest children in the class was drawn. If

:only 1 or 2.-teachers had'their'seating arrangement so the smallest children.
A.

(these children are likely to be thinner) Were 'in the front, and'a systematic-
,

sample including all:Children in-the front.rqw Waills rawn iv /111 claesroOms,

the resulting sample proportions could'be displayed as,in Figure 5. Even> ,.

the sampling'procedure gives 4 fair sample, ttere,is a chanCe'that the bar

graph may have-an unexpected peak simply because the esti'Mate (i.e. the sample
- 1

profinrtion) IR not exa.5g.gequA1'tn the actual proportion in the target popu-
.

latiov.
.%

To summarize, if Zigure 5 occurred as a Gample:survey summary and intui-

tively something*like Figure 4 was expected, 3 possible explanations exist:

1. , The intuition is wrong; the populatAn.does have.a peek,-

at 21".

2. 'The sampliwprocedure has given an unfair ,...q:aple with too

aiany thin Childrev.

. 3. The pe& at 21" is only due to the variability of the

estimate. .

In studying the Sample Aurvey results, there is no cook botk.procedure that

.can be used to determine which of the.3 is the case. Using the- summary as

evidence, it is advisable to review the sampling procedure to see if the con-

clusions could be uncovering hidden saMpling piocedure errors. If no errors,

can be found, explanation 2 is unlnily. Next the reasons for the variability.

of the estimates should. be considered. Is the sample size'sufficiently large

4 4 0
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(considering the hómogeneity of the target popalation) to be confident that

the estiMate should be fairly precise? Remembei that t population propor-
t.

tions,are not known and'one can only try to be sure that the summary results

are not due to errors in the sampling procedure Or too small a sample and

if-then use the resultsas if qxplanation 1 is correct. ,

VI. General Remarks

We ave:discussed how the 1natural approach of a class to say "Let's ask
-

some people" should be guided intvonsideaiog the prOblems of taking a sample

survey step by,:step. In'desigetng the survey it is.always a good idea to have

them state as precisely as possible, either verlially or-in writing, each of

thde. fhree steps "what to measure," "how to measure it,"

(what is the target population). .10 trying to do this,

nd "whom to measure"

hey will become more

aviare of the pitfalls clf different approaches And the consequences of different:

decisions at each of the ehree steifs.* It may be necessary to go back and \

rethink an earlier dtqp if they decide at a later.pOint that what they have

s

chosen to do will be too difficult to do sensibly or even that it cannot be

. done at all.

In sampling, we'have tried to show the importance of taking, a sample which

.
truly repripents the target population, using some of the techniques of random

and systematic sampling. We.have also tried to give a feeling for w.hy sample

'summary values may not be,equal to the target popblation values and how

.they may differ.' HeAagatn, the class should decide exactly, how they 14111

take the r sample, and then consider if the procedure 'will really give them a

* E tor's Note: Trials of suggested procedures in,the class often help

t,....._

i the children refine theirjudgments on thesie 3 factors.

411
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fair sample. Andteven after the sample is taken and they are looking at the

results, they should be aware of the reasons why these results will not be
4

exactly the.same as if the whole target population had been sun/eyed.

P.

4.



APENDIX
J

In tilis paper it is staied thi4 there are 165 ways of choosing 3

I.

items from a group of 11 items. This number is/found in the follOwing why:

= /6t,
%imilarly there are 330 ways to choose 7 out of a group of 11:

//
71 r oye 07

am.

,Suppcise there are only seven items in the population, denoted by

A B C

There are 35 possible ways of ecting a sample of size 3:

A11/15 samples can be systematically wr4ten down columnwiséjn the.following

way:

Agt ADF BDF CFG

ABD ADG BDG DEE

ABE AEF BEF DEG

ABE AEG BEG DEG

ABG AEG BEG EFG .

ACD BCD CDE

ACE BCE CDF

ACF BCF CDG

ACG BCG 1,CEF'

ADE BDE CEG C.

1
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.Examining.the changes down the columms 'Shops bow the .samples are generated..
1

Thinktng of the items as,.being ordered from left to right, start by simply

1
N,

chooaing.the first 3 items, A A C, as the first sample! (Remember that these
,

ire not random samples but simply'listings of all possible samplee.) Next

,replace the C with D, E F, and then to get the next 4 samples. Now all

sample's containing both A and A have been listed. Next replaee A with C and

combine these two item'S with those left (D, E, F, G) to get the next 4 samples.

Now replac with and comkine A and D with E, F, and G.successively to get

the next 3 samples and so on. When all samples containing A have been geber-

ated, start with A as the first item in the samile and vontinue iii exactly .

the same way. All samples of any iize can be generated following this pro-

cedure.

\
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EXAMINING ONE AND7iiin'OrtIF'VATA

PART I: A GENERAL STRATEGY AND.ONE-bAMPLE METhoDb

by

Lorraine Denby and James M. Landwehr

bell Telephonp.4aboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

A class of students decided to study the liretimes of

)tro brands of flashlight batteries. They performed an experiment
:

yielding several meaSured lifetimes from brand i batteries and
. /

also from Brand B batteries. Another class was interested in two

different methods of teaching a unit on fractions6 They devised

an experiment in which some Students were taught by the first

method, otheil students were taught by the second method, and a

measure of improvement was recorded for each student in the two

groups. In still another class students were concerned with

triiffic safety in the stfeets near the schOol. They ponducte&an

experiment in which the.speeds f cars were measured when a

crossing guard was, and was not, present.

Many aspects of these three experimente are quite dit-

ferent from one another, but_for, each experiment one is interest-

ed in using the two sets of measurements to help anSwer certain

questions. If one must choose one brand of flashlight batteries,

some relevant questions might be the following. Which brand has

the longer average lifetime? Is there smaller variability in the

lifetimes for one brand or the other? Does one brand have tewer

extr)omely smiA,,k lifet or more eXcremely lon\lifetimes?

4 5
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a

What are the relative costs of the batteries? .Concerning the
4

teaching example, one might' like .to know if there is evidence

that one method,of teaching really, gives better reglapts, in some

sense, than the other method. Similarly, does the presence of a

guard reduce the speeds of the cars, And if so, by how much? Do

the speeds of all cars seem to b reduced, or only the speeds or

cars driving very fast?

Appropriate gueStions depend on the,particular applica-

tion. Sometimes the two sets of measurements are so different

that the answers are extremely obvious, but sometimes a variety

of statistical'methods are useful and necessary tO interpret the

data. This paper develops And gives examples of several tech-
_

niques for examining one set of measurements and for comparing .

two sets of measurements. This paper is written in modular form,

and different parts can be read separately from one another.

The first seCtion of`Part I gives some general comment4

about an over-all strategy tor analyzing data from applications

siirli7asthose mentioned above. It discusses certain general con-

siderations to keep in mind concerning the analysis, and it also

discusses the order inryhich the statistical methods of presentea

here and in Parts Il and III might be usei. The general philoso-

phy is to do the simpler techniques first and proceed to more
4

complicated methods only it the simpler ones do not give clear

.and sufficient answers trom tt.e data. This section is not expli

citly required in order to read an" of the rest of the paer.

The second section.og Part 1 is a discussion ot numeri-

cal hnd graphical methods for examining one set of measurements.

4 6
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Included are the median, mode, mean, histogram, cumulat;Zre---ais-

.

tribution function, and measures of variabipct-y-...,

Part II develops a graphical meeTiod, known as t1e q-q.

plot, for presenting the valpes from two sets of measurements

The plot is easy to intefpret, nospecial graph paper ith re-

quired, and constrution of the plot requires ,about the same ef-

fort as construction cf.the -one-sample nlots discussed below.

;

The one sample material of Part 1 is required tor understanding

this part.
c

Finally, iart III gives a way ot.seeing if two sets of

measurements are significantly different from one anothgr, or

whether it may be the case that the two sets of data are essen-

tially the samef apart' from random_fluctudtion. This method is

called a permutat4on.tf.i.st .and requires no special mathematical
r

tables. It is someWhat more complicated than the preceding mh-

terial, but only the/definitions of median and mean frOm Part 1

are explicitly reqt,iire& for this part.
Cs*

I. A STRATEGY FOR EYAMININO AaD ANALyZING DATA

This section discusses some general points that 'should

be kept in mind when analyzing data. If one has one set of meas-

urements or two related iets of measurements to Compare, then one

or more of the statistical techniques discussed in this paPer may

be u eful. The order in which 6ese techniqUes could be used and
4

their elative places in the analysis are discussed here. Situa-

tions a e described where it is sufficient t.o use Only t....pe

1

simpler techniques, and the ,more complicatednethods are not
NNIEN

lij
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needed. This section'could be used as a guide, or che -list, as

one proceedS through the exaniinationpr set ot d t however%

none et the material in this section is explicitly required to
0

11-N\
uriderstand any *of the techniques presented in the later parts ot

this paper.

1.1.4 How were the measurements obtained?

kefore attempting any analysis of-the data, it is im7

nortant to understarid exactly what was measuredwhow the measure-
,-

mentb were' ained, who d* the' measuring, and peOaps when and

where the asurements w re performed. For example, it.the data
be.

are speeds of'cars, were theY' Obtained by a sophisticated radar'

device operated by a policeman, or by .stopping the cars and ask-

ing the driver how fast he was going,, or by children meAsuring

the time -(with a stopwatch,or wristwatch?) it took the cars to

travel a reviouslyiteasured,distance? Answers to questions such
,-4

as 04se might'indicate obvious, 4nherent problems and'biases in

the ddt.a.; thus these answers could ind4cate hoo 'Much 'eftort, it

,
any, is worth putting into analyzing the numbers obtained. A

! 0

4Z3
eful rule.:of-thumb is that,one should be able .to clearly and

I

completely' explain the *process used to produce,a typical number

Itn the dtta before beginning the actual analysis.of the values.

This whole area of eixperimental design -- or exactl2

wer oltaed -- can be ot crucial importance inhow the

determining whether he dato shed light, on certain

questions. Careful d gn and conscientious execution is needed

to gbnerate.useful data. It is hard to make broad generaliza

\. tions concerning good 'and bad design, but each of the data.exam-
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nles discussed in later sections is preceded by a 'discussion ot

-the design of the e?cperiment. These discussis illustrate the

type of points that should be kept,in mind:

1?2.. Why are we interested in the 4!kt4?

It is useful,to'think of soMe interesting questions be-

fore starting to look 'at the data. What do we want to Learn

about? The questions may be tairly,obvious, but it is gOod to

have them specifically in mind. For example, if we measured tile

speeds of cars under two different'conditioKs, e might ask some

of the following. Are the speedsarut the same under the two:

conditions? If the cars.travel taster ih. ne.situation, by: how

much are 'they faster? Are they uniformly fluster, or is there an

overlap in the speeds? Are there some cars that go Irtremely.

fast or slow under one or the other condition?

Interesting questions can range from very specific to

more general. --Moreover, onaNgill often think of additional in-

tetdsting questions after the analysis habegun; is shoUld be

q
encouraged, and sometimes these questions turn out to be the most

useful of all. HoweYer, it its deSirable to have some questions

in' mind at the beginning, and these questions can serve as a

focus for the analysis? Some,of the statistical methods of this

paper are directed at speci\c4c, questions, while others are

''Andirected at mote general questions.

I 3. Are there any-particularly striking features of Ins data?,

Generally the first thing to do with the'actual

car values is to simply look through a listing of them. Are

there any values that look so strange and unreasonable, compared

air

4 19
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4kk.

-4

with the rest ofithe values,' that it is likely that some ,ezrors

in: recording were made? k'pr example, if most of the car speeds

are from 10 to '35 mph, but one is 120 and another is 4.5 one

might suspect :that an error in recording the decimal point had

been made in each of these cases. It there are such _outlying

.,

values, the work leading to them should be checked in detail t

see if errors were made. Sometimes an error will be toild which

can be corrected, and sometimes, it.will be clear that there was
, .

an error made, but it cannot be corrected: Then this value must

'be disearded from further consideration. Alowever, sometimes no

eq.ror %All be detected,

this value should be

4

and then the question remains as to how. AV

treated in ehe rest of the analysis. No

simple cjeneral answer is possible, but it is importarit to realize

that t ere is a possible spurious value'Aor several Oalues), and

to think about the effect this may have on any Of the subsequent

amalyses.

In eyeballling the data one should also keep in'mind the

questions that are. aP opriae'for th se data, as discussed in

section 1.2 above. 'Just looking-,at the numerical values may give .

easy, abvious and complete ansorers to all the'questions of in-
, /

terest. If so, then there-is no need tip proceed with more com-
,

plicated numerical or graphical methods. For most probleL
,

though, at least one numerical d/or graphiCal technique will'be

2:- of value beyond an eyeball ex ination. Howev4r, a look at the
t

numerical values ls generally simpl and should be done first;
.,

if Ithis gives clear and sufficient answers,.nothing further is

required for these data.

450
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1.4. Do certatn 6ne-sample summaries RE difiplays adelpately
.

'describe the data? 1.

Often an interesting part of the data, or the entire

.data, consists of a set of measuriaments undeflone &mldition.

example, One 'may wish to know the distribution of th

or

6peeds of'

cars measured/ at a certain 'int.ersection. ,In anotheIyclass, one

may wish to know the improVements of students scoreè measuied

under one method.of teaching.. Summarization of the valu s by one

or moie one-samrle statistics' is usually, worthwhile. e eral
4.

one-sample summary statisfics -- such as mean median, and in er-

quartile range are discussed below; different statistics" are.

appropriate depending on the sort of guest:ions that are being

asked of the data. The discussion points out the type of ques-
lib %

-tion that each statistic is diiected-towards and gives some-in-

i formal comparison4'of several ,statistics that are directed at

similar goals. For tipme proplems these simple, one-sample sum-

marg., statistics are entirely adequate for the questions and _pur7

nose; at hana, and no further.analys:is is required,

Several simple cjraphical Method's are available tor-

lisplaying- the v4alues in a set of.data. Two methods useful In

variety of eituations, the histograM and the empirical cumulative,

listribution plot, are -presented bekow., For' most sets of data*

these renuire slightly more effort to construct then do the sum-

mary statistics discussed here, but giaphical methods often lead

to a better underXandthg df the ntire set of values than. 'would

he obtained' with just summary sta iatics. Graphical methods ot-

ten expose some interesting aspect-of the lialUet that could be
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missee if only summary statistics were calculated. Thus, Ljraphi-

cal methods are mote likely to suggest pew questions cOncerninc,

c the lata. Generally, it is useful -to eonstruct at least One,

qnaph from a 'set ,of values. The amount of effort required is
1

qmall compared tp the, etrort required to get a good set of me'as-

urements and a good set of summary statistics, and the potential

benefit is large.

1.5-. How can two sets of measurements be psimpaLgg?

i\
In many experimenti; a'cental purpose is to compar-e

values obfained under two different, yet related, conditions.

For example, cart speeds., eould be measvred with a policeman

niesent and without a policeman. The performance of childA6

- could he meaeured, under two different methods of teaching. The

firb thing one can dt) is eo summarire'each of 9thé two sets of

vialues uging some appropriattatisticso That is, separately

treat each set, summarizing it as discussed im section 1.4 above.

This is sometimes adequate to show that ere clearly a huge,

.and important differencp between the measuremen s obtained under,

the twospnditions, o r alternatively that there is an extremely .

stroll and negligible, difference'between the measurem'ents obtailled
4

under the two conditions.' If answers to the important questions

are clear a

glared.

obvious, more complicated ana6lyses are not re-

just as in looking ,at one set ot dta, graphical

methpds can te extremelOuseful in examining and comparing two

elated sets of measuremelfts.. One possibility is to make one-

sample graphs, such as histogramst.separately tipr each sam
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However, this does not directly 1Dring out similarities and
,

difflihces between the two samples in one plot'and g..T.,lead to

iaultv comParisons if not drawn carefully. Part II ,presents

graphical method, called the. g-q plot, .that is specifically

. designed for comparing two sets of data. it' often shows in-

tetesting Aspects of the datathat could be mitsed it only.numer-,

ical summaries or one-,-Sample graphical methods were used. 'Moreo-7

vet-, it is geneially easiker to construC.tsa 4-q.plot than to con-

strUct two histograms...Just as in the examinatioin of one set of
0

f

measurements, '015en comparing two sets of values it i gefterally

useful to format least one )raph preferrably a q-q piot 77

0
from the .data. Again, th amotnt of effort required is small

compared to the effort required to ,get a good set 6t measure,-

ments, and't:he potential Oempfit is large.

1.6. How sure can Eg-be that:an Ammgat difference between '

two sets 91 hvisumeg&R ig Teal, and tat" ust due to

random fluctuations?

Sometimes initial examination of two sets Of, data lige-

veals% some appareft differences, but not Overwhelming, clearly

important differences. One'wants to know it' the appaient differ-

ences .are real, in some sense.- Une way of-thinking about tnis

on is to ask if a replication of 'the entire expertmeat
as,

would yield results giVing about the same important differences
4

between the.two sets of measurements as was observed in the ori-.

ginal data. If the answer- is yes, then it seems safe to treat'
,

the d ffereAce as real. However, i;, the answer is no, ,then one

should realize, thf.it this differencel.tght only be'due to random

.1

4

, -
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fluctution, rather than to real differences corresponding to the

two conditions under which Ae measurements were obtained.

IP
Often the best way to answer this question is to re-do

the experiment and se how 04e results compare. In any experi-

ment there are many factors that could influence the results.

For Ocample, /guppose a.class wants-to determine which

of two methOds of teaching a unit on f actidns gives better

results& Ai experiment ls done whereby ditterent children trom

the same crass study using each method. bome factors that might

infAence the results are the tollowAng: the material -prepar.ed

by the. children';' the time of day in which the material was

nresented; the sex, age, and educational abilit4 of the childeen
-

in the two groups; and the motivations of the cAildren,etc. One.
e.

might Argue that sbmeof these factors %should not make much
.

difference, but, th'e4only way to really tell to replicIte the

experiment (perhaps More than.once).- I tbe'entire experiment

done again independently*by ditterent grolt26 within the'class or

by groups in,another classi and if the differences between the

two methods of teaching turn out about the0-saMe as i1ey wene.ori-
-

ginally, then one would feel more confidiant that ith4.

.really should be believed tfpr .11

than if the replication hild .4

'.;4,1,-

,f these backgrounds)

rtormed. It the results

turn out to.be drasii 1Y,different, then one would like to know

ferent, and further
...; )

, ! p4. j... " , ''' :.1 . ! 1.

re.-doing ,.; thel-'pipertimeht., - .We al l

, . .,-- ,,
ults dt10- to internal Var'iabil ity

investigatimn_migh
-,

such as the

e of the students in class over

4-

A

e'

A , . yp.,*
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time, but also for 'lleinges in results due to external factors,

such as those listed,above. . Sometimes differences in results due

to changing these external factors. are larger .than initially

suspectedl replicating the entire experiment'is a good way to get
2

4some ides of their magnitiade.

4

s

Replication of an experiment can involve a lot . of et--
.

fort, 'time, and money. Sometimes, befor doing this, it is

worthwhile to ask-a more specific question of the data. Consid-

oring only the Variability that appears withtn'the two Pmts of .

data that we have available, could this observed dittefence

due merely to chance'? That is, considering only the "internal

variahili,," could Tandcm fluctuation *lone have led td the ob-
i'

served difference between the two sets? It the answer is yes, we

might be less enthusiastic about replicating the experiment. "than

if the answer were np. A statistical technique that gives an

answer to this question is presented in kart III of this paper.

Some additional comments on replicating the exreriment 1soap

-pear in Part The e statistical, method given there is. often

liseful as )a,.firpt st in- tr%Ying, ,to decicle it the apparent
7 Ade d is \

lifrences between tile two sets of data are zeal and import

Fmen if the answer is.yes, Students may want tb replicate the ex-
-

r'eriment to compare the actual regillts with the indication oi

this statistical method.

X./. bummArv
. \

a
.

, .

Thei ',5eneral'hilOsOphy'qt4.1.4.5....,4 ry.Lilx
e

,

should first understand what the .data actually measure., then have- S

some imnortant questions in mind, andmthen prOcee from simpler

-,\
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to mdfe comnlex, analyses. It the simple mtalyses (jive clear 211-.0

resounding amswers tc the questiOns, then there is no need o use

WI-P. complicated techniques.. Lowever, there are aituations where
-

the more compticated techniciue d6 indeed give additioiiAl, useful

information.

11. MFTHODS FO:EYAM1NING ('E Ar OF MEA6URF_,4ENTb

In the consumer research unit, classes experiment tc

learn cha4Acterietics and -adVartagF4 of various brands ot pro-.

ducts. One clasp cho-se.to investigate the-litetime'of tlashlight

batterie's.: .k.fter some dIscupionthe students.deci6ed tO limit

themselves tp )dst two brands,,hrand A and Erand their ini-

.
4

tial study and to destgn an expeiimeht to,evaluate the lifetimes

Qf new batteries trom these brands. Instead of just using ope

battery tic5m each brand, putting them into two .flashlights that

vould pe' turned on \si.multneoUsly and then seeing wh-ich one

htirned Out first, they decided that they would obtain a more Tre--

cise answer it they cb,ecked sevel batteries. from 'each 'brand.

Experimenting with several batteries trom%ewv.min bratid allowed them

tp obtain a better idea.of the variability of each bdand ot bat-
,

teries chosen. Since there were 42 students in the class, they

/
decided to test 11 batteikesfrom eacibran'd -.- a total pt 22

batteries. They de ...4i;Nw0,00. "ce'bring a flasfilight trom home,
. '-

....,
Ag

.

. . ,

.
',.. . . . 4...

_omcv.p4 0..tegt... 11 the batteries at the' same time.
.

Vhis hlso allowed the'. batteries to be compared in typical

'''$1,Cusehold flashlights-, rAkheor"than new flashlights.,.
,

,

,Some .bAt-

teries might perform relatively better new flashlights while
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MO.

othei- bateries might perform relatively better in typical tlash-

1 It seems more..usefUl to compare batteries in typical

flashli hts rather than mew flashlights.

.Another.aspect of the experiment involved obtaining 11

, sets of new batteries for each sample. One factor that might.at-

ject the lifetime of a battery is how long the battery has been

on the shelf or in the stockroom of the store. Buying all the

Brand A batteries from the sa store might yield batteries that

had been slir,ped together from the manufacturer and were all

unusually fresh or, unusually Old. They might thus give results

that would not be typical of all batteries of this brand that are

actually for sale in the tmmunity. Thus the class decided to

nurchase the-batteries serarately from a variety-of stores in the

area. The new batteries, 11 sets each of Brand A and Brand B,

were assigned haphazardly tothe 22 flashlighté. 41"

.It was necessary to avcide precisely when the batteries

wore out, so .the following system was devised. The 22 flash-

lights were lined ur on a table in a darNicloset shining on white

-cardboard four tfeet away from each light. Over, time the lights .

got dimmer and diMmert'so it was decided that a flaehlight would

be defined as out when it gave no' visible spot on the.cardboard

in the'dark cloE;et. When.a flashlight did 4o off the 4plb was

checked tt, make sure that the batteries had wdrn out and not the

bulb. The flashlights were arranged haphazardly so that.the ob-

servers would not

4.

was , o

1,f.a.pgfticular light.contained Bradd A or

'the light went out; then the flashlight

the ,time and brand of batterie'S recorded. The

4 7'
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Jights wete turned on in the morniny arid ort at the .end oi th

school day; during the day the students alternated kin(1 Lhem

every b minutes, recording and removing lights thatadre out.

'Thus the lifetimes of the batteries were recorded to the nearest

tenth of an hour. The data obtained from this experiment are

given below in ilours:

'brand A Brand B

. 9.5 b.8

.5 412

12.6 8.1

7.2 41 11.4

9.3

3.1

---1452

11.3

5.0

5.9

501

10,0

b.3

11.9

11.

4.b

b. 9

<

An eventual goal of this experiment was to make some

useful statements concArning,.the relative lifetimes of the two

brands of batteries. However, first 'it is reasonable to consider

ways of summarizing, and presenting the values separately tor each

brand. .Before explicitly considering.ways of comparing two sets

of data 'as presented in parts 11 and 111, we will tirst discuss\

several ways of examining a single set of value's. The values ob-

taimed for each of Brand A and Branfi B will be used tci; illustrate

the one-sample methods discussed below. One gimple way of comzi

e 458
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paring two sets of measuremen-ts is to separately summarizei each

set using appropriate one-sample techniques. Then the auMfiriariza-

tions for thOtwo sets of values,can be informally compared to

each other. This is often a useful tirst step in comparing ft-WO

sets of measurements., and for some sets of data it gives iclear,

sufficient answers to the questions of interest. However, for

maw! sets of data the methods presented in Parts- II and III give

valuable additional information that might .be missed it only

one-sample methodt were used for comparison; moreover, the method

of Part II is particularly useful for clearly displaying the re-

lationships between the-values in.the two sets of Measurments,

f?ven if these relati9nships might be discovered from just using

One-sample methods.

. We can see from the .ntimbers obtained from this experi-*

meht (and Probably from the other experiments that you have pre-

viouslv performed) that the values ob ined in a samPle are not

all exactly equal to the same value. There is a distribution of

values. One can summariee the distribution of a set Of data Ly .

calculating a number of summary statistics from the values. In,

this example a basic question in which the students were in-

terested Was whether there .is a general, over-alf difference-
.

betwpen the li etimes of Brand A ibatteries and Brand batteries.

A niriber-.of characteristic,s about the distribution or each

brand's sample will affect one's thoughts about the questibn.

Fir'st we consider ays of indicating the center of the

9annle. That i re wart some measur,e of the ioCation of the set

of data -- an indit7ation what is A "typical" yalile, in some
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sense, for the sample. The Aithmetic average ot 311 the va*lues, 41/0

the mean, is one measure ot the locationiyf a samrlp. The pwan .

of a samnle 1. calculated by.summing thN' values or.each ovserva-
.,

tion in the samrle and then dividing.th total ny the numl:er

observations in the sample. Totalli:ng th observations tor :,,ranc.

A we obtain 72.E. Now we divide -by 11 and obtain b.b as tre mean

of this sample. -Ale mean of brand L batteries is, b.3.-

The mean is often calculated and used as a measure\of

the center of the data, but it has certain draWbacks. ,Sunposg

the first obServation instead of bein+9..L) was. f-2.5. 1.4hen the

mean of the sample would be 11. 1, which ditfers greatly trom the

nrevious value of, t,b. lf one did not .look clogely at the

numbers then he...:jmight think that a brand A battery generally

lasts 5 hours longer than a DranA 1.; battery; when actually the

average is that high mainly' due to the valLie of 'on'e battery, The

value for this battery could be so high possibly because, of a
A

mi'stake in'recording or possibly because a very small portion of

batteries'. really Jo last 5 to 10 times longer than most tiatT

teries. o, it does not seem reasonable to just rely on the mean

.to summarize where the center of the data lies. ).though the ar-

it'll4etic mean is often usetulit does not always give a value

that reflects the location ofthe bulk of the data. As we haxe

seen, it can be greatly affected by one observation that happens
#

to be much larger or smaller than al the other .

,Thedian is another measure ot loca on, and it does

pot suff,er from this drawback. fhe median is the value of the

middle point in a sample. it s obtiined in the following way.

4 t,
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Firstthe sample values are ordered from small st to largest. lt

the number of values in the sample is odd, the the median is de-
1

fined/as the middle value in this list. If th numter Of sample

values is even, so that there iq10 single'mddle value, then'the

median is lefined to' be the average of the two. numbers -in. the

mrdle of the list; Thus, in either case'the number of observa-

tions below the median is the same as the number of observations

al4ove 'the median. Our.two,samples reorder in the following way:

order number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10. 11

%

Brand A .5 3.1 540 5.9 7.2 7.8 9.3 9.5 11.3 12.8 15.2

Brand B 4.2 4.6 5.1 b.3 b.& 8.1 8.9 10..0 11.1 11.4 11.9

10

Since Ohere Eire 11 observations-in each sample the bth

/largest point is the median, i.e:, the median of Brand A is 7.8

and of Brand B Calculating the median does not involve'

adding long columns of numbers; the median is easier and faster

to calc,vlate 0-Ian the mean. .Koreover, there is less chance of

makidg an arithmetic Slip in computing the median. Also ,note

that the median remains unchanged it the first Brand A observa-

tion is 9.5 or 59.5; the median is unaffected by a few outlying

vllues.

, -
Another measure of locatipn is the mode, defined as the

most frequently occurring value in the sample. ,In each of'the

Brand pi arld-Brand B lifetimes no value occurs more than once,/

the.. Nodes are not even defined'her0. The mode is generally

useful than the median, especially if there is only a mOeferat

4
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number of measurements.

An important feature of theaa is The variabllity

the Values ,in the-sample. A measure of variability that can be

easily calculated fuom the ordered sample values is the

interguartile ranag. This is defined as the difference or Ihe

'poi'm that is greater than 25%-of the data from the point that is

.gre han 75% of the data. .Thus it is the length of the in-

terval.that includes the middle 50%.of the data, excluding 25% on

each. end. To calculate this 10,o pustIexplicitlY find that iralue

. that is greater than 751 of the sample, and less than 25% of the

sample .This is chlled the thirdquartile. If i oViwthe ntmiber

of.'observationq is an integer then the third quartile is the
I

average-pf the v.alue\pf the observation

and the value of the next larger observat on. If 3/4 Ot

ith that. 9xter number

riuzil?er of observations is a fraction then the fraction is'rounded

up to the next whole number larger than it and the value of the

third quartile is the ob,servation in the sample whosel'ord
a

number is that whole number. 'The first quartileAthe observati

larger thdn: 25% or 1/4 of the sample).0eis obtained by similar

rules applied to the fraction or whole number wh ch is 1/4 of the

number of observations. (The segond quartile s the median',

-which was discussedpove.) 'Our measure of :variability is ol)-

tained 1)11 subtracting the first quartile from the third7partile.

Now let's calculate the interquartile range for each or

our samples. We have 11 points in each sample so 3/4 of 11 is

8 1/4. Therefore, we round 8 1/4 up -to 9 kid the third
4

*
quartile is the 9t" largest observation (i.e., the observatdon
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ose order number is 9%40). In calcul tili`g the tirst quartile we

stt t.Ii6t-1 of 11 is 3- = 2 3/4'which is rounded Up to 3. so, the11

first qu,501e is the ,third largest observation. For the tirst

sample, the value of th\first quartile, the third 1arsCobser
/1,

vation, is,5.0 and the third quartile, the ninth-largest observa-
t

time is 11.3. So, the interAd;rtile -range of Brand-A is

.11.3 5.0 =,b.3. For Bra B batteiles V,he interquartile range

is 11 - 5.1 = E.O. The inte arti ianges

are about equal, meaning that there is &WA ihe

nd the two s4mples

ame amount or

variability in each of the two samples. Considektion of the in-
,

terquartile range sUggdsts anoter statiseic that could be-cicu-

lated or' a Measure of the loc of t e sample; this is dis-

cus4.1 in APpendix A.

Now let's consider using tebove summary statistsr

particularly tha median.and the inteMartile range, to comOare

r two sete)of dati. SuPpose we are interested in whethe
\er4114M1\ -k

not the lifetime -as a "typidal" Brand A battery is different

enough from the lifetime of a "typical" Brand B battery to be

concerned about. The median 4ives one rniaasJre aAtypical

value, and we foundAabave that the medians here are 7.8 and 8.1.

Fowever, to decide how we should feel aboutsthese values we must

also consider the variability in each sample.

If each of the two samples had miniscule variability --

such as interquartile ranges of 0.01 and 0.02 -- then we might

feel pretty certain that there is a true difference in the loca-
.._

tions of the twp sets or-Aata. Even so, this difference.of 7.8

vs. 8.1 might be small'enough so as iidt-tte be of any practical

403
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interest. It each oethe two samles had much larger /ifariabi

tv, though, then we might-be much less certain about an ap arent

I/
difference between the locations in the two samples.

Here the interquartile ranges in thlitwo samples -- 6.3

and '6.0 are close to each Other. These/Mues are large com-
.

pared to the differences between the- two/Heans b.b and b.3

and also large- compared to thz7cjiffeOnces between the two medl--
,

ans*-- 7.P and.41

H.1. The Brand e meAlan tills within the interval

containing the pmiddle 50% of Oe Brand A data, and the Et-and A.

median falls withpl the intervii cont,aining the middle 50% ot the

Brand B data, There is suhStantial overlap dit the two distribu-

tions, as could alao be seen trom examining the raw values. It

seems that, even if tere is lome general, over-all ditference

between the twc:s Qples, this dll.fference is not: too large cor7

pared to the int nal variability in each of the lamples.

On certain sets'of data the means or medians and tne

AnteritiAktile ranges cf the two samolAre similar, leadin us

to feel that t.Ile two sets of (lata are basically the same. ilowev7

more d tailed eyarination sometimes disclobss inte

features. .::,unpose the ordered values obtaired tor

batteri.,,s were

.1 .4 7.3_ 9.0 11.1) 14.2 1.E-5 17.1 lb40 3

anl for brad 13 fJ,ey were

irand

40.

3.1 4.0 "?.3 0 11.0 14.2 lo.h 17.1 1f4.0 21 25
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lnsnection ct the tT,o sAmrles shows that the rst. and

third quartiles are equal; moreover, all' Ithe.middle 46lues Are

The medians, interquartile .ranues, andr mid'.7mrans are

ec,ual in the two :-arleles. It we were to 4ust. atop aiteTcompar-
/

ini these statistics ye Jouldrobably feel that 1.poth brards or
4

batt ha 2. the same distribution or lifetimes, so it doesn't
4

-latter w'lich of the two brands is used. hóemer, inspection

the smallest values.of Ilrand A shows that ,_his c 'd has a PoSsi,-

hilitv of.failing alm6st immediatel

Hrdnd F, lasts a minimum or 3 or'Ll.
0

2/11 of the time, whereas

ura. So for example, it we

,werenurchasing batteries to ta),e on a oamping trip' ye might

nrefer to buy Drand it batteries, believing that they will last at

least 3 hours. 7:owever, inspection of the 2 larqest points or

sample A shows that they are much larger'than th' two largest ot

sample b. so tor exarple, it we were buy< tteries to use

ssAs

around our house where we can have a supply tthem on hand or

L; T.There it is ea,"to buy mpre when th go. Ou , then we might

nrefer Brand A, hoping to occasionallY get a battery .that will

last substantially longer than any of those _from brand b.

This is an extreme exampLe.. Other onfigurations' or

the relationship between the small and large points in ooth saM-

nles can occur, anJ it would 'be possible to srleculate on .--how we

,ipuld, feel abou such topficrur4tions. .L,kometimes, tGr certain
....

purposes; we really_wouldh't carf.! about Lhe xelationship ot the

small and large valves in he two.71amples. However, it we might

'he'interested in the smallest and largest points,cespecially when

there are many observations and it is dirticult to just eyeball
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the list of ordered observationS to learn what is .9oiny on) then

other techniques are often usetue'in examining r:he distributions

of the two saMples.

The preceding Tascussidil has todussed on several numer-

ical statistics tor summarizing a:set of data. However, 'it is

often Useful to-simply pre ent the data using on or more graphi-
'

cal methods. 'Interesting, specisl features of the data ake gen-

4rally more readily discOvered thz:oUgh 4TSiorhical displays than
.1

through numerical summaries. Even when there inothing unusu-

al" about a set of data a graph is a useful way of looking at the

data and of transmitting the inforniation in the data to others,.

A widely gse t for dlsplayinq one sample of values
r-

is the hispogram, or bar graph. This plot has the possible ob-
.

served values on the 4fraziOntal &Xis; the vertical height of the

bar that is drawn a d each value indicates the number of times

this value has appeared in the sample. Many tinieS the horizontal

axis. is divided into intervals so that the height ofthe bar

didates the,number of observations falling'in each interval': A'
possible way ofvcomparing4two -sets of data is.to.draw the histo-

gram from each sample and Olen visuafly.compare the two histo-

grams. Figure 1 gives the Sample histograms tor brand'A and

Brand 43 batteries.'
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One' thing w notice iS that the .s.ptest and,longest.litetimes et

B;and .A,batteries Wbre more'extreme than, the corresponding li.te-*

times
4

the -med or that sampl-e, :and the spread of most bt the data:
A
looks abovt the Same in tile two histograms. Thig agrees with, the

interquartile ranges being close to one another.le histograms,
f

P

d B. Each histogram, i basically centered about

thoug, giVe the .additional information that the eXtreMe values.
, .

4.... -, - 1 . .

annear to's:lifter betwean the two samales.
-n

Constructiori of a histogram invblves an inherent prob-
.,

lem. Clals intervals along the horizontal axis must be chosaks_

,,--11014...geend1ng 9n where one cliboses the,alass intervals the' histo-

gramLoan looX very differeit. iii Figure 2 we list a sample of 11
.

m

nitmbers and then create 4 histograms using these nurKibers.
. .

, ... , 9 (
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.velr

It is easy to-see that as we.divide the data lnto different "ir.-

pervals the shape,of the hi'stogram changes preatly. When compar-
1

. .

+sing two samples' histograms wq would have to be careful in 'some

way that the intervals we choose do not distort either Sample.

By-inspecting the tirst two histogiams in Figure 2 we ,see that

even though the exact'same data was used to create these hi.sto.'.-

grams they t..end kz. indicate two -different distributions. irhis

does not seem tó he a very desirabre 'quality of this techn-igue.

A graphical method tor displaying one set pf data %hat

gets around thrs difficulty is the cumulative distribution aLARh.

This is closely related to the histogram and is constructed as

follows. Instead of plotting the numberot observations equal to
4

a given value or falling-into a given interval on the vertical
A

axis, we plot the number of Observations less'than'or.equal to

easch observed valuelon the y.ertical axis vs. the observed vkaue
,

'on the hortfttl axlig. There is one. point for each obserVed
4

value.. igur3 gives such IrapYls for each of the two s sets or

battery ii etime4,

1..

SRA
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.
Sometimes the plotted points are Joined by horizantal and verti-

cal lines as in Figure 3a, giving the'appearance of steps. Uth-

ertimes the plot,ted, points are joined b14'sraight line segments,

as in Figure 3b. The numbers on the vertical axis are often di-

vided by the total sampie sizea giving the proportion.of observa-
.

tkons less than of egual.to each observed value; thus the median

aMd.quartiles can be read from this plot.' The proportiorTs 'start

at 0 at the left side"of the 'graphr inpreal'se through the middle

of the'graph, and reach 1- at the-tight side. Although this graph

perhaps dOes iot have the Antuitive appeal of the histogram, it,

Aoes a 'better Job of Showing t,he actual data values and any gran-
.

Uiarity :that is present. Moreover, 31,o choice of class intervals

is requkred to conitruct the cumulative distribution graph.

Part 11 presents a graphical.methoil egplicitly designed

for comparing, the istributLóns from two,sets of data. This
S.

method permits making 'a variety of comparisons betwezen the twq..

sets more easily than by-looking at separate histograms pr'cumu-

-. lativ'e distribution graphe for eaCh s pie, anl this method does Ag

nOt suffer from the disadVantages of hi togr -diecuised

I

'4 6 9
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AFTENDIX I-A

SUDTIO,Se. We take all observations from the first une

larger than the first quartile up to and including the,last Ob-
4

servation smaller than the third quartil,e and average these

values. Thus we the arithmetic average of the values ins:the

middle 5O5 of the data. This is called the mid-mean. It is not

affected by eytreme outlyiny values, as is theimean. Yet it is

not obtained from just (me or f'wo data vailues, as is the median.

COncertually, it is somehere' between averaging all values the
e.

. N . . .

rfsean -- and just taking the middle value the median. (Howev-

er, numerically it need not fall between the computed vNlues tor

the mean and the median.) at is sOMewhat more complicatea tb

calculete than the, median: For.thd i;attery data of ecti.on I-
,

th re. are 11 'observations-for-each brand; so the first and third
1

quartiles are.'the third largest.ahd the ninth 'largest observa-
°

,.

tions, respectively& Thus to calculate the mid-Tean we average

,

, the fourth.through the eighth largest observations: For brand A.

this gives

7.2 + 7. + 9.3 't 9.5)/5 = :19.7/5 = 7.94;

for Brand B.the mid-mean i8

dr.
t)

(.3+ 6.i + E.1 + 10.0) 5 = 0 5 -.=.2 b.b2.

, Recall.thdt the media for Ffrand A antlibraild B are 7.b Ahd b.'1*

.04f .% (

Aspectiveliy. neralfy thm-417mean wil4 be tairly'cld-1. se to the
0

.171edian, as is the case with\lbotA)

"

'ot data here.

1411'-"

A

,
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MITI WING ONE AND TO sgTs czE DATA

PART I : A GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR COMPARING TWO SZPLES

by

Lorraine .benby and James M. Landwehr

Bell T 1 ephon e Laborator ies
Murray H 11, Ned Jeriey 07974

This s?cton presents a graphical method that is useful
for displaying. an comparing two sets of data. \This method

displays the,information from both samples in a single plot, arid

it permits _clear and easy iomparison ofmany different aspects of
. ,

the two sets of measurements. First we till explain and present&
. sr*

- the construction 'of this plot, using the battery data discussed
11.

a. .

tin Plitt Tim, Then we 'will develop 'andillustrate a variety of pro-
'''.

..perties of the q q-plot; throtshh use of the g-q plot one can make'se

.many distributional comparisons between two sets of data. 'Thia

. se,tiion,,ends with the discussign 4of a new example.

'EXplaininq i2-12 'Plot
.

Cp sider the battery lifetime experiment t at was dis-
P

.-ctisged in Part I. Th.9 datNconsists of 11 measured if et es for

each. pf the two.brands of laatteries. For ease oV reference the

-data are listect. again 'below.:
. ..

.

i Brand A 9.5 .5 1-2.8 7.2 9.3 3.1\15.2 11,4 5.0.7.8 5.9
4 . i 1

. Bratip B c).B:, 4.4 )8.1,31,1i4 A.1 '10.0 ,....3 11.9' 11.1 4.b. B. .,
. .

. . . , '----7

With only a dngle Bei of puMbers-ile 'know that plots'
'such at "thea'histogr*

.4,

I

.%

u ative dl atributb graph are
eta'
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ful in preseilting the data. With two sets numbers a natural

extension is .to ,try and find effectiye ways of presenting both

sets of.data on the same,9raph. One idea'is to plot the values

in one set against the values in the other set.

For example, if one set of measurements gives the

weights and the other settves the heights of a class of chil-
/-

dren, ill natural toisthihk of plotting the heights against the

weight4004. That is, for each chtld we plot the weight on the her- .

izontal axis and the height on the vertical axis; Each p otted

moint corresponds to one child, and the.total number of poinp is

the same as the number of children whose heights an'd weights were

measured. Examination of such a plot would show.the general rer.-

lationship beiween height and weight for these children. We

would ,cpect. to. see a general trend that taller children are

\
.

heaVier.. We would also loOk to see whether or not there'are cer-
. . .

tain children ,who areunusually light or heavy for th heighf,

whether or not ehere is a distindVf subset of 'children' whose
N.4

height-weight% values diffet markedly from dkIe rest, etc. Anotter
. .

exalaple of a situation in which s4ch,a plot:would be ofsetul , is

-7°
the fotllowing. SupPpse datare avarrable giving, for each. city,

. .
, A

in a`Sta 6Lithettotal poilouXatidn.of th city. nd the total, public ,,.. ..

I4 r
.

.park ar in the 'city;,.. A' plot.qf par ar gainst population, '

1

6

a

with each c
\

'interest.

y cor esPbndi g to a point on' plot, WOW. 1pe"I

., , ,

ght wa to'401o* wheit ier Larger cities end
,

.

have Oore,park area.. Interesting.spedial teatures and .apy ,gen-

eral rellaaonships would j)le exiabitial clearly; Eth-ct thlese'.

'Olote le an example.of a kg plot...6: ..

4 7 c

4

2 4

3

.0
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Can his idea be',direc4y used with our battery-data?

The ,answer, unfo ately, is no. There is a crucial ditteAhce

*between the two,examillesin the above parAgraph aykd the battery

example. In boththe. height7wei9ht 4.$1- the 7Ulation-park area

examples there is a.natural pairing between thetwo sets ot meas.-
'

urdménts. In the height-weight example the two measurements come

from the same children; each height is naturally paired with the

weight from the same ch14d. In the 'second example both meas'uie-

ments,4re made on the same city. In.one example each int on

the'plot gives the two.measurements for some particul child,

and 1.6 'the other example each pointAivoe the tWo measurements

.for. Aome particular-city. However, id/the battery exampleswe do_

hot have this natural pairing of theobservations in the two sets

of measurements. One set of measurements simply gives the life-

times Tor 11 different Brand A batteries, wlile the-other sample

gives.the lifetimes for 11 different Brand B batteries. There is

no natural Mit, such as a child or a city, giving for e ch'value

in one iset a'corregpooding value in the other set.
\

%. It migA be-usbful to plot leach value from' one set

against the corresponding value in the other set but with the
44

,battery example lt is nOt obvious what the correspohding yalue
-

A 4

I

should be. One waxtof.associa
n

ting reasonable
*

values in the "two
. I qV,

sots of measurpmenta is4to do the followihg. First, order the

;observations from smallest to targest in each data set, obkainihV,4

values a's litted b'blow)

444

7.

473
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Order. number , 3 5 6 7 9 16 11

Brand A .543.1 5.0 5.9 7.2 7.8 0.3 9.5 11.3 12.8 15.2

_Brand B 4.2 4.6 5.1 6.3 6.8 8.1 8.9,10.0 11.1 11.4 11.9

tkiow we plot the Smallest obserVation fiom _Brand B. against the

smaellest observittion from Brand A;,the second smallest observa-

-tion from Brand B against the Second smalleit observation from

Brand A; and so on, until we finally plot the largest observation

of Brand B vs. the largest observation of Brand A. This plot is

given in Figure,l.

4

fiJ

-

of

Pt.or
4

ric,at 1 I
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This, process,makes sense here because the sample sizes in the two

data seta are equal. There are 11 points on the plot, since

there are 11 observations in each data set. E,Ah point does not

correspond to a ,particular person, or ft.particular city, as in

the earlier examples'; that type ot córresponnenciVis 'simply not

Possible for., data such as-the battery examplei,

point does give a specific, potentially interditing

data.

However, each

aspect otithe

One point shoWs.the largest values in both samples, anoth-
.

er shows the fourth largegt values in both sample,

second smallest 'values in both samples, etc.

another the

The plot 'developed above and illustrated in Figure

called a.'cl-q plot. When the sample-Sizes arst'e4ual in both

of measureMents the ceq plot is simply a 'plot 'of ,the ordered

1 is

sets

valve in one -sample'vs.(the corresponding ordered values 1 the t

other samOle.. .

Ditcussion of the properties' of this graphical method

Wand interpretations .of some example. plots begin in Section 11.2

below. Two additional ways of motivating the construction of the
i

..

4
.

crl-cl pi.ot giyen 'in Appendix A. Bothrepproaches lead to exact-

ly the Same plot As developed above. O'ne- approach makes use of

the cumulative distribution graph which Was discussed in Part 1.

The seccind approach ^in'Appendix.A make0_44 t.he -concept of

.gpantiles: The_ 44prm q-q plot is an abbreviation for quantile-.

quantile plot. Wkien thesizeli,of the tw10. _data sets are not

cOnstruction of the q-q plot ip slightly m9re complicated;
A

this is discussed in Appendix 13:

r

475
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11.2. Intexpretation When B Samples Are The Saint

. We have just discus t a q-q plot is and how one

goes About constructing it. aut, what(good is it? How do,5 it

benefit our analyses over and above one sample summaries? What

properties of the distributions of the two samples can We dbmpare

bv constructing and inspecting a q-q plot?

This section and the folloWing four section's discuss

and illustrate how various aspects of the two distributions can

be seen in q-q plots. An extremely useful propertyi 'of the q-q

plot is that it enables many different properties to be compared.

First, let's discuss what a q-q plot would look like if

there w!are no.differences between the two sets of data an theln4

4A.

we will discusivhow differences in various 'characteristi appear_

,on the plot.

Suppose our two samples of data.happened to contain ex-

actly the same numbers. This is a rare occurrence but we'will

discuss it as an example where there could be no question what so-

ever that the distributions of the two samples were the same: As,

our observational values in this case we will use the first 10

twc,whole numbers. The flrst sample consists .of" 10 nurzbers

1,2,...,9,10 -- and so does the second sample. Figure 2 displays

the-q-q plot for this situation. In this, case the plotted points
A

.fall exactly on the 45° line from the, origin.

9

ie

5

3 C; 6

T I 9
AtMil
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Ev/en if the poines are not so evenly distributed as are the first

ten whole numberS, when two samples contain eItly the same

values the points in their q-q plot fall exacily qn the 450 line.

For exahple, suppose two samples of size ten contain exactly the

same value') in,both samples and the ordered values -are as tol-,

lows:

16.2 16.3 21.4 23.3 23.9 26.2 26.7 29.5 32.4 33.8'

The q-iplot for.these data, given in Figure 3,, shows that the

(plotted points fall exactly on the 456 line but afe not equally

.sPaced\along this line aw was the case in kigure 2,

3f Fick/LE 3

31

Ii
, 2r

44...affe iartst
vs 25

E. 25

17

IT 14 21 Z 37 z 31 3 31

We will name t ese two samples as our example.samples since we
4

need to refer o them in the followieg patigraphs.'

\\
Thb r ser the'plotted points lie to the 450 line the

,

410
More similar the two samples are.. Wow, suppose inste4d of 1;Oth

$

sampTes conisihing values that arec -ctly eqt,Isl that they I'dbil-
,

4 (. 7
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Aft'
tain points which are nearly equal but not exactly. Each. obser-

vatiorr-in the first sample has a corresponding observation in the

second sample which has approxiniately the same value. Fort exam-
%

nle, suppose our two sampleS.were as shown in Table 1:

Table 1
111..

Sample 1 16.2 16.3 21.4 23.3 23.8 28.2 28.7 29 5 32.4 33.8

Saftnp le, 2 16.0 16:8 21.0 23.9 24.4 2-7.6 29.3 29.6 30.8 38.4

.p;e q-q plot for these two samples can be found in Figure 4.

FIGUIVE -

ts
54nokt 3. 4.7 8
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Here the two samples are very nearly equal and this causes. the

.plotted points to be scattered close .to the 45° line, it the

plotted.points are -obviously scattered about the 45° line, then

'the two samples are considered essentially equal. When,the

scatter is not close to this line or whenathe scatter is about

some other line on even when the plotted points follow some

curved line, theh there probably are some 'differences between the:

two distributions. These situations and their interpretations a

will be discqssed in the folldwing sections.

Or
11.3. Interprations When The .§AmplgiDiffer-I Location-Median

The first characteristic that we Will diaeig,ss is the .

comparison of the medians of the tWo samples. Thelmeqian (the

middle point of,the sample) isohe of the measures of location

discussed in Part I. If the medians'are equal or clve then

there is no difference in the center.of locatiop of the two skin-

.

ples. The middle ID-lotted:point on the q-lq plot ,(or in the case

of the eamples witl? an even 50mber of ,observationsi, the _Ridway

point betWeerl, the two middle plotted potnts) actually repreisents

the median of both tha first arid second sample. Its value along:

the horizntal axis is the mpdian of the first sample and its

Value along the vertiCal.axis is the median of the .Second- sample.
L

So, therefore, if this middlei3lotted point lies on or close td

the 45° lAie, then the locations of the saMples Are the s

Let's consider what happens'when thcas example AMID e, ifs

't3

,

shifted by adding a constant to each value. We t4e the'huAers
, - e

as they stand for .the first.sample an for tbe secon Aample we
rii

.

will add 5 to each one of,these umbers. SO our iest sample's

4 7 9
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16'

values.nre 16.2,16.3,21.4,...32.4,33.8 and

values are 21.2,21..3,26.4 .,37.4,388.

our second samples's

Figure 5 is the q-q

plot of these two somples. We can see that the plotted points

lie bn

At.

)

line 5 units hiogher than the 45° line and parallel to.

att

Thus we see that'if the two samPlee are( the same exce
"--for a conitant difference in the corre ponding o ervations, th

e.'
the g-q plot wit]. beshifted.-.paralle tfa s.the 45 ° line. The

number of units that the liethrough, the plotted points is above
N ,

45 _line is the inci.ixiing the-

of the- second sam'p corresponding
at. .he seciond sample

le, is larger than t
valoes of the fjx

plottea:' pointg. fr*

values in -the. fA-st

ttie corres nding

sample,. 7milarly,
parallel tobut b

'hample, tic

values

if the Line Nihrotmtv the_ .

ow.the 450 line:, i'hen the

he mediant'ar.elargell than

in th sec nd sample V the irnount-ot

4 0
e
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Now, disregard for the moment the difficulties with the

use frof two histograms and consider what:this translation does to

the pijot of' the pwo histogrAms. Figure 6 plots. the (tirst

sample''s tistogram in a solid line ana-tiie secopd sample's histo-

-gram-in a dotted lirie.

me.

rft

We see that the qecond'sample'si,hiiltdgram is 5 units to the right

,of that of tha first sample. Since cAe was taken in choosing

the interswe Eiee that, other than the fact 4Iat the second

, histogram is moved to the right, the two histograms are identi-2

cal. Indeea ttAr should be since no other aspect of the distxibu

tions were agfected by the addition. However4 Figure 7 shows two

histograms, of these saTples when the interval choices disturbed

the shape of the. two histograms.

Ow ...I. .re ore or drone

F

, 1.*-77"'""-'71-s-. . 1

.....14.7.................. 1 Amirmermard...,

..

1

1

, 0
1

1
1

1

1 .

1
1

.
1

ay.

8 9 .ae V 35' 3 ss f 3?

In thislcase the histograms do ,not look identical and one might
46
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conclude that there, arP other ditferences between the samples be-

sides -a shift in location.' Sincel,see know how the samples were

"N
ereated we know that this is not so. All -other, d stributtional

. c
,

aspects- are the same except for ,location: ,TIllis fat is clearly

evident by inspecting the q-q plot in Figur&5.

Now let's look 'at teltwo samples in-Table 1 which were

determined nearly equal by their'q-q plot.in Figure 4. -Recall

that these plotted pointp were 'scattered pear the 450 line, mean-
,

a

ing that the two samples were essentiallyothe same in all distri-

#

butional aspects.- If we merely ange the locatplon of the second
N*

sample4w adding'5,to eact; obserVation, we do not affect any oth-

er characteristic of the distribUtions. Figure 8 shows the- q-q .

plot for'these'samples.

FIGVOLe g

e

* !

We see'thlat the plotte points lie around a line.parallel to the

;45° nine and 5 unitS highek. The poitfiguration of the points is,
40

I\.
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the same as in Figure .4 but just shifted up. If we were to sub-:-

'

e in the setonc

points in their q-q plot would approximate a line parallel to the

trPaci, 5 from each valu'tsample then.the

450*line but 5'umits beloW it.

q-q

So, in summaty. if ,the configurat,ioa of points

p101. is scattered about a straight line parallel to

on the,

the 45°

, *t'line then we can conclude that.the Aamples, are essentially the
#;

1

. * ,.

same except for a difference in:location4 This difference in lo-
. ,

,.- ,,
:46,

cation is indicated by the amount and direction of tjle ,shift of
. ,

. .

the line through %the. data _from the 45.° line. Ie-the Aptte4
.

points exist.in some other configuration. then. there are other,.

differences latween the di.6tributions of the two sam61es. Dis7
.

. .

cussidn of the detection of thesedifferencth3 is oontained in the

following sectionp.

11.4. Interpretation, When The Samples Differ In VariabilitV

IImterguar1tile Range

The interquartile range describes the variability o

single sample. If thelintergilartile range7 of twO 7amples are

nearly equal then the'two samples hav.e the same variabiliity. The

imterquartile range is the difference betweenvthe 75tb

and the ,2W1 percentile. In constructing a q-q plot th 2th

percentile of :the firSt sample tiEl plotted Against the 25
th per-

(

centile of the second sample-and the 75th 11;ercentiles ofthe sam-

-plea 4:are plotte^d against' eaco6ler (since they are merely,given'

ordered sample-7 observations). In oTder to interpret the meaning

of 'these points we first-need a short digressionlconcerning the
.

-

slope-of 4
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V

L

. The 'SIbpre of a line is a term that relates to Ihe
4

teepness of thee line. The 0 line has A slope of i sirlcit tor

severy increase on thedtVEizontal scale of a single unit the val'ue

of the --rorrespondingSpoints on the veftigal axis idcreases by a

sIngle unit. 4bines that ,a)opear steeper than .the 450 line have a

slope greater one. For ex'ample, ppe Figure 410.

4\

Fa fluke. 9

dl

..

344MPL.t3.

501firt.c 3.

4.

b L.i/lt. IS Vre.t.ft it "NAN 45°
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LIP4E .1S SgA.I.k.c' -NAN

,
,

T1r14.15 VA R.I4IL IT y OF s Mr t..c Z. s
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;Here we plctureia lirke with a slope of 2. For everylsingle unit
a

.change on the horieontal 'axis the corresponding pOint on the'
I

vertical axis increases by .two units. VOint (1,2) is plotted, bn
e '44 )

this graph. If we MOVE, to.the right from this point one unit we

obtain the value 2 on the horizontal axis and the corresponding

point on the vertical axis has a value of 4.--1.a two unit id-
f

\ grease. :Lines which appear shallower than the 450 linei: have a
,

slope leis than one. as shown in Figure 9c. For example, it a

line has slhpe 1/2"then a 2 unit Uncrease on Otie horizontalm
corresponds to a 1 unit increase ih the, ventical directiqp.

Now let's see how the slope of the line on the. q-q

axia

plot

between the poin( ls corresponding to thi first and third quartiles:s

should be interpreted. The horizontal distance between. these

pointi ,indicates
4

the interquartitle range ih the first sample, '

while tile vertical distance between

interquartile ramge, in the second

these points fIndicates ihe
c,-

samplei. If the interquartile

ranges are about equal, then these distances ake about equal so

.the slope of the line joining these points,is aboUt. 1.

for instance, our last example. The inier-Consider,

quartile range of

b'etween the 3rd and

'the samples is lit4--difference in this case

8th lar4est points. So the interquartile

range of the first sample is 29.5 21.4 . 8.1 and of the second
fte

sample is 3@. 26.0 = 8.6. The 4.ntergyartile repgea\ are ap-

.) proximately 16qual.and we saw in Figuie 8 that the plotted 4,45ints

surround a line parallel, to the 450 line. You coulOdalculate
4

. the interquartile ranges of the other samples that we have stu-

diea and you wduld learn that their interquartile Fanges would be,

4 .85
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approximately equal'. Thfs,correspon to the q-q N.ots that have
been constructed .for each.,. t. I . .

R c

. NOW letl's again fook a't the data pictuned in, Figure -t 4
on page 8. We will transform the observationsdf the second sam-

eple
to have twice tile varSiability/oX the firi3t. By simply multi-

(plying eadh observation of the second. sample by 2, this salnple".s
. ,

variabiliity is doubled, but so is the value pf the median.

Thereere, to keep the .sampfe's 'median the same, the value of the
mediad must be subtracted from each pbint. In other words, we

'will transform ihe secondsamp]le in the following way:

-Ordered Second Sample

16.0.

16.8

21.0

\3.9
c-124.4

27.6

29.3

29.6
.

30.8

4
Trahsformed Samp e

et 16.0 - 26,0 = 6.8

2 ix16.8 - -26.0
°%

1/4 7..6.,
MtC.

.21.8

22.t3

29.2

32.6

33.2

35.6
4

36.4 4

median = (24.4+2716)/2

= 26.0

myian transfôrme sample =

(22.8+29.2)/2i= 26.0

4

The q-q plot, of Itheire transformed value and the origi-
nal first *sample is shown 'in Figiire 10. "f We notice that' the medi-

(...)

k.

I
4.

I

* I

*.
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an point still.Jliesycloee to the 45° line.' Howevierw the set of

p.otte4ointlie about a

-PS6-17

line with a slope of 2.
a

F 146k ide .10 Si.ore 1,

0 if e A 34:1 .35

. ,AtiPtt
This grapflically ndicates that the intergUartile raage, for the

second sample is wice that, of the first sample; i.e., .the varia-

. 7

.bility of the second sample is nog twice that of the tirst. Thus
4

b
- there is no difference between the lipations cif the two sifples'

but they.do differ An Variability.
1

In general, if"the Potted points between the'two quar-'

tiles surround a naight'lin.e then the slope.of this line tndi-

cates the relative variabilities in the-two sets of data. For

example, if the intekguartile range.for thel'fir'st sample is twice

that of the second sample, then the horizontar distance between
. c--

\

4 j 7



fl.

ts:11 ' 6 !p.pointircortespbnding t._, the quartiles on She q-q- plot will be
, jrk

t'

\ 41Ik

twice Ifthe vertical dist ance!. Thus the .slope4 on the q-q plot will
0, 0

be abotai 1/2k Another way at thinking about this is thatit th
f

-'81:ope, is 11/2; then adjacent observatiqns differ in the se6onct
. .

sample ,by about. 1/2 ts much as ...adjacent observations differ., in

the first -hampiei the variability is 'itboa half as large itv-ehe

second sample as in the first s`mpl/e Similuly, if the varia-

. bility is larger in the second sample, -as in Figure '100 th

slope will be greater than 1.
4

\ _ -e-AffrSince the points in Figure 10 surrou ipd a straight ine,

there appears t.6 be...no other ditference between these t.wo cAstri-. t -
,-- .

N

butions thart.this difference in variability. If the points were

. to deiria°te from a straight line then it would.imply that there

'Are other differences, and ,veleed*the.tolloning sections to in:-

terpret the differences; correctly.
What' happens to the correspondjing histOgram when we

transform the iecond s*Riple? Figure 11 shows the two histograms
. /

before and afer' the traniformation

F1 Guize.

reeewmemememle

sz.f 2 4 30.1-
5Amett

41

re
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,

Vire se.e' that when the variability is doubled the sample hifitogram

/,
f t

becomes twice as wide.'I.Again, to see this the claSsintervals

have to be chosen correctly. It we were to decrease the sample

variability by the slope of the g-g plot would bp 1/2 as'in

Fiquie 9c and the corresponding histograe would become halt as
0

wide.

11.5. Interpreta4/ion of Extreme Values -- Tails

,so far we have seen how the canceptl of location, as

Measured, tor example, by themediftn, apd variabiaity, as meas:-

ured, for example, by the interguartile range.' appear in the g-c]

plot. We know how the ti,-(1 plot looks if two sets of data are tre

aame except for'differdnces either in lacatic5n and/or variabili-

I -I

ty. However, sometimes additional aspects of the data are impor- V.

,
4

tarit and affect,the interlOretations wdshould make.

Ili

Cdrlsider the battery example. The lifetimes from the
i

two brands of batteries might/ have about the same meaian and

qbout the same in.terguartile range, biut one brand could still
k

hm're many failures earlier than the,rther brand. For example,

consider the following artificial example, which is .given with

the values ordered withi/ each sample:
A

1" 2 3 8

Brand X 0.1 0.2 4.1 5.1 5.4 6.2 b.9 8.4

Brand Y 1.V 3.2 4:1 5.1 5.4 `6.2 6.9 8.4
,

9 10 11

.9.3 10.1 10.8

9.3 1.0.1 10.8

Here the medians are both 6.21 and\the interquartile ranges are.

both 9.3 - 4= 6.2. The lalues in' both samples are the same,
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excent for the two smallest Nialues., But these smalleSt ya14s' do

enter into the calculation of either the-median or the inter-

quAtile range. However, here one viould cl.garly pref'er btand y

0410, .

tb Brand X, as ther6.appears to,be about a 20% chance or gettiny

a Otry shore lifetime.with Brand X, and otherwise the two sets of

lifetimes are identical. There is an important ditferen16
6

beeween the values'in these two sets of data, and we 'would no

wint to,miss,this p.tfeience by concentrating only qn the median
\

.

tici interquartile rapge.

1,et's examine the q-q plot:fog.these data; it is giyen
. P

in- Figure

a

FIGulLf. ii

TrRApett) X
rer r #

lime ately vie see that all but tao of thd points,lie on the 45°

line th omqh the orkgin, and our attention is drawn to those two

'pointSy For them the Brand Y values ate much larger than the

IP



corresponding Brand X values. A,speck'examinatiom of this. Ri.dt

shows,these important features of the data very clearly.

'The eTeme'low and the extreme high values oi 4 dis-

trib'utipn areokten referred to as the tails of the distribution.
. .

Sometimes it is important to consider the low and hicih tails ini.4

set of .idatat and the relative magnitudeS of the taiis when com-
e .

paring two sets of data, as in this batterY exaMple2,

ppose the uppee tails in this Brand X Brand Y . data

are changed. 'We. will maker seVeral modificittions pf the.largest
?

two values in the two samples.and.sev how this affects tile q-q

plot and the int7pretation of the data. First suppose that the

'two largest Brand Y valued,are 13.5 and 12.5 iestead of 10.8 and

10.1; the rest of the Brand Y values and all the Brand X values

,

, .I.
are As listed above. 'The q-q plot for these.data are given

the dots and a's in Fiaure 1.3. (For the time being'ignore thg

'two b's on the plot:).

1.0
5AriPte RAN"

431
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This plot shows that the,values in Vie middle .of bOth sets oi

data are distribked the 'same, as-these points fallko ' the, 45°

line; it is also apparent, that the -values in both lithe upper an.
_..

. <.

the lowet tails are not t.1El same in both sets .of data* The lorr
4

. .9 . ljtails are as discussed before. Concerning the-upper teals, the,V
. -...... .

'distances that the 'two *a's are above the 450 line0 shows the

, amOunt that these Elrand Y values are larger than Ole, correspond-
.

ing grand X'values. , Another way of,,thiVcin.g abtatt this is,as
follows. In Figure 13 The; indicated line passes t:hrough the bulk

of the datar if the kelationships between the two distributions
in the tails were the same as the relationship' in the central

part-. 'of the data, then the points in, this -plot correspónding to
the tail.e would also fall.on This straight line. The-tilot clear-,

ly has pOints above the straight line,in bottl. tails, indicating

that these Brand Y values are larger than the cfOrresponslidg Brand

X valug.s. Although the medians. and interguartile_ranges are the

-same in the two samples, the plot, shows cleary and exactly the.

way in whip the. Brand, Y Vatteries have longer lifetimes t\hain

grand X batote0.es. If the cost of the two brands is the smiler-
.

Brand Y appears preferable to Brand X. 4'

Now supp* that thes* att.& were again altered Elo that
the two largest Bkand X.values are 13.5 and 12.9, while the larg-

a
.

-est Brand Y values -are 10.8 and 10.1, and the re.s.tcit- the values

remain unchailged. Then the g-g plot -is given by the dots ,ana bs
irr FiTure 13, ignpring the two' a s. -..'11-1,0,kituat/on it the -upper

.

teal is reversed 9 and the' fact that the ttail. of. Beand, X contains
._ . ,---. .-

la'rger values `is indicqed by the poirits (the b'es) bef..., ing on the. ,

4
.
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. A

_..,
.

iii.oTher side' -- the ,Branci X .1;31de -- of the 4ine throsig'h the cenrtal
. .N.

. -ea t t , o f the* clita. Here it- is not -so clear which brand bf. battery
. . Is ,

Is preferable. Thieu4h tht 'middle part. of the data, , the , life-. -..
,

I
'N .. -. 4 'titres

,
are the sante; for a short lytkt.ime Brand- Y is better but

. . , ..:.;-- ---....
if there haripens to be a long lifetiMe Brand X iti better. The

'plot clearly shows'all three of these features "of the data'.
The above discussionthaS all been ,in .terms 'of. examplei

-where the mitldle parEs of the two ,distribtitiorcs .are exactly the
same. Thus the ,straight line through this part of ihe data was
the 45° line fi-om the otigin. )10wever, the concept of comparing

the difference; in tlie' tails of two diatiibutions 'by ecaminIng

thd points at- -the nd Of the q-q plot to the straight line
through the, central po%ts can be extended to situations in which.#

the straight,line is not the 45° line. The interpretations then
are, an&logous to the previous examples but slightly more-comai-
cated.,

We illustrate with still another mddification of the

Brand X data. Suppose a 4 is added to each Brand X value and the
Brand Y values are as before; witD. the two largest values 13.5

and 12.4; ,this gi-ves the following.

'Brand X 4.1 4.2 8.1 9.1 9.4 10-.2 10.9 12.4 13.3 14.1.14.8
'Brand Y 1.9 2.1 4.1 5.1 5.4 6.2 6.9 8.4 9:43 12.9 13.5

(
The median for Brand IX is now 10.2, the interquartile 'range is
13.3 - 8.1 = 5.2, the same as before. (Indeed, from sections
11.3 and 11.4 we know that adding a constant to all values

433
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e .
,

I

change the mediah by that constant but leaves the interquaitile
,

.

,

ralge mehalleed.)- The q-cliplot for these data is giVen in Figur6
. .

,

44; the dot.t4d line" is the 45° line' from.,-the ,origin, 'and the
,

t,..solid line pasSes through tile central part of the pdip.ts.

ze, -1.11

"O.

fr

10 15* 13RAto

f the points are on the solid straigilt line, but two at

each ,end are above the solid line.' The tact that all points are

.',/be,low the dotted line -- on theirapd X side of the,45° line

through the origin -- means that at each IJart of the distribution

(the 1irand Xyalue is larger th,an the corresponding Brand Y va
1 .

4. *-

.If' all the points Were,on the solid straight-line, we know troM

section 11.3 that the data could be summarized .as follovs. The

4 } -
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-,

'Brand X :Values.are 4iynits_larger than theeArand Y valuers, since, e
4

,
,

ft.
. 1

.

- ek
Ist.b solid.line iS moved 4 units from the dotted lite, indica.tling.*

.
A.diffdre4ce in'location; and tlizz-es nO ditfeiLence in vari&pil-

....., , .... . ,

4

_., *e'l
, - r

.
)

4. k

ity, since the-solid line is rhe tame slope as the dotted line.
.

, ..
.

. ,15 .,

_ B t nOW how sflould these 4 polipt; lying welltbdVe tilis
-,/ . .

.

, _ . ,..
1.

_ . 4

,
'solid line affect this interpretation?, 64tilat in

. ,

. both the lower and atftj
coTpared to the Brair X values than .one would expect from the re-

k
lationship betwe04 the kralues in the central part of both sets ot.

'luei are larger

Note that, in _pach tl the Bransl X values are actually

/larger than the corresponding Brand Y Iva;,nes---:- the ipoin'ts aee on

the Brand Xi'side of the,...d'Otted line. .Hogevervi-the Brand Y Values

*

t

are larger Yelative to the relationship that holds between I

two data seEs for the middle values of the data set since the ex-
t a

1 . I d

treme points are. above -- on the Brind Y side -- of the solid
.0- ...

line. Another way of saying this i's that for most Of the data
1

--.

the Brand X aldes appear to'be 4 units iarger(Ithan thia .Brand Y
i

values, but this does not hold in the tails;'there the Brand Y
A

values are relatively larger than one would expect them to be,

even though theY.are still sMaller than the corresponding Brand

values.

The most important feature of this data is likely to be

the over-alls difference .cif..!1 in ya/.e location of tHe data sets;

one would prefer Vrand X to Brand Y, if, the costs are eq1.

However, this additional difference in the tailsvImiiht be of in-
.

terest. -It indicates that the relationship between the Itwo die-

tributeions of lifetimes is.not the,same inthe middle as it is in

4 :.)5
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the tai1s, .ahd tt Right bh-411terestiad.to XnOw why Braner',Y .does-.
-- ,

,

relativoly -bettey al .the....tails tflough it does morse 6verall.

r. \ .. 1 I .
,

This difference in the tails is mbst easily .pottea usipg' the q-q
.

,

a

,
f

, 6,lot. Such :a difference-gat be seen whether the straight lirie
... .

',

.

.

-throtighe cenL.,t,part of the 4ata is the 45°.. linep at dis7.

eusspd. earlier in
c. this 'section; or a line with slope 1 .vtlfted

frpm the 45" line, as here;,or a line shifted from the 450 line

and with slope different from 1. No example is giveri here tor

this last situation, but the inte4retation would be that +there

is an over-all difference in locaiipn and variability between the

two-samples as indicated by the straight line, and in addition
4 *I

there is a alfference in the

tiori just discbssed, where there was

cation but not variability.
1

*
This is much like the situaT

-an overallkdiiierence in lo-

Would these differences in the tails of the two dibtri-

bution'sj which. have stoodout so markedly injtclures 12, 13 and

14, have been missed if q-q plots haddrt been constructed? For

small sets of simple, Atificial data such as this a close stUdy

of only the mumerical values., wiplout using any graphs, would re-
.

veal the features discussed Woove. However, larger sets ot real

data have fluctuations so that values ake not exactly the same

and the points of the,q-q plot do not lie exactly on a Straight

line; then'it is more difficule to.find differences in tails sim-

p.ly through; ing at the numerical values. Moreover, it one

does not rind such a difference, one still cannot very sur,e

that there reilly is no difference, its it could easily be missed
4

from a study of the raw ntambers. However, the q-q pipt shows

4
Mt



clearly Ad directly'any differences in the tails so an
1

tant'differOce wouildicnot-go unribticea.'
, ,

, /-

. . 4 -'- '

Would constructfoniand comPapison of two histograms
. ... . ,

.PS6-27

impor-

hibit ,the differences in the tloi.ls?. The answer deplends ,c;1

,the,intervals'for the two samples are chosen. In Part

that choosing different intervals could definitely alter

ex-

how

we ,saw

the ap-

pearanee of the 'histogram, similarly, whether or not the two his-
.

tograms shoW the differences in thd tails depends on how the 1.11-

terva

t

s fofboth histograms are chosen. Figure 15 gives 'histo7
---..,

gram s of the first Brand X - Brand Y data with reasonable choices
A.)

'for intervals.

FIGUR&

.4

G

TUN* X

-Busk /

1444` Virmgoom4=401110

b

We notice that theie is some difference at the lower ends of "the

131. ,this plot 'does not bring out the im:portant

features of the data as Cleaily.and as simply as does the q-q

plot of Figure 12. Moreover, if-we had inst ad labeled the two

r 497
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.
1k end cells ap44, and .10

0 f

9 then there woule4 be no difference-

,

, fl f 1 .

%.,
,

r
. .between the two hisOgrams.. .

1. p

*ft

3
,In,Sections 't1I.2.and 11.3 we 1,parnei1 that it the p9.ints

T.

in the ,c1-ci plot fall'basially on.a straight line, then the two

, 'sets-of data cab be'agutely summarized and. domfi'ared in terms
o'

*Of differences.in location .andjor variability, and th/at theseare.

( related to-the straight.line .through the data. NOW 'from

' section we .see that if the points in the 'T-g plot fall basically
\

on. i straight line except for one or several pointi at either (arid

of .e1ploti then'ireaddition there is a difference in the tails

.of the two distributionswv 'This can.be important.in certain prob.-.
-.

lems, 'and it is worth knowtngft:. If the extreme points are above

the,straight line through most of the data, then the &ample

ted on the vertical akis is relatively larger than the other sat-

ple in this tail, compared, ta what viould be expected from ihe

central part of ths data: ConVersly, if the points are below the

straightiine, then the.sample plotted on the horizontal axis is

relatively, larger. Thus, we can now interpret'g-q plots where

much of,the data tans around some straight line, with the

tion of a few outlying values at`either end. This type ot

excep-\

situa-,

tion includes very many, if not most, q-q plots of real data.

11.6. Interpretatipn When The Points Do Noi,Fall On A 'Straictht
se.

Line -- §hape.

This section discusses a more complicated concept in

V

the comparison of two pets of data ang can be skipped on first

reading. This material is,useful when the points in the g-q iSlot

do (not fall near a straight line, evdn with the exception of a

8

I.
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4

-few ..outlying.points: it is.

tvo distribdtions apart

anti/or 'variability.

PS6-29
2.

9.

so usefua: when we Walcri., to comparr,
/,-

obvious differences iri. location..froni

.440,

Evek if tWo dis.tr,ibtitiOns 1-i1ve the same medtans, inter4
.

quartil e ranges, and ,there are ndt extreme outlying vallles in the
tailS, this does not mean that the two*distributions are identi-

,
01MINO.

cal. The reason is that there-'-can 'be ditfeicences in the distri-

butionaratiapes. One, way of thinking about shape is that it is

the way the histogram of the data appears, apart .trorn its loca-
,

tion and vartabilityt 411,he relative,shape .(of two distributions

can be import t ir making./ cpmpariisons')Detweeri them. This 'sec-

tion discusses sevelOal examples and shows -how the q-g plo g. can be

ubedeto compare the shapes of two sets 0 data.

1

2.5 2..i 35" q. 5S 2.5 2.f---3ty IS 35,
5/14IMPLe. .1 . 64&rift.e. i.

.5 '. .
I. 2

I).
a . 1 *----"), .2 i Q Li ANT 1 IA

D.19
.2 g i.

.1.

.3.2

.3.4i (
3 q -'k 751" q UAN1-1L.E.

1'4'7 75" Q Uflkliii...E

5.2

INTER.QuiocriLE. qtAiIGE.(--- 3.9 - i .8

.21
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Consider Iigune 16./ I-fere we have.two mples' that have'
)

ecillal eedianspnd-variabilities; yet eveh rrom the hAtograms w e.

4

4 can see that 'the. distributfons are not the same. Their aistribu- '
1,

tional Shaf)es are diffrerit. If we .would take, the tirst sample.
1

and fold its histogram around the median vlue. we would see 'that

'each half of tl-ie histogram is shaned the, same. however, the

second'sample does not' have both halves, of tile same shape. rthe

right hand side is mUch longer than the left:hand Side. In this

example .1.4't is obviOUs from the histograms tht,the tWo samples' ,

shapes differ, bLit sometimes it 'is not so Obvious. - Even here it

is not so obvious what el7 we can say about these data 'from

,glancing at the hiAcgrams. The g-q plOt for these.data is gliren

in Figure 17.

1.

5 0.0
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The noints do no`'t all fall.rpaa sihgle'strzlight line, nor
(

4

PS6-31

4z-they fall ndar, a 'straight lirie except for several outlying

,

z 'points. However, we '.:10 see that. all point4 lie aboVe the 45°'.
N '

, .N ""
ine ,from th4- 'This means that throughout the entire

range of tbeAata each Sample 2 Value is somewhat largerlplanithe

correapanding Sample 1 value. The amounts by which the Samp2
4

values are larger vary pver the range of the data, since the

points do not fall near a sinigle straight line. The g-q plot
Q

showa 'this differenCe between the 'two samples more clearly' than

idoes compar the two_histograms. Even thouO both samples have

*the-same Tedians, interquartile rAnges and there are no extremely

ioutlying values in t:14e tails, there is a definite.difference

'between the two samples; this .difference is striking from a

'qllnce at the q-q/plot. a If the data 'were lifetimescof batteries

of equal cos; we would prefer SaMple 20. since'each value is

slightlV larger than the corresponding value from Sample i. The

difference between thetwo samples here is qualitatively dif-

ferent from the "tail-differences" discussed in Section 11.5 but,
.. ,.

eash tvV of differeAce is'phown by the g,g plot.

44 Now let's turn to a different example concerning the

relative shapes of two distributions. Figure 18 gives ewo sets
,

of data and their N.stograms.

NM.

1.5 2.5 . 5 5". 45 7.5

i
5

/0 11-

4r4pLe
, 14
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The tw\154 S'ets obviously 4iffer ip ttieir- locations d yriabili-
/

tie.61 )and thus their Ifistoograins 'differ. However, the`two histo-

a

grarrts do .have the sare baosic sh-Ape. The.q-q plot is,
F igure 19. FIGUAt

The points fall On a straight line. This illustrates a Iasic
, 6roperty: i lf, two stri ution's have exactl the same shape then

S
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their q-q plot'will be.a sti-aight line./ Similarly, if the two

-distrsibutions has:re approximately the same shape, then the points
4 0 ,

i

oR dieir q-q plot will fall' near some stTaight%Ilirie. Now recall
. ... -.

.

_

that in Sectl.on 11.4 we'learned that if two data sets differ only

in th9irioNition and vatiabilft.y, th'en their q-q _plot J.;. some

straight line; the particularstraight line depends on their re-

lative locations land variabilities. Thus, if two distributions
r A

4

p
have the- same shape then their q-vlot is a straigilt line, and

this means that these distributions differ only in location and

variability.

:It is nice if we can completely summarize the differ-
.

ences between two gets of data.by saying that there is only a

40
differenclin locatiCm and/for variability, and'apart from these

the distributions are't,11, Mani: This'means'that for every aspect

of one distribution.there iS a corresponding aspeci 'of the other

distribution, aside from the differences in location and/or vark-
---

ability; i.e., their shapes are the same. The q-q Plot is ex-
. Ph

tremely useful for determining if such a summarieation is possi-

ble. If the points on the q-q plot'fap reitsonably close to a

;

straight line, then such a summarization is possible. But it the

points do not lie near a straight lin9, then.it is not s eficient

`to say that the differences between the two data sets c n be com-

pletely summarized by differences in location and/or variability.

Then there are other features of the two. distributions that also

differ.

Even whed a straight line does not fit all thp points -

in a q-q plot, often a straight line will pass near many of the

5
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, .., ./r
.

4
point.s. Then it is aeful to draw this line and interpret. the

. differences between the .two distributions for th-r9tainder of

2 iOle points ih terms of this siraigilt line. This is basically the .

* -.1
,

. 1

I.

,idea that wis useO in discussing tails in-Section 11.5; there we
.

1,:---
,

3il*6 concerned with the situation in which only a few point's at

either end 'of it:he data .lie quite far from the straight! line.

However,A.he principles used there alsO' apply more generally*"ih

'interpreting the departure of other points on the q-q plot fiom

the straight line.

This paragraph gives a brief discussion of a situation
4

in 25hicM an interesting question.is,Wiet.her or not two distribu-

tions have the same shape Suppose 'we have data on the heights

at birth of all 25 boys' born in a certain hospital in a certain

month, and-we. also peasure the heights 'of all 25 boys In the 8th

grade in a sohooa-near the hospital. We would like to know how

these two distributiohs comp'are; obviously there wing,' be a .

tremendousfdifference in location1 since an 8th grade boy is much

taller than a baby boy. .
Obviously there will also be a tremen-

dolls difference in va4ability, as the heights of 8th grade boys

vary over a Much greater, rangethaA the heights of baby boys.

HoOever, do these differences Adequately summarize the differ-
. 4-

ences between the two distributions? Or, for exa4lei ,are the

smallest baby boys relatively smaller compared to the rest ot

babylooys.than are the smallest 8th grade boys? The wayto exam-

Ana these and similar questions is to make a q-q plot of these

.two distributions and.then interpret this plot using the various

poins discussed 'this and, the previOus sections. (Note that

5%



in this example tle do hot-have the baby height and 8th grade

li
..

,

height of the same ko.pys.. fO'obain such data we would have to .----

. . ,
.

. ,
"

,

'either flnd old records or wa,1.t 43 years. . kdowever, such. data
,

. ,

would permit the *use of other statistidal methods tp better study

the relationships.between heights 'at. these two age, thari i44buld

the data of this exam4e:)

11.7. Intes4retsition of:Lbs BatteLy Example 1LQ Plot

In Part Iwe presented an ekample where .a class per-
.

formed an experiment studying the lifetimes of two brands of bat-

teries. The q-44, plot constructed to study this exaMple tis

prepented in Figure 1 on page 4. Zn.Sections 11.2-11.6 we hive

learned how to interpret a q-q plot, so we will now ,discusS the

battery example in termspof the four distributional characteris-

tics. T+re reader'should now go back to Figure 1 and dra&r. the 450
s:

line and a line through the bulk of this data 'on the plot. These
.1

lines willvbe nearly coincident, anfthe middle tpoints, of the

plot closely surround both lines. .T1)erefore, we'can consider the,

two samples! locations and variabilities nearly equal. HoweZrec,

we do notiCe deviations from this line' in both tails. In the
. 0

lower tail .Brand B 'batteries have higher lifeiimeS than the

corresponding Brand A batteries. the upper tail Brand,A bat-
. 4 0

teries have higher lifetiMes than-l.he respective Brand B bat-

teries since the plotted points fall on ti;.e Brand A side of the

line through the data.- A:Pfar as hape, 'since.the plotted points

basically surround a straight line except for the extreme points

we can conclude that the tw6, lifetime distributions -have about

the saMe shape except for their tails.

505
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the studente concluded trom,inspecting this q-q

-
that for: their purposes the two br:ands pf tteries were esseir0-,

tially thell§ame. HoWever, the differences- noted. ih -the tails'?

.

might be of tnterest.in o4ther more specific questiOns or possibl ?

eyen could be the subject of further investigation.'

11.84/ Another Example of the Use of.f2.-It Plotting

The students decided to 'study whether a- crossing

guard'S appearance affected the-speeds of cars at a given iriter-

sections The-data conakst of measurements of the speeds of dars
r-

balsing a particular corner between 8:00 and 8:15 on Tuesday and

Wednesday of a- school,week. The weather was clear both 'days.

..11

every fifth car or tisuck passirig through the imtersectiA was
a .

timed, since there were nob enough people available' to me ti're

evjary, vehicle. Moreover, measuring only every fifth car a, lows

enough of an interval bet4een the vehicles so that t4ieir speeds!'

/

would not ne essarily be close to onie another. AdjAcent vehicles
A

are much mor

that itre s

likeay to have similar speeds- than .are vehicles
,

Ted; if one were told the speed of a car, he could

do a lot-better job of guessing the speed of the next car than it

he weren't .told-the speed of the first car.
A

of adjacent i>rhicles should not be treated as

separate, independent quantities. I-n tthis

desirable to be able to.treat the measurements
*

Thus,,measurements

though, they are

priglem, it seems

as independent gt

one another, so it is fortunate that there was a sufficient gap

A
between the Vehicles whose speeds were recordd. On Wednesday

crbssing guard s a intersection, holding a large s1g6 say-,

ing "Caut,,ion -- Children ossing, ut on Tuesday no guard was
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nfesent. On both days the-children actually crossed the street

by peshing a "Waltc".button, waiting for a light to flash red to

the traffic, and then crossing the street. On Wednesday the

guard did not expliCitly slow down the cars, but was merely visi-
/

ble to-the diiver. rhe goal.was to see if the speeds.were signi-

ficantly lower when the guard was present.

There are 10 values when the guard wasimresent, And 12

values for_ no guard. The ordered points in each sample are as
9

follows:

order nt.rber 1 2 3 4 5, 6 7' 8 9 10 11 12

.4ith a guard 20 .22 25 25 26 26 28 28 30 30
to.

no guard 22 23 29 30 32- 32 .33 33 34- 35 35 40
1

1

When the samples are of utioqual size the q-q.plot itt, a little,

more diyficult to construct than when the two saMples have the

-same number:of observations, since we must choose which subset ot

points fram.the larger sample tp plot against the ordered poirits

of the smaller :sample. Appendix H discusses how we choose' th

values of the larger set of points.to be used in the q-q plot.

Applying that technique we match.the points in the sample of car

speeds' Te/ith a guard to ,be plotted against the sample points

without a guard as follows:

order number 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10, 11. 12

With a guard 20 22 25 2\44,26. 26 28 28 304,...,30

-no guard 22 23 2:s30 32\32\133 13344S634 40
014

A
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Then theo-g plOt is dOnstructed using tHese pairs

giving Figure ib.

Ft Gu 10. tO

points,

!GAME)

We will now .insp'ect how wefl the plotted points surround the 45°

line. The 450 line is represented by the`dotted,line on the

plot. All the paired points are located above\-44;is line.

*
solid line w1.4ch cuts X.hrough the plot.ted points is also, drawn on,

*

p.

31
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the.q7cli plot. This solid litie does not parallel the dotted line.
, 4

The solif line's slope is about 1.5. This indicates.that the

variability with no guard is aboti 1.5 times 'larger- than trIpp

4pL.
W' , -

there is a -guard. However, we can see that other lires with
.

slightly different slopes could also be drawn near most othe
#

plotted points, so we would not want to conclude that the Varial-

bility with no guard is exactly 1.5 times as large-as wrI.,ie-m there

is a guard. The median of the sample without a guard 'is 'about 6
S.

111 niph larger than with a guard. This difference appears \rea-

sonably 'large considering the sizerof the original valves. The

plotted points lie albng the line dpown fairlTweli, so therefore

we can conclude that the two saMples have about the same distri-

butional shape and tails. It Certainly.appears that cars drive

faster through this intersection without a guard than when a

guard is present.

II.9. Concluding Comments on Q-Q,P,Lots

The abbve sections have discussed the interpretation, of

1

q-q pllots in terms of four features of two dip(ibutions loca-

tion,,NAriabilityl tails textremeoralues), .and shape. Various

e-sample ;statistics, including some discussqd in Part I, can be

d to summarize each bf these properties; by calculating such

atistics for h samples we,can compare'tha'two sets of data.

The discussion And the examples have brought out the point. that
8 CI*

'these properties _are nob afNqua1ly important in all examples;
I'

the, property or properties that are imporraht Jin each application

depends on the data, fbr that *ppIication,and he gugptions of in-
,

9
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4
GAphical methods in generalsare helpful in examining

data, and they often .give a uiefot adjunct to numerical 'sum-

-manias. One graphical mechod for comparing two samples is to

form bistograms sample qind then compare the histograms.

omS e problems with c aring pistograms, though, arle the follow-.

ing. It is necessary to choose the class intervals carefully in
,

each bistogram or distortions caeoccur. We must oompare .two .

i
, i \ .

different _plots by eye, as the information from both samples is

not in one plot. Because of the granularity/of histograms, cer-.

tain detail d CharacterititAcs of the data can be missed entirely.
.

.If lertain o ious differences between-ttr'histogratas strike. you

7

at firet, you can easily' overlook other subtle dlfferencei

, 'between the histograms. In general, itkmay take much effort and

Ldareul study to extract.alI tbe-import4t. information from the

data using two hist rams. Information extractiOn.is 'More

cult, in this ca becauge of the application, of two one sample
4

.ie011niques; rather t an using a technique'explicitly devised tor

comparing t4O samples.

4, We have seen that .cl-q plotp give a useful graphfcal way

104
4

of comparing,two sets of data. Some strong podints of this tech-
.

Itique are.sumMarized below. It a 'not pecessary to pick class

intervals, as the data valu s themselves appear directly on the

plot. All the information is summarized in a single plot. In

P
interpreting this plot one is generally comparing points-ta some

A

straight 'line; this is a fairly easy thing to do as deviations

oX ,pdints ftom...a straight line Are not hard .to spot. ff,there

are no departures'from this straight line, one' needs only to
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understand the fileaning of the particular str-aight line to which

the comparisons were made to make meaningful ctmparlsohs between

the two samples.. The slope of the,line tells one about
,

tive variability, the height about comparativVocation.. The q-q

plot makes it possible .to easily pick out interepting aspects of

the data that mir-ht,otherwise be missed. 'The g-g plot is8partic-
.

ularly ea'sy to.construct tor two equal-sited samples, and it is

not to6 hard. tdo construct tor uneflual "-sample sizes. The plot

could be made for sample siteg as small as 3 or 4. k;xamining t e
"

plot ts -exp ratdry in natbie, in that one does not i'7:17to d

,cide beforehand the specific aspects of thedata to coMpare; par

ticularly irkeresting:teatures present themselves. In general,

tha.q-q plot often showp.things about t14 data that might: be

missed if only Other mettiods were used. Moreekef, even.N4or cer-

tain properties that are given by other numerical or, /graphical

methids, thé;g-g plot gies a _simple and Clear way of presenting

and comparing these properties in the two sets of data.

A disadvantage-of the q-q plot;is that it is dot

traditioRai technique for graphing two setp of data, add it is

just preSemtly(becoming widely used, Thus the methiqd may be un-

faMiiar ,to some, and some explanation of the plot may be re-

quired. 'However, we feel that the advantages of the q-q display

are suffACient to warrant the necessary-explanation.

A possible danger in examining q-g plots is that \of

6ver-interpreting the data. One should not necessarily attach

ovr*helmineimportance to every small bump in the plot. It is

hard to- make cieneral statements about what sort of),departures

5
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from straight lines are truly important, as the answers depena
.1

very much on the particular pro,blem and questiOns ot interest.

The possibility of overminterpretation-,should be kept in Anind.

Part III presents a teOnique that is sometimes usetul in deter7

miaimT whether or, not an-apparent diiference )petween- two samples,

is real, or could.'simply be due to chance deviations.

0.0

6



APPENDIX II-a

This appendix rresents' tWo.ifferent wayS of introduc-.

tmq the plot. Both.approaches lead to exactly the same plot

as deveioped in S `trl 1I.1:

In Part I we presented the-cumulative. distribution

raph as a useful way of displayin a single set of data.g When

}'-43

comparing twolsets of data it is natural to consider making two

of these graphs, cne for each set. Aoreover, we could'put them

both on the 6ame7theet, marking points ny x's for one set and by .

o's for the other set. Figure. Al 'gives plot for the bat-

ter? data.

This is.a useful clot, and wecan see many aspects of

the data -1/4tyGm it. 'We can see which brand has the larger value,

and );,/ how'muCh. General characeristics of onip brand having .

consistenty larger Or smaller observations across the entire

distribution would be apparene, if the x's were consistently': ei-'

thAr to the ritght br to the left of the o's.

However, thekvertital dimensioriat this plot is not be-

k

ing used ver%! fect.j.vely.. It.simply gives the oider numb6rs of

the observations., spaced equally up the page. 'Nothing in _the

...(
vertical- dimensibn is affected by the actual va/es in the data.

,
Since we would like td use both dimensions in the plot to convey

(01''as' much information as possible, we are led to consider ways

modifying Figure Al so as to' make the vertical dimension more

ueful.

One way Qg thinking about Figure Al is that, lor each

observation order number (.1 through,ll here), the values from the

4
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two sample

tion.fbr
s

6-
are plotted using the horizontal axis. The observa-

a set is indicated by an.x and for the other data

Set by an o. Instead of platting both values on the horizontal

_axis we could simply Plot a point whose horizOntal-component is

the value fromk one sample, and whose Vertical compon-ent is the
. 1 ,

yalue from,the other sample. That is, ker a poirr x we leave its
11

4
i' .

horizontal component =Altered, blit instead Of having it6 verti-

cal,. component,ihe-observation order hzamber, t.74make the vertical
(

,

- . I
component for x the corresponding value from the other sample,

i.e., the value for theto that was previously'plotted 4ext

this x. For exdmple, for observation'orger numbek 4, Figure 3.2

gives an at 5.9 and 'an o at 6.3. Instad, we plot a single

point at h rizontal distance.5.9 and vertical distance b.3.

order n er 10' we plot a poiht:.with horiz al value 12.6 and

.vertiCal va u 11.4. Thib is dorle for each of the 11 ordered ob--,

servation pairs. The resulting 'pl t has a"ly 11 points rather

than the 22 point's of Figure.5. I ed, whit we are doing is

plotting the smallest value of Brand B wg. the 'smallest vaiue (pi

Brand A (observations with order number 1)', the second" smai:lest

vaAe of Brand B vs. 'the second Smallest value of Brand A (obser-

vations with order. mumber 2), etc. This is exactly .Figure 4, the

q-q plot developea section 11.1.

Thus the above discussiot\ givei a different way or

-motivating and developing the q-q plot. Again, for equal)sized

seAs of data, we plot the ordered varueOrom one set against the

corresponding ordered valiles from the other set. *Still another
e

way of expinining the q-11 plot is_gi.ven below.
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First, we need the corlIcept of "quantile,"

PS6-45

The. 30th .

quahtile_:._ of a distribution is that value which,is larger than 30

percent of the distribution,-'and smaller than 70 percent.
;

larly, the 80tb quantile of a distribution is that value
6

larger than SO percent of the ,4.A.tributioni ana smaller

.Simi-.

which.is

than 20

percerit'. The 50th quantile is thlmedian."' The q-q plot,an ab-

'breviationnfor quaritile-quantile plot) g,ives f,he. quant±J of

sample A on the horizontal axist'plotted against the quantiles

corresponding to the same percentages from sample B on the verti-.

A
cal axis.

10

Consider what this gives when the two samples have

equal ndMbers of observations, say 11. We might estimate that

the smallest value of sample A would be greater than a certain
a

'percentage of the population from which'the sample was drawn (see',

resource unit PS4, Design of Surveys and SeiMples, for a discus-
,

sion of sample and population fl

). The estimated percentage is.

1/12 6.33%; justification of why 1/12 is a reasonable estimate

is( not needed here. nowemer, we would also estimate.that the

smallest value in sample B would be greater than the same percen-

tage of its poputation, since s ple A and samiale R are the Same

size. That is, using reasoning analOgous tothet for sample /%4,

we would also estimate that the smallest,yalue of sample b would

be greater than 6.33% of its population. Thus, the smallest

value of sample A and the smallest value of sample B are quan-

ta
tiles corresponding .to the same percentage; 'Vote that the point

on Figure 4 closest tb the bottdm left corner is the smalleit

value in each sample and corresponds to the 8.3 quantile.tn each

515
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sample. Siilarly the second -S1)st value ol sample A and the -

,

sec:6nd smallest value of sample B are Also quantiles correspond-7

tng to the same 'percentage -- here 2/12 = 16.6%. 'With equal

nuMbers of observAtioms, in the two samples, then, plotting the

quantiles of sample B vs. the quantiles of sample A corresponding

to the samgipercentages melns: plot t..).1e( smallest value ot 13 vs.

4he pecond smallest value of A, etc. We saw in Section 11.1 that

this gives a q-q plot.

FIGullt. A
4

a.

.1
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4e4R. Plot With Unequal Sample Sizes
%

This appendix shows how to construct a q-q plot when

the numbers of observations in the two data sets are not equal.

The method is still based on Plotting observations tram one sam.-L.

'pie vs. .corresponding observations tram the other sample. Ilere
r

corresponding has to be precisely defined. bince the sample

sizes differ, there is not, the simpleione-to-one relationship

bPtween,the ordered observat'ionS as with equal sample sizes.

The metbod iS illustrated by an exaMple, and All the

cacultions arp given in Fi.gure Bl. We will work thrciUgh the
1.

various steps. Suppose the.smaller sample hag %lilt ; we use

to denote the size ot thP smaller sample, so here m = 7. Order'
t*

the'observations froM this.sample,- 4s before. The size dt the

larger. sample is denoted by n+,4tnd in the example this is 12.
4

Also order t;he observations from this-sample. The problem-is to

match crdeied obseryations in the smller sample witlippprop ate.%

ordered .ohnervations from the larger,samble. Cleaqy it would

not be appropriate' to us, the smallest 7 or the largese7 ot

the 12 observations in the larger set. In order to find the ap-
S.

pr6priate 7 or these 12 observations do the .following. Write the

7 ordered obserVations and-the 7 order numbers as in the lett two
4:

columns at the bottom of kigure Ll. Find m+1'; here this in

7 + I = B. Divide each of the m order numbers by (m 1 giving

4111
the thiT'd column. Now ti d n+1; here this is 12 + 1 . Mul-

tiply each of tbe fractions in the third COlumn by (n+1), pettinfj
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the,fourth .column. Now we round each of the numbers .in the,

fourth colmn to the closest integet; tat.J.S if'the fractional

part is greater than 1/2 ye round to the next higher number,

ile if the ,fractional part is less than 1/2 we rend to the

!text lower number. however, if the fractionaf. part i's" exactly

1/29 e.g., 6 4/8 *,= 6 1/29 then we enter this as '(6+7)12. Thus we

4 obtain the fifth-column. Eac7a entry in this cblumn will abe an

integer, unlesc it is the.average.ot two adjacen integerskoja

(6+7)/2. The numbers In the fifth column 0.ve the 'order numbers

bf the obse,rvations, in- the larger sample (of size n)dthat

correspond to each of the m observations of Ole smaller sample in

column 1. Thus the sixth and final column is obtained by going.

back to the 'ordered observatioile in the laiger'hamnle.. For the

, *value (6+7)/2 re simply average the 6" and .7th, observation im

the larger sample. Then the q-q.plot is formed by plotting the

7(1r) paints (2.,291.7); (4.192.4); (3.9;3.3); (4.494.2);

(4.9,4.8); (6.0,5.7); (6.2,6.4). This is ,given in Figure 132.

Interpretation of this plot follows the exact same principles

laid out in Section III for plots constructed from equal sized
,

samples.

Let's step back and examine what has actually been done

here. It is helpful to look at the lines nearithe top of Figure

4
B1 indicating the observatipn order numbers that are plotted

against' one another. The median of the smaller sampleo, order

, pum&hr 49 is ploteed:agai t the median of the larger sample., the

average Of order numbers 6 and 7. This is reasonable. Similarly

the extreme observational- in,- the pller samp,le are plotteA).

5 8
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against the more extreme observationp.of the larger sample.

Another exanipl.e may also be helpful. Since the nlethod
.

used to form pairs of observations depends only on the sizes of

the, two samples and not On the actual observed values, this time

we. omit the observed values. Figure B3 indicated all the calcu-

lations required to form a q-q plot when the sample sizes .Je _6

and B.

The calculations of. column 4 of these tables,

can be somewhat tediouta. However, these can be

done quickly and accurately with a small calculator if ' one is

available.

Other slightly more complitated inethods are sometimes

used tO fornf q-q plots from samples of unequal size. Tilese

'inethods differ,from this approach in tliat they require interpo-

lating and averaging two adletcent observatione in the'larger sm-
pie tq get columns 5 and 6, unlike the simple rounding done here.

However, for most sets of data there is little qualitative

difference between the q-q plot obtained using the simple method

given here-bnd.the q-q plot obtained using a more complicated in-
t

terpolative schetne.l2hus, the method presented in this appendix

is adequate for most purposes.

0.

5 °
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Stria ller sample size . m

2.2 3.1 3.9 4.4 4.9 6.o 6.2

1

Observation

Order number
/ I/

Order umber 1 2 3

Obse tion 1.5 .1.7 2.4

,
Larger sample size = 12 = n-

0.

2 3 4 5 6 .7

4 6. 7 8 ,9 10 11

3.1 3.3 4.1 4.3 4.8 .5.6 5.7 6.4

(Order(Order
number) \numbei'l)

.

Obs. (------i)

C
(n1+1:

n+1) Round
mii-1.

to
,..,-..., .,

.2.2 1 1/8, 13/8 = 1 548 2

3.1 2' 2/8 26/8 -, 3 2/8 3

3.9- 3 , 3/8 39/8 -,-- 4 7/8 5

,4.4 4 4/8 52/8 - 6 4/8 6+7)/2

4.9 5 5/8
. 65/8 -, 8 1/8

r

,

6.0 6 6/8. 78/8 . 9 6/8 10

6.2 7 7/8 91/8 . 11 3/8 11

)
Obs.

1.7

2.4
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. Smaller sample size , 6 = m

. Order ,.
atinther 1 3 .4 5

Order 1 \ \ \ \
number 1 2 31 4 5 6

Larger sample size = 8 . n . 1
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6

(.141) 'Round
Obs. number = . (E.47) to ObEfe
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6 6Z7 54/7 =

44.
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,
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PART III: -ASSESSING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ThE DIFFERENCES

BENEEN TWO SAMPLES

.by

Lorraine Denby and James M. Landwehr

Bell Telephone Laboratories
Murray hill, New Jersey 07974

A 0 .

Often after ook ng at the data both with sumTatyj

statistics and.grap al.inethode we might still have questions as

to what this real means. Sometimes it will be obviou's that

tbere is a distinct difference between the two samples. You
*

Irmight he sure that this difference is large enough to be con-
.

Cerned with apd feel confident that the data have been suffi-
.

ciently analyzed. Other times the two saMples are so similar

Z'1SK'you also atilt sure that there ip nO difference. But, for the
.

times wheniyou are not certain you may want tO. use a technique

,d.esigned to help you put a degree of certainty on your decision.

In suCh situations the permutation test descussed in this part '

may prove uspful. *

In fact, if there is some question concerning. whether ,

Pr 'no; an apparent difference observed in.the data is "real, ,onei

should co.nside

J-:

repeating the experiment to see if the same sort

of differenc occUrs again. Reasons for doing this were dis-
.

ceased in Part I.. HoWever, replication.of the experiment ii of

en expensiye and/or time conbumingr then it is useful to examine.

Allthe present data more Carefully to gee whether or nOt ,a tdifier-
,

523
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ence such'as has been observed could be due only to random fluc-

t.uation. 'This part presents a statistical technique tor this
1

purpose*. But in order tosexplain why this technique i.s reason-
.

able we will first consider.what.sort of analyse'we might do it

part of the experiment had been replicated. This analysis has .

&

cestain'similarities.with the permutation test presentedlater in

this part.

Suppose sti/omr_le has measured the time it.to,k for three

fifth-grade boys and three fifth-grade girls to oss an inter-

sectione The timesvin.seconds, are boys - 11, 7, 12; and girle

.

- 5, 9,. B. All of. Ole ckildren4rossed separately, sp their
I.

tiMes should not have affected each othert One might assume, un.-
(

.til evidence to the contrary is presented, that it...takes boys and

girls the same amourit of time, on the average, to cross the in-

tersection. Do these datir give enough'eviclence So that We should

abandon this assumption? 'Obviously it does not take. all boys

exactly the same amount of time toc!b'ross the street, as the times

here -- 7, 11, and.12 -- are not all the same. However, 'it is

still 46ite possible that the averaqe time for boys -- apart from

randomedifferences from boy to boy and from one crossing to the
A

next for the semi boty -- is the same-as the averaae time ior the

girls. It is, of course, possible that the aver e crossing time

depends on the age of the child, but &n this example we are con-

tidering children of approximately equal age.*

If"we were to repliCate this experiment we would

ure crossing times, for more sets of boys and girls. However,

suppose that, for 4seame reason we hlve obtained crossing times for
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A.

1
several sets of three boys but only for one set of three

In. fact, An replicating the experiment we would want.to. obtain

data both for more sets of boys and more sets of girls, since we
ft II

-woAld want the variety of experimental conditfons over which

the data were obtained to be comparable for the boys and for the

girls. , By "experimental conditions we'meaDithings such as the

day of the week, the speed and density of the traffic, the time

of day, 'the 4'eatIrr, .etc. The following discussion, concerned

with an aoppropriate analyiis if only the boys' data were repli-
,

cated, is intended merely to help in understAnding the.permutfr-

tion test, which is presented-later in this part.
,

. 106.4/

Suppose we mead6re-the crossing Omes of three

and for 20 different sets, of three boys.

girls
\

Each set of three boys

is measured eitlier on a different dail or at a different time of

the same dpi/. Since we are concerned with' the average croEksin-g

-times for thie girls and the average crossing trme for the boys,
1

,it is reasonable to calcurate the 6Verage crossing time for each

of the twenty sets of sthree boys and for the set of three girls.

'Simply because Of random.fluctuation we would not.expectall of

the twenty boys' averages to be exactly the same. These averages

will Vary from one" io another.and the amount

an indication of the fluctuation due simply

This assumes., though, that,.there is nothing

of this variatiol is

to random chance.

external that causes

the boys to cross particularly qUickly,or slowly 'on the dif*erent

days; i.e., the experimental conditions that do.change do not in-;

fluence the results. Then what we would like to do is compare

1110 the diatribution of boys''averages to the single girls: average
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dross cl)time. This coUldAle.donegraphl,cally by formine a cumu-

Ilative distribltion graph-(sed Pait 1) o-the twenty boys' aver-
\

age crossing times and 'seeing 'where the .girls' averagg'fal s

A
within this distributLon. yor example, if the girls'4verage

f'allS near the middle of this distributiont.then we see that it

is not unusual to hav:e a' boys'.average time.near the girls'

value, or higher or lower. The g rls' value is not extr4me;

thus, the -girls' value seems to t in with the dirtion of"

'4* boys' values." Since the boys' value oresd0ably differ only be-

'cause of random fluctuations, there is no dtrong ev-idensce tilat

. the girls' value does pot also ditter only because of, random

fluctuation; the underlying girls' average could lausibly 'bethe

same as the dnderlying boys' 'average 'crossing time. However,

suppose the girls' average falls at the extreme of the distribu-

tion of the boys' average crossing time. This situation implies

that it is not so likely that,random fluctuation alone will give
-

a value as extreme as the,PobSeived girls' average. Thus 1,1ere the

evidence is stmonge4 tbat the girls' average crossing time is

really different froM the boys' average crossing'time.

These ideas relate to the permutation 'test developed

below in that "pseudo-replicates," cofreeporidir1n a sense to

the twenty sets of three boys' crossing times, will be generated

from the initial ,data. Then the istribUtion of pseudo-
,

replicates will be compared to the diff,e ence between the_ bs)sys''

and'girls' average crOssing times in the observed data. .44101

However, we wish to emphasize that'the permutation*test*
u

i4 not inte d as. a substitute for rePlication of the experiment
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for reasons discussed in Part I. Moreover, replication of only

one of the sets of measurements, such as gathering measurements

only for more boys in the crossZing time example, would only be

apprOpriate if we coUtebe positive that odrchange in the exPer-7

a

PS7-5,

imental conditions could not posstbly affect the results. NOS

mally this will not be the case and we'would collect more of both

sets of measurements.

data for bosh sets

ideas involved in th

In the crossing time .example we would want

of thr.ee boys and sets of thr e girls. The .

hove discussion, though, are useful in

understanding the permutation test.

The permutation test helps deci whether there is a

?
significant difference between the value of a given one,sample

statistic in the two samples. For example, it can be used with

'the (medians of two samples,or the interquartile ranges or thv

means. We will be discussing, in detail the permutation method as

appl.ted to determining, whether theresis a difference in means.
4

Later:4e will also use one 'of the examples to ialustrate this

technique for comparing medians. This method could also analo-

. gously be used with othe.r more complicated statistics but.we will

leave the extension to the reader.

A more precise way of phrasing the question ot'interest

is the following. IiefesAflyboth,esize that the phenomenon under,

lying-the twa samples is the same; given this hypothesis, then,

the'two samples shoulg diffeT only as a result of random fl.dctua-
.6

tion -- there should be.no systematic differenpes between the two

samples. -,The yestion caA be stated: Does,the idente in the
,

data iefute the hypothesis that the phemomena tilde lying the two

527
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4
_

.
isamnlelare the saMe?"-Lometimes, as in Figve

li
.20 ot. kart. II,

nage 381. the answer to this question is nm1t completely obvious.

c-r)

\..

Nevertheless, this iS an imp tant question, and often it can be

answered. a3ttisfactori1y by
.p

using the statistical methods that

5 8
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will be presented below.

Before developing, statistical methods for answepg

this question, another short digression is needed in order to

develop a concept fundamental to the material that. will follow. --*\

Consider a coin that wo hypotheske is fai ----that is,
..,

we-suppose that the coin is equally likely to land h ads or tails

when tossed. We will toes ihe coin 106 times and record the to-

tal numbers of heads and tails. What sort of results would seem

to refute our hypothesis that the coin is fair? If the coin

landed heads all 100 ames, and never tails, certainly everyone

agree.that this is sufficient eliidence that the coin is not
-

equally likely to come up heads or tails. In other words, it the

coin were fair; It would be virtually impossible for 100 indepen-

dent tosses to all land heads; therefore, observing all 100 heads

leads us to reject the hypothesis that the coin' is fair. The

evAdence is strong enough to refute the hypothesis. ,Indeea'47-if

the coin landed heads 97 times and tails 3 times; everyone woufa

still agree that,this is sufficient evidence that the Sgin is net

ecually,likely to land heaAd or tails. Again, the evidence from

the 100 tosses 'is s fficient to reject the hypothesis that the

coin is fair. Si ar y, results of 100 tails and 0 heads, or 97

tails and
1

3 heade, are also obviously strong enough to con)Akude

that the coin is pot fair.

Now suppose that the 100 tosses give exactly 50 heads/

and 50 tails. This clearly gives no evidence whatsoever to re-

fute the hypothesis of a fair coin, as the proportions of 'heads

and tails are exactly equal. Now instead suppose that we observe

529
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51 heads and 49 tails; is thi evidence enough to ref4e the hy-

=thesis that the coin is fa r? The answer would seem to be ne,

because chance alone could' e sily give a fluctuation of this 14ze

in 100 tosses. We would not expect a fair coin to necessarily

give-exactiv an equal number of heads and tails in 100 tosses,

just as we wo:uld not elepect exattly the same total nt.ttber of

heads kn_the 71:kt-100 tosses as we Observed in the last 100

tosses. Observilg a slightly-different number of heads .in the
A

next 100 tosses would nOt' lead us to dOnclude that something mys-

terious had happened to the coin and changed the coin's propensi-

ty to land heads. 'Similarly, observing 51 heads and 49 tails is

close enough to the expectation
.
of 50 heads and 50 tails so

that we would not want to reject our hypothesis that the coin is

fair.- t'

Uowever, suppose the tosses give 58 heads mmd 42 tails,

or perhaps 65 heads and 35 tails. Are either of tivse enough

evidence to dismiss the hypothesis that the coin is fair?. While

Aeryone's intuition will lead him to the stated conAisions for
a A

the nrevious examples, these new cases are more difficult, and

intuition .alone does not give a satisfactory answerlerOne thing
a

that loes seem clear is that if results of 58-42 are sufficient

to reject\ the hypothesis of a fair coin, then so should'results

of 65-35 also'be sufficient to reject this hypothesis. Results

.of 65 heads and 35 tails give stronger evidence against the coin
. .-----

being fair than do reerults of 58 heads and 42 tails, since 65-35

ts a more extreMe deviation from the
.
expected

.
50-50 than is

,,?..

14r42. But are results as extreme as either 65-35
.

or 56-42 so

5430
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extreme that the 1.;ypothesis of a fair coin is no'longer tenable?

, It one were to ask several people their views bn these

questions; most people would have difficulty in reaching aeon-

elusion at all, as opposed to the 97 3, 50-50; and 51-49 cases,

where there would beo difficulty. Moreover, some people will
A

say that the evidence is sutficient'to conclude that the coin is

not fair, while others will say that the evidence is not sutti-
,

cient. Intuition is not satisfactory. he,te, And some mathematical

analysis.(using probability theory and the binomial distribution)

is helpful, but.tIlis is not the plAce to 'dpvelop that theory.

The important points from this discussion can be sum-
.

marized as follows. Ver,, extreme differences of the numbers ot

heads and tails in.160 tosses of a coin are, Lntuitively, quite

unlikely to occur if the coin is fair. Therefore, if we ob erve

an extreme result we are sate in concluding that the coin not

fair. However, a very evem result, 44Fh as 51-49, seems quite

reasonable if indeed the coin is fair. Therefore, sucp a result

does npt enable us to conclude that the coin is not fair. Intui-

tion alone does not allow the formation of conclusions in many

intermediate situations, but at least we can.order possible,

results, with more extreme results such as b5-35, giving more

evidence against: the .hypothesis that the coin is flair than do

less extreme results, such as 58-424-

Now we will retuin to the problem discussed in the be-

ginning of this part -- whether or not the differences between

tS46'samplea are large enough so that they cannot be attributed to
a

chance- alone. This problem will be discussedglim terins of the

531
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boys' and girlP' crossing time ex,amole, and.thd ahalysiff will be

related to the concepts in thelcoin tossing example brought out

above.

A,et us start, then, with the hypothesis that the time

it takes fifth grade boys,to cross the street is the same as the

time it takes fifth grAde girls to crass, apart from random fluc-;

tuations. We will 'now examine Lhe data giVen earlier ln this

part.in the light of this hypothesis and see if something *".verNi;

unlikely has occurred. ,If somehing unlikely has happened we

will then-abandon the hypothesis of equal average crossing time':

.

This whole process is analogous to the coin tossing example,

where th'6 hypothesis was that the coin was fair. Gi,yen .a fair

coin, observing 97 heads and 3 tail.s is clearly very unlikely.-

Thus, if we do observe thi tikasult, we abandOrl the' hypothesis

that coin is fair. The consequences of the hypothesis (of

equal'average crossing time for boys and girls) 'that will be

woried out below coFiespond to the mathematical analysis that

ruld be needed to deterinine if the 58-42. or 65-35 results in the

coin tossing experiment are extreme,6hough to drop. the hypothesis

f a fair coin.

Assume that the crossing times.are the. same for boys

and girls, apart from random fluctuations. Suppose someone tells

t;s that crossing times were measured separately tor six children,

three boys and three girth, and that the six times were 9 12, 7

8. However, the names of the children were lost, so we

cAnot tell which time is for a boy ahd which time is for.a girl.

.Then would we hgve .any way of inferring which times were boys and

5
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A

which were girls? Under the present assuMptions 'no.' It the

times for boys and the times for girls were disteibuted in exact-4

Iv the same way, then 4e have no way olknowing which times were

boys and which were girls. Ise it more likely that the'boys'

times were 9, 12, 7 (an(.thugr the girls' times were 5, 11 8) or

that the boysf times were 7, 5, 11 (so the girls' were ,9029
/

111

Neither is more likely. Our assumption of .equal croêsing time

fOr, boys and girls, apart from random fluctuations, sdys that an/

particular value is just as likely to-ititVe from a boy or from a

girl. Then the assignment of anwthree of the.six values we

4cnow there were three toys -- to the boys is as likely to be

correct as the assignment of any other three values.

Consider all.possible dicferent assignments of the six

values to .the three boys. To obtain these;'first order the six

values: 7, 8, 9, 11, ,12. .Assigning 8,11, and 124, tO

boy2!and boy3 will be equivalent, for our purpasesv tib assigning

11, 12, and 8.to toyi, boy2, and boy3, for example. That is, the

only important point is which set of,three times is assigned io

the boys, and-not the specific boy to

signed. Finally, once three tiges

which each time is as-

have been assigned to boys,

the remaining thrib times must be assigned to the girls. ye know

that there were thiee boys and three girls; we just do-not know

whieh specific times were boys and which wpre girls. All possi-

ble assignments are listed in Table 1. Appendix. A discusses the

construction of this table; it gives a way of ordering the pOssi

ble assignments sa that you cap be sure you haven't misied any.

533
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Assign-
ent

1

2

3

r4 4

5

6

7

8

9
,

10
1

11

12

13

14

15

16

,
TAI3U.41.,

5°,11,12 7,8 ,9

7,8,9 5,11;12

7 8,11 5,9,12

7,8,12 5,9,11

7,9,11. 5,8,12

7,45-1.-2 5,8,11

7,1,1,12 5 8,9
,

8,9,11 5,7,12

8,9,12 5,7,11

8,11,12 5,75,9

9,11,12 5,7,8

m
.

5,7,8

boys Eir1s

9,11,12

5,7,9 8,1.1,12
..

5,7,11 8,9,12

12,7, 8,9,115
,

.5-,8,9 7,11,12,

5,8,11 7,9,12

5,8,12 7,9,11

5,9,11 7,8,12.

5 9,12 72,910,11

'mow

sr

average
crossing time -.
boys girls difference .

6 2/3 1.0 2/3
.

4

7 10.1/3
.

3 1/3'

7 2/3 9 2/3. 2

8 9 1/5 1' 1 3"

7 1/3 10 2 2/3

8 9 1/3 1 1/3

8 1/'3 9 2(3'

8 1/3 ,9 2/3

8.2/3. :8 2/3 6,

5 1/3 . 8 1 1/3

8 - 9 1/3 1 1/3

8 2/3 8 2/3 0

9 8 1/3 2/3

9 8 1/3 2/3

9 1/3 8

10 7

4 1/3 8

9 2/3 7

10.1/3 7

10 2/3 6

i .

1 1/3"

1/3 2 2/3

. 1 1/3

2 3- 2

3 1/3

2/3 4
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Under oue assumptions, the argument above'implies that

any of these assignments is aslikely to be correct as anyother;

they are all equally likely. Since there are 20 possible.assign-

inents, each has chance 1/20 = 5% 61 being correct. This argument .

was based on our hypothesis that.the crossing times were the same

for boys and for girls. What we have done here is create 20

. .
.

, pseudo-replicates
.
of three boys

,

crossing times fro our origi-.

a6
nal set of six measurementd. Now these "pseudo-re licates" will .

-be chipared to the actual observed boys' crossing .times in a
.:- ,;--,. - ,

manner analogous to ttie discussion near the beginning of thPb
.--..... t .

part concerning what we would do if we really did have'replicateh

for the boys.

For each, assignment, we can calculate, the average

crossing time for the boys and the average croSsing time for the
4,

0 girls.' these are given in_the rIght side of Table 14 Under the

hypothesis of equal average crossing time, for-boys and girls, we

would expect these numberh to be thu same for the true Aesignment

of the six values to the three boys and three girls, apart from .

random fluctuation. 'The difference ib the average crossing times

'for boys and girls gives a natural measure of how extreme a given

assignment is. This-difference is analogous to the nbmber ot

heads in 100 tosses in the coin tossing example; an 4veragt

crossing time difference of 0 correspOnds to 50 heads.

.1f the true average crossing timet are not equal 'in
r

this problem, then we don't'really know whether the boys would be

faster or the girls would nbe faster. Each possibility is cer-
.

tainly ,plausibleu though. different Oeople might'llave different

535
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opinions about which is more likely. Thus AVre it I's reasonable

to disregard the sign of the difference between tbe ,av.erage

crossing times, as is done in the right column of Table 1. Thus

two differences that are4 equal are treated _as giving equal evi-
. 4

I

dence against the hypothesis,'whether or not the boys' or 'the
e -

girls' -average is larger. All possible:assignments from Table 1

can be ort ered in terms 'of the magnitude of the resulting 40,iffer-
.

.

enceiii; thIs is giveh in 'Table 2'.
* .

Continuing the analogy witt(he coin tossing example,
,,

- 1

'We marEtain tbtJ a mpre extreme result gives More evidence

against the original hypothesis (be_lt that . crossing times are

equal or that the coin is fair) thhn does a less extreme result.

'In the coin tossing example we only used our intuition in decid-

ing that certain resdtts tmuch as 0§-1) iiere so extreme that they

obviously would cause abandoning the hypothesis of a fai,r coin.

For -less extreme reilults (such as 65,-35)/e did not have a quan-

titative measure of how unlikely such results'really are, here,

though, th analysis has shown that each of the 20 values in

Table 2 is e ly likelv,,as consequence 'ot our hypothesis

that the cross ng times1 are equal. This assuming this hy-

pothesis, and looking -at the values in Table ,2, we can make/state-

ments such ds the following: the chances are 2 of 20 (10k),that

the' ditterence is 4; the .ohafices are 6 of .20 430A) that the

'difference,is greater than or equal 2 2/3 (i.e., that the differ-

ence is 2 2/3 or 3 1/3 or 4).; the chances are 14 of 20 (70S) that

the -difference ls great-fir than or equa4.1 1/3 (i.e.,.that the )

`-\

411/
difference is 1 1/3, 2, 2 2/3, 3 1/3, or 4): Recall again that \

536



TABLE 2

Order of the Dlffeences frovl
the 20 4signments

As s_iinment Number

. AO
t.

Difference Rank

1 4

20 4 2

2 3 1/3 3

19 4! 1/3 4

2 2/3 5

2 2/3
3 2 7

18
4 1 1/3
6 1 1/3

11- 1 1/3
1 1/3

15 1 1/3
17 -1 1/3

7 g7/3
2/3

13 ''2/3
4

14 2/3rn

9
12 0

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

PS7-15
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all of thesetstatements are explicitly based on, and are conte-

quences of, the.assumption tha% boys have the 'same distribution

of crossi.ng.times AS girls.

4- Noy we want to.use this information to determine how

, unlikely the actual observed crossing times for the three boys

and three girls really are. To do this we need to determine what

,the chances are of obtaining_a resuli at least as extreme as the

result that has actually been observed.. Then, if the chance of

this happenipg is sufficiently small, we know that we have ob-L-

. served an unlikel event (analogous tb 97 .heads, and 3 tails).

Therefor(4 we would conclude that the hypothesis on which the

analysis was lased -- that the distributions o boys' and girls'

crossing times are the Bailie --'is not,correct.

The previous analysis has been performedigithout using

the information specifying which Of the three times were, in

fact, from boys and Which three were from girls. For this data,.
o,

the-boys' times were 7, 11, and 12, giving a difference of 2 2/3:

How unlikely is this -- how much evidence does' this give against

the hypothesis of equal crossing times? Another way c;1-phrasing

this is, What are the chances of such an occurrence when th,i3

''.hypothesIs is true?"

Since a large differeacegives more evidence against

4 hypothesis t'han dOes a smallIdifference, the appropriate-cal-

culation involves fihding the chanCe of getting as Much, or more,'
4,

evidence against the hypothesis as has been given by the data.

It is not reasonable to just calculate the chance that the

difference is exactly equal to the observed difference from the

5,8
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difference of 0 cives'fmore.evidence.against the hypothesis ot

equal crossing timer than does.a difference of 1 1/3, since 'the

chance of observing 0.is 10% (2 04'20) while the chance pt. ob-

serving 1 1/3 is 30% 6 of 20). This is clearly not reasonable,

.as a 'difference of 0 gives the least possible evidence against

the hypothesis.

The crucial point in these. calculationS is 'that we tind

the .n1Mber of differences 'in Table 2 that are as lam as or

lamr than the observiA differences. f the hypothesis of equal

crossing time'is true, this tells haw .unlikelly it would be to ob-
,

serve a v.alue giying <at least as much evidence agapst the hy--
, 7' 7-

pothesis as the actualobervtitions give.f This is called

tail calculation, as we look.at the
ft

il" frt the distribut

of possible differences, not just at the actual observed dit er-
A

i

enCe. This calculation guarantelas that a more extreme result

(such as 1 1/3) Will have a sMaller chance than the less extreme

realilt (such ag 0)1 as the calculation for the less extrem6

result vill include those 'terms that 'enter into the calculation '

. -

of*tbe more extreme result. For example, the chance of a ditfer-

ence' egreatec than br equal to Nig 100% (20 of 2073 while the

chanceLof 4al4ifference greater than o.',equal to 1 1/3 i 70% (14

''of 20). This is intuitively Satisfying,,

2 1..

result thus gives mote evidence agal.nst the hypoth gp than the

lesjextreme result.
.

4

III.

For the observations in the crossing time example, the

difference is 2 2/3, so the chance that the difference ot-"t-trt

the more extreme

539
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average girls' tiffte from the average boys' time is at leastV/1

is 6 of 20, or. 30%. i'ephraeing, the chance of getting a differ-
,

ence as large or iaigt- 'than that obs%erved is 34., :it the hy-

pothesis that the girls' crossing times and pe boys' crossing
;

times are t ame is indeed true.

-A-graphical comparison of thestt differen6es could be

obtained hV forming a cumulative distribution graph of the

differences in Table 2 as pictured in Figure V and then seeing

whether or not the observeervalue of 2 2/3 is extreme tn terms of

this distribution. This is 'analogous to the idea in. the begtn-.

.ning of this part for comparing the diptributio kof boys' average

crossing time to the single girls average crossing time.

1.0 vir I.
11 3070 GetirE* Ti1Aki o.

EQUA. 10 1 213
IMP

t?..213

cctittrict
2

From this graph we get the visual idea that 2 2/3 is in tri7 mid-

3

die of tikhe distribution and does not fall in the e,ftremes. There
;

is a 30% chance of obtaining a difference greater than or equal

5 140
e
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, to 2 2/3 if the hypothesis.of equal crossing times is true. This

agrees with the answer obtained in the previous paeagraph.

In this example a sufficiently extreme difference with

either a positive or negative sign Fould.intuitively make us re-
f

ject the hypothesiS for the probl.em; this is the reason we disre7

garded the sign in the above alculations. However, there are

other problims where,an extreme d fference in one direction would .

-
cause us to reject the hypothealls, wpile an extreme ditterendloin

the other directjonwould intui ively.be quite confusing. Aq an

example, consider the 'car speed example of Part I. The speeds of%.

,4 cars crossing a certain intersection are measured on two consecu-

tive school days. On the first day no police guard is stationed,

at the intersection, while the second day a guard is present.

ADne might wonder whether or not the data show an effect .of-the

guard on thi speeds of the cars. To.analYze the data using the

II
methods just presented, we state the hypothesis of no differ-

44L

ence as follows: we4aypothesize that the average speed of the

cars is the same when the guard is present as when he is not

present. Then we see it the data give evidencea to- reject this

hypothesis. Intuitively, kf the speeds of the cars are much

slower when the guard is present Immpared to when he is not

presen.41 we' would want to reject this hypothesis. However, if

the speeds are much faster when the guard is present, , we are

surprised and confused. It is hard to 'believe that people would

drive substantially faster wheh they see a police guard than when

they do not. If we do observe people delving substrially fas

111 ter with the guard present, we might look tor other exp/anations.

541.
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Was- the weather different otl the two days, causing a change in

speeds? Was thei traffic density different? 'Were the measure-

ments really made correctly?

-made at the same time of

factor nearby, causing a c

. Were the two sets of measurements

day? Was there-some other mitigating

e in driving habcts? (Indeed, all

,94 these potential problems should be considered in,any case in

the analysis of data from this example.) For this example, then,

Only a extreme difference -?_n one direction -- average speed
-.41

lower with pidliceman,present --Lwould intuitively cause us to re-:
'

ject the' hypothesis of equal average speed. Such an example is

called "one-sided". 'Problems where either a positive or a nega-

ject n of the hypothesis are

called. two-sided . rdifferent lculations are required

in the two types of problems.
T.

In a70o-sided problem an extreme deviatiop either

directiOn could lead to rejection,of the hypothesis.' Thus, the

sign of the difference can be ignored tor these calculations, and

the methdd i. exactly as given above. However., in a one-sided

problem only eXtreme events in .one direction could lead tO'rejec-

tion of thp hypothesis. Then we must retain the signs ot the

difierences and calculate the chande of observing a result as, ex-

treme or m ra(' extteme as the data, in the direction that would

lead to rejection of the hypotheSis. An example of this tvi)e

,calculation is given near the ehd of this part,

Now it is necessary to leave the strictly objective

analysis of this data and answer a sabjective quest:ion. We vc

observed an event that our results show has a chance of 30k. The
I

sf
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("1

number obtained by this whole process here 306/2 - is called the

attained significance level. It the hypeithesis of equal crossing

.time ie correct, then about 30% of thse4 time we will /observe an

event at least as extreme as, the present data. Is this attained

significance level, 30%0 so small so that we should conclude that

:somethipg very unlikely has happened? Using- the coin tossing

analogy', our inuition told us that the chance of observing a

result as extreme as 97 heads-and 3 tails, if the coin'were

was so ver

tails, th

small that, if we do in fact obsesve 97 heeds and 3

we must conclude that something is wrong; the hy-

oothesis oi a fair coin.is not coriect. Is'the chances here --

30% -- so small thatiwe sbould make a similai conclusion tor this

problem? If we werie to decide thai 30% ls small enough, then the

conclusion wguldi be' that the hypotheMis of equal crossing tiMes

for bOy's and girls is not tenable. The 'data would be strong

enough for us tt4 reject this hypothesis.

Now shoUld we actually .use the attained signiticance

level to gutde us in our

simple, universal answer;

consideration of

appropriate usel dspend on the purposes

the data? There is no

of the analysis and the resources available. However,, some gen-

eral considerations can be outlined. In many problems we will

first simply w'ant to summarize, either for ourselves or tor oth-

ers, the degree of ev\idence that:the data give against the ini-

tial hxpotthesis; presenting _Ole attained significance,level gives

a precise way 'of doing this. If this number is fairly large,

such as 30%, 60%, 45%, pr even 10%, ,then Mrpeopie wo4,14 feels

that an event has occurred that is ilot at all 'surprising; the

43
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data have not given them any reasonto change their assumption'

that:the initial hypothesis is.correc't. However, if the attained
'r

significance level is quite small, sa 1%,0.04%, or 0,1%, then

most peop1 e7 would feel that the data have given them adequate .

justification for abandoning the initial hypipthesis.
,4

feel ambivalent concerning numbers. in the range of

Many people

1% to 10%,

feeling that they have fairly strong, but not overwhelming,
ow

ci to reject the hypothesis.

evi-

However mariy problems ultimately require some action,

,

or deCision, on the part of the scientist, and much mor9 has to

be c8nsidered than'simply the attained'significance level in ord-

ef tO arrive at an appropriate response'. For example; consider

the car speed "ith guard" and "with no guard" example of Part

11. SuppoOt the attained significancd level is so small that no

\ one would still, maintain'that.a guard:has no affect on the car

speeds. Does this prove that
v.

intersection? Not npcessarily.

a guard should be hired for this

A numblar of questions should

p .,

still be asked. Does reductibn in sp ed due to tiie guard contri-

bute enough'towards safety to compensate for the cost of the.

guard?
*

the differerte*rwould )1e extremely significant, in the sense that

guard \has adefin.ite effect. However, the contribution to

minimal, as 6 0 is still so fast as to be

the guard reduced all speeds from 70 mph to 60 mph,

safety woul

very dangerou edestrians. S milearly; if all speeds were re-
.

duced from exactly 15 mph,to exactly 13 mph, the guard Would

still have a definite effect, but the effect might not

enough to warrant the cost. Moreover, even if the post of the
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guard were considered.warranted, is this the best way of spending

the money? Alternatively, would speed bumps be more effective,

ok perhaps a series of siggi? Would some.other location of. the

guard, away from the intersection, lead to an even ;reater reduc-

tion in speed? Various questions such as these should .be con-

sidered in .'problems where some action or recommendation-is Con-

templated.
mg*

In summary, suppose; p6blem involves comparing two

sets of data, and suppose it ,is r6asonable fb pose an initial hy-

pothesis that there is d differi7e between the two sets.

Mar,vert suppose examination of the'data (including graphical .

exam ation) indicates that calculation Of the-attained signifi- .

cance level of the initial hypothesis is wo thwhile. Then the

attained signigicance level generally gives ad onal valuable

information, anld its interpretation is an important part of the

analysis of the data. However, it is by no means the only 'part

of the analysisyrAnd other factors must be conslOer3d in order to

arrive at an appropriate response or recommendation for the ori-

ginal problem. 4

The entire method that has been discussed in terms of

the crossing-time example.could be described aril judging the sta-

tistical signlficance of the difference between two samples by

using the permutation test. A brief review of therxentral points

follows. Tlie method is really only needed when there is a possi-

bole difference be.tween the two samples, but the idtfterence is\not
0

6

so extreme as to be obvious. A hypothesis is stated that there
is no difference between thr situations underlying the two-sam-

*

545
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ples, ana'the data are examined to-see if there is sufficient

evidence to reject this hypothesis. The method consists of form-

irlg all poisible assignments of the observations into two groups

of the same size as the observed samples, but disregarding which

particular value Ve \from which,sample. For each as ignment,

the difference between the averages of the tz9-groups 4calcu-

lated and these differences are ordered. The .signs of the

differencei are retained 'or not depending on whether a one7tailed

or two-tailed calculation is appropriate. Then a tail calcula7

tion is performed, getting the number of Assignments givlig a

difference as extreme or more .extreme as the observed diffArence.

,Then this numbet is divided by the total number of assignments,

giving the chance 'of a 'result at least as extreme as that ob-

served; if the hypothesis is trUe. if this chance is very smarl,

'an unlikely event has occurred, so the data have given sufficient-

evidence to reject the hypothesis. However, if the chance is not

Small, then the dat hairs not given sufficient cause to reject

the hypothefl

A Second Example
,

This part\ntains another small exam.p-re:<-__The calcula-

tions requir,8d for the permutation test are given in detail, but

-- the rationale of .the calculations, as, given iKS the first example,
f

is not repeated. 14 the Ways To.Learn unit several different
7

methods of learning were tri by different parts of the class,

and we want to know if the data show that`one method is really

superior\to another. Consider only two of the method's bf .learn-

ing, using games and using business exAmples. Four children were
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in each grou'O; pre-study and pl-study tests di/ere .given all

1

children, so the ,amount each child learned is.measured bx the

difference of his pre-study from his post-study test result. The

.data are giNen in Table 3. The hypothesis\i t)lat'there is no

differeRce between the effectiveness ot teachi with the 'games

method and .the business. method-, List all ei ht scores in in-
.,

creasing order, so-as to ease the compilation of ll possible as-

signments of the data 'into two groups of four ea h. The values

are: 5, 7, 8, 8, 9: 10, 12, 13. Note that 8 appeafs twice in

fir

the data. In compiling all po sible assignments we want.to keep

these two values distinct, since th-Z4.d1,1 not come from h . same

child, and the .two -numbers did not necessarily have t.ca be the

same. It was only by chance that two children achieved the same

score, and this fact should not affect the =basic method used.

Thus from now on we write one value as 8 and the other as b4.

All possible asiiignments .Of the eight values to two groups of
I.

four ea'ch are listed in Table 4. The difference of the average

!icore of group 2 from the average score of group 1 is calcurated

for eaêh assignment.

FEIr this problem, a,very large positive value of game

averAge minus business average would seeR to give just as good a

/ reason to reject the hypothesis ot.egual effectiveness as wolf a

very large negative value tor-this difference. We have no pribr

reason to feel that either the game.methog or the business method

should be more effective, if the methods are not equally effec-

tive. Thus a two-taZled cal ulation is appropriate. We _disre-

gard the signs of ehe differences ahd order the values in Table

5 1 7 '
4
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TAtiLE 3

,Tre

Games

score pre,post .

5 -13 8, 1

. 0 13 13 0
,

0 10 10 3

0 12 12

116.-

/

ap ft

'5 8

9

e

Business

post score

8 7'

5 5 5

12 9
4

10



Assign-
ment
Number Group 1'

1
2

3

5_

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

2,9

20

2'1

7ABLE 4'

Average Score
In Group 1 '

Minus
Average Score

Group'2 In Group 2

9,10,12,13 -4

5-17180, 8*,10,12,13 -3,1/2

5.27,8,10 -3

5;7,8,12 846,9,10,13

5,70;12 18*,9.,10712 -1 ,.1/2

5,7,8*P 8,10,12,13 -3 '1/2

5,7,8*,10 8,9,12,13 ...3

8,9 101'13. _2

'59.7,83'43 8:9,10,12 -1 1 2

,527,9,10 8,8*,12,13 -2 1/2.

5,7,9,12 8,8*,10i13 -1,1/2

5,7043 8,8*,10212 -1

5,7,10;12 8,8110113 -1

57,10,13 8,841,9,12 - 1/2

5,8*,9;10 1/2

7,10,12,13

5,8,8*,10 7,9,12,13 -2 1 2 Is

5,8,8.4,12 7,9,10,13 -1 1/2

5,8,811,13 7,9,10,12_ -1'

IN.598,9210 7,0,12,13
, )

-2
I

5,8, 9,12 _4;7,811,10,13 71

-49

PS7-27
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ASsign-
ment

Number Group 1

-22

23

24

25

26

27-

28

2,9

'30

31

32

34

36

37

38

39

40 .

5,81, 3

5,8,10,12

5,8,10,13

5,8,12,13

5,8*,9,10

.5,a*,9,12

5,8*,9,13

5,81'40,12

5,8*210;13.

5,8*,12,13,

519110,112

5,6,10,13

5;9,12,13

.5,,10,12;13

.7,88*,9

7;8,8*,1G

Group 2

Averavw score
In Group 1

Minus
Average Score
In Grbup 2

7,8*,10,12 1/2

7,.8*,9,13 1/2,

0

7,6.11,9,10 1

7;8,12,13 -2

7,13,10,1 -1-

7,8,10,12. - 1/2

7,8,9,13 - 1/2

(7t:8,942
O

7,8,9,10 1

7,8,13*,13 0

7,8,8*,12 1/2

T2.018*910
1 1/2

7,8,8*,9 2

5,10,12,13 -2
.

5,94,2,13
-1 1/2

- 1/2

,9;10,12 0

5,8*,12,13

.

5,8* 9 13

5,8*,9,127,81,10,13

7'.

e

a

.1. 11 -
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Asign-
ment

Number

,

Group 1 Grotip 2

Avernge Score
In Group. 1

Minus
Average Score

In GroUp 2

45 7,8,12,13 5,831,9,10 2

46 7,8*;9110 58,12,13 -1

147 7,8*,9,12 5,810,13 0

.48 7,8*j,13 5,8,1.0,12

49 .7,811,10,12 5,8,943- -1/2

50. 7,831,10,13 5,8,9,12 1
-N.

51 7,831,12,13 5,8,9,10 '2.
.2...., -70,10,12 5,8,,831,13 1

53 7,9,10,13. 5,8,831,12 1 1/2

54 7,9,12,13 6,8,8*,10 2 1/2

55.
st 7,10,12,13 5,8,841,9 3

5,7,12,13
4

56 8 ,8* 2 9',10 . 1/2

57 8,811,9,12 5,7,10,13 1/2

. 58 8,8*,9,13 5,7,10,12 1 ,

59 8,811,10,12 5,7,9,13 1,

) 6 0. 8,8*.,10-,13 .5,47,9 12 1,1/2
A

61 ..,-L:8,8,* 14,13 5,719,10
.,

62 8,9,10,12 .5,7,8*,13

,63 8;9,10,13 5,7,8*,12

64 8,9;12,13, ,7,8*,10
.

80.0,12,1365 . 5,7;8*,9,

66 a

4. Mil p4, 0,) 12
VIty v.

67 8*,9,10,1.3 5 7,8,1_2

2 1/2

1 1/2-

-2

3

3 1/2

551,

Le"
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Assign-
'ment
Number .Group Group 2

Averagc Scoro
In Grouli 1

Minis
'Average Score
In Group 2

68 '8* ,12,13 5,7,8,10 3

69 8*,1O,-12.,13 5J.,13,9 3 1/2

70_ (9,10,12 13. 5,7,8,8k

.

4

4

I.

S.

.0%

41,
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5. The gaMes average minus the' busknessaverage is 3 1/2. Table

-PP-°'---)1

th5 shows at 6 of the 70 aspignments give differences greater

th Or equal 3 1/2. Therefore, the chances of observing a

result at lenst as'extreme as the data here is. b of 70, or about

8.6%, if the hypothesis of equal effectiveness ip correct: This

is a fairly low number, but it is not extremely low. The data ,

give some.evidence, but$definitely na overwhelming evidence, tor7
rejecting 'the hypothesis that the two teaching methods are equal-

ly .effective. Another'experiment with more students in each

group might well give a more definite result.

An Example With More.Data

This partAlalyzes the example'discussed at the end ot

the pr6sentation of q-cfplots. The speeds of cars were measured

when a guard Was and mas not present. The data are in Table 6,

and the q-q plot in in Figure 20 of Part I (see page b of this

part ).

Txamining the values-.and the plot show that the speeds

are generally lower when no guard isVpresent, but there is detin-

ite random IluctuAioh. Could such aodifference'have occurr0 by

chance if, the guard has no effect? To hnswet this, we need to

apply the permutation test method. The basic prindiples present-
,

ed abov.éwill be used ip this example, but:the lar§e amounts of

data present an additional diffidulty. MorebVer, .th4 Statistic

used here to summiriie the location of each set of data,is'the,
. ,N

!
atttiVIftet.4ic.mean was uded in the above examples.medi

...ii
% here are 10 values When the guard wes present, and 12)

-4
vaiues for no guard. The fact that the two samples are of ...,

. a\_ :,.
, *1..e'-i', ',-.

v,7. 5 5.3



32 TABL 5

Ordering of the flifferences'from
the 70 AsEignment, Visregarding the

Signb of the Differences

Assg.
Number Diff. Rank

Assg.
Number

1 4 63

70 4 2 67

2 3 1/2. 3 5

6 3 1/2 4

65 3 1/2. .5 11

69 3 1/2 6 18

3 3 7 37

7 3 8 34
Op

16 3 9 53

55 3 10 6 o

'64 3 11 62

. 68 3 12, 66

10 2 1/2 13 12

17 ?,1/2 14 13
e

54 2 1/2 15 19

61 ,1/2 16) 21

4 :2 17. 27

8 2 18 4g

2. 19 46

26 2 20 25

1 36 21 31

35 2 22 44

2 23 50.45

51 24

I

1.

Diff. Rank
Assg;
Number

2 25,

2 26

1 1/2. 27

1 1/2 28

1 1/2 29

1 1/2 30

1 1/2 31

1 1/2 32

1 1/2 33

a 1/2 34

1 1/2 35

1 1/2 36

1 3?

1 38

1 39

1 4o

1 41

1 4r
1 43

.1 44

1 4.5

'1 46

1 47,

1 4.1,

4%.

58

.59 .

14

22

23

28

29

38

56-

15

33

42

43

48

A9
57

24

30

32

39

41

4?(

Diff. Rank

1

1 50

1/2 51

1/2 , 52

1/2 53

1/2 54

1/2 55.

1/2

1/2 57

1/2 58

1/2 59

1/2 60

1/2 61

1/2 62

1/2 63

1/2 64

0 65

0 66

0 67

0 68

69

70



p.

A

Tuesday'
Np Guar'd

33

35

22

35

29
23
34

33

40
-* 30

32

32

110
avA = 31.5

TABLE 6 PS7-33

I.

-

Wednesday
With Guard

25

28

20

22

25

26

28

R6

avg 26.0 \

. difference -5.5

555
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unequal size differs from the previrs examples. However, this

/does not present a probleM. We simply want to'find all possible'

assignments of the /2 values into two groups of sizes 10 and .12.

As before, we coUld list all possible gnments into two groups

of thee sizesg.calculate the median or each group, obtain the

difference, order the differences,, an SD on.

However, the formula at the nd of Appendi( A shows,

with two groups of sizes m=10 d n=12 t.here are '646,640

possible assignments of the data valUes in o two groups. We do

not intend to list 4anywhere near 646,646 assignments.

Conceptually, what we.desire to do is to consider the

population,of the differences between the two grOup medians, over

"all possible assignmentse _Then pe wish.to calculate the propor-
.

ti6n of this population that is more,extreme -- in either one

.t

tail or both tails -- than the observ 1 difference. '. The set of

all possible assignments is' thoiaght o' as a populatidh. Unfor-
.

tunately, thii population is so large that it is impossible to

list all of its members. Nevertheless, we need to learn some-

thing about this population.

A natural approach is to obtain t\.ammak-g'from this p0-

pulat2on with the hope that the sample will reflecti fairly well

e
,

the properties of the population that are Of interest to us. The

resource unit PS4, "Desig of Surveys and samples," discusses
1>

f

concepts related to sampling rom a popiftion. Here we wôfld

like to obtain a random sample from the population of all: 646,646

assignments. A suggestion in the above paper leads'to a method

for doing this. If the population under, consideration consists

536
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f all the-children in a school and a ran om sample of size 309

say, from this population is .desired then do the following.

Vrite each child's_name on a separate card, shiaffle all the cards

thoroughly, and then draw the top 30 Oards from.the deck. Each'

child named on:a card becomes a member of the sample, and the 30

children obtained in tliis way forril the random samgle. Of course,

repeating the whole process, including reshuffling the cards,

will give a different,randoM sample.

liere the problem faced more complicated. It is fim-t,

possible

card 9 'as

to list each member of the population on a separate

above, Im then there Would be 646,646 cards. Instead,

write the' 22 numbers in Table 6 on 22 cards. Shuffle them

thoroughlo and call the top 10 cards group i and thg bottom 12

group 12. ahese two groups° give one of-the 6469646 possikhe as-

signments; this method gives a random sample of size one from the

nopulaiion of possible assignments. Note that in the preceeding

examp.q., each of the 30 cards chogen was a sample of size one

frcm the population:mof children in the school, and the 30 'cards

gave the entire random sample that was desired. 'Here, thOugh,

th order of all 22\ cards is-required to obtain only one member

f the population of all possible assignments. If we wish to ob-

tain'a random sample of 20 assignments, this process of shuffling

and looking at the r_op 10 and bottom 12 cards must be repeated 20

\different.times.

t

Suppose we obtain 20' assrignments by this procesi For

Neth assignment, calculate tbe median for the titst giZ1 ')ot 10

minus the Median for the second-group of 12. Note thei^usek the

577

or
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median here while earlier exam0_,fts usesq_ the averge. lhese 20
---

differences form a tandom sample from the populatIon ot,all

46,646 differences.. This was done and the results are given in

Table 7. It is reasonable to 'expect these 20 val4es to (live sane

informalabout tht population. However, there is probably

me -of the r;opulation smaller than the smallest value and some

of the population.is probably larger than the largest value: in

lfact,-one can xpect. about 1/2111 of the population #o be smaller

0

than the lowest of-the 20 values, about 2/2111 of the papulation

to be smaller thgn the -second lowest of ehe 20 values, etc.
siop.

\

Thus, about. 20/21= of the population should be los4er than the

'largest of tl-A _20 values, _so. bout 1/21* f the pot:Ilation

.should.be greater than the largest

is reAsondble, to evpect the 20 values of the random sa to

f the 20 val hat is, it

.
break the population into 21 pieces with each piece con aining

about the name proportion of the population. The values from the

a
rendom.sample should be tepresentative cf the popula ion. Of

course, repeating_ this whol rocess would give anoth random

sample of size 20, undoubtedly.with Sli htly different

ences. Thus we cannot eyreck-exactly 1/2 ot the population to

be -smaller yan the lowest of the 20 values in the randot sample,

/but onlv apProximately 1/21." of the populatiOn: It IA were
'/

desirable to obtain more, information about the populationl, a

larger ranpor sample could' be obtained by (Ntinuing to shuffle

( '

the Cards and assigning the top 10 to group 1, etc. It a random

gample of 49 were obtained, we Would exOect about 1/501b = 21-ot

the population to have values lower than the loT.rest in the sam-



i'f2,

25,

26,

2?, 26

20, 23,

2P, 22,

22

20, 22,

20, 22,

20, 22,

20, 22,

22, 23,

22, 23,

25,

20, 22,

22,

22 22,

22,

20, 22,

22, 25,

20, 22,

TABI'7, 7

20 Randwly Chosen AssignmQ`ts from
e Valu in Table

28,

26,

25,

23,

28,

22,

23,

23,

Group 1*

30, 30, 32,

30, 32, 33,

281; 30, 30,
26:. 26, 28,
25,30, 32,

30, 300

25, 28,

26, 30,

25, 26,

32,

23, 26, 26,

25; 26, 283.

25, 6, 29,

26, 28,,29,

25, 26, 28r

25, 26, 26,

26, 28, -28,

25, 25, 260

22, 25,, 28,

25, 26
22,'28,

28,

28,

0,

3

30

30,

29,

29,

30,

30,

30:

32, 33, 34, 35

33, 35, 35, 40

32, 33: 34, 35

29, 30, 32, 35-

32 33, 35, 40

32, 33, 34, 35

29N 30, P-33ky 34

33,k34-,

32,

35,

301 34, 35,

29, 30, 33,

32,

30; 33, 34,

lio, 32, 3

32, 33,

3 32,

30, 33, 33,

33, 34, 35,

3q6 30, 33,

30, 32, 34,

34

40

34

.40

35

34

40 28

33 28.5

35 .

40 29

33 29

35 29.5

4

uf) 1

median

27.

31

31

27

31

28

27

28

29.5

29.5

27

e

Gp
median

PS7-37

1.

Diff,

27 4

27 5.5

28.5 ,1.5

31 ,_4

28.5 2,5

27 L.

31 -4

28 ) 2.5

30

31

29

2

29.5

29.5

)31
.30

29.

30.5

29C-'1

Only the values.in Group 1 are given here, e conserve
The obser ations were ordered- lere to ease calculation
the media . The'values in Lroup 2 for each asSignment
all those from Table 6 that are not in Group 1.

4

0.5
-1.5

space.
of
are
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ple, similar t;9 the above.

The'next step in the analysis of this data is to ordor

the. 20 differences'in Table 7; this is-given in Table b. We es-

timate that about 1/2121 4.8% of thewopulation jives ditter-

ences less than ok equal -4. From our actual data in Table b we

observe the difference of no guard average speed from guard averr-

age speed as Oine-tail calculation appears appropria(e

for this/problem, as we wouldbe quite surprised if cars drove

significAtly faster with a guard Present compared to noguarilki.

Therefore, we would like to make the statement, the chance of ob-

taining a result as extreme as these data is ??%, if the hy-

pothesie of no effect of the guard 4.s Col-rect. The value 'Mt

would be t.he proportion of the population less than or equal

-6.5. But i./e do not kndk this proportion; the best we cari do is

use the information from Table 8 and estimate that

tion is less than 4;8%. /The resulting statement

chance of obtaining a result as trete as these data is estimat-

this propor-

i4 that the

ed as less than 4.8%, if the hypothesis is correct.

#

smaller

that the pr ortion of the population less than or equalS-b.b may

'-somewhat maller than 4.8%. An unlikely event has occurred,

Since the observed 'difference of 7b.5

an the lowest value in Table 8, -4

subs antially

ntuition suggests

so the hypothesiçan be rejected. The data give sufflcient evi-

.

dencov to conClude that the cars do not travel at the same median

speed wh4n the guard is present a when he is hot.

significantly slower when the guard is present.

The Ars go
1
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TABLE 8

Ordering of the 20 Differences Obtained
in Table

Value

-4

-3

-3

qkt

r -Rank

1

2

3

4

-2.
-2.5 6

-1.45 7

8

-1.5 9

70.5 10

-0.5 ii

0.5
0.5
0.5 14

n'S

1.5 15.

2.5
2.5
4 18

4 19

5.5 20

561

dodo

, PS 7,39
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An electronic covuter can be used to make the analysis

of this sample slightly more precise. The çmputer ca:do some-

4

thing equivalent to shuffing tbe cards by gen ating a .series pt

random numbers. Many more assignments can be' generate4 this way

than could possib be done by,hand shuffling. Thus, the propor-

tion of the population of all assignm>lt-e6 giving .a difference

less than or equal tO the obser4d -6.5 can, be estimated much,

mote accurately. This was done, and the estimate obtained was

0,.5%. This is much smaller than the value 4.8% obtained above,

but would likely lead to similar substantive conclusions from tile

: data. Further i formation ean also be obtained from this 'data,

using, a combination of statistical ideas, probability theory, and

the capabilities of an el9ctronic computer.

Many additional statistical'ideas and methods are dis-

cussed in Statistice lax Example, eaite4 triLF.,Mostell'ex and otb-

ers (Addison.Wesley publishing Co., 1973). These are .t-Q11 soft-
.

cover books, with many examples of problems and appropriate sta-
,

tisticalnalyses. The materihl ib intended for high-school stu-

dents but should.be 6Nntorest to both older and younger audi-

ences.

MINTs
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-APPENDIX IIIt&

This appendix di usses hoW, to 'form_ tables euch as

1, Waple 4; and Table We illUstrate the generalmethod

uming that we have d huibers. and want .to list all possible-

ons qf these numbers into tWo sets of 3 numbers anti.

Denote the.nuMbers by .a, bt.c, d,e, f. These syMbol
,

..

could be repraced by ihe particular Values in the samnle.
.,0

want to list all diviond systematically,,-so as to not miss anv.

Atter we have put three letters intd set the remaining three

.1Ittere MUM automatically go into set 2; thus it is simpler to

just think of the succedsive sets of,eleMents for set
4.

a.

Table Cl gives all possible diVisions into two seiti
.,0

41.. and *-we nowpreseiit the ration-ale behind constructing the'table.

;

.This material shoulci;be rea0 while looking at tja -table6 -Start

by pUtti,ng tMe fitst three letters )3, C into set if
a

Then,repl,ace the last.,letter, C, by the nekt letter in the .list,
,

d. ,This gives a., b, d. Again'replace the
3 -

.set by,the following-letter giving a, b,

gives a, b, t. This prOcess.of increme9ting *the thiird letter

last;letter in this

Doing this again
.N

the. set cannot 643 Carried further, tHeuqh, since f ig 'the ',eat',
.

tter in the'. list. Then we n w go--Itothe seCond.lvtter._ We.

11110; .

.Original4y\Jiad.a 'agd.now,w.e t81J,ncrement the- gecond
.

letterLfrom )o.to C. TAs *givs at.c, c, which/if-A not legal 'lance.,, a 4, I 'r
'N-

.
he c appears' twice., *Thus' we Must also increment c, giving a, C0

. .... -

-Now, *Oe can again Increinent.the thirdletcl: in the ;list, giv-
., er f ' 4 1 -

a, coe, and then a, c, fe

.

.6

a

*

'.563,
1
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cife

At.tnib point we again cannot increment, the. third

letter further, so we go, baek- and increment thb second.lett.er

aga4n, giving a, dp.d.. This is not legal, so we write a, d, e.

'Then a, a, f; incrementing the second letter again gives a, et f:

Nqw we can no longer increment the second letter; thus

..4e go baex and increment the first letter from a-.to b. Thus;the

next Alue for set) ii b, c, d. We get this by having the

second ana third leters as low as possible, giVen that the

letter is b.. Following the same _strategy of first* incrementing

tne third letter id much as possible and theh the-Second letter

give% b, e, e; b, el f; by d, e; b, d, f; b, et f. Now fhe first

letter must be incremented again from b cto c, ahd the second 'and

third letters are returned to their lowest values possible with

,first letter c. This gives et d, la. The remaining values for

set 1 follow by Feittinuiqg th4s strategy.

'There are seieral things t'o notAxe kbout' this ;way 0f
4

the. divisi6ns. First, the,reader should convince himself

hat etch Possible set of'three,letters appears sodewhere As set

. no Tossibilityihas- been 'misse4, and none is listed twiee

'Lech set 1.is listed in alphabtical'dAmor. Aathough each set

.
is simp y' the letters n6t,in the.-correstbondin Itiet 1 the set 2. .

4 --A
paAdy

'-

. .

list tu lieut.to be e tly thb.same.'ad ;the s'et. .1' li4st. re,a, ci 'from

r. ,
". /

bottom to top. This xan be:used as a.check that the set .i1T s
4

nas been congtrutted correctly..
4,

This paragraiahlbriefiy.4indlcatefk how.the abOVe'
4 .

I (
ples are-used-to,construct lists of two sets of.four,leitters, from

.
. $

.
.

the eight letters, a 1111. c ,
d t. e

,
t scith. ,Aga.in, only. the

, .k .

,

:

5

#

;

4

P
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et'

ments of set 1 are given.- Start..with a, bvc, d, then a, b,

etc.,Lto.a, b4 c, h. Then ihcrement the third letter, giving

a, b, d, e. Then a, b, d, f, etc., to a, b, (I, h. Then, since

tne third letter can still be incremented comes a, b, e, f, then

bi e, g, then. a 4), e, h. Contihue incrementing the third and
L

rourtn leteecs until we nave a, , g, h. NoO increment the

second lettér, giving a, c, d, d. Tnen' a, c, d, etc., t,o a,

at.h. Then pomes a, c, e, t, etc., until tfinally we reach at
.s.

Cy g, n. ' Then the secald letter is incremented giving a, d, e

This whole process cbntinues until.a, f, g, h. Then fhe

first letter is.Vhcrement'ed, giving b, c, d, e, and the same sys-

tem is jolloned until the valuele, f4 g, h is finally.rached.

This syetelt was followed to create Table 4.

4 fo rinuld is availab le telling the humber of possible
% .

assignments. If therp are n values iM one sample, and rwin the

,

other, loith m smaller tnan or equal to n, then there ate

im±gAn-1-11:740n41)

AD
possible assignments. In tne first.example,,mf= p ='3. and the.

.. ... . . .
..

... .

rormulip 'gives.b4/3"2..*1 = 2Oilwilich_is,what"..we found, F9i the
. .

. . , .
a* 0., 0 / ir.e.,..

I ,

-second examtile...in the texsti. .m =,xi'=. 4, Ahd the formula' gives
..,

.

. s.,, -: 4:4. e. .,*..,
Vb`5/4'3'2s1 7oi again what we found. F r the car speed ex-

, ,

-ample:m = 10, n = 12, and the formula los

3

-.:11044-4-e76-5*-021
.

equals)046,646.

5.6 5

4.

ff.
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All possdble Divisibm1 of a, b, c, d, el
into two sets of three each

Assignment

3

4

5

6

8

9

11

12

13
14

16'
17

20
p.

s

et.

..Set I Set 2

a . b c

a b 4

a b e

a io
9-7

a c d

a c e

a c f

a d e

a d f

a e f

b d

b c a

b C f

b d e

b d f.

b e f

c d e

p d -f

c e

d e f

o

6

a

e f
P f

c d f
c d e

b e f
b d f
b d e

bc f
b c e

b C. d

a e

a a f
a d e

a c f
a c e

a c d

a b: f
a b .e

a b d

a b c

It

e

\

,

4.

,

_

'
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R1-1

Students are required to work with ratios.tr,fractions in many of

. the USMES Units. They have to compute costlper unit-in the Consumer

Research Unit, determine representative proportio Designing for

Human Proportions etc. By representing fractióq s on graph paper or

pegtoar, in the manner to be presented here, it is possible to list

a collec n of several fractions in increasing brder thereby detex-
-

c

mining thd least fractiont the greatest fraction, and the midian frictioh.

It should be emphasUedthat the techniques yequired to represent a

,

11fraction graphically are "lois lated. .The techniques here provide

_
.

.

.

. early experience with determining co-;ordinates of a point'on a graph."
..

In addition, the condept erthe slope of a line recurs in algebtla and

even latet'in.calctlAs and so although it,is easy enough to present
4ra

to elementary students, any-curious adult can learn fromthe technique...

.
'While the itrigthal ptobleM lepaing to the tichniquvas to.1;rrar'lie

Ik

.'

.. j list 'of fractions in increasing order, the graphic pictUre of.fractions

(
provides insi4t into a number of concepts re ed to the Study of

'9 -

fractOni. Amoh thee toncepts to be explai d he e ares the numeietor

and denoMiliatok astwo numbers'that comprise a fraCtion equivalent

.
ih

fractio s..mducing-a-fraction loWest terms adAing two

denomin
.

with like denominators; adding two fractions.with differe

amparpg,two fractions to 'determfile which-Is 14r

.togpresei16.ng the i:echnique,. inclua some

senting it'c.o'aclass.

'Eh
.

I.

bacJgrouthL 'r picturing fract

4

....

1.0 either a

,

ters on pre-

of graph =



paper or a pegboard. will be necessary to plot accurateIy,
0

graph paper with 1/2 inch grii hould be used ai first. In using

a pegboard (about 3 feet by 4 feet in size) it'wobld be advisable at

first to use every fourth row of-holes as they are spaced quite close
wl

together. Chalk lines may be, drawn to indicate,the rows being used.

Golf tees or bolts the size of the holes in the pegboard.are 'us'ed to

/.

mark the points oOKterest. Students can work individually on graph
`-

paper and a grouRfoC students can work on the pegboard. The dots on

/'
the figures in this paper correspond to holes in the pegboard. The

44).'

.soe

crosses marked at specific -dots cortespond to the placing of a golf

i

, .

tee or bolt in the correspondiwliol . The adaptation Ok graph paper

\
is'simply to place a mark on the paper.instead of placin golf tee

in a hole of the pegboard. On graph paper, the points of interest

are file points where a horizontal and vertical line intersect.

For a first demonstration of the technique, let's work with

fractions where the numerator and denominator are both less than or

equal to ten. Accordingly, we can use every four raw of hbles in

a. pegboard.

,*

and 418 .

Figureilor

A
'Me firSt t ree fripetion have the-same denominato

7

'plot the fracrions: 2/5; 3/5; 4/5; 4/6;

(5) with'the numerators increasing. Thus the first three fractiong

are in increasing Oider.- The last four fiactions7en the liit hal.k

A
the same numerator (q with the tenoiipators increasirfg: Thils the

/ di

last-faur frat ctions are in'acreasing der. We will see the.se, facts
.

. i%

as well"as4thrs in tlie graph.

The steps plott1 ti4ItAl.i ctions on pegboard 1 graph aper
-

sre,as follows (see Figure 1),.

A

.

44^".
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1. Place a golf tee in a hoie toward the lower lat*corner of the

k

e board. This will be the "origin" of the graph. From this poiAt

. we 11 be counting yp and to the RIGHT iu order to repreient ratios.

It will be helpful to have a horizontal number line (called the "hoti-
-

zontal axis") and a vertical ri4mber line '<called the "Vertical axis")
k

extending from the origin. The originid the axes (Plural of axis)

are basic to any graphing actrvity. Sinci they are numete lines,

they can be labeled accordingly as shown in Figure 1.. The "origin"

is the .point that is zero on both number lines. Each hole in the
.441

pegboard may now be described in a unique xmnner by giving its co-
.

ordinates relatiVe to the two axes. This is done b staiing how many

holes to count to tile RIGHT and how' many holes to count UP from the-

origin.

2.. To represent the fracti9n 2/5 we sta'rt et the origin and count

'to the RIME 5 positions - to.Ahe number 5 (for-fifths) on the heal-

'zontal axis. Next, e'ount UP 2 positions '(the.numbe'r of fifths).

Place a golf tee in, this hole whichlis 5 places to the'RIGHT of tlib

vettical axis and.2 places UP from the horizonAI,axis. This golf tee

just placed is in th'e p9sition which represents the fraction 2/5 .

1. To repre*ent the'fraCtion 3/5 Vie again"stardrcopnting from the'-
,

origin. 'count UP 3 ana to the RIGHT 5 (or to the RIGHT 5' and then ;

UP 3 a* the:order5does not matter). Insce a golf tee in this liole to

represeti 3/5

, 4. Theother,fractions; 4/5; 4/6; 4/7; and 4/8 are represented- simi-

larly as shown in Fiture 1.

IteMetk,er to always start .countino fom the drigin.. To rtpresent

fraction, the-number 9n the bottom (the -denominator of 'elike fraction) .

0,

. 5 9
a' 10.

'JO-
a
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6

is the .number otpositions to count. to the RI(;11T. The top numbq

111

the numerator ol the fraction) is the number of positions to count

UP. It makes no difference-Whether we count td the RIGHT first and

then UP or if we count UP first and they to the ItICHT. As long as

we always count UP the number of positions whic,11 is the'numerator df

the fraction and we count to the,HIUT the number holes which is

th' denominator of the frattion, we will alwaysarrive-at 'the same

position in which to place the golf tee to represen.t the fraction.

To reason about the numbers.repreg-ented on the graph itogill be

helpful to vlsualize a line segment connecting the point repre'senting

the fraction with the origin. rAese line segments ,have'beeW includetl

4.

In Fiore 1. Also ft is importaht to latiel each fraction on the graph

or on the pegboard. A convenient way to label a fraction on the peg,-

board is to have available several small pieces of paper about two

inches square. Each fraction to be rePtsented shoald be written cin

shcet of paper.. Thellthe paper is pierced at the top l'entor by the

Aolf tee or bolt belore inserting it in the hole.*, Thatway,_eaCh

fection is cleafly, represented on pegboard.

The steepness of 'the.linesin figuri 1 correspom0 to_th.e magni-

-iu. of the fraction; The line for the fraction 415 is 'steeper

f

(more counter-:clockwise) tlian'the lint for the fraction In

working with fractions, if.the denomi.natoestays the same andthe numera-

tor is.increased, the number reO4es41ted br,the,fraction increases.
.

. . elk

.

.

.
.

, /

. This corresponds to the fact'that the lines representing 2/5., 3/5,:'

and 415. idereaSe in.eepneSS. If the numerator stays,the same

.and the denominator increaset then the Ilumber represented by the"

. frctiOn decreases.' In figurcol' :this cb.rrespOnd's to the fact"that

1,1
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)
-,

,

'the lines nepresenting 4/5, 4/6, 4/7, and 4/8 decrease in steepness.

'This is the key to using.the graph to arrange fraction& in
/

increasing
-

.

order or, more simply, to compare two fractions to'see -which is larger.

The length'of the lyes in the picture' does not matt4. The important
1 ,

point in determining the size of 6e fraction is the steepness of the

line. In algebra and calculus this will Ste referred to as the SLOPE

of the line. Since slope is,an important concept i5 higher mathematics

and since it is also an ?ntuitive concept, it would be beneficial to

use theAerminology of slope of 10 line gather than steepness..

arrange the &ix fractions: 2/5; 3/5; 4/5; 4/6; 4/7; and 4/8 in in-

dreasihg order, we need only look at the graph and list the fractions

in the order that corresponds to increasing slope of the lines repre-

senting the fractions. Ltsting the fractions in increasing order from

Smallest to largest we get: 2/5; 4/8; 4/7 1/5; 4/6; and 4/5.

If pegboard is usedl.there is an interesting way toilist the
o 8

fr9ttions in incr6sing ordere Tie a loop in one end of a piece of
,

yarn or string and place.hhe loovover a golf .tee inserted in'the

"origin". The string shoulebe long enough,to piach all the way to

the top right corner of the pegboard.' TheAtring forms a line segmtqt

originating from the origin which can be rotated to correspond to the

=variouS lines determilci--16y, the fract

oh the right so that it lies aloni

IS.Pby,holding the string

horizontal axis, Rotate the

"line of striftg" 6ounter-clockwise arohnd t/ie origin holding It close

to,the turface of the pegboard. The first tee it cqntacts will be

the smallest fraction (in this case., 2/5). Next pass the string over

this golf tee and 'continue rovating to determine the itxt largest

4

410



fraction. Continui n this manner, a collection of fractions repro-

sented on pegboar can be easily listed in iucreasing order.

As'a means of lktJ.ng fractions in increasing order, this method

is quite useful. To appreciate( its.usefulness, considu the alterna-

time methods. Converting each fraction in the list to a'decimal

\valent can be tedious. Changing the fractions in the collection to

equivalent fractions with a common denominator is.also tqlious. (The

least common denominator for the collection preSent d here and:in

* Figure 1 is 840.)

As vientioned earlier, many concepts of 'fractions can be interpret-

ted in terms of the graphic representation outlined above. We have

.already seen the concepts of numerator and denominator as the two num-

bers that comprise a fraction. The numerator is the\numberlf steps

UP - ot the co-ordinate relative to the vertical xiS. The denominator
k

is the co-ordinate relative to the horizontal axis the number of

stepS eounted to the.RICHT to locate the position for the fraction.

Fractions with the same numerator will lie along a horizontal row

(as do 4/5; 4/6; 4/7; and 4/8 in figure 1). Fractions with the same

denominator will lie along a vertical column (as do 2/5; 3/5; and

.
4/5 in figure 1). We have also already seen a method for comparing,

two fractions to determine which is laxger.- In fiAct, by looking at

the slopes of the various lines representing the fractiOns, we can

0

arrange a collectIon'of fractivrth in increasing order with relative

eas The concept of equilialent fractions is particularly.. easy* to

see' graph.

k' again at Figure 1 - in 'peirtic lar at the lin rmined by

the frac on 4/8. Follow the line I roi. the point which is 8 RICHT

6.)

*'
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and 4 UP back to the,origin. Notice lho.. you pass through tilree

othCr-dots on the way back to the origin. These three dots repre-
,

sent the fractions 3/6; 2/4;, and 1/2. All6f these points lie on

the line joining the origin to the point ripresenting the fraction

4/8 and 50 the lines connecting each of these points with the origin

have the same slope as the line for the fraction 4/8 . Indeed all

of these fractions (3/6; 2/4; and 142) are equivalent to 4/8 - i.e.

the numbers they represent are all equal. Of the four equivalent .

R1-7

fractions 4/8, 3/6, 2/4 and 1/2, the fraction 1/2 is distinguished

by the fact that between the point on the graph in figure 1 which

represents 1'/2 and the origin thpre'are no other points on the line.

That is because the fraction 1/2 'is in-lowest terms! On Figure 1

look at the line representing the fraction 4/6. Trace it back to

A the origin. It passes througlwane other point - the point that woujd

be the fraction 2/3 (3 RIGHT and 2 UP). Alo further points lie on

the lige between 2/3 and.the origin because 2/3 .is in lowest terms.

A quick Check of Figure 1 shows that all elle other friictions pictured

(2/5; 3/5; 4/5; and 4/7) are WloWest terms because njo other points

(holes in the pegboard) lie on the line segment jolding each'of these
a

points to the origin:

They.is likely to be confusion as to what repreaents the fraction -

the point or the line. 'this corresponds to the idea that several

fractions can represent the same number. For dx4mple, the fractions

2/4; 3/6; 4/8;. ond 102/204 are'different fractions yet they all repre-

\J

sent the same number - the mmbeilusually expressed as 1/2. If the

/f actions, 2/4; 3/6; 4/8 agefa7204 were a.41 plotted with geilf tees on

a pegboard (a large imaginary, pegboard to be suriLif 102/204 is to be

A

v
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there!), they would all lie on A single aine radiating from the

'origin. This line would pass through other points in addition.to

those mentioned and-if extended beyond 102/204 wOuld pass through

even more. So in es ence, the "frac n" is the point a 4 the Line

radiating from th origin through thi1s point is the number. Each

-point on the ine has co-ordinates (a pair of numbers) that specify
4

a fractiOn+Points on the same line Correspond to equivalent fractions

which ali represent the same number. The hole or dot on the line

which.is closest to the origin corresponds to the'fractiOn which

expresses tI4 number in lowest.terms.

It is also possible to demonstrate the addition and subtractio

of fractions using this graphic repre4 tation.- It is exactly-th same"
-;

1(
.

as*adding and subtracting on a number the. The key here is work on

a VERTICAL HUMBER LINE. For example, consider the problem 1/5 + 2/5 .

Ws almost lilse adding 1-órange + 2 oranges, except instead of oranges,

1

we're adding fifths. FictUre a vertical number line parallel to the

vertical axis which is located above the number 5 (to indicate fif'ths)

on the horizontal axis. Sec Figure 2. The fraction 1/5 would
.

correspond to t.lim number 1 on this vertical number line. The fraction

2/5 would correspond to the number 2 on this number line. Adding 1 + ?

on-thiS vertical number line'results in the numbe 3 on this vertical

number *line (of iftlis) which co;responds tO thd fraction 3/5 on the

graph. As long as the two fractions to be added have/the same denomina-

tor, 'they wil,Z e represented by points,on he graph which arcion the
4

same ver ical number line.. .They then may bc a d on* e vertical number:
7

\\4 .line. Sub raction is similarly'carried Out as subtraction on a vertIcal

#

number line.
141.

14



Addition and subtraction of fractions with different denominators

is also easily pictured on the graph. Again the key'is to perform the

addition or subtraction on a vertical ,number line. Flexample, consider

the problem 1/4 + 1/2 . Recall that the point which is 2 RIGHT and.

1 up represents the fraction 1/2 while the "number 1/2" is represented

by a line radiating fram the origin through the point representing 1/2.

All, points on this line'segment are equivalent fractions which represent

the same number as the fraction 1/2. ',Since addition must take place

on a vertical number

number line on which

vresented. 'Extend

senting the fraction

point on the vertical

lines the required prOcess

the nutriberq 1/4 and 112

the lirie from the origin

'1/2 as showil in'Figure

nUmber line which would

is to find a vertical .

3

are both conveniently

through the.point repro-

3. It-passes throUgh a

.be above the 4 . indicAing

. fourths. The fraction, 2/4 is equivalent to the kraction' 1/2. Since

the fractioni 1/4 and 214 are on the same "vertical number line",

.
A . 1

the addition can take place_on the.vertical number'iine corresponding

. .

toffourths to give the sum: 1/4 t1/2 --,---- 3/4 . I .L,

il As a further demonstration of the adaition of:-fractionsi consider:
, e

the problem 1/3 + 1/2. This problem is shown in FigUre 4 and is
11P

briefly described as follows. The fractions 1/3 ;:ariftril 2 are not

on the same vertical number,line and so must be reloeated on i common

r

vtrtical, umber line in order to be added'. Extending the lines radiating

from the origin.throUgh each'of these two ffacti

'

each has an equivalen t fraction,which isrepresente

it is found that
4

by a point on

OK'

vertical number line extending up frqm the b on tt, orizontal axis.

The fraction A/2 is cquivalent to the fraction 3/It' locatet. on this ,.
.

vertical number line. The ,fraCtion 1/3 quivalent,to-theefraction

7
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2/6 located on this vertical nUmber line. The addition of 2 and

14.

3 on the vertical number linb for sixths yields a sum of 5/6'-for

the problem 1/2 + 113. Finally, drawing a line back from 5/6 to

the origi1 n no other points (holes in the pegboard) are encountered..-
.

.
80 file fraction 5/6 is in lowest,terms. . - ,\ ,

7 .

To demonstrate the _power of a graphic representation of fractions,

consider the problen oE arranging the followinb.fractions in increasing

Order to enable f1601.1vagrathe Median. _The seven fractionsto be considered

are: 24/32; 23/25; 25/35; 25/23; 28/33.; 24/30; and 20/28. Recall that

the median is IN one in the middl*. when the list has been arranged ,

in increasin Ordcre Since there are seven fractions, the edian will

1e the foUrth one in the, tist when we have arranged them in increasing

Orde 1 The loAkst cbmmon denamiwator for the seven fractions stated

above is 2,833,6.00, and so the method of graphicall-y-representing the
,"1414

frstpians ts definitely easier than the routine process o changing

fractions to equivalent rhictions with a cdMmori denominator!

The first suep idlisting the frti..opik in increisiqg ()icier, is sto

16
graph them. 'This is done by firsi establishingwan origin in thy lower

-

al fractionleft, corner and noting a horizontaland vertical axis.

IL.
nd2402 is represented by the position wh is 32 RIGHT

The remaining six fractionJarcrerecnttd similarly as sho IONIFigrre

5. The;lines'radiating from the origin to each Of Ihe points the'

fraction's_ hav Wel': shown. 4rranging

r
<-sloi3e a.ranges the fracfions in increasi

v.

se lines accordint to increasing L
-

order. As shown in Figure 5,

the lines'For 26/28 and 25435 havb the same'slope ane so represent equi-
v.

,

Nialent cr4ctie;ns/tthe same umber)., Uding the symbol to,denae "is

)2(ss hhan77 tlw. 4.1.ractio

24/30-4,28/33 23 4+. 2

-

,

ranged In order ar.e':. 2'0/.28 It- .25/35 < 24/32

nd 25/35.'
,

/23': The 'order of listing ?0128 a ,

4416
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oft

could be reversed since the um0ers regreSn ented lpy these two'fractions

are equal. Coun;ing over to the-fourth fraction in.the list deterigines

I.

that the median is 24/30. A's a check on this method we con1d7change

each.fraction.into an equivalent fraCtion expressed In terms of the

lowest.common denamingtor: 2,833,600 =- but that seems an unwieldy

and thankless taskl Al-ternately, we could express each fraction .in
.

termscof a decimal tq check our ordering. CoMputation giyes the follow-.
1.

ing: 10/28 .714; 25135 = .714; 24/32 = .750; 28/33 = .848; ,23125 =,.420;

and 25/23 = Thigt the ordving fot.tnd by.graphing is'14rect.

conpausion, a few hints and warnings regarding the graphic repre7.

.sentation of fractions:, Accuracy of plotting is essential, espe ly

wIfin desiring to reduce to.lowest terms. Accuracy,is increased.by
Ole

working on'a larger.scale, as with 1/2 inch.graph pyer or-using every

fourth row of holes in .ghe pegboard. Golf tees are cheap and convenient

to use, but,frequently wobble around in tie pegboard. 'Bolts or large

(screws tbe same si244iameter as the holes In. the
*
pegboard will fit

mortepurefi. Be sure to label the fractiohs as they are plotted.

On the pegboard tftis nay be achieved by writing the fraction on a small

piece of paper wilth is then pierced by the golf tee (or bolt) and

.
,

mounted on the pegboard at the apprOpriate spot. If ybu wish to check

that a number of fractlons bave been correctly placed on the graph, it
. .

is
*
more quickly done by noting that all frictions in a horizontal row

I

,

4

will have the sane numefatov ithe numerator is given by t, co-ordinate

along the vertical. axis) while all the fractions in a vertical colUmn

will have ehe same denominaeor. .Rather than checking each fraction

individualbt, Simply check each horizontal row for the correct numera-

tor and then check each verbical column fOk thee cosrect deAaminator.

s

*

41,

s 5 74,

f
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1

4

Pieces of yarn or string are great he4p in visualizing the line

segments of interest. By tying a Mop in one end and hooking it over

the golf tee at the origin, the string can be stretched to.form.a line
-

4hich can then be rotated counter-elockwis'e to list.fractians in in-

crcasing.order. Also, a strifig may facilitate visualizing the. vertical

number lines on which addition and subtracqon arc to. take place.,
4

A final iaord of warning ant) eueoGragement. SQMC of thvariihmetic

gerformed by. these wethods will lack total accuracy as.a resuli of the

thickness of the holes, string, golf tees, etc.,/howe'ver, there should'

not be any gross inaccuracy and the results should always be approxi-

mately correci. Thc.model of representing fractiona.on a graph'is

%

quite "faithful" and so muh pan be learled by students formulating

theories' and testing them. The experience of working with a graph and

learning a few words of terminology such'375`hori2ontal axis, vertical

or4gin, co-ordinates, and slope will be extremely bdneficial in

later years.

ee.

rat
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.Fi6ure 1 R1 - 1 3

1

0

ORIGIN

1 2 3 4 .5.

HORIZONTAL AXIS
7 9 10

b
11

CI
Figure 1 shows the origin in the loc.kr left corner, the,horizon al number

line called the herizontal.axis, and the VertiCaL nuTber line c d the
$'

vertical axis. The fraction 2/5 is shown as the point which i ocated

5 .RIGHT and 2 111i from the orig,in. The line ehrough this voin aad the

origin xepresents the number 2/5 Other fractions shown are: 3/5; 415;

4/6; 4/7 and 4/6 .

579
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Figure 2

41.1k

3 5

Figure 2 demonserates how tractions W

1.

10 1 1

t.

th the same denominator a0 re added

on a vertical number line. Here th problem 1/5 2/5 = 3/5 is shown

as addition Along'-'the vertical uuçr line of fifths shown as a btoken

,linc.

41,

P.
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Figure 3

.1

.

RI-15
A

a

a
1 2 3

.14

4 5

nt=tme....
I .7

Figure 3 demonstrates how fractious with di.4,tfent denomtnators.are

added - again along a. vertical number line. Here the addition\of

1/2 4- 1/4 = 3/4 'is shown as addition along the vertical number line

of fourths ghown as a broken line. Note that the addition could have

taken place on a verticaV numbe4 line of eighths to give the result

6/8 which thell passes through the point For the fractian 3/4 .

.

581
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do

'FigUre 4

2' 3 4 5 6 7

.

.,

,Figure 4 demonstrates the addition of 1/2 + 1/3 .! 516 taking place
.

. , .

'as addition on'the vertical number Une Of sixths (pilown as a broke
, .

line).
'V

1
I

.4
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Figure, 5 shows how the method of representipg- ftactiong on 'a graphiaids in
,

arrangiw the fractions in....134ereitsing ,9.rder. By noting the slope_ of rtues,
we see/ '20/28 25/35 'C 4/32 < 24/39 < 28)33 < 25/24, . The-refore

tiltr-median of these seven fractiOns is 24/30 .

583
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lGEOMETRIC.COMPARISON OF RATIOS
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R2-1

The telative valueof ratids is important information in many in-
.

vesiigations., For instance, the children. may _want to find answers'to the

a

following questipns.
%

Desdribing People Unit "What is the medidn ratio of
trunk fength to leg letigth'reir 12:-Year old children?....

, for 7-year oldan How'do, they _differ for.the two ages?
-

'1 A

Dice Design Unit - "How do therAtios of median (or guar- .

tile range) Co sample size compare fo?samples Of 10,pnd
40%tosses?"

4 Cbrisumer Resear*Unit - "How dp prices per le th volume,

weight) compare for different brands of a produc
?n

. 44

Traffic Interchange_Unitm- "How does the strqightness of
one cutle measured in feet per degree turning cdrnpare to
the straightness of Another curve?"

r

This paper describes a technique which ratios\can-be compared --

,

, to each other simply by drawAmg to wcale. .This avoids divisioti,in
ik:.,. ,

which only a minortt orelementary school childre9 arekskille& We note
O . , . ,

c,
,

A however'that whtn children srevIething to divide or are comparing different

fractions this tevhnique can als be used as:a repr.gsentation so thaettiey
,........

.
.

. 1

" ,

. .

can better understand such statemerrts as 2> 3,

/1
, The.general approadh is.to first "picture" tqeratio as indicated in.

' . .

. t
figure 1. To represent the,rarlo 7.for instance 4 the child draws a-hari-

.
_ #
9 ,

.

zontal line 9 uns long (inches, coltimeters or any onvenient chofe) from
4

*When children petIorm division so as ta.convert ractions,into decimal4frac-
tions, the latter can be directly compared for size.' Thts will confitm for

.

tJ studert4the'resulfbobtained from drawing the.triangle:. For instance,
-2/5 = 0.4 and 3/8 = 0.375. .As the.first non-zero diet is 4 in the case of
2/5 and 3 in the Case.of 3/8 the first nuinber is 'bigger. .

5 8
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point A and from its end a vertical little 7 units long. (This may hdone,

on graph paper - perhaps 1/2"'t4nares, eliminatidg the need for measurement

or for making a right angle.) The direction of the hypotenuse from the .

left'hand corner as shown the.arrow, represents the ratio.

umminumpmamarm
mmiummummillimm
MOMMEMMAMMUMMEM
MOMMINWIMMEHTESM
MMEWAMMINIMUMMEM
MINAMMEMMEHMINIM
minsimmumum mum
MOWITIMMEEMUMEME

1-.)Fig. 1

There is' usually no peed for thi child to meakiv the angle in any way.

rf another ratio that is bigger, isio .ceatructed Prom A, sa irit, then the
ft 3 k

diCctioa of thellypoteqe willfbe to the moje vertical than -that 'of the
1

-
previous case;,as shoWn in figure 2. If the ratio is smaller, say 3, Ihen

5

the directd.on will,be less vertiCal as-also shown in figure 2. If the ratio
a.

is the same as the last, such,as 6, then the direction will be the same..
10

This Is sHown,fn figure 3.

pl. arras
.1 .

minassim Irmo'
INEMPICQMNINI mismo
MEIMrdifillIMI OHMmminiims
iinganimum ENE
mmillammimm MOM

s

4

"

Te
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mammorm momiumummin
mimmilmminummumpmern
simmiummommammdmilm
MMOMMEMMEMMEMIEWIMMEMII
MMEMEMEMEMIMMEMMMEMI
EMEMEMMEMMUMIMMOIMMEMH
mummummaimmammammim
MIMMEMPOIMIMIMMOMMINU
MIMMIKAMMINIMMEMEMMMEH
MEMEWOMMMOMMIMIMMEMMH
MPOINNIMMEMMINIMMEMMINIH
./tdaMMOIMMINIAMUMMEMMMON
ErnmmilmmVIIMINIMMEMMEM
GEMEMMInTalTragrAWAMEM

Fig. 3

A child cah be introduced to this Concept by Onstructing the trtangles
,

4

for several .siMple ratios that he knows to be equalllarger or smaller,. Fc;r.,/

instance, evOn in the .primary grades mot children will be familiar with the

fact that 2 is the lame as 1,-ahd thatfa is bigger thn'l but maller than.,
-2 2 4

1 -(er 1). Ttle Ctlild's drawing (see, Fig. 4) woulaNlustrate how..the I
1

direction-of the hypotenuse tells'him whether one ratio is biggei-P;

-or equal to 'another.

IMMO
mommummummilmmommommeammum
mmommam
MEMMINIMMEMOMMEEmiummaimmarm
ammammiSIRSIRI
mamma
MMOMMEMSUEMENNIMMUNIMMEMMONMA
Immo

II
MIIMMOMMWsimmaMaRaliMMEMEMMEMMOINMEM

MMENOMargEMEMMIONMOOMMEMEMM
timpamm

MOM
w mammommommeammomm

mounspeamem
I

mouseapmemaimma
IdNI

mum

MMOMMEM

milemimmom
mumrammammaim

liummamommum

mmallUEMMMM

=mamas

imam

m

mom

siiim

UM

am mil mineimislawmainiimm
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'TIZe children cil practice with as,many different'ratioS as they like

-

til .they are convinded that ratios they know to be equal give .the same

direttion, etc. 4

Applications to "Describing People"

q.

gow much alikeare fifth grfders in the ratio of trunk length.to leg.

,
length? This question may arise when.considering the design of dresses or

. .
,

,

suit-Sror it may c e up ia deciding uquift "longl4gedV imif,lies:in that

. . / . 6 . . ..

age group. -/How d his retie) for fifth graders compate with the satec(e
i

.

ratio for first graders or for adults?
p.

. , .

. Theee quAtions 6an be arwered by the above triangle-diagrams without
. i

N #

are r- 0,
any ang4lar measurements. For this particular case one can take advantage

of the fact that a Person can sit on the floor with legs ex tended'and back

,

against:the wall, thus making the triangle diagram. ,The direction from

his heels to the tbp of his-shouldeis (bottovrof his neck) represents the

.--
ratio

e
of trunk 1d4th to Ieg lepgth as shown in fikure 5. .t

Fig. 5

The younger children could take a large piece of cardboard; Put it agailysL

41

the side of a child sitting dbwn as abAe, and ith a yardstick draw an arrow

from heels to neck. The older or more skilled% ild can measure tbe' Ywo
A

lengths and then drat.; them to satle on graph ilper.-. Even in the'laster case

.the codparison.oflhe "livelecase with the scale drawing's_ will reinforce the
./10...

observation that the, hypotenuse direction is the same. Of course the
sla

2
measurements can be made standing dp once thecOitrpt is clear.

\
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When therratio is taken ifor, say. eleven children and all the tri-

,angles drawn_from'the same point A, the rpsult will look somethingplika

figu e 6. The median cap be found and 41so the quartiles. One can egtilx

identify either tkie total range (largest to smallest ratio) 'or the quartile
V

' range: If they aile designing clathes then the median will tell them the
A

best ratio of jacket to pants length, and the ranges will iddicate how

important it will.be to have speciallsizes fOr long-legged-Or short-legged
. .

peopled. If they are describing someone to.be identified.in a crawd then.-

0
they could call those above the 3rd quartile '!s1;ort,,legge4" and those below

.

the 1st quartile "long-legged."

On the ottier hand,. h question may be one concening growth. Do

-

these ratios tend to differ in an.adult fromia child? To answer this. they

could make a similar graph l'or eleven adults and supelimpose tt ob the
.

-above graph. (Perhaps they wouldmake the secand graph on a ttanspareticy
..".

using cl'olored lines. . The resul

41

, ..

s might be something like figUpe 7.
-

t

-.4$1'

r

v
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Fig. 7

They could observe:that the median direction for.adults is more vertical
?

than that for children, that is'adu.l.ts are relatively shorter legged* They

may indeed fincLthat the'first q artile Lax a4ults .mre vertical or about

the lame.direction as the.third quartile for ehildreri; which'implies that

there is in general'a difference between adulfts and children In that rospect

and not just a chance variation in the two sample sets. ,

.

Other'ratios can be compared by tIVI; same method; for example, the ratio

of wrist circumference to arm length for different ebildren. The chil,dren

4
might. discuss which Measurement "sholid be shown on the vertical,line. It does.p't
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1

e

*Oke.any difference aq.long de they dre,consistent. Theaxlaning oftthe
,

ArecO.on af the 4tenuee should also billdis.cussed w1tI tke-childxNeo.,

-

In figure 8 the steeper line represqnts children-with shurt fat arMs,

whileAm figure 9 the-steeper line represents chil.dren with l'ong thin

arms.

4 ,*

4

e

V
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Fig. 8
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Xf the directions do not dif r much then the children would

one 'ratio could be used in madng'shirt sleeves and that only the

would have to.be specified as parf ogeriysixe."'

know that

arm leilgth

a

J.
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MAKING AND USING. A SCALE DRAWING

(

by

,

rqfsssor Earle Lomon'
.

,

.
.

/ , * , 1

Challenged Aro improve their school lunAirgom and iis e-,-ptudents
.r

L / .1. ;.
'will .suggest reaFrangements ot the eqtlipment.in the .4s7.vin.lfeables, :

.e i.,.., a , .4 V,;6t .,
,411..e. , ,..% .a. e

dining tables aqd benches oritlafitedy:Potpask,watis. anS,Ip on. ,Ttlis may be,
!

.
couptad with siweiFionsor different traffic patterns involving chapges in

J k
ent ce and exit, aisles, waiting line posit oh and such things as.the num-

byr ted at-atable. 'Tliese Tire all Very iniprtantthings to consider
.

,

Ay.

changing
4

If the students are asked far suggestions as to how they may com-s/

poire suggested changes in order to select the b st for actual try-out they

1;ut difficult to test over and over agaisilin,the actual ltnichroom%

t
are likely tp offer to make drawings ormodels. They may want,to make a

large-scale model w1A-movable.pieces.so that several f)eople"can design

-

different arrangements! When each arrangement is Complete, i canj'e copied

onto a smaller scale drawing to keep ak,a record.for fut ecomparTsons,

ging 91e lletiroomandifor a few

Measurement:,

.

rangements, as a planrto follow in rearr
A

114

To make a scale layc;ut one.must startliwith Measurements of all the

relevant objects.' Guesses back in the cla srAn canr7 be in error enough xo
;

spoil conjectured arrangement&. The class should be adked to make a list c\

\ $ ... .

of things they needto measure. -.They will usually ihiph right away of the

..length and width of the room and th6 tables. The measuring,group mai notice

.

other things when in.the lunchroom making,their measurements. Among thesp,

r
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Is

.

,. -

.14 not-Alrd.'ady si chialay be-tite.length tnid wtdth of beriches, the. diameter
,- . _ .

. errt /. 4 ,..
..., . *

.

/ :oftrashucans, the width àf docrs, and'the dimenskons
,
of.any fixed-servi'llg

.

. Oea\such -as large colinter3 .

... .

, /.-

..

Wbdn using.their. scale layout the chi14ren m -filid thdt theyiilet;4

r

soma-more measurementsi'. Ferliaps-they'forgot to measure, how far the doors
,

/

utere elong the wall,.the 4 istance between benches and table,i ta1 the dth
..._ L _ .

needed ietWeen benches for coifortable passage. A few akudents can return
A e

to get those measurements.

In measuring they will piobably use a yardstick (meter stick)* and
f

feport their results in yardb and inches (meters and centimeters). More
f

,

than one student shouldpeasure each thkng, ahd their:results stiould 'be

compared. When two xresulis arelaiA close (say within 12 inches ot ,

",--.
/

each oper for the )ength 15f the room: and within an inch for thj width
. .

!.t. .

of a tablti4 their difference represents the limitatioixs on measurement

accuracy with the tools at hand and the 1l of the experimenter. From

1

several such measurements 'one gets* a most likely choice by taking-the average
-

of the median . The median'is by fai"easier as it is simp4/the middle measure-

ment when they are arranged in order of size. I five Teasuremehts of'the

/4

width of the'room turn gut to be in' increaaing order.

-9 yd., 32 in. .(9

1 9 yd. %34 in. (9 m., 5 cm.)

10 yd., 1 in. (9 m., 12

0 yd., 2 in. (9 m. 15 cm.)

yd., 5 in. (9 m., 22 cm.

the median is the' thir. one, 10 yd. 1 in. (9 m., 12 .). The average in

0

this case is 10 yd.,- 4 in; (9 t., 11 c ) which is not'significantly different

*Metrfc nit measurements are'provided in parentheses after.,

measl1ireients so that scaling can be dime in the metric syst
are ava able.

lish unit

if meter sticks

kL s.
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rTh

. ,
.

.. i
within the athievable accuracy.. If four measuremengs had :leen made one

,
. 4 , a

could choose either the,second or third, or take an average 'of the. 'Second
.

or yird. It is far. easier to take an average of only ,pwoJmeasuremenxs (it .

the.n uer "ift thriniddle" between efletwo. and can 'be rellsonably gueised-..`

at; especially On a number line)'than af three p'r mare.

Satetimes oneW the measurements is. far different from the others.

For instance, if a sixth measurement of the above width of the.room had come

out 9 yd., 2 in. (8 m:, 25 cm), this is lik y to have'resulted from a

gross error such as missing a 'cou on the ydnber of times the yardstick

(meter stic ) was moved over, or moving it over, to the wrong dis-

tracted. Such gross 6r measurements should he discarded and notancluded
,

in finding the, median or overage.. Enough measurements need ta be taken to

. .

sge which cluster 4gether and which are grpssly different.

In order not to work too hard one should have some idea of the

securacy needed for design pux-pose. An error of 6 in. (15 cm.) in the length

of a .room, when dis ributed.between ten aisles between tablea only makes an
e

'error, of about.1/ .inch (1 1/2 cm:) per aisle:which won't make very much

14

difference to the passage of people; But an er or of 2.in. (5 ct.) on the

width of tables may cut down actual aisle space 1y those 2 in. (5 cm.) which
el*

may be uncomfortable.

Constructing the large scale model:

It would be con-venient for the students working on the layout to

have the layout on a table of about 3 fek x 5 ft. (1 m. x 1 m., 60 cm.). 'if

o, it is very likely that a convenient scple may be about 3 in. per yard

(10 cp. fper meter). If the lunchroom is, say 30 ft. x 50 ft. (5.m. x 15 m:),

then a piece'of heavy cardboard of about 34 in. x'55 in. (95 cm. x 156 ci.)

would be suitable. If its corners are square,. then it can bl-marked.off in
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*

in along the efiges. "Parallel lines can then be drawn fradit edge to edge

*

tot park off the boaid in squares. El5ery three inches (10-cm.)'could be
a.

,P
Pined off and each square,Would represent a 'yard by A yard (ameter by a

meter) the actual lunchro om.,
-

The markIngs on easii,d0e will be connected by a ling drown against

the edge of Yardstick (meter stick), jaut the board iS too 1,011g for the yard-

a&ck (meter stick) to reach the length of 55 incties (155 cm.). One must

a

also xmke'three inch marks across the width from, say the. 30 itch (80 cm.)

\
cm.)',mark on theother long side.

the.lengthtof the paper which *can be

mark on one lona side to the 30 inch (80

This will

connected

*

give intermediate poilip along

to points on either far end. ...

The lines will cone out'at a.,slant if the,board itself did not have

Square Corners. The cOrners should be .checked before beginriing with a right-

angles plastic triangle, or at leAst with the cornet of a large note'pad.

The students,can then mark offdiines for the two outside walls'at

right angles to pach otheitWo.inches (5 cm.). in from one side, and an adja-
t-

cent side. The other two walls are'then marked off at the correct distance

from the firat two.' FrOmthere, walls., doors'and so on'can be marked in

according to their meaeurements. 'the lines, on the cardboard will give them

poigitione to the nearest yawl (meter). When scaling fractions of a yard,

the children *will obtain sone pactice in divisionu, Eighteen inches is half

a yard and so will become one and ?ne half inches to scale: Nine incheS is

a foIrth of a yard and so will become three quarters of an inch to scale,

and so on. They may use aividers and trial and error to divide to thirds

and other divisions not on their4rulers.

All,the fixed distances, walls, doors, pipes, immovable furniture,

-setc. shou14 be draw2o scale. The movable parts, suclk as disks, benches'and

5),I
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...

trash cans should be cut to scale in plan vlew out Of lighter carc1tioard. .
_

..s, t ,-

There is .no need to make 37dinensional models of the furniture,:as they Will
,

.

-r ., I
not,be arrenging any thingsfin the vertical. If benches are-partly under I:,

,

tables; the cardboard rectangles.for the benches Chn beslipped Partly under

the large cardtoard tattle rectangles. Making 3-dimensional models takes.a
V

lot of time which would only slow dawn, the lunchroom investigation.

The students can now lay Out the pieces accordink to their ideas,

making Sure'the aisles are widd enough and that doors are.not blocked. .They

may WI to put "people pieces" (about one inch diameter circles).On

the benchts or marching down the aisles. They may combine their timing

measurements with this 10rout also. They can see how the queue forms as

111arrivals coie in at a certai rate iind by moving "people pieces" around see

.

/ (

if the students may get into each other's way. When they have one set-ufi`-,'

all ready it is time to make a smell scale sketch of the whole thing.

Mekimandusing the small scale sketdhes:

Pads of 1/4" or 1/&" (1/101 squared paper can be obtained.

the 1" spacing to represent a 3" (10 cm.) spacing of the large scale

By using

layciut,

the result will fit on one sheet or perhaps on two sheets taped together. All

the lines of the large scale layout should be dran in on the small scale'

6

sketch, and all the tovables should be drawn in also. The Small scale drE&ing

Is meant to be wrecord of one arrangement and hence it needs no movabj,i pieces.

When complete it should be labelled with the designers nanes, and whether 'it

is. heir first, second or third, and then put in a folder.

4 When several dLigns are ready, the small scale sketche; can be preL
3

senttd to-the O.ass as a whole.for criticism, comparison, and poSsible im-

provepent. The best onea pan then be presented to the *principal or lutchloom

manager with a'request that they be tried,

5D5 11,
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C

b'e used

I -.

Tie small scale drawinOf

Ad-a blhepriql.for artailging

the desyn,ehat is being tried ca then

0

the lunchroom. Several co.Oes

.

needee. The large scale, layouit cgn SIso,be set up on a table kn the
. \ .

:,)

o-4 ,

\

,
ibom while the arranging is going pn.. The."small scale sketches ean finally

. .

.

be

lunch-

be u13ed in.the class report of their.\activities.

V

fi
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:NE kT-DOWN GAME

Merrill B. Gottberg

.;

SA1-1

h
The sit-down game provides a natural vehicle fibr,illustrating ideas

. , 4
A)which the'students 'may have seen In 'a study of set thspil. -EaCh these

* ...

ideas, 4owever, conalso be stated without the use of set theory and so a
. .

.lack:of knowledge of set th_!5w.should not predluae playing the sit-down

game --'complete with a discussion off,what ip happening. .Moreover,,this
-

i. 1 .1 .
. ,

,

activity'can be.used to lead to a discovery for the students of set theoly
,

.

concepts and rules.

,The basic activity of the sit-down game is the following.. The entire

ftclass stands. Characteristics suCh as lhas two eyes," "has brown hair,
A,

"is a:boy," etc. are named and written on the blackboard as they are named.

As each.cbaracteristic is named, each-student standiing must decide -if he

has 'that characteriati br not. If he does, thtin he remiins standing; if

. ,he-does not hove the Characteristic named, then 4e immediately sits dawn.

The game continues - characteristics are listed until only one student is

left standing.

Listing Chiacteristics divides the class into groupS or. sets.
4

Students standing are those students who have all of the listed CharaCter-.
/ .

i ttich (in other words are in the intersectiod of all the sets specIfie4).

rj-A possible atd to disdissing the game is to make a tree diagram as the

- ,"
charactbristics are listed, as follows:
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-

(Everyone is standing).

Stud
.

i,eft

Standing

r .

t In the class`

B y

Bin Eyes

MOW' Hair

44t--

Straight Hair

44;4

0

Light Skin

4

6
r,

Girl Not4 Boy .

Not Blue Eyes (Bo )
4

4

-r

sit'dowri

at each stagel

Not Brown air' (Blue-eyed Boy)

Not Straight Hair

Not Light Skinned

iv/

(Brown Hair., Bine -eyed Boy)

) 4

(Brown'StraightHair,
Blue-eyed Boy),

As each characteristic is listed, ihe vtrtigal line is extended,down-

ward to repres6nt the standing studentOwwho have ALL f the characteristics..

listed on the left. Also at each'stage, a-line is eftended diagonally

downward to the rielt to represent those Students who Sit.down at\that'

Y
. 0

Stage 0 the game: For ekampIe, tThen the characteristic wbran hairwis

named, the stu4nts who sit dowm are the student&ho are standing 'and

do not have brown hair. Other stUdents may not have brawn hair either,

but they do not sit-down because they are already seated. Thus the students

who sit down at that stage are the sturts who do not have brow4 hair, but

are blue-eyed boys. .X:t may even be c'4orthwhile to have the dtudents sign

the name ortithe blackboard on the right in the-appropriale place as they

aft down. Then wheh the game ia dohe, there will be some information on

the board about every student except those left standing.

-sigh on the left and he'iotally descfibed.

They 0ould then



While it is no't-ssential that s

.theory in order to-plaf the game, the

to dae the language and idefs of set.

listed,4questions should be raised: What do all of the students' vtanding

%.

tudentb.know the languitge of set

game does offer several ppportun1Ues.

theory. As each characteristic is

a
-

haVe in coiMon (besides the fact that they are all,standing) that disting-

r

.duishes them from each studeett that is pItting? Can each seated student
4

find some thiracteristic-in which he dibifers from everyone wild is-standing?
4

- Is there anyone in the roaD that,has mine of the characteristics listed?

.10

Which characteristics listed cause:more peopli to si't dbwn? In-the lan-
e.

guage of set. theory, eath characteristic 114hougt-of'ai specifying a'-,

set, e.g. the set of boirs,

people with two eyes;,etc.

the set of brewn-hatred people; the set Of

.11/4

As each setAr specified, the students stand-

ing detide whether'or not they are members of that set. The merkers'of

the set (who are standing) remain stan#1ng, while the non-members sit down.

At each stage; the students sten ng have common the Characteristic

that they are members of ALL of the setS-specified that is they are,members

of the INURSECTIO pf the sets specified on the blackboard.
. The seated

4

students also have something in commtn,which is a little more'diffioult

to phrase% Each seated student can flod one listed characteristigkwhicif

I he does not have .namely the one which resulted,in his sitting down.

Since all of the students standing have AIL of the characteristics listed,

they have the particular Characteristic that caused a seated student to

4
sit down. Therefore, ,Ach seated student) can find one characteristic

. (
' A

that he does not have, but that all of trte
/

standing students do have.

the language of set theory,-each seated student.can find one set of

which he is NOT a meMb-dr, but of which everr standing student IS. a member

This coujd alsoibe phrased as "A seated student is one Who can finda
I

599
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characteristic onthe bgard whiS he 'doe's NOT have; while a standins's,ku-
* , ,

/ t-
.. 1 v

Sent has all pf the characte.rist cs listed on the board." 1Note that the
.,--

Its..Characteristic.thist distinguishes one Seated stud trom all of the '°: /
, e

7. f
. _

standing.students will be different from the chaActeristic that distin-

1

guished another seated -studedt,from all pf.the standing students. -lhe
.

cdmmoli prije-rTy Ahared by all of-the seated students iCthat for each
-

seated student there is at 4ast dne Of the specified sets of which.they

are not a member.

d. 'Another interest,ing questien arises after only one student i5 left

-f-
standing. If the sane characteristic& are listed in a different. order

and this neW list of Characteristics'is used to play the g&me, what will
4,

happen? Will:Nanyolle be left standing? Will theisame person be left

standing? Will he be the only one standing? ,Thismquestion is easily
\

resolved by simply playing the game and observing the outcome. After

this has been done, it should become apparent that,no matter What the

order of specifying.characteristics, the sante people will have them and

so the same persOn Will have ALL of them and be left standing while every-
..

4

other stu'dent ndt have ALL of awl and so will sit d at some point.

Again, thd language .of set theory may be used. .Here, we can say that the

intersection of two'or more sets the same no matter which order is used

to list the sets. For example, A02(BAC) BiI(C/7A), etc.

The efficiency with whith characteristics eliminate students is

related Li the size of the set'whichthey specify, or ip other words how

many students have that Characteristic. Thus some Characteristics such

as "has two eyes" will include evePyone in the class 7stamill therefore

be most,inefficient since it eliminates no one. A characteris.tic such as

"is a girl" is possessed by roughlY,half the class and so eliminates the

other half. A characteristiC such as eye-color specifies'a small set since,

6 0
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in general, less than half the students will have,eyes of z specified Color.

Such a characteristic therefore s1iminat40 alarger set and is there'fete .

4

more ffici.fint-in reducing.the standing grou, to may one Student. -The

efficienty of a.characteristic may
f
vary with the order in which it is

presented. Thilkis related io the preciicti4e.nature sccertain charac-
.

teristics. SpecifiCally, darkei Skin, eves, and hair are highly coL.plafed

and so once one of21em is listed, the others become less 40icient - possibly 4

to the point where no one additional sitaLdown after a,second or third of

theSe c related characteristtcs is specified. The students could no doubt

verbalize this correlatton.

Finally, many variations exist to the details governing the playing

of,thesit-doilm game. ,The following_list is only a beginning.and by no

means exhausts the pbssibilities; file stUdents would hopefully wish to

make up several-different versions and then try to predict the outcome.

VARIATIONS:

1. One student is "it" and he does the listingl6f characteristics trying

to.leave only himself standing at the end of the game. Can.he do it

with fewer questions than another strut?

2. A student names the characteristics_attempting to leave only, a Foxe-

selected other student standing.

, , . 4
The class could be' splif up /nto teams and then either. of the above

,. *

two xersions be played alternating a person from one 'team with a
,

person from the other team and Oscore be kept for,the'entire tam.

The score being' the n ex of dharacteristics needed - with low score

winning. Alternately, the score cOuld be 10 less the number of char-

acteristics listed with the high score winning.
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_ 4.. Specify a list of characterisiics With no particular student in mina,

%.

. 5
0

5.
and' then Useyse to'pIty the game.

S.

Specify a lligt of characteri§ticio that when these are used no
4 .,

.a

one is left standing.at the Ncidof Chsracteriitics suck; as
-v

Plias 17 earti" could reduce thkipask*to nonsense. If the students

reali,e this and specify such chateristi_cs, they should beimade

to realize hat they axe describing a set which is disjoint from the

set of,members o he class. That is the intersection of the set of
4"

people with 17 ears.and,tavlass is the empt.Y,set They lay even

Ash to say that the set of people with 17 ears is another name for .

. .

the empty set. To avoid such charaateristics, it-may be desirable

to sta.* that each-characteristic in the 'list .must be possessed by ,

de\

et least ond member of the class. Then in specifying a, list that

leaves no one standing, the students may be lead into ideas of
4

correlated characteristics. ,

f

/
6. Finally, there is the variation of listing characteristics so that a

.

selected PAIR of students is left standing and everyone else is seated.

,'1*

That cald easily become extremely difficult:

4

S.

gTio'
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SET THEORY ACTIVITIES: ROPE CIRCLES AND VENN DIAGRAMS

by

Merrill Goldberg

SA2,1.

Specifying characceristicti. for individuals is et natural intioduction

to set theory. A set is simply a collection of.things; Speeifying a charac-

,

teristic, such as "blue eYes" specifies a. set - namely the Alletion of

things (in this-case stUdehts in the'dlass) witheplue eyes. language

of set theory is useful (but pot necessary);in playing the S4-Down.Came.

*IP

'Thls.set of activities prbvides an elementary way to introduce the basic

idea of a set as a collection of things. Concepts discussed include:

class mAtoberkhiP (being a.member of a set); the complement of a set;

and the intersection of sets.

Roee Circles
4' '`

A rope'circle is just that. A length of rope, heamy cord, or.pre-

ferably colored yarn about 20 feet'long is tied together at the ends to

4.

form a closed loop. This loop can be thought of as the boundary of a

more or less circula4,region on the flObr. ;The loop is placed on the

floor and'labelled by taping or pinning a.sheet of paper to it oh which

has been placed a characteristic suth as-"blue eyes". The inside of this

.circular regjon represents the set of all students with blue eyes. All

the students who belong in this set (1.e. have blue eyes) stand inside

the rope circle labelled "blue eyes". These students are members of
%

the set of blue eyed students represented by the rope cirele on thetfloor.

Those students who do NOT have blue eyes are NOT members of the set of

b-lue-eyed students. .They belong somewhere, too. They belong OUTSIDE the

rope ciicle representing the set of blue-eyed students because they are

NOT members of that set - they do,NOT have blue 'eyes. The rope circle
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labelled "blue eyes" defines a set of blue-eyed students - those who are

standing inside the circle. It also defines anoth6r set - the set of stu-

dents who'do NOT have'blue eyes; that ia, those students who are Ellts stand-

ing inside the rope circle labelled "blue eyes". The get of students who

1

are NOT inside the rope circle are in the, COMPLEMENT of the set *defined

by the rope circle. In othgr-words,..the complement of a set is the set

of things which areOT members of the set. The compl4ient of the set of

blue-eyed students is the set of studederthat do not haveblge eyes. The

'complement of asset defined by A rope circle on the floor can be pictured

as the space outside the rope circle. The 'bye circle labelled "blue eyes"

defines two sets: The set artlue-eyed students and,the complement of the
)

Set of blue-eyed students. These two sets are represented by the inside

and the outside cf the rope circle. Those students who are members of.the

set stand insidAhe rope circle. Those students nho are NOT members of

the set; i.e, are members of the COMPLEMENT of the set stand outside the '

rope circle. Thus each time a rope cirefe is placed fact the floor and

labelled to specify a set, every student must Stand either inside it if
11,

he is a member of 'the ,set oi outside it if he is not a member.of the set.

We have thus far explored the basic idea of

.of class membership and the complement of a set.

a set, including the topics

Without mentioning it,

we have also seen the concept of a set dividing the universe (all students

in 6e class) into twO diejoint sets. MOre specifically, in seiting jv rope

circle on the floor, all of the,studentsAm the class are divided into two

,*oups - those that belong inside tll.e circle and those that belong outside

the,circlev7Every stUdent belongs either.inside Or outside and no student

belongs in both places. He is either's member of the'set or:ge is a member

of the complement of the sei. He'is not a member of both the set and its

complement. In other words, each. get, tOgether with its coMplement, divide
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the entire class into two groups, with-everyone belonging to either one of the

two groups. Two sets a4.e said to be DISJOINT if they have no members in common -
1

that is, if nothing belongs'to both of thAt Each characteristic such ap blue

eyes specifies'aLsetN7hich is DISJOINT from its complement. The dtt of boys

divides the class into two group's: those students who are boys and those

students who are hot boys, Le. the iet of girls. These are two disjoint

sets.' It is therefore not necessary to use a tope circle to describe the

Aet-of girls if one has already been used to describe the set of boys,

since_4he .set of girls is ihe complement of the set of boys and so the

girls w uld s mply be standing outside the rapectircle lab lled "boys".

41.

No )addition4 information.would result from specifyidaan a4ditibnal circle

for the girls - and a fair amount of conflision could arise later.,.

,After one circle is set on the floor, and the students place them

selves appropriately either inside it our outside it - noting that the

set and its complemk1 t are indeed disjoint'and that everyone either be-,
1

longs inside it oi outside it, pick up the circle and put dawn a second'

circle with a differentlabel. Suppose for example that the first circle
4

_was labelled "blue eyes" and that this second circle is lab 1 d "boys".

After each student has "definitely realized whether he belongs idside or

outsi e of each of'these circles when`placed one 'at a time on the floor,

place loth, circles on the floor like this:

\ .

Ask the studedts now to stand either inside or outside o ch of theser

circles. That rould cause spme confusiom- etipetially fo the boys with

blueiryes:w Whichtriréle' should they'stand in? They belo'ng inside the

4

0605 e
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/
circle labelled "boys" because they are members of the set ofAltoys. Th-47

<also belong inside the circle labelled "blue eYes" because th y are members
,

of the set of blue,eyed students. They belong to both sets because they_

are boys AND they have blue eyes. Therefore, they should stand inside both

of the circles. The studenis should quiCkly rearrange the circles on the

flimr like this:

,-

It,is then poss ble for each studept to stand in one of four appropriate

places.-Those students who are girls and do,not halve blue eyes will be
/

standing outside both of the circles - they will noti be in either set since

r
il\they neither boys ,nor do they have blue eyes. ' T e boys who'do not

hhve blue eyes.must stand in the Place wilere tN/ can be inside the circle

labelled "boys" bUt outs e the circle labelled "blue eyes". The girls

,who do have blue eyes mus Stand so tha4 they are'*inside,the circle labelled,

"blue eyes" but outside the circle labelled "boyfP'. Fidally, the bpys

with blue eyes will,be standing in'th'e section that is part of the inside

of both cirifes since they are members'of both the set of boys and the set

'of blue-eyed studentf:4. They are Member, of the INTERSECTIOP of the two sets.

The Intersection of two secs is the set of things6which belong to BOTH of

them. ltis possible to-describe all four of the places where students are

sta&ding as intersections of various sees. To d this, it will be helpful
,

.to have some ,symbols to use in naming the sets. For example; let BYS be

,
ihe label for.the sei UfrBOYS and let B-s be the lab'el iorthe set of

1

students with blue eyes, Instead of introducing new labels for the com-

plements of each of these sets, it will be,beiter to introduce a

f
6

ymbol
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4hich will mean "complement of". We can introduce'the letters 'comp" for

this purpose and plAce them immediately before the set whose complement we

wish to label. ,,Thus, the set of girls being the complement of the setof

boys will be labelled: compBYS.. Similarly, ihe set of students wito do not,

have blue eyes iS labelled: co4B-E since iti.s the complement of the set

of students.with blue eyes, that is,the complement of the ett labelled B-E.

One more symbol is oeeded to show ihtersection. There is a standard mathe-
.

matical symbol used to ipdicate the idtersection of two sets. Tt'is an

Up-Aide-down U and it,1o9ks Iike'this; To indicate the intersection

of two -sets, the'iotersection syMbol is placed. between the symbols for

the sets. Thus,the infersectiodof'the set of boys with the set of blue-
_

eyed studemts Would be written:. BYS el B-E. The set of girls with blue

ayes would beiwritten: dompBYS B-E. The symbols

cates the set Wich is th intersection of the sets

ment of the set,of blue-eyed student6) and BYS i(the
%

is the set of boys that do not have blue eyes. Tlie

appear when our two circles ars placed on the 'floor

with our symbols as follows:'

0

: co7B-E/)BYS mdi-

compB-E (the comple-
/.

set of boys). This

, .

four regions that
*-

can now be labelled .

tompB-Er1compDYS

New place a third rope circle on the floor.defining a third set - say the

set,ot students with brown haii. For this set:we'll use the iymbol BR-H.

The set BK:tH also divides.the class into"two disjoint sets:s those Who have

brown hafr.and those who do not have,brown-hair. The set of boys with blue

t 607
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'eyes and brown hair will be the intersection of the three set specified

as the insidps of the rope circles. It has the symbol: BYS B-En BR-H.

How does it compare to the set with the symbol: B-EfiBR-H OHS? '

The two sets Are the same. ,Thia is an example of the

tativity for intersecting sets "The inter.section of

sameset no matter in which order the sets are listed

principld of commu,

sets specifies the

in .the. intersection."

To be,more propeir mathetatically, we should remark Chat intersection is..

an operation defined between two sets (like aadition is defined between

twO.numbers). The intersection of three sets need not be defined since

it can be given interms of intersecting sets VWCI at a time. In the ex-

,

ample preceding, we have denoted a set by:

BYS /)BR7H. This is an intersection of three sets. It can be

viewed in terms of the operation of intersecting two sets by first inter-
. .

secting the seta BYS and BLE to give the set: BYE') BLE. This is now

viewed as one set - to aid our viewing it asAa single set, place parentheses
s

around it: (BYS() B-E). This single set is now intersected with the set

BR-H to give: (AYSnB-E)/1) BR-H. The associative property of set inter-

section states that in intersecting.more than two sets via a process of .

intersectilag ttlem two at a time and building up,as above, the same set

will result in the -end no miAer how the sets have been grouped for inter-
.

sectipg. An exaMple of this is: (BYS/1B-E)frBR-11 is the same set as

BYan (B-E nBR-11) .

By adding the third circle to the floor, there now are eight distinct re-

glans which can be specified as set intersections. These are pictured

below. Note'thlit the key to the numbered regions identifies them as the

intersections of three sets in each case. If the cies& has studied set
r 4,-

theory and is accustomed tcrusing parenthesis and intersecting sets two

ac a time instead of indicating the intersection of three sets, then

8
a
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A key using that notation.would be more Appropriate. In all.cases, dhe

fegion is identified by only one intersection of sets). Eadh such region7

could also be. specified by the intersection of the same sets-But iia
different order. The same specified nO matter which order is

usedto indicate the intersection. All that matters is the sets used.

This then is the picture for three rope circles on the floor.

p.

KEY

1.; compBTS n compB-E compBR-H

2 BYS compB-E rIcomOR-11

'compBYS B-E compR-H

BYS f)B-E "compBR-H

5 'BYS/7 B-E/1 BR-11

6 BYS ficompB-E f)BR-H

7 im compBYSt) compB-En
8 compBYS B-E 4BR-H

-e.

'Note that eVery one of ti.le eight regions in the above diagram is

described as the,intersect4 of THREE sets. To describe one of the regions

it is not enough to specify which of the three sets: BYS;'B-E; BR-H we are

in; we must alsO specify which of the sets we are NOT in. 'For each fof the

tf,

hree sets we must specify whether we are IN it 16OUT of it. Thus to

4pecify the region of the picture in which a student.belongs we must ask three

questions-each of which is answered by a ."yies" or a "no". These three

I

questions to b a ed of the student t,o be placed in a region are: Is the \

student in the set of BOYS?: Is the student in the set of students with

6 0 9
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.4

BLUE EYES?; and Is the student in the setnof students wfth BROWN HAIR?

There is db shortct possible. All three of these questions must be answered

before a stUde'nt cAn be.properly placeein one of the eight regions.

time one of these three questions ie answered the number of possibl'e regions

of uhe diagram.in which to place a. student is halved. For example, let's

pllice,Sally who has .blonde hair and blue eyes ipt the p:roper regiZ7n.' At

first before answering any of the three questions Sally could belong in any

of the eight egions pictured. .Asking the fi..rst qu's.tIont Does SallY belong

.to the set of BOYS?' No. Therefore 'Sally cannot be placed in'any of.the

regions which lie within.the cir0e lab4led "BOYS". Thus Sa1l4:.1111 be

correctiy placed in one of the four regions ntimbered 1, 3, 7 oiwS. The

poesibilities are now four rather than eight. Asking the first question

reduced the number of possibilities to just half 4s many. Asking the second

.
.

questidn again halved the number of possibili ies: Does Sally belong to the

'get of students with BLUE EYES? Yes. Theref re Sally must belong in one of

..,
.,,

the regions which lie within the circlf labelled "BLUE EYES". Of the

possibilities 1 7, and18 which remained after considering the first

question only regione 3 and 8 lie within the circle lab011ed "BLUE EYES".

Thus Sally will be correctly placed in one'of the two regions numbered 3

f
or 8. There are noir two possibilities - half as many-ag there were before

considering the second question. Asking the third question will again haive

the'number of possibilities leaving the ONE in, which Sally correctly belongs.

Does Sally belong to the set of students withOWN HAIR? No. Therefore.

ofthe çzo regions (3-and 8) SaUy belongs.in.the one which lies outside )

the circle labelled, "BROWN IR". .This is,region 3.14ilich, is described as :

compBYS B-E 11 compBR-H.
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Students will probably not want to go through this somiOhat lengthy process

of separately considering each of the three questions in order to designate. the

regien, in which they correctly belong. . Yeti before a correct placement can be

made, each of these three questions mZist e answeied correctly. To shorten the

process somewhat each student could indicate where he thinks,he belongs. To

check that each student is placing himself corrictly, three students (or teams

.9 I

of students) in the class could act as "specialists" - specializing in bne of

the three sets. Theri must be at least one "specialist" for each of the three

sets. The'speOalist for the Set "BOYS" would concern himse f only with whether,

or not the student has.correctly pfaced himself in a regio mlaicfi is Itslor OUTi

of the set of BOYS. Therefore the "BOYS specialist" would agree with Sally's
,

placement of.herself as long as she chose to place herself In regidns 1, 3, 7,

or 8. The "BLUE EYES specialist" would agree witli\Sally's placement of hersekf

as Iong as she -aose to place herself in regions 3, 4, 50 or 8 since these-are
4

all.he.regions which lie within the set B-E. The "BROWN HAIR specialist" would

agree with Sally's "'cement of herself as long as she choserto place herself in

regions
(1

1 2, 3 or 4 since these are all the regions that do not lip., within,the

4

set BR-H. .If Sally places herself in region 3 (the correct region for blonde,

blue-eyed Sally) then all piree specialises will agree with her. If Sally places

herself in any of the other seven regions then at least'one oe"the special sts

will disagree with her. Assuming that looking at only one characteristi(as a

specialist) is easier than considerini5 three and that the s.ecialists can do their

job accurately, this method of using "specialists" provide a means of testing

thelarrectness of a studeht's placement if himself in one of the 'eight regions.
,

611
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We

(

Adding a fourth circle is quite difficu4 if it is to be added to the first

tthree so that all possible combfitations of sets and their complements wl.11

be 04ctured as a region. To do this, it will be necessary for the Seurth

circle to be a non-circular closed loop. One possible way of positioning

fl

a fyirth .circle so that all .16 of the possible co nations of the four

gets and"their complements will have a region is pictured:

0
Adding a fourth circle is sufficiently difficult so that at this stage

it should be easier for the students to begin Oicturing tile intersections

There are exactly 16 re-
gions defined by being in-

side or outside the four,

circles. .Flnd theM.

as just that- intersections of sets. The concept of set intersection is

ft

easy to ext d to the intersection of five, six, seven. or,pven 100 or more

sets. Thaid of rope circles gets complicateCat fcfur: So this may be

a good place to stop picturing the sets as regions on the floor.

VENN DIAGRAMS are circular pictuiles drawn to repzesent sets. They are

precii14 the pictures that are drawn here to represent the rope circles.

'While rope circles are placed on the'floor, circular regions similar to

those pictured here may be drawn on the-blackboard. As students stand

in a 1:1hcircle? their initials or name may be placed in the appropriate
*

circular region on the.blackboard. In this way, a Venn diagram is.put

on th oani as the rope circles are placed on the floor.. The Concepts

400

involved are identical, the difference being only one of presentation.

6



The question-will almoSt certainly arise as tc7the tignificance, of

the line in the diagV..m dr the rope in the rope circle. What does it mean

to be on the line? Is that someone who,is almost but not cidite in the

set? NO! A vet i . clearly defined object. Everything is either a

member of the set or,it is not. Thus everything f.s either in the circle

or ,not in the circles The line agd being on the line is possible\in our

picture of the set only because it is a picture of the set.and not the

set itself. The set of boys is the collection of th4ings.which are boys

and'not the,part of-7the floor thatis enclosed by the rope labelled 1!boys".

The rope circle and the Venn diagrams are means of representing the concept

of sets, they are not the sets themselves.

Another abtivity Using set theory,is the sit-down game. Sr4t theoretic

,concepts involved in that game.are discussed in the technical paper describ-

S.

ing the,game. The students" standing dre the members of the intersection

of all the sets defined by the characteriet4s on the blackboard.

613
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USING VENN DIAGRAMS TO FIND THE BEST. DESCRIPTION
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The children in most classes make tip individual inventories ofik

characteristics to use in thedoit-down game. As they try out their de-

scriptions, they find that same children are identified using the first few

characteristics listed: However, in some cases, the child, to be identi- 4

1
fied'sits down with others when,a.certain characteristic is named. In

other cases, he is left qtanding with otheis,when,the list in finished.

(See techh4e1 paper, "The Sit-Down Game", for a more complete description

of the sit-down game.)

Venn diagrams can also be used to find out which characteristics

tidentify certainIChildren. After sOme experience with qiviing" Venn

diagrams (see technical paper, "Set Theory Activities: Rope-Ckrcles
,

.
,

and Venn DiagraMs), the-chilaren,Can drhw enn dtagrans shawing two,

Lthree or four charact Thexistics. eir dr aW gs will help them:

1. eind a descriptiOn which will separate each child from

his classmates.

2. Find the nunber of characteristics ne6ded in most descriptions.

3. Find the best charaaeristics t, use in a short descriptioh.

Attached at the end of this paper are the inventories of the charac-
,

teristics ef the dhildren in one cless. The foliaWing paragraphs show

how the type of information listed Above can be obtained fram these

inventories. a

614
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By drawing.a Venn .diagram.of the.set of girls and the'set of blue-

eyed children, the children will lind that Amy is the only girl with blue
,

"..*
eyes. A Venn diagram of the set of girls and the set of b nd-haired

children will show tgat Amy is also the only girl with blond hair. Either

descrilltion uses only two characteristics (see Figure 1).

k

Lucille
Nadine
Elvia
Jane
.Marcela
Yolanda.

Michelle

GIRL BLOND HAIR'

40

ucili.

Nadine
ElvAr
Jne

\`..Marcela

......___

Yolanda
Michelle *

Figure 1

GIRL
11.

BLUE EYES

rBy looking at their lists or by4drawing the Venn diagram in Figure 2

the kids would also see that akl children in the class with blond hair also

have.blue eyes.

BLUE EYES

In this class, both characteristics of blond hair and blue eyes are not

.necessary in a description. qhe children might check other classes to see

'if the cgrrelation between the two Characteristics is high enough to elim-

inate one of them as a general rule. If this is the case, they might be

asked which characteristic - hair color or eye color - is( best to use in a

.\
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description. Which can be easily seen at a distance? Whic4can be'

changed?

A As seen in the Venn diagrams in Figtire 3, Craig can be (specified asv

a..

a. .a thin childNwith blue eyes, or
b. a boy with straight blond hair.

(Lig S.

Alfredo'
Lucille
Nadinp
Paul
George B.2
MArcela
Joe

LIGHTT
WEIGHT

ib

BLOND BAIRN,

Willie
George G.
George B.1
George B.2

Figure 3

BLUE EYES

STRAIGHT HAIRe

or

Which description is the best? How many childre'n in the school Eire

light weigrt with blue eyes? Hoinylny boys have blond straight hair?

The children can find several descriptions which will identify a perlon
ArJ

( 6 1 6
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in their cLass, and then check other classes to find out how large a

samPie they need to use to correctlY determine the best characterfstics
. ,

to uie in a description.

".

,

;

A,Venn diagram (Figure 4) with three character stics.shows that

Alfredo is the.only boy in the class with blatA hair and average height.

The same diagram shOWs that Amy is the only giil who is average height

and does'hot, have black hair.

4

em'AVERAGE HEIGHT

APY1P

Craig
.Scott

Craig S.
Billy
Joe

AmY

Alfredo
sGeorge B.1
George G.

'George B.2°
Paul
Willie

4

Figure 4

Marcela
Nadine
Elvis
Jane

.gichepe
Yolanda

BLACK
HAIR
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It takes four characteristics - boy, brown eylp, short, straight hair

to identifyTaul. ,See the Venn diagram in'Figure 5. The same diagram

,also isolates Amy, Lucille, Billy, Craig, and George B.2 with different

3 41,00P
dOmbinations of the four-characteristics or their complements.

9

Lucille

STRAIGHT HAIR

ke
Arm(

slik%Apixl"6;6
*,

a.*

t
loisincis

414°'r"

BOY'

Isigure 5
,J,
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An alternative way of drawing 'a Venn diagram with four-sets (and their

complements) is shown below in Figure 6. The same six children are isolated

using this type of dIagram.

will depend upon -the order

pt

Soot? r.

In the

in which

.
Isit-down game the person left standing

the'characteristics:are named.

&WA) E$ers

'
,-,o(mie

,

,

.

, , .
g/

. ligi Ogb0
SCerr.

.

.1....- ...... -op
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-TAW :
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/
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i
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:Gpmeg G.
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i. taCILLI :
.

ilk e

...0mr,4. ...." w
NADINE a

ELvia,,,
lificluiLLE .. a 4. I

C

1

1

i .

.

....

..

\.\
,

.121

4The children

one person In a 4

War Soy-

Svioutf.r
MIA

4

.NOT
SMAictir

NAIA

Figure 6

discover that it isn't alwayl easy .to-identify only

rpup. Joe

In that case,

might help.

and Craig 6. have seven identical characteristics.

perhaps an additional characteristic such as shape of face

alfr
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After the ,chiidren have been able to identify the children in

their clans, they can constrpct'a histogram of t,he'number of children

versus the minimum number of characteristics heeded for identificatign.

The histogram in Figiire 7 shows this data for the satp/e.class.

\

.* Number

HISTOGRAM

Children

v

4

NuMber o4 Chkacteristies Needed
to Identify a Child'

Figure 7

.04

iP

(at least)
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The children Tight also draw a cumulative histogram,using the same

data. The number of characteristics needed for correct identification

75% of the time might be taken as a large enough number to include in

any description. Figure 8 which i ;based on the data'in Figure 7,

shoWs this ro be four characteristics.

.111511irs.

4.4

1.4

1
r-4

..
CUMULATIVE HISTOGRAM

44.......

..- _

_4

4
4

1..
_ 6 _ Aimil

.

1
4

47,

-4,

.

.
4, , ..

1
. a 4.

5 4 #7a
or or

less lesa less less leas less less less
or or or or or or

Number of Characteristics Needed
to IdTify a Child

Figure

The children will notice that the characteristics used in 'their

. ,

"minimum descriptions are not t,he same in each description. So, the

.problem arises: Which four charactetistics fb ve in a deacription? The

children may suggest different combinations as the best. They can check
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by listing,the characteristics in a certain order and drawing a series of
r

Venn diagrams.

The histogram in Figure /land ,Limula.tive histogram in Figure 10 show

the'rebults for the sample class for an order of charactellstics as follows:

133t
4

eye cold'.

height (tall, average or short)
, weight (heavy, avrage or light)
type hair (straight,'wavy or curl )
skin color (dark, tan or light)

-14* hair cblor

Using this order of characteristics, 75% of the children in the class

would be identified using the. first five characteristics. These charac-
.

teristics (or another series) could be tried out in a real lifejiituation-

. such as finding a child 4n the playground'or in thd lAbrary.. The charac-

teristics used,.in descriptions of lOst children cao be investigated.

Number

of

Children

HISTOGRAM

11111111111111NoM4MS4111M111111
s1111111111111111Wlillill

1111111111111111W. .011111111111111

111.1
1111111Erlgan40.-01a411.1

.2 7

Nunber of,,Charac:eriatics Needed
to Identify a Child

Figure 9.

6 '2
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MIVa. Am.m.m.ana

WS**

4.

4

. CUMULATIVE HIpTOGRAM

*.* -AA

A

*

3

or Q r or. ,
. or or, oy or or

less less less less less less less lesa
4

Number of Charaeeristics Needed
to Identify a Child

Figure IC

ale".



Craig S.

boy -

it. brown hair
green eyes
light skin
straight hair
light weight
short

Billy

boy .

blonde hair
blue eyes
light'skin
wavy hair
heavy weight
short

,Elvia H.

'STUbENTS' CHARACTERISTIC INVENTnRIES

Alfredo

boy
blonde hair ,

blue eyes
tan skin'
strAight hair
liiht weight \
average height

Lucille

girl
1t. browA hair

brown Ayes
light Skin
wavy hair
,light weighl
Aort

girl
black hair
-brown eyes
tan skin

.wavy h
average weigh
tall

Scott

boy
-It. brown hair
brown eyes
light skin
straight hair
heavy weight
average height

Jane

girl
black hair
btown,eyes
tan skin
straight hair
heavy weight
short

Michelle

girl

black hair
brown eyes
dark skin
curly,hair*
heavy-weight
tall

.boy
black hair
brown eyes
tan skin
straight hir
light weight
average height

Nadine

girl
blaCk hair
brown eyes
dark skin
wavy hair
light weight
tall)

Marcel'S

girl
black hair
brown eyes
light
straight hair
ligh
sh

Willie

boy
black hair
brown eyes
tan skin
curly hair
average weight
tall

George 134

tioy

black hair
.brown eyes
tan skin
wavy hair
heavy weight
tall

Paul

boy
black hair
brown eyes
tan skin
straight hair,
.light weight
short .

AmY

girl
blonde hair
blueieyes
light skin
straight hair
heavy weight
average height

Joe

SA3-1I

George G.

bdy
blaCk hair
brown eyes
dark skin
curly hair
heavy weight
tall

pe'Orge B.2

boy
black hair'

brawn eyes
tan skins
wavy hair
light weight

short

Yolanda

girl
black halt
brawn eyes
tan skin
straight hair
average weight
short

boy
light brawn hair
green eyes
light skin
straight hair,
light weight
short


